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CROSS-BORDER ROAD TRANSPORT AGENCY

APPLICATIONS FOR PERMITS

Particulars in respect of applications for permits as submitted to the Cross-Border Road Transport Agency, indicating, firstly, the reference number, and then-

(i) the name of the applicant and the name of the applicant's representative, if applicable;
(ii) the country of departure, destination and, where applicable, transit;
(iii) the applicant's postal address or, in the case of a representative applying on behalf of the applicant, the representative's postal address;
(iv) the number and type of vehicles, including the carrying capacity of each vehicle; and
(v) a full route description

Particulars concerning any existing authorization of the applicant must be available for scrutiny at the offices of the Agency.

In terms of the regulation 3 of the Cross-Border Road Transport Regulations, 1998, if any interested party wants to object to an application being granted, he or she has to do so by putting the reasons therefor in writing and handing over five copies thereof personally, or by posting them by registered post, to the Regulatory Committee, and so handing over or posting one copy thereof to the applicant or his or her representative, within 21 days of the publication in the Gazette.

---------------------------

MENLYN

Address to which representations must be submitted:

The Chief Executive Officer, PO Box 560, Menlyn, 0063 and the respective applicant.

Full particulars in respect of each applicant are open to inspection at the Regulatory Committee, Glen Manor Office Block, Building No 3, Frikkie de Beer Street, Menlyn, Pretoria, 0063.
O.P. 672126(2) NGWENYA BS I.N. 3601065250088(3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Botswana (4) C/O JOHANNESBURG BOTSCHANA LONG DISTANCE TAXI ASSOCIATI PO BOX 144 DIEPKLOOF 1864(5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Park City Taxi Rank in Johannesburg into Wanderers Street, left into Wolmarans Street onto Ontdekkers Main Road M4 through Florida, Roopeedoort, Join Main Reef Road R24 to Krugersdorp, Tarleton, Magaliesburg, turn left to join the R509 to Boons Derby, Koster, Swartruigens, turn left onto the N4 via Groot Marico, Woodbine and Zeerust, turn right onto the R49 via Mogokela and Nietverdiend through the RSA/Botschana border at the Kopfontein/Tlokeng border post to Gaborone, into Tlokeng Road, Kaunda Road, turn left into Khama Crescent, turn left into Old Lobatse Road to the Bus Stop Taxi Rank in Gaborone. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that passengers may only be picked up from Park City Taxi Rank in Johannesburg and set down at Bus Stop Taxi Rank in Gaborone on the forward journey and that passengers may only be picked up from Bus Stop Taxi Rank in Gaborone and set down at Park City Taxi Rank in Johannesburg on the return journey. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed.

O.P. 672386(2) MODULULI S J I.N. 5903245797089(3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Swaziland (4) C/O MBOMBELA CROSS-BORDER ASSOCIATION PO BOX 5763 NELSPRUIT 1200(5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Nelspruit Plaza Taxi Rank, Nelspruit onto R40, pass Barberton and Badplaas through the RSA/Swaziland border at Oshoek/Ngwenya border post to Manzini Taxi Rank, Swaziland. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will be picked up from Nelspruit Plaza Taxi Rank and set down at Manzini Taxi Rank in Swaziland and that on the return journey passengers will be picked up from Manzini Taxi Rank in Swaziland and set down at Nelspruit Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 672390(2) MUSINA J T I.N. 730910561080(3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) C/O NANCIEFIELD TAXI ASSOCIATION BOX 992 MUSINA 0900(5) New Permit (6) 2 x 15 passenger Micro bus 1 x 22 passenger Midi-Bus (7) Taxi passengers and their personal effects from Musina Taxi Rank onto the N1 North through the RSA/Zimbabwe border at Belt Bridge border post pass Ngundu to Exormart Filling Station Stand No: 275 in Masvingo. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will only be picked up from Musina Taxi Rank in Musina and set down at Exormart Filling Station Stand no: 275 in Masvingo and that on the return journey passengers will only be picked up from Exormart Filling Station Stand No: 275 in Masvingo and set down at Musina Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 672793(2) MTOMBENI FH I.N. 710830057084(3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Mozambique (4) C/O BOKSBURG CROSS BORDER TAXI ASSOCIATION KIMAX BUILDING 69 MARKET STREET 1ST FLOOR 2 BOKSBURG 1460(5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from the Market Street Taxi Rank in Boksburg onto the R21 pass Benoni, Springs Delmas, Ogies, join N4 at Witbank, pass Middelburg, Hectorspruit and Komatipoort through the RSA/Mozambique border at Lebombo/Ressano Garcia border post onto EN1 pass Ressano Garcia, Matola, onto Brigada Montada onto EN1 pass Macia and Xai-Xai to Massinga Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will be picked up from Market Street Taxi Rank and set down at Massinga Taxi Rank and that on the return journey passengers will be picked up from Massinga Taxi Rank and set down at Market Street Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 673085(2) TAXIU BUG CC T/A CITY BUG I.N. 199901272923 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa - Tourism (4) PO BOX 3651 NELSPRUIT 1200(5) New Permit (6) 1 x 37 passenger Bus (Single Deck) (7) Tourists and their personal effects from: SOUTH AFRICA-SWAZILAND Tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Swaziland through the Swaziland/RSA border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists from points within Swaziland to points within South Africa through the Swaziland/RSA border at (see border post list below); South Africa/Swaziland: Mananga Border Gate/Mananga Border Gate Jeppe's Reef/Matsamo Josefsdal/Bulembu Oshoek/Ngwena Waverley/Lunatsi Nerston/Sandlane Houtkop Bothashoop/Gege Onverwacht/Salitje Mahamba/Mahamba Emahlathini/Sicunusa Golela/Lavunisa SWAZILAND - MOZAMBIQUE Tourists and their personal effects from points within Swaziland to points within Mozambique through the Swaziland/Mozambique border at border post (see list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Mozambique to points within Swaziland through the Mozambique/Swaziland border at (see border post list below): Swaziland/Mozambique: Lomahasha/Namaacha Mhlumeni/Goba Fronteira and/or MOZAMBIQUE-MALAWI Tourists and their personal effects from points within Mozambique to points within Malawi through the Mozambique/Malawi border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Malawi to points within Mozambique through the Malawi/Mozambique border at (see border post list below); Mozambique/Malawi: Ulongwe/Dedza Zobue/Wanzu Milange/Mulanje Mandimba/Chiponde and/or MOZAMBIQUE-ZIMBABWE Tourists and their personal effects from points within Mozambique to points within Zimbabwe through the Mozambique/Zimbabwe border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Zimbabwe to points within Mozambique through the Mozambique/Zimbabwe border at (see border post list below); Mozambique/Zimbabwe: Chichulukula/Sango/Esungabera/Mount Selinda Machipanda/Forbes-Mutare Rotanda/Cashel Cochemene/Nyamapanda Mukumbura/Mukumbura Zomba/Kanyamba and/or SOUTH AFRICA-MOZAMBIQUE Tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Mozambique through the RSA/Mozambique border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within
Mozambique to points within South Africa through the Mozambique/RSA border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Mozambique Lebombo/Ressano Garcia Kosi Bay (Tourist use only) Giriyondo (Tourist use only) Pafuri (Tourist use only) SOUTH AFRICA-ZIMBABWE Tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Zimbabwe through the RSA/Zimbabwe border at (see border post list below) and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Mozambique to points within South Africa through the Simmer Street Taxi Rank at (see border post list below): South Africa/Zimbabwe Beit Bridge/Beit Bridge ZIMBABWE-ZAMIBWE Tourists and their personal effects from points within Zimbabwe to points within Namibia and their personal effects from points within Botswana to points within Zimbabwe through the Botswana/Namibia border at (see border post list below) and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Botswana to points within Namibia through the Botswana/Namibia border at (see border post list below): Botswana/Namibia: Ngoma Bridge/Ngoma Shakawe/Muhembo Bultepo/Mamuno NAMIBIA-ZAMIBWE Tourists and their personal effects from points within Namibia to points within South Africa through the Namibia/RSA border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Namibia: Katima Mulilo/Sehseke SOUTH AFRICA-NAMIBIA Tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Namibia through the Namibia/Botswana border at (see border post list below): Botswana/Namibia: Ngoma Bridge/Ngoma Shakawe/ Muhembo Bultepo/Mamuno NAMIBIA-ZAMIBWE Tourists and their personal effects from points within Namibia to points within South Africa through the Namibia/RSA border at (see border post list below) and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Namibia to points within South Africa through the Namibia/RSA border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Namibia: Klein Menasse/Rietfontein Nakop/Ariamsvlei Noenieput (Tourist use only)/Sendelingsdrif SOUTH AFRICA- LESOTHO Tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Lesotho through the RSA/Lesotho border at (see border post list below) and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Lesotho through the RSA/Lesotho border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Lesotho: Makhaleen Bridge/Makhaleen Bridge Maseru Bridge/Maseru Bridge MONTALSA'S Pass/MONANTS'S PASS Ongeluksnek/Ongeluksnek Peka Bridge/Peka Bridge Qacha's Nek/Qacha's Nek RAMATSELISO'S Gate/RAMATSELISO'S Gate Sani Pass Sepapu's Gate/Sepapu's Gate BUSHMAN'S Nek/NKONKONANA Tele Bridge/Tele Bridge Van Rooyen's Gate/Mafeteng General Conditions: Any tour of persons and/or their personal effects from points within Namibia to points within South Africa through the RSA/Namibia border at (see border post list below): and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Namibia to points within South Africa through the RSA/Namibia border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Namibia Klein Menaes/Rietfontein Nakop/Ariamsvlei Noenieput Onseepkans/Vellorsdrift Voorsuildrift/Noordoewer Mata-Mata (Tourist use only)/Welverdend Sendelingsdrif (Tourist use only)/Sendelingsdriif SOUTH AFRICA-LESOTHO Tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Lesotho through the RSA/Lesotho border at (see border post list below) and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Lesotho through the RSA/Lesotho border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Lesotho: Caledonsport/Caledonsport Ficksburg Bridge/Maputsoe Makahleene Bridge/Makahleene Bridge Maseru Bridge/Maseru Bridge MONTANTS'S PASS/MONANTS'S PASS Ongeluxnske/Ongeluxnske Peka Bridge/Peka Bridge Qacha's Nek/Qacha's Nek Nek RAMATSELISO'S Gate/RAMATSELISO'S Gate Sani Pass Sepapu's Gate/Sepapu's Gate BUSHMAN'S Nek/NKONKONANA Tele Bridge/Tele Bridge Van Rooyen's Gate/Mafeteng General Conditions: Any tour conducted in terms of this gazette and route description must start and/or end within the Republic of South Africa.

O.P. 673332 (2) KHÔÇÁ J I.N. 6806175959083(3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Mozambique (4) C/O EKURHULENI CROSS BORDER TAXI ASSOCIATION 159 MEYER STREET MELODY CENTER ROOM 505 GERMISTON 1401(5) New Permit (6) 1 x 14 passenger Micro bus (7) Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Simmer Street Taxi Rank, Germiston, right into Meyer Street and into Man Road, turn right into Pretoria Road, onto N4 pass Boksburg and Benoni onto N12 pass Delmas, Ogies, Witbank, onto N4 Highway pass Middelburg, Wonderfontein, Belfast, Machadodorp, Watervalboven, Gwadawo, Nelspruit, Kaapmuiden, Malelane and Komatiport to the RSA/Mozambique Border at Lebombo/Ressano Garcia border border onto N4 pass Maputo, Palmeira, Xinavane, Macia and Xai-Xai to Chokwe Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on this return journey passengers may be picked up from Simmer Taxi Rank but may not be set down at Chokwe Taxi Rank in Mozambique and that on the return journey passengers may be picked up from Chokwe Taxi Rank in Mozambique and set down at the Simmer Street Taxi Rank, Germiston No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 673335 (2) BHENGU MB I.N. 900703541084(3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Mozambique (4) C/O EKURHULENI CROSS BORDER TAXI ASSOCIATION 159 MEYER STREET MELODY CENTER ROOM 505 GERMISTON 1401(5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Simmer Street Taxi Rank, Germiston, right into Meyer Street and into Man
Road, turn right into Pretoria Road, onto N4 pass Boksburg and Benoni, onto N12 pass Delmas, Ogies, Witbank, onto N4 Highway pass Middelburg, Wonderfontein, Belfast, Machadodorp, Watervalboven, Ngodwana, Nelspruit, Kaapmuiden, Malelane and Komatipoort to the RSA/Mozambique Border at Lebombo/Ressano Garcia border post onto N4 pass Maputo, Palmeira, Xai-Xai, Mafeteng, Tsems Prim, Tsems Sido, through the RSA/Lesotho border post to Butha-Buthe Taxi Rank and return via the same route in reverse. Route 5: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects crossing and/or intending to cross the border from Carletonville Main Taxi Rank pass Fochville, Parys, Vredefort, Kroonstad, Rooyeneshek/Mafeteng border post to Mafeteng Taxi Rank and return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers may be picked up from Simmer Street Taxi Rank, Germiston and set down at Chokwe Taxi Rank in Mozambique and that on the return journey passengers may be picked up from Chokwe Taxi Rank in Mozambique and set down at the Simmer Street Taxi Rank, Germiston No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 673387(2) MADLALA M W I.N. 5810015808089(3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Lesotho (4) C/O CARLETONVILLE UNITED TAXI ASSOCIATION PO BOX 794 CARLETONVILLE 2500(5) New Permit (6) 1 x 23 passenger Midi-Bus (7) Route 1: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects crossing and/or intending to cross the border from Carletonville Main Taxi Rank pass Fochville, Parys, Vredefort, Kroonstad, Steynrus, Senekal, Marquard and Clocolan through the RSA/Lesotho border at Masorvane Bridge border post to Masorvane Taxi Rank and return via the same route in reverse. Route 2: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects crossing and/or intending to cross the border from Carletonville Main Taxi Rank pass Fochville, Parys, Vredefort, Kroonstad, Steynrus, Senekal, Marquard and Clocolan through the RSA/Lesotho border at Van Rooyen’shek/Mafeteng border post to Mafeteng Taxi Rank and return via the same route in reverse. Route 3: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects crossing and/or intending to cross the border from Carletonville Main Taxi Rank pass Fochville, Parys, Vredefort, Kroonstad, Steynrus, Senekal, Marquard and Wepener through the RSA/Lesotho border at Van Rooyen’shek/Mafeteng border post to Mafeteng Taxi Rank and return via the same route in reverse. Route 4: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects crossing and/or intending to cross the border from Carletonville Main Taxi Rank pass Fochville, Parys, Vredefort, Kroonstad, Steynrus, Senekal and Rosendal through the RSA/Lesotho border at Ficksburg Bridge/Maputsoe border post to Maputsoe Taxi Rank and return via the same route in reverse. Route 5: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects crossing and/or intending to cross the border from Carletonville Main Taxi Rank pass Fochville, Parys, Vredefort, Kroonstad, Ventersburg and Komatipoort to the RSA/Lesotho Border at Tele Bridge border post to Tele Bridge Taxi Rank and return via the same route in reverse. Route 6: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects crossing and/or intending to cross the border from Carletonville Main Taxi Rank pass Fochville, Parys, Vredefort, Kroonstad, Ventersburg, Kittykoppies, Tweespruit, Hobhouse, Wepener, Zaaron and Sterkspruit through the RSA/Lesotho border at Makhaleng Bridge border post to Makhaleng Taxi Rank and return via the same route in reverse.

O.P. 673448(2) JALGA TRANSPORT CC I.N. 200602319523(2) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Mozambique (4) C/O JOHANNESBURG MAPUTO LONG DISTANCE TAXI ASSOCIATION PO BOX 5099 JOHANNESBURG 2000(5) New Permit (6) 1 x 22 passenger Midi-Bus (7) Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Park City Taxi Rank into De Villiers Street, turn left, into Rissik Street, turn left into Smith Street, Saratoga Avenue, Kitchener Avenue, Broadway Street, onto the N12 East, onto N4 East pass Witbank, Middelburg, Belfast, Machadodorp, Waterval-Boven, Ngodwana, Nelspruit, Kaapmuiden, Malelane, Hectorspruit and Komatipoort through the RSA/Mozambique Border at Lebombo/Ressano Garcia Border Post pass Moamba, onto N4 pass Matola onto EN2 pass Marrueque, Mavedja, Maluana, Esperanca, Manhica, Palmeira, Taninga, Xinavane, Machia, Chissano, onto EN2 pass Xai-Xai, Chibuto, to Stand M205 Chokwe Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will only be picked up from Mafeteng Park City Taxi Rank at Mafeteng, thats on the return journey passengers will only be picked up from Chokwe Taxi Rank, Mozambique and set down at Park City Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 673451(2) JALGA TRANSPORT CC I.N. 200602319523(2) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Mozambique (4) C/O JOHANNESBURG MAPUTO LONG DISTANCE TAXI ASSOCIATION PO BOX 5099 JOHANNESBURG 2000(5) New Permit (6) 1 x 22 passenger Midi-Bus (7) Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Park City Taxi Rank into De Villiers Street, turn left, into Rissik Street, turn left into Smith Street, Saratoga Avenue, Kitchener Avenue, Broadway Street, onto the N12 East, onto N4 East pass Witbank, Middelburg, Belfast, Machadodorp, Waterval-Boven, Ngodwana, Nelspruit, Kaapmuiden, Malelane, Hectorspruit and Komatipoort through the RSA/Mozambique Border at Lebombo/Ressano Garcia Border Post pass Moamba, onto N4 pass Matola onto EN2 pass Marrueque, Mavedja, Maluana, Esperanca, Manhica, Palmeira, Taninga, Xinavane, Machia, Chissano, onto EN2 pass Xai-Xai, Chibuto, to Stand M205 Chokwe Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will only be picked up from Mafeteng Park City Taxi Rank at Mafeteng, thats on the return journey passengers will only be picked up from Chokwe Taxi Rank, Mozambique and set down at Park City Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 673515(2) MOTHAPU V I.N. 8109250559086(3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Mozambique (4) C/O GREATER KRUGERSDORP TAXI ASSOCIATION PO BOX 157 KAGISO 200620319523(2) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Mozambique (4) C/O GREATER KRUGERSDORP TAXI ASSOCIATION PO BOX 157 KAGISO 21754(5) New Permit (6) 1 x 15 passenger Micro bus (7) Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Mogale City, Leratong Taxi Rank Ackdox Street, left onto R41, onto the N2, onto N12 pass Benoni, Boksburg, onto N4 at Witbank pass Middelburg, Machadodorp, Nelspruit, Kaapmuiden, Malelane, Hectorspruit, Komatipoort to the RSA/Mozambique Border at Lembo/Ressano Garcia Border Post onto the EN4 pass Maputo onto the EN1 pass Macia, Chokwe and Chibuto to Xai-Xai Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers may be picked up only from Leratong Taxi Rank in Mogale City and set down at Xai-Xai Taxi Rank in South Africa, and that on the return journey passengers may be picked up only from Chokwe Taxi Rank in Mozambique and set down at the Simmer Street Taxi Rank, Germiston No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
Tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Mozambique through the RSA/Zimbabwe border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists from points within Swaziland to points within South Africa through the Swaziland/RSA border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Swaziland: Barberton/Pine Tree/Howick/Howick Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckart, Malandela Border Crossingosing/Neckar
O.P. 673666(2) DUBE M I.N. 650713530189(3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) C/O JBZ TAXI ASSOCIATION PO BOX 763 BRAMLEY 2018 (5) New Permit (6) 2 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Alexandra Pan Africa Taxi Rank, turn left into 3rd Street, enter Old Pretoria Main Road, turn left into Marlboro Drive and turn right onto M1 North, proceed onto M1 North up to Polokwane, enter Polokwane with Grobler Street, turn left into Market Street and turn right onto M1, pass Louis Trichardt/Makado and Musina to Botswana border post at Beit Bridge border post into Botswana, turn left into Marlboro Drive and turn right into Bulawayo, enter Bulawayo with Leopold Takawira Avenue, turn right into Parirenynata Street, turn left into 6th Avenue and proceed into Luveve Road to Entumbane Taxi Rank and return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers may only be picked up from Alexandra Pan Africa Taxi Rank and set down at Entumbane Taxi Rank and on the return journey passengers may only be picked up from Entumbane Taxi Rank and set down at Alexandra Pan Africa Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route. Alternative route: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Alexandra Pan Africa Taxi Rank, turn left into 3rd Street, enter Old Pretoria Main Road, turn left into Marlboro Drive and turn right onto M1 North, proceed onto M1 North up to Polokwane, enter Polokwane with Grobler Street, turn left into Market Street and turn right onto M1, pass Louis Trichardt/Makado and Musina to Botswana border post at Beit Bridge border post into Botswana, turn left into Marlboro Drive and turn right into Bulawayo, enter Bulawayo with Leopold Takawira Avenue, turn right into Parirenynata Street, turn left into 6th Avenue and proceed into Luveve Road to Entumbane Taxi Rank and return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers may only be picked up from Alexandra Pan Africa Taxi Rank and set down at Entumbane Taxi Rank and on the return journey passengers may only be picked up from Entumbane Taxi Rank and set down at Alexandra Pan Africa Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 673658(2) MOYO S I.N. 4024272140000(3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) C/O JBZ TAXI ASSOCIATION PO BOX 763 BRAMLEY 2018 (5) New Permit (6) 2 x 22 passenger Midi-Bus(7) Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Alexandra Pan Africa Taxi Rank, turn left into 3rd Street, enter Old Pretoria Main Road, turn left into Marlboro Drive and turn right onto M1 North, proceed onto M1 North up to Polokwane, enter Polokwane with Grobler Street, turn left into Market Street and turn right onto M1, pass Louis Trichardt/Makado and Musina to Botswana border post at Beit Bridge border post into Botswana, turn left into Marlboro Drive and turn right into Bulawayo, enter Bulawayo with Leopold Takawira Avenue, turn right into Parirenynata Street, turn left into 6th Avenue and proceed into Luveve Road to Entumbane Taxi Rank and return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers may only be picked up from Alexandra Pan Africa Taxi Rank and set down at Entumbane Taxi Rank and on the return journey passengers may only be picked up from Entumbane Taxi Rank and set down at Alexandra Pan Africa Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route. Alternative route: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Alexandra Pan Africa Taxi Rank, turn left into 3rd Street, enter Old Pretoria Main Road, turn left into Marlboro Drive and turn right onto M1 North, proceed onto M1 North up to Polokwane, enter Polokwane with Grobler Street, turn left into Market Street and turn right onto M1, pass Louis Trichardt/Makado and Musina to Botswana border post at Beit Bridge border post into Botswana, turn left into Marlboro Drive and turn right into Bulawayo, enter Bulawayo with Leopold Takawira Avenue, turn right into Parirenynata Street, turn left into 6th Avenue and proceed into Luveve Road to Entumbane Taxi Rank and return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers may only be picked up from Alexandra Pan Africa Taxi Rank and set down at Entumbane Taxi Rank and on the return journey passengers may only be picked up from Entumbane Taxi Rank and set down at Alexandra Pan Africa Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 673701(2) MULWELA A I.N. 6704055984083(3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) C/O BEITBRIDGE TAXI ASSOCIATION PO BOX 1138 MUSINA 0900(5) New Permit (6) 1 x 15 passenger Micro bus (7) MUSINA TO ZIMBABWE (DULUBADZIMU) Taxi passengers and their personal effects from Musina Taxi Rank on the M1 North through the RSA/Zimbabwe border post at Beit Bridge border post continue for 500 meters, turn left into an un-named road to DuluBazimbu Bus and Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey...
passengers will only be picked up from Musina Taxi Rank in Musina and set down at Dulubadzimu Bus and Taxi Rank and that on the return journey passengers will only be picked up from Dulubadzimu Bus and Taxi Rank and set down at Musina Taxi Rank in Musina. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 673703(2) MUNKELELE PL I.N. 6808106184088 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) C/O BEITBRIDGE TAXI ASSOCIATION PO BOX 1138 MUSINA 0900(5) New Permit (6) (1) x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) MUSINA TO ZIMBABWE (DULUBADZIMU) Taxi passengers and their personal effects from Musina Taxi Rank on the N1 North through the RSA/Zimbabwe border at Beit Bridge border post continue for 500 meters turn left on an un-named Road to Dulubadzimu Bus and Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will only be picked up from Musina Taxi Rank and set down at Dulubadzimu Bus and Taxi Rank and that on the return journey passengers will only be picked up from Dulubadzimu Bus and Taxi Rank and set down at Musina Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 673704(2) SIBANDA H I.N. 40320026C00007 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) C/O BEITBRIDGE TAXI ASSOCIATION PO BOX 1138 MUSINA 0900(5) New Permit (6) (1) x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) MUSINA TO ZIMBABWE (DULUBADZIMU) Taxi passengers and their personal effects from Musina Taxi Rank onto the N1 North through the RSA/Zimbabwe border at Beit Bridge border post continue for 500 meters turn left into an un-named Road to Dulubadzimu Bus and Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will only be picked up from Musina Taxi Rank and set down at Dulubadzimu Bus and Taxi Rank and that on the return journey passengers will only be picked up from Dulubadzimu Bus and Taxi Rank and set down at Musina Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 673712(2) NOMAD ADVENTURE TOURS AND HOLIDAYS CC I.N. 200711121223 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa - Tourism (4) PO BOX 2600 SOMERSET WEST 7129(5) New Permit (6) (1) x 27 passengers Bus (Single Deck)(7) Tourists and their personal effects from: SOUTH AFRICA-SOUTH AFRICA SWAZILAND Tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Swaziland through the RSA/Swaziland border at (see list below); and/or tourists from points within Swaziland to points within South Africa through the Swaziland/RSA border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Swaziland: Mananga Border Gate/Mananga Border Gate Jeppe's Reef/Matsamo Josefsdal/Bulembu Osheo/Ngwewya Waverley/Lunatsi Nerston/Sandlane Horseshoe/Botshoshogo/Gqenqo/Maphumela/Maphumela/Ngwewya Waverley/Gwezhi/Satlitshwa Golela/Lavumisa SWAZILAND - MOZAMBIQUE Tourists and their personal effects from points within Swaziland to points within Mozambique through the Swaziland/Mozambique border at (see post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Mozambique to points within South Africa through the Swaziland/Swaziland border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Swaziland: Lebombo/Ressano Garcia Kosi Mhlumeni/Goba Fronteira MOZAMBIQUE-MALAWI Tourists and their personal effects from points within Mozambique to points within Malawi through the Mozambique/Malawi border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Malawi to points within Mozambique through the Malawi/Mozambique border at (see border post list below): Mozambique/Malawi: Ulongwe/Dedza Zobue/Mwanza Milange/Mulanje Mandimba/Chiponde MOZAMBIQUE-ZIMBABWE Bus (Single Deck)(7) Tourists and their personal effects from points within Mozambique to points within Zimbabwe through the Mozambique/Zimbabwe border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Zimbabwe to points within Mozambique through the Mozambique/Zimbabwe border at (see border post list below): Mozambique/Zimbabwe: Chicalacuala/SangoEspungabera/Mount Belinda Machipanda/Forbes-Mutare Rotanda/Cashel Cochemane/Hyamapanda Mukumbura/Mukumbura Zomba/Kenyamba SOUTH AFRICA-MOZAMBIQUE Tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Mozambique through the RSA/Mozambique border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Mozambique to points within South Africa through the Mozambique/RSA border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Mozambique Lebombo/Kheswa Garcia Kosi Bay (Tourist use only) Giriyondo (Tourist use only) Pafuri (Tourist use only) SOUTH AFRICA-ZIMBABWE Bus (Single Deck)(7) Tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Zimbabwe through the RSA/Zimbabwe border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Zimbabwe to points within South Africa through the Zimbabwe/RSA border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Zimbabwe Beit Bridge/Beit Bridge ZIMBABWE-ZAMBAI Tourists and their personal effects from points within Zimbabwe to points within Zambia through the Zimbabwe/Zambia border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Zambia to points within Zimbabwe through the Zambia/Zimbabwe border at (see border post list below): Zambia/Malawi Chipata/Machinga Chitipa/Nyika Plateau ZIMBABWE-BOTSWANA Tourists and their personal effects from points within Botswana to points within Zimbabwe through the Zimbabwe/Botswana border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Botswana to points within Zimbabwe through the Botswana/Zimbabwe border at (see border post list below): Zimbabwe/Botswana: Kasungula/Kasungula Road Pandamatenga/Pandamatenga Plumtree/Ramokgwewana SOUTH AFRICA-BOTSWANA Tourists and their personal effects from points within Botswana to points within South Africa through the Botswana/South Africa border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Botswana: Lebombo/Mutare Chopwe/Otse-Polong Money Bridge (Tourist use only) Gaborone (Tourist use only)赞比亚-马拉维
personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Botswana through the RSA/Botswana border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Botswana to points within South Africa through the Botswana/RSA border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Botswana: Boshoek Bray Derdepoort/Sikware Gemibobok Groblersbrug/Martin’s Drift Kopfontein/Tlokweg Magkopiblid McCrathysrust Middelputs Mackpohl Plat'jan/Baine’s Drift Pontdridt/Hashatu Ramatlabama/Ramatlabama Skilpadshek/Pioneer Gate Stockpoort/Parr’s Halt Swartkoppiesfontein/Ramotswa Zanzibar

**BOTSWANA—ZAMBIA**

Tourists and their personal effects from points within Botswana to points within Zambia through the Botswana/Zambia border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Zambia to points within Botswana through the Botswana/Zambia border at (see border post list below): Botswana/Zambia: Ngoma Bridge/Ngoma Shakawé/Muhembo Buitepos/Mamuno

**NAMIBIA**

Tourists and their personal effects from points within Namibia to points within South Africa through the Namibia/RSA border at (see border post list below): Namibia/RSA: Katima Mulilo/Shesheke

**SOUTH AFRICA—NAMIBIA**

Tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Namibia through the RSA/Namibia border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Namibia to points within South Africa through the Namibia/RSA border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Namibia Klein Menasse/Rietfontein Nakop/Arlamsvlei Noeniput Onseeppkins/Vellorsdrift Vioolsdrift/Noordewer Mata-Mata (Tourist use only)/Welwerind Sendelingsdriif (Tourist use only)/Sendelingsdriif

**SOUTH AFRICA—LESOTHO**

Tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Lesotho at (see border post list below): South Africa/Lesotho: Caledonsoaport/Caledonsoaport Ficksburg Bridge/Maputoe Makhaeleen Bridge/Makhaeleen Bridge Maseru Bridge/Maseru Bridge Monantasa’s Pass/Monantasa’s Pass Ongeluksna/Peka Bridge/Peka Bridge/Ongeluksna/Chaka’s Neck Qacha’s Neck Ramatseliso’s Gate/Ramatseliso’s Gate Sani Pass Sepapu’s Gate/Sepapu’s Gate Bushman’s Neck/Nkonoona Tele Bridge/Tele Bridge Van Rooyen’s Gate/Mafeteng General Conditions: Any tour conducted in terms of this permit and route description must start and/or end within the Republic of South Africa.

O.P. 673879(2) MOTA P I.N. 5704255467088(3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Mozambique (4) C/O RUSSENBERG-SWAZILAND-MOZAMBIQUE TAXI ASSOCIATION PO BOX 979 RUSSENBERG 0300(5) New Permit (6) 1 x 22 passenger Midi-Bus (7) Taxi passengers and their personal effects from Rustenburg Taxi Rank, left into Bethlehem Drive, turn right into Oliver Tambo Drive, turn right into Bosch Street, left onto R104 through Kroondal, onto N4 pass Marikana, Mookomini, Brits and Pretoria, off ramp onto N1, onto N4 pass Bronkhorstspruit, Witbank, Middelburg, Belfast, Machadodorp, Waterval Boven, Ngodwana, Nelspruit, Malelane, Komatipoort to the RSA/Mozambique border at the Lebombo Border Post pass Ressano Garcia onto N4 pass Moamba, Matola and Maputo onto Av. Qua turn right onto RN1 pass Marraque, Manhica, Palmeira, Macia, Chokwe, Chibuto, Xai-Xai, Nhavavilla, Madeira, Governor, Matola, Zambian, Zavala, Nhaokovonko, Inharrime, Sebhuka, Mavila, Zambian, Mavila, Morumbene to Massinga Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers may be picked up only from Rustenburg Taxi Rank and set down at Massinga Taxi Rank and that on the return journey passengers may be picked up from Massinga Taxi Rank and set down at Rustenburg Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 673903(2) NGOENHA PROJECTS CC I.N. 200503862223(3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Mozambique (4) C/O EKURHULENI CROSS BORDER TAXI ASSOCIATION 159 MEYER STREET MELODY CENTER ROOM 505 GERMISTON 1401(5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Taxi passengers and their personal effects from Simmer Street Taxi Rank, Germiston, right into Meyer Street and into Man Road, turn right into Pretoria Road, onto N4 pass Boksburg and Benoni, onto N12 pass Delmas, Ogies, Witbank, onto N4 Highway pass Middelburg, Wonderfontein, Belfast, Machadodorp, Watervalboven, Ngodwana, Nelspruit, Kaapmuiden, Malelane and Komatipoort to the RSA/Mozambique border at the Lebombo/Ressano Garcia border post onto N4 pass Maputo, Palmeira, Xainavana, Macia and Xai-Xai to Chokwe Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers may be picked up from Simmer Street Taxi Rank, Germiston and set down at Chokwe Taxi Rank in Mozambique and that on the return journey passengers may be picked up from Chokwe Taxi Rank in Mozambique and set down at Rustenburg Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 673909(2) BHENGU MB I.N. 9007035441084(3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Mozambique (4) C/O EKURHULENI CROSS BORDER TAXI ASSOCIATION 159 MEYER STREET MELODY CENTER ROOM 505 GERMISTON 1401(5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Taxi passengers and their personal effects from Simmer Street Taxi Rank, Germiston, right into Meyer Street and into Man Road, turn right into Pretoria Road, onto N4 pass Boksburg and Benoni, onto N12 pass Delmas, Ogies, Witbank, onto N4 Highway pass Middelburg, Wonderfontein, Belfast, Machadodorp, Watervalboven, Ngodwana, Nelspruit, Kaapmuiden, Malelane and Komatipoort to the RSA/Mozambique...
Border at Lebombo/Ressano Garcia border post onto N4 pass Maputo, Palmeira, Xinavane, Macia and Xai-Xai to Chokwe Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers may be picked up from Simmer Street Taxi Rank, Germiston and set down at Chokwe Taxi Rank in Mozambique and that on the return journey passengers may be picked up from Chokwe Taxi Rank in Mozambique and set down at the Simmer Street Taxi Rank, Germiston. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 673985(2) MASHABANE T I.N. 6402135494088(3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Mozambique(4) C/O CARLETONVILLE UNITED TAXI ASSOCIATION PO BOX 794 CARLETONVILLE 2500(5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus(7) Taxi passengers and their personal effects from Carletonville Main Taxi Rank pass Johannesburg onto N12, onto N4 at Witbank pass Belfast, Machadodorp, Waterval Boven, Ngodwana, Nelspruit, Kaapmuiden and Malelane, through the RSA/Mozambique border at Lebombo/Ressano Garcia border post to Maputo Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will be picked up from Carletonville Main Taxi Rank and set down at Maputo Taxi Rank in Mozambique and that on the return journey passengers will be picked up from Maputo Taxi Rank in Mozambique and set down at Carletonville Main Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 674049(2) SEBOLA MD I.N. 6802095428085(3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe(4) C/O NANCEFIELD TAXI ASSOCIATION BOX 1992 MUSINA 0900(5) New Permit (6) 1 x 14 passenger Micro bus(7) Taxi passengers and their personal effects from Musina Taxi Rank to Tempelhof Taxi Rank next to Beit Bridge Border post. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers may be picked up from Musina Taxi Rank and set down at Tempelhof Taxi Rank and that on the return journey passengers will be picked up from Tempelhof Taxi Rank and set down at Musina Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.
APPLICATIONS CONCERNING OPERATING LICENCES

Particulars in respect of applications concerning operating licences and permits (as submitted to the respective Provincial Regulatory Entities/Operating Licensing Boards or the National Public Transport Regulator) indicating, firstly, the reference number, and then—

(a) the name of the applicant;
(b) the place where the applicant conducts his/her/its business or wishes to conduct such business, as well as his/her/its postal address;
(c) the nature of the application, that is whether it is an application for—
   (i) the granting of an operating licence;
   (ii) the granting of additional authority;
   (iii) the amendment of a route;
   (iv) the amendment of a time-table;
   (v) the amendment of tariffs;
   (vi) the transfer of an operating licence or permit;
   (vii) the change of the name of the undertaking concerned;
   (viii) an additional vehicle with existing authorisation; or,
   (ix) the conversion of a permit to an operating licence (conversion from radius/area based permit to route specific operating licence in case of a minibus taxi-type or scheduled service);

as well as, in the case of an application contemplated in (ii) to (ix)—

(x) the number of the operating licence or permit concerned.

(d) the number and type of the vehicle or vehicles, including the passenger carrying capacity of the vehicle or vehicles involved in the application;
(e) the nature of the public transport or proposed public transport; and
(f) the points between or the route or routes along or the area or areas within which the public transport is conducted or the proposed public transport is to be conducted,

where any of (a) to (f) above are applicable, are published below in terms of section 59 of the National Land Transport Act, 2009 (Act No. 5 of 2009).

In terms of regulation 17 (4) of the National Land Transport Regulations, 2009, written representations supporting or opposing these applications must be lodged by hand with, or sent by registered post, electronic mail (e-mail) or fax to, the Provincial Regulatory Entity/Operating Licensing Board concerned/Public Transport Regulatory Entity, in quadruplicate and lodged by hand with, or sent by registered post, e-mail or fax to, the applicant at his/her/its advertised address [see (b) above], in single copy, within 21 (twenty-one) days from the date of this publication.

AANSOEKE AANGAANDE BEDRYFSLISENSIES

Besonderhede ten opsigte van aansoeke om bedryfslisensies en permitte (soos by die onderskeie Provinsiale Reguleringsentiteite/Bedryfslisensierade of die Nasionale Openbare Vervoerreguleerder), met aanduiding van, eerstens die verwysingsnommer, en dan—

(a) die naam van die aansoeker;
(b) die plek waar die aansoeker sy/haar besigheid dryf of wil dryf, asook sy/haar posadres;
(c) die aard van die aansoek, dit wil sê of dit 'n aansoek is om—
   (i) die toestaan van 'n bedryfslisensie;
   (ii) die toestaan van bykomende magtiging;
   (iii) die wysiging van 'n roete;
(iv) die wysiging van 'n tydtafel;
(v) die wysiging van tariewe;
(vi) die oordrag van 'n bedryfslisensie of permit;
(vii) die verandering van die naam van die betrokke onderneming;
(viii) 'n bykomende voertuig met bestaande magtiging; of
(ix) die omskakeling van 'n permit in 'n bedryfslisensie (omskakeling van radius/gebiedsgebaseerde permit na roetespesifieke bedryfslisensie in die geval van 'n minibus taxitipe of geskeduleerde diens);
asook in die geval van 'n aansoek in (ii) tot (ix) bedoel—
(x) die nommer van die betrokke bedryfslisensie of permit;
    (d) die getal en tipe voertuig of voertuie, met inbegrip van die passasierdravermoe van die voertuig of voertuie wat by die aansoek betrokke is;
    (e) die aard van die openbare vervoer of voorgenome openbare vervoer; en,
    (f) die punte waartussen, die roete of roetes waaroor, of die gebied of geiede waarbinne die openbare vervoer of voorgestelde openbare vervoer onderneem word of staan te word,
waar enige van (a) tot (f) hierbo van toepassing is, word ingevolge artikel 59 van die Wet op Nasionale Landvervoer, 2009 (Wet No. 5 van 2009), hieronder gepubliseer.

Ingevolge regulasie 17 (4) van die Nasionale Landvervoerregulasies, 2009, moet skriftelike vertoe ter ondersteuning of bestryding van hierdie aansoeke, binne 21 (een-en-twintig) dae vanaf die datum van hierdie publikasie, in viervoud, óf per hand ingediend word by, óf per geregistreerde pos gestuur word aan, die betrokke Provinsiale Reguleringsentiteit/Bedryfslisensieraad of die Nasionale Openbare Vervoerreguleerder en in enkelvoud óf per hand ingediend word óf per geregistreerde pos gestuur word aan die aansoeker by sy gepubliseerde adres [kyk (b) hierbo].
GOODWOOD

Address to which representations must be submitted: The Secretary, Local Road Transportation Board, Private Bag X8, Goodwood, 7460, and the respective applicant.

Adres waarheen vertoë gerig moet word: Die Sekretaris, Plaaslike Padvervoerraad, Privaat Sak X8, Goodwood, 7460, en die betrokke applikant.

Full particulars in respect of each application are open to inspection at the Local Road Transportation Board’s Office, 5 Magnolia, Valencia Park, 1201.

Volle besonderhede ten opsigte van elke aansoek le ter insae by die Plaaslike Padvervoerraad se Kantoor, Magnolia 5, Valencia Park, 1201.

FROM/VAN: 2014/02/21 TO/TOT: 2014/02/21
FROM/VAN: 2014/02/21 TO/TOT: 2014/02/21
OP.8278785. (2) SHORELINK PTY LTD ID NO 201306885707. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 48 FRASER STREET, SEDGEFIELD, 6573, 0000. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
CHARTER SERVICE
-------------------------------------
FROM PICK UP POINTS SITUATED WITHIN 40KM RADIUS FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS AT 48 FRASER STREET, SEDGEFIELD TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP.8279025. (2) STEVENS TRANSPORT CC ID NO 198601776723. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: PO BOX 938, DA GAMAS KOP, MOSSEL BAY, 6501. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1793496/2 FROM STEVENS TRANSPORT CC (61 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN). (5) 1 X 61 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
Permit No. 1793496/2
EXISTING AUTHORITY
-------------------------------------
CHARTER SERVICE
-------------------------------------
FROM PICK UP POINTS IN MOSSEL BAY TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.
B/WCED 1415/10: ROUTE NO 149: TRANSPORTATION OF 79 LEARNERS OVER DISTANCE OF 43.6 KM FROM JUNKERSBERG, SONVALLEI PAYGROUP, JUNKERSBERG FORESTRY, JUNKERSHOEK, BOPLASS, GOEDHOOP, FANCOURT, DRIE BRUGGIES, DIEPKLOOF, DIEPKLOOF PRIMARY SCHOOL, SINKBRUG, MOUNT PLEASANT AND OUTENIQUA TO GROOTBRAKRIVIER SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.
B/WCED 1956/11: ROUTE NO 157: TRANSPORTATION OF 620 LEARNERS OVER A DISTANCE OF 10.2 FROM NEKKIES, DAM SE BOS AND PERCY MADALA SECONDARY SCHOOL TO THEMBELITSHA PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.
B/WCED 1534/10: ROUTE NO 154: TRANSPORTATION OF 20 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 75.2 KM FROM TOLANGE, RACECOURSE, GROOTZOUTPAN, SWARTKLIP AND DRIE-FONTEN TO OKER PRIMARY SCHOOL.
B/WCED NO 1887/11: ROUTE NO 562: TRANSPORTATION OF 47 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 61.2 KM FROM KLEINBERG, Bartelsfortein 11, Bartelsfontein 1, MOS INDUSTRIA AND RIETFVELI TO GARDEN ROUTE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND HILLCREST AND SOA BRAS SECONDARY SCHOOL.
B/WCED 1704/10: ROUTE NO 040: TRANSPORTATION OF 130 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 34.4 KM FROM RIVERSIDE RESORT, ROOI-HEUWEL TURN INN, REBOK/KLEIN, BRAKRIVIER JUNCTION, TERGNIET/SOGFONTEIN CROSSING AND VOGELSANG TO GROOTBRAKRIVIER PRIMARY SCHOOL AND GROOTBRAKRIVIER SECONDARY SCHOOL.
B/WCED 1419/10: ROUTE NO 165: TRANSPORTATION OF 24 LEARNERS OVER A DISTANCE OF 80 KM FROM KWEEKRAAL 1, KWEEKRAAL 11, KRAKRIVIER, UITKYK, KORINGELAAS, KLIPDRIFT AND HEUNINGFONTEIN TO PONORAMA AND VOORWAARTS PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL.
LEARNERS: ROUTE 556 JCC CAMP TO INDWE SECONDARY SCHOOL. TRANSPORTATION OF 185 LEARNERS FROM JCC CAMP TO INDWE SECONDARY SCHOOL (KWANONQABA) A RETURN DISTANCE OF 12.6 KM.
W/WCED 1505/10: ROUTE NO 045: FROM GARCIA BOSDORP, NOVE TURN INN, OAKDALE AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL JUCTION TO LANGENHOVEN HIGH SCHOOL AND VOLSCHEK, PONORAMA AND VOORWAARTS PRIMARY SCHOOL AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL.
ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY
-------------------------------------
LEARNER TRANSPORT
-------------------------------------
SERVICE ED 21932: ROUTE NO. T043: TRANSPORTATION OF 97 LEARNERS OVER A
RETURN DISTANCE OF 139 KM FROM LENSKLIP, BLIKHUIS, ROOIDAK FARM AND
MELKHOUTFONTEIN RESIDENTIAL AREA TO MELKHOUTFONTEIN PRIMARY SCHOOL AND
FROM THERE TO STILBAAI BRIDGE, BOTTERKLOOF, DROEVLAKTE, MELKHOUTKRAAL
TURN OFF, WINDSOR/SOEBATERSVLAKTE, STILBAAI TURN OFF AND SOETMELKFONTEIN
TO PANORAMA, VOORWAARTS PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY
SCHOOL.

CONTRACT NO ED 21259: ROUTE 042: TRANSPORTATION OF 65 LEARNERS OVER A
RETURN DISTANCE OF 35.8 KM FROM WELBEDACHT AND SONSKYNVALLEI TO ST LUKE'S
PRIMARY SCHOOL.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1415/10: ROUTE NO. 149 TRANSPORTATION OF 79 LEARNERS
OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 43.6 KM FROM JONKERSBERG, SONVALLEI PLAYGROUP,
JONKERSBERG FORESTRY, JONKERSHOEK, BOPLAAS, GOEDEHOOP, FANCOURT, DRIE
BRUGGIES, DIEPKLOOF, DIEPKLOOF PRIMARY SCHOOL, SINKSABRUG, MOUNT PLEASANT
AND QUETENIQUA TO GROOTBRAKRIVIER SECONDARY SCHOOL.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1534/10: ROUTE NO 154: TRANSPORTATION OF 20 LEARNERS
OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 75.2 KM FROM TOLANGE, RACERCOURSE, GROOT-
ZOUTPAN, SMARAKLIP AND DRIE-FONTEIN TO OKER PRIMARY SCHOOL.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1704/10: ROUTE NO. 048: TRANSPORTATION OF 130 LEARNERS
OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 34.4 KM FROM RIVERSIDE RESORT, ROOI-HEUWEL TURN
INN, REBOCK/KLEIN BRAKRIVIER JUNCTION, TERTNIET/SORGFONTIEEN CROSSING AND
VOGELSANG TO GROOTBRAKRIVIER PRIMARY SCHOOL AND GROOT BRAKRIVIER
SECONDARY SCHOOL.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1608/10: ROUTE NO. T045: TRANSPORTATION OF 63
LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 25 KM FROM GARCIA BOSDORP, NOVO TURN
INN, OAKDALE AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL JUNCTION TO LANGENHOVEN HIGH SCHOOL AND
VOLSCHENK, PANORAMA AND VOORWAARTS PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS
SECONDARY SCHOOL.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1487/10: ROUTE NO T468: TRANSPORTATION OF 26 LEARNERS
OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 25.4 KM FROM ASSEGAAIBOS, DIE DRAAI I, DRE
DRAAI II, KUILENHOF/KRUISRIVIER, GREENFIELDS, BAKENSOP AND PLATKOP TO
VOORWAARTS AND PANORAMA PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY
SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1887/11 - ROUTE NO: 562: TRANSPORTATION OF 47 LEARNERS
OVER A RETURN DISTANCE 61.2 KM FROM KLEINBERG, BARTELSPONTINE II,
BARTELSPOINTE I, MOS INDUSTIA AND RIETVLEI TO GARDEN ROUTE PRIMARY
SCHOOL AND HILCREST AND SAO BRAS SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO.BWCED 1419/10: ROUTE NO. 165: TRANSPORTATION OF 24 LEARNERS
OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 80 KM FROM KWEKRAAL I, KWEKRAAL II,
BRANKIVER, UITKYK, KORINGPLAAS, KLIPDRIFT AND HEUNINGFONTEIN TO PANORAMA
AND VOORWAARTS PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND
RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1956/11: ROUTE NO. 157: TRANSPORTATION OF 620
LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 10.2 KM FROM NEKKIES, DAM SE BOS AND
PERCY MDALA SECONDARY SCHOOL TO THEMBELITSHA PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

OP.8279027. (2) STEVENS TRANSPORT CC ID NO 198601776723. (3) DISTRICT:
MOSSELBAAI. POSTAL ADDRESS: PO BOX 938, DA GAMAS KOP, MOSSEL BAY, 6501.
(4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1801053/1 FROM STEVENS TRANSPORT CC
(60 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: MOSSELBAAI). (5) 1 X 60 PASSENGERS. (6) THE
CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
Permit No. 1801053/1
EXISTING AUTHORITY
-------------------
LEARNER SERVICES: -
-------------------
1. ROUTE T149: TRANSPORTATION OF 79 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF
43.6 KM FROM JONKERSBERG, SONVALLEI PLAYGROUP, JONKERSBERG FORESTRY,
JONKERSHOEK, BOPLAAS, GOEDEHOOP, FANCOURT, DRIE BRUGGIES, DIEPKLOOF,
DIEPKLOOF PRIMARY SCHOOL, SINKSABRUG, MOUNT PLEASANT AND OUTENIQUA TO GROOTBRAKRIVIER SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

2. ROUTE T048: FROM RIVERSIDE RESORT, ROOI-HEUWEL TURN INN, REEBOCK / KLEIN BRAKRIVIER JUNCTION, TERNIEST / SORGFONTEIN CROSSING AND VOGEL – SANG TO GROOTBRAKRIVIER PRIMARY SCHOOL AND GREAT BRAKRIVER SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

T668: TRANSPORTATION OF 26 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 26.4KM FROM ASSEGAAIBOS, DIE DRAAI I, II, KUILANDHOF / KRIJSRIVIER, GREENFIELDS, BAKANDSKOE AND PLATKOP TO VOORWAARTS AND PANORAMA PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

T562: FROM LEEUWIN, KLEINBERG-INDRAAI, BARTELSFONTEIN II AND BARTELSFONTEIN I, MOSINDUTRIA AND RIEVTLEI TO GARDEN ROUTE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND HILLCREST AND SAO BRA SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

T165: TRANSPORTATION OF 24 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 80KM FROM Kweekkraal I, Kweekkraal II, BRAKRIVER, UITKYN, KORINGPLAAS, KLIPDRIFT AND HEUNINGFONTEIN TO PANORAMA AND VOORWAARTS PRIMARY SCHOOL AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

T045: FROM GARCIA BOSDORP, NOVO TURN INN, OAKDALE AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL JUNCTION TO LANGENHOVEN HIGH SCHOOL AND VOLCHENK, PANAROMA AND VOORWAARTS PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN. T154: TRANSPORTATION OF 20 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 75.2 KM FROM TOLANGE, RACECOURSE, GROOT-ZOUTPAN, SWARTKLIP AND DRIE-FONTEIN TO OKER PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

T157: B/WCED 1956/11 - ROUTE NO 157: TRANSPORTATION OF 620 LEARNERS OVER A DISTANCE OF 10.2 KM FROM NEKKIES, DAM SE BOS AND PERCY MADALA SECONDARY SCHOOL TO THEMELITSHA PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN. T556: TRANSPORTATION OF 185 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 12.6 KM FROM JJ KAMP (THEMBALETHU SINETHEMBA EDUCARE CENTRE) TO SECONDARY SCHOOL INDWE AND RETURN.

CHARTER SERVICES:-

PERSONS WHO HAVE ORGANIZED THEMSELVES INTO A PARTY WITH THEIR PERSONAL BELONGINGS AND BAGGAGE FROM PICK UP POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 80KMS FROM OPERATOR'S PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT:

1. KEEROM STREET, HEIDERAND, MOSSEL BAY
2. 104 DURBAN STREET, RIVERSDALE, TO POINTS WITHIN THE R.S.A AND RETURN.

ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

LEANER SERVICE

------------------------------------------------------------------

CONTRACT NO ED 21259: ROUTE 042: TRANSPORTATION OF 65 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 35.8KM FROM WELBEDACHT AND SONSKYNVALLEI TO ST LUKE'S PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1956/11: ROUTE NO. 157: TRANSPORTATION OF 620 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 10.2KM FROM NEKKIES, DAM SE BOS AND PERCY MADALA SECONDARY SCHOOL TO THEMELITSHA PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

SERVICE ED 21932: ROUTE NO.T043: TRANSPORTATION OF 97 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 139 KM FROM LENSKLIP, BLIKHUIS, ROOIDAK FARM AND MELKHOUTFONTEIN RESIDENTIAL AREA TO MELKHOIT PRIMARY SCHOOL AND FROM THERE TO STILBAAI BRIDGE, BOTTERKLOOF, DROEVLAKTE, MELKHOUTKRAAL TURN-OFF, WINDSOR/SOEBAETERSVLAKTE, STILBAAI TURN OFF AND SOETMELKFONTEIN TO PANORAMA, VOORWAARTS PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. BWCED 1534/10 - ROUTE NO 154: TRANSPORTATION OF 20 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 75.2 KM FROM TOLANGE, RACECOURSE, GROOT ZOUTPAN, SWARTKLIP AND DRIE-FONTEIN TO OKER PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1415/10 ROUTE NO.149: TRANSPORTATION OF 79 LEARNERS OVER
A RETURN DISTANCE OF 43.6KM FROM JONKERSBERG, SONVALLEI PLAYGROUP, JONKERSBERG FORESTRY, JONKERSHOEK, BOPLAAS, GOEDEHOOP, FANCOURT, DRIE BRUGGIES, DIEPKLOOF, DIEPKLOOF PRIMARY SCHOOL, SINKSABRUG, MOUNT PLEASANT AND OUTENIQUA TO GROOTBRAKRIVIER SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. BWCED 1704/10 - ROUTE NO 048: TRANSPORTATION OF 130 LEANERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 34.4KM FROM RIVERSIDE RESORT, ROOI-HEUWEL TURN IN, REBOCK/KLEIN BRAKRIVIER JUNCTION, TERGNIET/SORGFONTEIN CROSSING AND VOGELSANG TO GROOT BRAKRIVIER PRIMARY SCHOOL AND BRAKRIVIER SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. BWCED 1487/10 - ROUTE NO. T468: TRANSPORTATION OF 26 LEANERS OVER A DISTANCE OF 25.4 KM FROM ASSEGAAIBOS, DIE DRAAI I, DIE DRAAI I, KUILENHOF/KRUISRIVIER, GREENFIELDS, BAKENSKOP AND PLATKOP TO VOORWAARTE AND PANAROMA PRIMARY SCHOOL AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. BWCED 1887/11 - ROUTE NO 562: TRANSPORTATION OF 47 LEANERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE 61.2 KM KLEINBERG, BARTELSFONTEIN II, BARTELSFONTEIN I, MOS INDUSTRIA AND RIETVLEI TO GARDEN ROUTE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND HILLCREST AND SA BRAS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO.B/WCED 1608/10 - ROUTE NO. T045:TRANSPORTATION OF 63 LEANERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 25KM FROM GARCIA BOSDORF, NOVO TURN INN, OAKDALE AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL JUNCTION TO LANGENHOVEN HIGH SCHOOL AND VOLSCHENK, PANAROMA AND VOORWAARTE PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

OP.8279028. (2) STEVENS TRANSPORT CC ID NO 198601776723. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: PO BOX 938, DA GAMAS KOP, MOSSEL BAY, 6501. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1805312/2 FROM STEVENS TRANSPORT CC (64 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN). (5) 1 X 64 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: Permit No. 1805312/2

EXISTING AUTHORITY

CHARTER SERVICE

(I) TUSSEN MOSSLBAAI EN HEIDELBERG KP
(II) TUSSEN MOSSLBAAI EN KNYSNA
(III) TUSSEN MOSSLBAAI EN LADISMITH
(IV) TUSSEN LADISMITH EN PLEXKE GELEE BINNE DIE RSA EN TERUG.

1) ROUTE 149: TRANSPORTATION OF 79 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 43.6 KM JONKERSBERG, SONVALLEY PLAYGROUND, JONKERSBERG FORESTRY, JONKERSHOEK, BOPLAAS, GOEDEHOOP, FANCOURT, DRIE BRUGGIES, DIEPKLOOF PRIMARY SCHOOL, SINKSABRUG, MOUNT PLEASANT AND OUTENIQUA TO GROOTBRAKRIVIER SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

2) ROUTE 048:FROM RIVERSDALE RESORT, ROO-HEUWEL TURN IN, REBOCK/KLEIN BRAKRIVIER JUNCTION, TERGNIET/SORGFONTEIN CROSSING AND VOGELSANG TO GROOTBRAKRIVIER PRIMARY SCHOOL AND GROOTBRAKRIVIER SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

3) ROUTE 562: FROM LEEUWIN, KLEINBERG-INDRAAI, BARTELSFONTEIN 11 AND BARTELSFONTEIN 1, MOSINDUSTRIA AND RIETVLEI TO GARDEN ROUTE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND HILLCREST SAD BRASS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

4) ROUTE 165: TRANSPORTATION OF 24 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 80KM: FROM KREEKRAAL 1, KREEKRAAL 11, BRAKRIVIER, UITKYK, KORINGPLAAS, KLIPDRIFT AND HEUNINGFONTEIN TO PANAROMA AND VOORWAARTE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

5) ROUTE 154: TRANSPORTATION OF 20 LEANERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 75.2KM.

FROM TOLANGE, RACOURSE, GROOT-ZOUTPAN, SWARTKLIP AND DRIE-FONTEIN TO OKER PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.
6) ROUTE 157: TRANSPORTATION OF 620 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 10.2KM: FROM NEKKIES, DAM SE BOS AND PERCY MADALA SECONDARY SCHOOL TO THEMBELITSHA PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

7) ROUTE 045: FROM GARCIA BOSDORP, NOBO TURN INN, OAKDALE AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL JUNCTION TO LANGENHOVEN HIGH SCHOOL AND VOLSCHEK, PANRAMA AND VOORWAARTS PRIMAR SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND RETURN. STUDENT TRANSPORT: MOSSEL BAY-GEORGE:
KEEROM STREET, EXTENSION 8, EXTENSION 13, KWANONQABA, HEIDERAND, ADRIAAMS AVENUE, LOUIS FOURIE RD-N2 DANABAY, VYF BRAKKE FONTEINEN, HARTENBOS KLEIN BAK, TERGNIET, BERGSIG, GROOT BAK, GLENTANA, HEROLDSBAAI, PACALTS DORP, YORK STREET, CJ LANGENHOVEN RD (N9), HELBERNIA STREET-MITCHELL STREET-SOUTH CAPE COLLEGE AND RETURN.

ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

LEANERS TRANSPORT

--------------------

CONTRACT NO ED 21259: ROUTE 042: TRANSPORTATION OF 65 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 35.8KM FROM WELBEDACHT AND SONSKYNVALLEI TO ST LUKE'S PRIMARY SCHOOL.

CONTRACT NO B/WCED 1415/10: ROUTE NO: 149: TRANSPORTATION OF 79 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 43.6KM FROM JONKERSBERG,SONVALLEI PLAYGROUP, JONKERSBERG FORESTRY, JONKERSHOEK, BOPLAAS, GOEDHOOP, FANCOURT, DRIE BRUGGIES, DIEPKLOOF, DIEPKLOOF PRIMARY SCHOOL, SINKSABRUG, MOUNT PLEASANT AND QUTENIQUA TO GROOTBRAKRIVIER SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. BWCED 1534/10 - ROUTE NO 154: TRANSPORTATION OF 20 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 75.2 KM FROM TOLANGE RACECOURSE, GROOT ZOUTPAN, SWARTKLIJP AND DRIE-FONTEIN TO OKER PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT N. BWCED 1701/10 - ROUTE NO 048: TRANSPORTATION OF 130 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 34.4KM FROM RIVERSIDE RESORT, ROOI EWEL TURN INN, REBOCK/KLEIN BRAKRIVIER JUNCTION, TERGNIET/SORGFONTEIN CROSSING AND VOGELSANG TO GROOT BRAKRIVIER PRIMARY SCHOOL AND GROOT BRAKRIVIER SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO.B/WCED 1608/10 - ROUTE NO. T045: TRANSPORTATION OF 63 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 25KM FROM GARCIA BOSDORP, NOVO TURN INN, OAKDALE AGRICULTURE SCHOOL JUNCTION TO LANGENHOVEN HIGH SCHOOL AND VOLSCHEK, PANRAMA AND VOORWAARTS PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1487/10 - ROUTE NO. T468: TRANSPORTATION OF 26 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 25.4KM FROM ASSEGAAIBOS, DIE DRAAI I, DIE DRAAI II, KUILENHOF/KRUISRIVIER, GREENFIELDS, BAKENSKOP AND PLATKOP TO VOORWAARTS AND PANORAMA PRIMARY SCHOOL AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1887/11 - ROUTE NO. 562: TRANSPORTATION OF 47 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 61.2KM FROM KLEINBERG, BARTELSFONTEIN II, BARTELSFONTEIN I, MOS INDUSTRIA AND RIETVLEI TO GARDEN ROUTE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND HILCREST AND SAO BRAS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1419/10: ROUTE NO 165: TRANSPORTATION OF 24 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 80KM FROM KWEKRAAL I, KWEKRAAL II, BRAKRIVIER, UITKYK, KORINGPLAAS, KLIPDRIFT AND HEUNINGFONTEIN TO PANORAMA AND VOORWAARTS PRIMARY SCHOOL AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1956/11: ROUTE NO.157: TRANSPORTATION OF 620 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 10.2KM FROM NEKKIES, DAM SE BOS AND PERCY MADALA SECONDARY SCHOOL TO THEMBELITSHA PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

SERVICE ED 21932: ROUTE NO. T045: TRANSPORTATION OF 97 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 139KM FROM LENSKLIP, BLIKHUIS, ROODIAK FARM AND
MELKHOUTFONTEIN RESIDENTIAL AREA TO MEKHOUTFONTEIN PRIMARY SCHOOL AND FROM THERE TO STILBAAI BRIDGE, BOTTERKLOOF, DROEVLAKTE, MELKHOUTKRAAL TURN-OFF AND SOETMELKFONTEIN TO PANORAMA, VOORWAARTS PRIMARY SCHOOL AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

OP.8279030. (2) STEVENS TRANSPORT CC ID NO 198601776723. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: PO BOX 938, DA GAMAS KOP, MOSSEL BAY, 6501. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1805353/0 FROM STEVENS TRANSPORT CC (32 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN). (5) 1 X 32 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:

Permit No. 1805353/0
EXISTING AUTHORITY

LEARNER SERVICES: -

------------------

1. ROUTE T149: TRANSPORTATION OF 79 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 43.6 KM FROM JANZERSBERG, SONVALLEI PLAYGROUP, JONKERSBERG FORESTRY, JONKERSHOEK, BOPPLAS, GOOZEDHOOP, FANCOURT, DRIE BRUGGIES, DIEPKLOOF, DIEPKLOOF PRIMARY SCHOOL, SINKSABRUG, MOUNT PLEASANT AND OUTENIQUA TO GROOTBRACKRIVIER SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

2. ROUTE T048: FROM RIVERSIDE RESORT, ROOI-HEUWEL TURN INN, RIEBLOK / KLEIN BRACKRIVER JUNCTION, TERGNIET / SORGFONTEIN CROSSING AND VOGEL - SANG TO GROOTBRACKRIVER PRIMARY SCHOOL AND GREAT BRACKRIVER SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

T468: TRANSPORTATION OF 26 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 26.4 KM FROM ASSEGAAIBOS, DIE DRAAI I, II, KUILANDHOF / KRIUISRIVER, GREENFILEDS, BAKANDSKOP AND PLATKOP TO VOORWAARTS AND PANORAMA PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

T562: FROM LEEWIN, KLEINBERG-INDRAAI, BARTELSFONTEIN II AND BARTELSFONTEIN I, MOSINDUTRIA AND RIETVELDI TO GARDEN ROUTE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND HILLCREST AND SAO BRA SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND RETURN.

T165: TRANSPORTATION OF 24 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 80 KM FROM KWEEKKRAAL I, KWEEKKRAAL II, BRAKRIVER, UITKYK, KORINGPLAAS, KLIPDRIFT AND HEUNINGFONTEIN TO PANORAMA AND VOORWAARTS PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

T045: FROM GARCIA BOSDORP, NOVO TURN INN, OAKDALE AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL JUNCTION TO LANGENHOVEN HIGH SCHOOL AND VOLCHENCK, PANORAMA AND VOORWAARTS PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

T154: TRANSPORTATION OF 20 LEARNERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 75.2 KM FROM TOLANGE, RACCEOURSE, GROOT-ZOUTPAN, SWARTKLIP AND DRIE-FONTIEN TO OGER PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

T157: B/WCED 1956/11 - ROUTE NO 157: TRANSPORTATION OF 620 LEARNERS OVER A DISTANCE OF 10.2 KM FROM NEKKIES, DAM SE BOS AND PERCY MADALA SECONDARY SCHOOL TO THEM BLEELETHU SINETHEMBA EDUCARE CENTRE) TO SECONDARY SCHOOL INOWE AND RETURN.

CHARTER SERVICE

PERSONS WHO HAVE ORGANISED THEMSELVES INTO A PARTY WITH THEIR PERSONAL BELONGINGS AND BAGGAGE FROM PICK POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 80KMS FROM OPERATOR'S PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT:

(I) TUSSEN MOSELBAAI EN HEIDELBERG, KP
(II) TUSSEN MOSELBAAI EN KNYSNA
(III) TUSSEN MOSELBAAI EN LADISMITH
(IV) TUSSEN LADISMITH EN PLEKKE GELEE BINNE DIE R.S.A
ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

LEANERS TRANSPORT

---------------------------------

CONTRACT NO. ED 21259: ROUTE 042: TRANSPORTATION OF 65 LEANERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 35.8KM FROM WELBEDACHT AND SONSKYNVALLEI TO ST LUKE'S PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1956/11: ROUTE NO. 157: TRANSPORTATION OF 620 LEANERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 10.2KM FROM NEKKIES, DAM SE SOS AND PERCY MADALA SECONDARY SCHOOL TO THEMABELITHSA PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

SERVICE ED 21932: ROUTE NO. T043: TRANSPORTATION OF LEANERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 139KM FROM LENSKLIP, BLIKHUIS, ROOIDAK FARM AND MELKHOUTFONTEIN RESIDENTIAL AREA TO MELKHOUTFONTEIN PRIMARY SCHOOL AND FROM THERE TO STILBAAI BRIDGE, BOTTEKLOOF, DROEVLAKE, MELKHOUKRAAL TURN-OFF, WINDSOR/SOEHATERSVLAKTE, STILBAAI TURN OFF AND SOETMELKFONTEIN TO PANORAMA, VOORWAARTS PRIMARY SCHOOL AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. BWCED 1534/10 - ROUTE NO. 154: TRANSPORTATION OF 130 LEANERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 75.2 KM TO TOLANGE, RACECOURSE, GROOT-ZOUTPAAN, SWARTKLIP AND DRIES-FONTEIN TO OKER PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1415/10: ROUTE NO. 149: TRANSPORTATION OF 79 LEANERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 43.6KM FROM JONKERSBERG, SONSKYNVALLEI PLAYGROUP, JONKERSBERG FORESTRY, JONKERSHOEK, BOPLAAS, GOEDEHOOP, FANCOURT, DRIE BRUGGIES, DIEPKLOOF, DIEPKLOOF PRIMARY SCHOOL, SINKSABRUG, MOUNT PLEASANT AND QUTENIQUA TO GROOTBRAKRIVIER SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1704/10 - ROUTE NO. 048: TRANSPORTATION OF 130 LEANERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 34.4 KM FROM RIVERSIDE RESORT, ROOT-HEUWE TURN INN, REBOCK/KLEIN BRAKRIVIER JUNCTION, TENGNIET/SORGFONTEIN CROSSING AND VOGELSANG TO GROOT BRAKRIVIER PRIMARY SCHOOL AND GROOT BRAKRIVIER SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1487/10 - ROUTE NO. T468: TRANSPORTATION OF 26 LEANERS OVER A DISTANCE OF 25.4 KM FROM ASSEGAAIBOS, DIE DRAAI I, DIE DRAAI II, KUILENHOF/KRUISRIVIER, GREENFIELDS, BAKENSKOP AND PLATKOP TO VOORWAARTS AND PANORAMA PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1419/10: ROUTE NO. 165: TRANSPORTATION OF 24 LEANERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 80 KM FROM KEEKKRAAL I, KEEKKRAAL II, BRAKRIVER, UITKYK, KORINGPLAAS, KLIPDRIFT, AND HEUNINGFONTEIN TO PANORAMA AND VOORWAARTS PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED 1887/11 - ROUTE NO. 562: TRANSPORTATION OF 47 LEANERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 61.2 KM FROM KLEINBERG, BARTELSFONTEN II, BARTELSFONTEN I, MOS INDUSTRIA AND RIETVELI TO GARDEN ROUTE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND HILLCREST AND SOA BRAS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

CONTRACT NO. B/WCED - ROUTE NO. T045: TRANSPORTATION OF 63 LEANERS OVER A RETURN DISTANCE OF 25 KM FROM GARCIA BOSDORP, NOVO TURN INN, OAKDALE ARGRICULTURAL SCHOOL JUCTION TO LANGENHOVEN HIGH SCHOOL AND VOLSHENK, PANORAMA AND VOORWAARTS PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND GERRIT DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

OP.8279263. (2) MOKONENG ERIC E ID NO 7301165637088. (3) DISTRIK: CERES. POSADRES: POSBUS 78, PRINCE ALFRED HAMLET, CERES, 6840. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1612207/6 VAN MOKONENG ERIC E (15 X PASSASIERS, DISTRIK: CERES). (5) 1 X 15 PASSASIERS. (6) DIE VERVOER VAN TAXI PASSASIERS. (7) MAGTIGING:

Permit No. 1612207/6

EXISTING AUTHORITY
H72 CERES - ROSENDAL DISTR. CERES
----------------------------------------
FROM TAXI RANK AT VOS STREET, CERES TO SURROUNDING FARMS, RIGHT IN BOS STREET, R310, PRINCE ALFRED HAMLET, GYDOPAS, LEFT IN SECTION ROAD 1468 TO SLAGBOOM, VASTRAP, PAARDEKLOOF, DIE EIKE, STERKWATE, DE VLAKTE, DOORNKRAAL, DENNEKRUIN, WELGEMEEN, ROSENDAL AND RETURN ON THE SAME ROUTE.

H73 CERES - DONKERBOS DISTR. CERES
----------------------------------------
FROM TAXI RANK AT VOS STREET, CERES TO SURROUNDING FARMS RIGHT IN VOS STREET, R310 PRINCE ALFRED HAMLET, NOOITGEDACHT, ESPERANTO, DE KEUR, KROMFONTEIN, FONTIENJIES, RITEFONTEIN, HELMEKAAR, VOORSORG, WADRIF, MORESTER, REMHOOGTE, DONKERBOS AND RETURN ON THE SAME ROUTE.

H74 CERES - EZELFONTEIN DISTR. CERES
----------------------------------------
FROM TAXI RANK AT VOS STREET, CERES TO SURROUNDING FARMS LEFT IN VOORTEKKER STREET, RIGHT IN SECTION ROAD 1447 TO LORRAINE, LOXTONIA, DWARSBURG, KAAPBERG, KWEPERFONTEIN, EZELFONTEIN AND RETURN ON THE SAME ROUTE.

H75 CERES - LAASTEDRIF DISTR. CERES
----------------------------------------
FROM TAXI RANK AT VOS STREET, CERES TO SURROUNDING FARMS, LEFT IN VOORTEKKER STREET R46, RIGHT IN SECTION ROAD SWAARMOED, SCHAAPRIVIER, KLIPFONTEIN, HOOGLAND, KLONDIKE, LAKENVLEI, LASSTEDRIF AND RETURN ON THE SAME ROUTE.

H76 CERES - WOLSELEY
----------------------------------------
FROM TAXI RANK IN VOS STREET, CERES RIGHT INTO VOORTEKKER ROAD R46 TO R301 WOLSELEY RAILWAY STATION AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

J85 CERES - STERKSPRUIT
----------------------------------------
FROM CERES NDULI TAXI RANK, CHRIS HANI STREET, LEFT INTO CERES UNTIL WORCESTER TO N1, DE DOORNS, TOWSRIVER, LAINGSBURG, LEEU GAMKA, BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ABERDEEN (N9), GRAAF-REINET, BETHESDAWEG, ALONG R61 UNTIL QUEENSTOWN, LEFT INTO N6, ALONG N6 UNTIL ALIWAL NORTH, RIGHT INTO LADY GREY, LEFT TO STERKSPRUIT AND RETURN TO ALIWAL NORTH, RIGHT TO R58, ALONG R58 UNTIL COLESBERG, LEFT TO N1, BEAUFORT WEST AND RETURN.

CHARTER

WITH A PICK UP IN CERES TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND EASTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

T77 CERES - STERKSPRUIT
----------------------------------------
FROM TAXI RANK IN VOS STREET, CERES RIGHT INTO VOORTEKKER ROAD, THROUGH MITCHELL'S PASS, TURN LEFT ONTO R43 TO WORCESTER, LEFT ONTO THE N1 TO WORCESTER, TOWSRIVER, LAINGSBURG, LEEU GAMKA, BEAUFORT WES, RIGHT ONTO R61 TO ABERDEEN, GRAAF REINET, CRADOCK TO QUEENSTOWN, LEFT ONTO N6 TO ALIWAL NORTH, LADY GREY ONTO THE R58 UNTIL STERKSPRUIT. RETURN JOURNEY AS FOLL: ONTO THE R58 TO ALIWAL NORTH, BURGERSDORP, VENTERSTAD, COLESBERG, LEFT ONTO N1 TO HANOVER, RICHMOND, THREE SISTERS, BEAUFORT WEST, LAINGSBURG, TOWSRIVER RIGHT ONTO THE R43 TO TAXI RANK IN VOS STREET, CERES.

T87 CERES - STERKSPRUIT
----------------------------------------
FROM THE TAXI RANK IN VOS STREET, CERES, ALONG THE R46 THROUGH THERONSBERG PASS, ONTO THE N1 TOWARDS TOWSRIVIER, LAINGSBURG, LEEU...
GAMKA, BEAUFORT WEST, THREE SISTERS, RICHMOND, HANOVER, COLESBERG, TURN LEFT WITH R58 TO VENTERSTAD, BURGERSDORP, ALIWAL NORTH, LADY GREY TO STERKSPRUIT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

68 X 6879265. (2) ARAUJO VIEIRA ANTONIO MARCELINO AM ID NO 7304065446188. (3) DISTRIK: CERES. POSADRES: P.O. BOX 273, CERES, 6835. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 515757/7 VAN ARAUJO VIEIRA ANTONIO MARCELINO AM (15 X PASSASIERS, DISTRIK: CERES). (5) 1 X 15 PASSASIERS. (6) DIE VERVOER VAN TAXI PASSASIERS. (7) MAGTIGING:

Permit No. 515757/7

EXISTING AUTHORITY

898 - CERES - BELLA VISTA

FROM TAXI RANK AT VOS STREET CERES RIGHT INTO HAMLET ROAD RIGHT INTO VREDE STREET TO POINTS WITHIN THE SUBURB OF BELLA VISTA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

893 CERES - BELLVILLE:- (NO LOADING IN BELLVILLE RANK/DURBAN ROAD)

FROM MINIBUS TAXI RANK IN VOS STREET CERES, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET ON THE R46 TO WELLINGTON RIGHT ON THE R46 ONTO THE N1 LEFT ONTO THE OFF-RAMP TO DURBAN ROAD, PROCEED ALONG DURBAN ROAD LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD, RIGHT INTO CHARL MALAN STREET TO BELLVILLE STATION TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICKUP POINTS SITUATED IN A RADIUS OF 50 KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS IN CERES TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA.

ADITIONAL AUTHORITY

H72 CERES - ROSENDAL DISTRICT CERES

FROM TAXI RANK AT VOS STREET, CERES TO SURROUNDED FARMS RIGHT INTO BOS STREET, R310, PRINCE ALFRED HAMLET, GYDOPAS LEFT ONTO SECTION ROAD 1468 TO SLAGBOOM, VASTRAP, PAARDEKLOOF, DIE EIKE, STERKWater, DIE VLAKKE, DOORNKRAAL, DENNEKRUIN, WELGEMEEN, ROSENDAL AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

H73 CERES - DONKERBOS DISTRICT CERES

FROM TAXI RANK AT VOS STREET, CERES TO SURROUNDED FARMS RIGHT INTO VOS STREET R310 PRINCE ALFRED HAMLET, GYDOPAD, NOOITGEDACHT, ESPERANTO, DE KEUR, KROMFONTEIN, FONTEINTJIES, RIETFONTEIN, HELMMEKAAR, VOORSORG, WADRIF, MORESTER, REM/HOOGTE, DONKERBOS AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

H74 CERES - EZELFONTEIN DISTR. CERES

FROM TAXI RANK VOS STREET, CERES INTO SURROUNDING FARMS LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, RIGHT INTO DIVISIONAL 1447 TO LORRAINE, LOXTONIA, DWARSBERG, KAALBERG, KWEPERFONTEIN, EZELFONTEIN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

H75 CERES - LAASTEDRIF DISTR. CERES

FROM TAXI RANK VOS STREET, CERES INTO SURROUNDING FARMS LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET R46, RIGHT INTO DIVISIONAL ROAD SWAARMOED, SKAAPRIVER, KLIFFFONTEIN, HOOGLAND, KLONDYKE, LAKENVELI, LAASTEDRIF AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

H76 CERES - WOLSELEY

FROM TAXI RANK AT VOS STREET, CERES RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET R46 AND
R301 WOLSELEY RAILWAY STATION AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

OP.8279363. (2) MAHUNZA JOHN J ID NO 6606155243080. (3) DISTRICT: MOSSELBAAI. POSTAL ADDRESS: 7 CESSNA STREET, HIGHWAY PARK, MOSSELBAY, 6506. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1763392/2 FROM MAHUNZA JOHN J (15 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: MOSSELBAAI). (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: Permit No. 1763392/2

EXISTING AUTHORITY

MINIBUS TAXI SERVICE

-------------

P96 MOSSEL BAY - STERKSPRUIT

START FROM MOSSEL BAY TAXI RANK JOIN N2 PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN LEFT TO JOIN N9 PROCEED STRAIGHT UNIONDALE, WILLOWMORE, ABERDEEN, GRAAF RIEINET, MIDDLEBURG, TURN LEFT JOIN R61 TO STEYNSBURG, PROCCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT, BURGERSDORP, ALIWAL NORTH, TURN LEFT, LADY GREY, TURN LEFT TO STERKSPRUIT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

J99 MASIPHUMELELE - SIMON’S TOWN

FROM MASIPHUMELELE TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT KOMMETJIE ROAD ROBOT RIGHT INTO SIMON’S TOWN MAIN ROAD, RIGHT INTO GLEN ROAD JOIN DAGAMA PARK ROAD TO DAGAMA PARK, FIRST AVENUE STRAIGHT TO 14TH AVENUE, RETURN TO DAGAMA PARK沿着相同的路线。
ROAD, GLEN ROAD, RIGHT INTO SIMON'S TOWN MAIN ROAD THROUGH TO SIMON'S TOWN STRAIGHT TO SEAFTERH ALONG MAIN ROAD INTO IXIA CRESCENT MURDOCK VALLEY, STRAIGHT TO MILLERSPOINT SMITH WINKELS BAY AND RETURN VIA RED HILL BACK TO MASIPHUMELELE.

L56 MASIPHUMELELE – KOMMETJIE
-----------------------------------
FROM TAXI RANK MASIPHUMELELE, RIGHT INTO KOMMETJIE ROAD TO KOMMETJIE MAIN ROAD, LEFT INTO KIRSTEN LAAN, RIGHT INTO TEUBES ROAD JOIN KOMMETJIE MAIN ROAD AND RETURN VIA SCHABROUGH TO MASIPHUMELELE.

F98 MASIPHUMELELE – FORT BEAUFORT
-----------------------------------
FROM TAXI RANK IN MASIPHUMELELE, INTO POKALA ROAD, LEFT INTO KOMMETJIE ROAD, LEFT INTO MAIN ROAD FISH HOEK, ALONG MAIN ROAD TO MUZENBERG, RIGHT INTO R310, LEFT INTO PRINCE GEORGE DRIVE, INTO M5, RIGHT ONTO N1. ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TO ABERDEEN, ONTO N9 TO GRAAF-REINET, RIGHT INTO R63 TO MAIN ROAD FORT BEAUFORT, LEFT INTO TAXI RANK AT FORT BEAUFORT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

J75 MASIPHUMELELE – COFIMVABA
-----------------------------------
FROM MASIPHUMELELE TAXI RANK IN POKELA ROAD, LEFT INTO KOMMETJIE ROAD, LEFT INTO MAIN ROAD, FISH HOEK TO MUZENBERG MAIN ROAD, RIGHT INTO R310, MUZENBERG, LEFT INTO PRINCE GEORGE DRIVE INTO M5, RIGHT INTO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TO ABERDEEN TO N9 TO GRAAFF-REINET, RIGHT INTO R61 TO CRADOCK TO COFIMVABA, LEFT INTO TAXI RANK COFIMVABA AND RETURN VIA THE SAME ROUTE.

Q13 MASIPHUMELELE – IDUTYWA
-----------------------------------
FROM MASIPHUMELELE TAXI RANK IN POKELA ROAD, LEFT INTO KOMMETJIE ROAD, LEFT INTO MAIN ROAD, FISH HOEK TO MUZENBERG MAIN ROAD, RIGHT INTO R310, MUZENBERG, LEFT INTO PRINCE GEORGE DRIVE INTO M5, RIGHT INTO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TO ABERDEEN TO N9 TO GRAAFF-REINET, RIGHT INTO R61 TO CRADOCK, QUEENSTOWN, LEFT INTO TAXI RANK IN COFIMVABA LEFT TO TSOMO INTO NGQAMAKWE PASS GCUWA TO THE TAXI RANK AT IDUTYWA AND RETURN VIA THE SAME ROUTE.

OP.8279375. (2) HOFFMAN ZELDA Z ID NO 5712270119089. (3) DISTRICT: WELLINGTON. POSTAL ADDRESS: 1 SURING STREET, HILLCREST, WELLINGTON, 7655. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: STAFF

-----
CONVEYANCE OF WORKERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN WELLINGTON TO THEIR WORK PLACE HEINZ FOODS AND RETURN.
TIME TABLE
-------
MORNING 02H00 – 06H00
AFTERNOON 07H00 – 00H00

SCHOLAR
-------
CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN WELLINGTON TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY HUGENOOT HIGH SCHOOL AND HUGO RUST PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.
TIME TABLE
-------
MORNING 06H00 – 08H00
AFTERNOON 02H00 – 04H00

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
OP.8279376. (2) TEYISE SIMON S ID NO 7509215748081. (3) DISTRICT: KNYSNA.
POSTAL ADDRESS: BOX 1122, PLETTEMBERG BAY, PLETTEMBERG BAY, 6600. (4)
ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1802970/2 FROM TEYISE SIMON S (15 X
PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: KNYSNA). (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE
OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY:
Permit No. 1802970/2
EXISTING AUTHORITY

MINIBUS TAXI SERVICE:

996 KNYSNA - HORNLEE

FROM TAXI RANK AT NELSON STREET KNYSNA RIGHT INTO ST GEORGE STREET LEFT
INTO MARKET STREET RIGHT INTO MAIN STREET TO INTERSECTION WITH N2 RIGHT
WITH TURN OFF TO HORNLEE LEFT INTO SUNRIDGE STREET LEFT INTO DAVIDSON
STREET HORNLEE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE
997 KNYSNA - NEKKIES

998 KNYSNA - CONCORDIA (KNYSNA)

FROM TAXI RANK AT NELSON STREET KNYSNA RIGHT INTO ST GEORGE STREET RIGHT
INTO GREY STREET STRAIGHT PASS WHITE INFORMAL SETTLEMENT TO CONCORDIA
(KNYSNA) AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
999 KNYSNA - KEURHOEK

FROM TAXI RANK AT NELSON STREET KNYSNA RIGHT INTO ST GEORGE STREET RIGHT
INTO GREY STREET LEFT INTO INTERSECTION WITH N2 ALONG N2 FOR 8KM TILL
TURN OFF TO KEURHOEK SUBURB AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

P86 KNYSNA SANLAM TAXI RANK - PORT ELIZABETH

FROM SANLAM TAXI RANK IN KNYSNA TURN LEFT TO N2 VIA PLETTEMBERG BAY VIA
HUMANSDORP VIA JEFFREYS BAY PROCEED TO PORT ELIZABETH TURN LEFT TO
STRUANDALE ROAD TO DAKU ROAD TO NJOLI SQUARE TAXI RANK DROP OFF.

P83 KNYSNA SANLAM TAXI RANK - QUEENSTOWN

FROM SANLAM TAXI RANK IN KNYSNA JOIN N2 PASS PLETTEMBERG BAY PASS
HUMANSDORP, PASS JEFFREYS BAY, PASS PORT ELIZABETH, PASS GRAHAMSTOWN,
PASS FORT BEAUFORT, PASS SEYMOUR, PASS WITTEESEA PROCEED TO QUEENSTOWN
TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND RETURN.

P85 KNYSNA SANLAM TAXI RANK - UMTATA

FROM SANLAM TAXI RANK IN KNYSNA TURN LEFT JOIN N2 PASS PLETTEMBERG BAY,
PASS HUMANSDORP, PASS JEFFREYS'S BAY, PASS PORT ELIZABETH, PASS
GRAHAMSTOWN PASS FORT BEAUFORT PASS CATH CART PASS COFIMVABA PASS ENGCOBO
PROCEED TO UMTATA TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND RETURN.

P82 KNYSNA SANLAM TAXI RANK - KEISKAMAHOEK

FROM SANLAM TAXI RANK IN KNYSNA TURN LEFT JOIN N2 PASS PLETTEMBERG BAY,
PASS HUMANSDORP, PASS JEFFREYS'S BAY, PASS PORT ELIZABETH, PASS
GRAHAMSTOWN, PASS FORT BEAUFORT, PASS ALICE, PASS MIDDLEDRIFT, PASS
DEBENK, TURN LEFT PASS NTABAKANDODA AND PROCEED TO KEISKAMAHOEK TAXI
RANK DROP OFF AND RETURN.
P84 KNYSNA SANLAM TAXI RANK - LUSIKISIKI

FROM SANLAM TAXI RANK IN KNYSNA TURN LEFT TO JOIN N2 VIA PLETTENBERG BAY VIA HUMANSDORP VIA JEFFREYS BAY VIA PORT ELIZABETH VIA GRAHAMSTOWN VIA PEDDIE VIA KING WILLIAMS TOWN VIA KOMGA VIA BUTTERWORTH VIA IDUTYWA VIA UMTATA VIA LIBODE VIA PORT ST. JOHNS PROCEED TO LUSIKISIKI TAXI RANK DROP OFF.

P81 KNYSNA SANLAM TAXI RANK - EAST LONDON

FROM SANLAM TAXI RANK IN KNYSNA JOIN THE N2 PASS PLETTENBERG BAY, PASS HUMANSDORP, PASS JEFFREYS BAY, PASS PORT ELIZABETH, PASS PORT ALFRED AND PROCEED TO EAST LONDON TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND RETURN.

P80 KNYSNA SANLAM TAXI RANK - CAPE TOWN

FROM SANLAM TAXI RANK IN KNYSNA JOIN N2 PASS SEDGEFIELD, PASS WILDERNESS, PASS GEORGE, PASS MOSSEL BAY, PASS ALBERTINIA, PASS RIVERSDALE, PASS SWELLENDAM, PASS RIVIERSONDEREND, PASS SOMERSET WEST, PROCEED TO CAPE TOWN TAXI RANK DROP OFF, NYANGA TAXI RANK DROP OFF, KHAYALITHSA RANK DROP OFF AND BELVILLE TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND RETURN.

OP.8279377. (2) MALANGA DATHINI D ID NO 4608115305084. (3) DISTRICT: PAARL. POSTAL ADDRESS: PROJECT 2, MBEKWENI, PAARL, 7655. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: STAFF

THE CONVEYANCE OF WORKERS FROM PAARL STATION TO FAIRVIEW FARM AND SPICE ROUTE FARM EVERY MORNING FROM 07H30 AND DROPS THEM AT PAARL STATION AT 17H00. DURING BUSY DAYS EMPLOYEES ARE DROPPED DOOR TO DOOR. DROP OFF STATIONS ARE KLAPMUTS, MBEKWENI, LANTANA, WELLINGTON, DAL JOSAPHAT, ASTELHOF, SIMONDIUM, LAPERLA AND FAIRVALLEY.

OP.8279390. (2) MPUMALANGA EXPERIENCE CC ID NO 971955223. (3) DISTRICT: BELLVILLE. POSTAL ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 7906, ROGGENBAAI, 8012. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 4 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: TOURIST

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT NO 11 MADRID STREET, UITZICHT, DURBANVILLE TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279408. (2) TOP N NOS ID NO 200917851623. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: P O BOX 31168, GRASSY PARK, 7888. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 171 FOURTH AVENUE GRASSY PARK TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP.8279454. (2) JENETE PUMZILE P ID NO 5903125770081. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: LTA HOSTEL B, G4, LANGA, 7455. (4) NEW APPLICATION (LATE RENEWAL). (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: G62 LANGA - BELLVILLE

FROM LANGA RANK, WASHINGTON STREET, TURN LEFT INTO VANGUARD DRIVE, TURN
RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD, GOODWOOD, VASCO, PAROW, ELSIES RIVER, TYGERBERG TURN RIGHT INTO CHARL MALAN ROAD TO BELLVILLE TAXI RANK SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PASSENGERS ARE PICKED UP IN VOORTREKKER ROAD. RETURN FROM BELLVILLE. FROM BELLVILLE TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT TO BELRAIL ROAD, TURN LEFT TO MODDERDAM ROAD TURN RIGHT INTO TIENIE MEYER INTO FRANSIE VAN ZYL ROAD, TURN LEFT TO VANGUARD DRIVE TO WASHINGTON STREET TO LANGA TAXI RANK.

11 LANGA - MOWBRAY

FROM TAXI RANK AT LANGA OPPOSITE MUNICIPAL OFFICES, ALONG WASHINGTON DRIVE, LEFT INTO BHUNGA ROAD, RIGHT ONTO N2, SETTLERS WAY, LEFT AT MOWBRAY OFF-RAMP, LEFT INTO MAIN ROAD, LEFT INTO STATION ROAD TO TAXI RANK AT MOWBRAY AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

G38 LANGA - WYNBERG

FROM TAXI RANK IN LANGA, INTO WASHINGTON DRIVE, LEFT INTO BUNGA AVENUE, RIGHT ONTO M5, ALONG M5 LEFT AT OFF-RAMP TO WYNBERG, INTO CHICESTER ROAD, LEFT INTO ROSMEAD AVENUE, RIGHT INTO WETTON ROAD, LEFT INTO MOROM ROAD TO TAXI RANK IN WYNBERG.

OP.8279462. (2) GCAMANHANI ZANDILE POP ID NO 6401016970083. (3) DISTRICT: GOODWOOD. POSTAL ADDRESS: 7 TRITON WAY, PHOENIX, MILNERTON, 7441. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: MINIBUS TAXI SERVICE

72 MAITLAND - KOEBERG POWER STATION

FROM TAXI RANK AT MAITLAND RAILWAY STATION, RIGHT INTO STATION ROAD, LEFT AT CORONATION ROAD, RIGHT AT KOEBERG ROAD, PASSING BROOKLYN, RUGBY, LEFT INTO BOUNDARY ROAD, RIGHT INTO OTTO DU PLESSIS DRIVE, LEFT INTO OCEAN WAY DRIVE SUNSET BEACH, RIGHT AT BAY BEACH AVENUE, LEFT INTO OTTO DU PLESSIS DRIVE, LEFT INTO MARINE DRIVE, PASSING DOLPHIN BEACH HOTEL, LEFT AT SIR DAVID BAIRD DRIVE BLOUBERGSTRAND, LEFT AT MARINE DRIVE, LEFT INTO OTTO DU PLESSIS DRIVE MELKBOSSTRAND UNTIL KOEBERG POWER STATION AND RETURN AS FOLLOWS: INTO OTTO DU PLESSIS DRIVE, RIGHT INTO MARINE DRIVE, LEFT INTO BLAAUWBERG ROAD, PASSING BAYSIDE CENTRE TABLE VIEW, RIGHT INTO KOEBERG ROAD, PASSING KILLARNEY, MONTAGUE GARDENS, MARCONI BEAK, RIGHT INTO RACE COURSE ROAD, RETURN INTO KOEBERG ROAD, RIGHT INTO KOEBERG ROAD, LEFT INTO FREEDOM WAY TO JOE SLOVO PARK, RETURN INTO FREEDOM WAY, RIGHT INTO MILKY WAY DRIVE PHOENIX, LEFT AT KOEBERG ROAD PASSING CAMBRIDGE CENTRE POINT, RUGBY, BROOKLYN, LEFT INTO CORONATION ROAD, RIGHT INTO STATION ROAD, LEFT TO TAXI TERMINUS AT MAITLAND RAILWAY STATION.

OP.8279497. (2) NDARA THUNIWE T ID NO 7010106574082. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 3818 SONWABILE DRIVE, OLD CROSSROADS, 7755. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 13 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: T67 NYANGA - KHAYELITSHA (SITE B, MAKHAZA, TOWN 2)

FROM NYANGA CENTRAL MINIBUS TAXI TERMINUS SITUATED AT C/O EMMS DRIVE AND SITHANDATHU AVENUE, LEFT INTO EMMS DRIVE, RIGHT INTO GOVAN MBEKI ROAD, LEFT INTO WELTEVREDEN ROAD, LEFT INTO VANGUARD DRIVE, LEFT INTO OLIVER TAMBO DRIVE TO SAMORA MACHEL MINIBUS TAXI TERMINUS (DROP OFFS ONLY) PROCEED.
STRAIGHT ONTO OLIVER TAMBO DRIVE, LEFT INTO WHITE HART LANE, RIGHT INTO NEW EISLEBEN, LEFT INTO HIGHLANDS DRIVE, LEFT INTO SWARTKLIP ROAD, RIGHT INTO GOVAN MBEKI ROAD, LEFT INTO MAPHONGWANA AVENUE, RIGHT IN SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE TO KHAYELITSHA (NOLUNGILE STATION SITE C TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE) (DROP OFFS ONLY), LEFT INTO JAPHTA K MASEMOLA ROAD, RIGHT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT INTO PAMA ROAD, LEFT INTO BONGA DRIVE, LEFT INTO SULANI ROAD TO KHAYELITSHA (NONQUEBELA STATION SITE B TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE) (DROP OFFS ONLY) RIGHT INTO BONGA DRIVE LEFT PAMA ROAD, RIGHT JAPHTA K MASEMOLA ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG JAPHTA K MASEMOLA ROAD RIGHT INTO FUKUTHA ROAD, RIGHT INTO CEKEKE ROAD TO KHAYELITSHA (MAKHAZA PUBLIC TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE) (DROP OFFS ONLY) RIGHT FUKUTHA ROAD, RIGHT INTO WALTER SISULU ROAD, TO (KHAYELITSHA STATION TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE TOWN TWO) (DROP OFFS ONLY) PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG WALTER SISULU, RIGHT INTO SPINE ROAD, RIGHT INTO JAPHTA K MASEMOLA ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG JAPHTA K MASEMOLA ROAD, WHICH BECOMES GOVAN MBEKI ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG GOVAN MBEKI ROAD, RIGHT INTO EMMS DRIVE, RIGHT INTO NYANGA CENTRAL MINIBUS TAXI TERMINUS.

TO NYANGA CENTRAL MINIBUS TAXI TERMINUS.

FROM NYANGA CENTRAL MINIBUS TAXI TERMINUS SITUATED AT C/O EMMS DRIVE AND SITHANDATHU AVENUE, LEFT INTO EMMS DRIVE, LEFT INTO GOVAN MBEKI ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG GOVAN MBEKI ROAD, RIGHT INTO STOCK ROAD, LEFT INTO MARKET STREET, WHICH BECOMES NGWANGI DRIVE PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG NGWANGI DRIVE, LEFT INTO UMYEZO DRIVE, RIGHT INTO INDEWE STREET, RIGHT INTO GOVAN MBEKI ROAD, LEFT INTO MAPHONGWANA AVENUE, RIGHT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE TO KHAYELITSHA (NOLUNGILE STATION SITE C TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE) (DROP OFFS ONLY), LEFT INTO JAPHTA K MASEMOLA ROAD, RIGHT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT INTO PAMA ROAD, RIGHT INTO KUSASA ROAD, RIGHT INTO MAKABENI ROAD, LEFT INTO SPINE ROAD, RIGHT INTO NTALAZANE ROAD, RIGHT JOBELA STREET, RIGHT MSOBOMVU DRIVE, LEFT INTO NGCWALAZI DRIVE, STRAIGHT OVER STEVE BIKO ROAD INTO BUKWAYO ROAD, RIGHT INTO NCUMO ROAD, RIGHT INTO FUNZA STREET, RIGHT OSCAR MPETHA STREET, LEFT INTO MEW WAY PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG MEW WAY, LEFT INTO GQABI STREET, PROCEED ALONG GQABI STREET OVER NTALAZANE ROAD, INTO LINDELA ROAD, LEFT INTO JAPHTA K MASEMOLA ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG JAPHTA K MASEMOLA ROAD, WHICH BECOMES GOVAN MBEKI ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG GOVAN MBEKI ROAD, RIGHT INTO EMMS DRIVE, RIGHT INTO NYANGA CENTRAL MINIBUS TAXI TERMINUS.

OP.8279498. (2) NOREXE MBULELO AUBREY MA ID NO 6007295728082. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: NY 79 NO 64, GUGULETU, 7750. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 11 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LERANERS OF BETHANY DAY CARE, SURREY PRIMARY, ATHLONE CHRISTIAN ACADEMY, BLOSSOM STREET P[RIMARY, NORMA ROAD PRIMARY, REGINA COELI CATHOLIC PRIMARY AND ATHLONE NORTH PRIMARY FROM THEIR RESIDENCES TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE

MORNING: PICK UP 06:30 DROP OFF 08:00
AFTERNOON PICK UP 14:30 DROP OFF 16:00

OP.8279512. (2) MAISTRY TRANSPORT ID NO 200517574323. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: PO BOX 6965, ROGGEBAAI, ROGGEBAAI, 8012 C/O MR B I MISKEY P.O. BOX 5577, TYGERVALLEY, 7530. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 60 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE
FROM POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM HOLDERS PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 28 ALBAN ROAD, WELCOME ESTATE TO POINTS SITUATED WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHOLAR SERVICE

SCHOLARS ATTENDING LAP SCIENCE AND MATHS SCHOOL: FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 20KM FROM HOLDERS PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 28 ALBAN ROAD, WELCOME ESTATE TO THE PREMISES OF LEAP SCIENCE AND MATHS SCHOOLS SITUATED IN PINELANDS AND PHILLIPPI AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE

MONDAY - FRIDAY 06:00 - 08:00 MORNINGS
16:00 - 19:00 EVENINGS
SATURDAY 08:00 - 13:00

TOURIST SERVICE

FROM POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM HOLDERS PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 22 SUSAN PARDEW STREET, HERSHAM BEACH, GREAT BRAX RIVER TO POINTS SITUATED WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE

MONDAY - FRIDAY 06:00 - 08:00 MORNINGS
16:00 - 19:00 EVENINGS
SATURDAY 08:00 - 13:00
OP.8279527. (2) TF SYSTEM ANALYSIS CC ID NO 961984123. (3) DISTRICT: BELLVILLE. POSTAL ADDRESS: PO BOX 182, GREATBRAK RIVER, GREATBRAK RIVER, 6525 C/O MR B I MISKEY P.O. BOX 5577, TYGERVALLEY, 7530. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 13 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TOURISTS. (7) AUTHORITY:
TOURIST SERVICE

-------------
FROM POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM HOLDERS PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 22 SUSAN PARDEW STREET, HERSHAM BEACH, GREAT BRAK RIVER TO POINTS SITUATED WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.
TOURIST SERVICE

-------------
FROM POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 40KM FROM THE GENERAL POST OFFICE SITUATED IN BELLVILLE TO POINTS SITUATED WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279528. (2) TF SYSTEM ANALYSIS CC ID NO 961984123. (3) DISTRICT: BELLVILLE. POSTAL ADDRESS: PO BOX 182, GREATBRAK RIVER, GREATBRAK RIVER, 6525 C/O MR B I MISKEY P.O. BOX 5577, TYGERVALLEY, 7530. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 48 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TOURISTS. (7) AUTHORITY:
TOURIST SERVICE

-------------
FROM POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM HOLDERS PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 22 SUSAN PARDEW STREET, HERSHAM BEACH, GREAT BRAK RIVER TO POINTS SITUATED WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.
TOURIST SERVICE

-------------
FROM POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 40KM FROM THE GENERAL POST OFFICE SITUATED IN BELLVILLE TO POINTS SITUATED WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279530. (2) TF SYSTEM ANALYSIS CC ID NO 961984123. (3) DISTRICT: BELLVILLE. POSTAL ADDRESS: PO BOX 182, GREATBRAK RIVER, GREATBRAK RIVER, 6525 C/O MR B I MISKEY P.O. BOX 5577, TYGERVALLEY, 7530. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 12 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TOURISTS. (7) AUTHORITY:
TOURIST SERVICE

-------------
FROM POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM HOLDERS PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 22 SUSAN PARDEW STREET, HERSHAM BEACH, GREAT BRAK RIVER TO POINTS SITUATED WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.
TOURIST SERVICE

-------------
FROM POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 40KM FROM THE GENERAL POST OFFICE SITUATED IN BELLVILLE TO POINTS SITUATED WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279531. (2) TF SYSTEM ANALYSIS CC ID NO 961984123. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: PO BOX 182, GREATBRAK RIVER, GREATBRAK RIVER, 6525 C/O MR B I MISKEY P.O. BOX 5577, TYGERVALLEY, 7530. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 6 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
TOURIST SERVICE

-------------
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 22 SUSAN PARDEW STREET, HERSHAM BEACH, GREAT BRAK RIVERTO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

TOURIST SERVICE
--------------
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 40KM FROM THE GENERAL POST OFFICE SITUATED IN BELLVILLE TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279537. (2) BEUKES PEDRO JAMES PJ ID NO 6311075210083. (3) DISTRICT: WELLINGTON. POSTAL ADDRESS: 11 CROSSNEY STREET, WELLINGTON, WELLINGTON, 7655 C/O MR B I MISKEY P.O. BOX 5577, TYGERVALLEY, 7530. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 509949/4 FROM BEUKES PEDRO JAMES PJ (22 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: WELLINGTON). (5) 1 X 22 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:

Permit No. 509949/4
AOWC7460110090 - LWC509949
CHARTER SERVICE:
--------------
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN THE MAGISTERIAL DISTRICTS OF WELLINGTON TO POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 600KM FROM WELLINGTON MAIN POST OFFICE AND RETURN.
ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY
--------------
SCHOLAR SERVCE
--------------
CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THE RESPECTIVE PLACE OF RESIDENCE NAMELY WELLINGTON, PAARL, FRANSCHOEK AND STELLENBOSCH TO THEIR PLACE OF LEARNING NAMELY BRIDGE HOUSE PRE-PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.
TIME TABLE:
--------------
MORNINGS: 06H30 TO 9H00
AFTERNOONS: 14H30 TO 18H00

OP.8279542. (2) DC TOURS PTY LTD ID NO 201320525707. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: PO BOX 15848, VLAEBERG, VLAEBERG, 8016 C/O MR B I MISKEY P.O. BOX 5577, TYGERVALLEY, 7530. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 7 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:

TOURIST SERVICE
--------------
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 40KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT A1 WESTWARD HO, 9A ANTRIM ROAD GREEN POINT TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279545. (2) VFC SHUTTLE SERVICES PTY LTD ID NO 201319605207. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 13 BONAPARTE AVENUE, KLEIN PARYS, PAARL, 7646 C/O MR B I MISKEY P.O. BOX 5577, TYGERVALLEY, 7530. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:

CHARTER SERVICE
--------------
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 40KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 13 BONAPARTE AVENUE KLEIN PARYS PAARL TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279547. (2) SYSTER CARLO GLENVILLE CG ID NO 7304055107089. (3) DISTRICT: BELLVILLE. POSTAL ADDRESS: 121 SYDOW STREET, BERNADINO HEIGHTS, KRAAIFONTEIN, 7580. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1812982/0 FROM
SYSTER CARLO GLENVILLE CG (13 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: BELLVILLE). (5) 1 X 13 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
Permit No. 1812982/0
CHARTER SERVICE
***************
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETERS FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 121 SYDON STREET, BERNADINO HEIGHTS, KRAAIFFONTEIN TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.
ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY
---------------------
LONG DISTANCE PREBOOKED ROUTE FROM CAPE TOWN - CARNARVON
-----------------------------------------------------------------
FORWARD JOURNEY
---------------------
30 KILOMETERS PICK UP RADIUS PREBOOKED PASSENGERS FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS AT NO 121 SYDON STREET, BERNADINO HEIGHTS, KRAAIFFONTEIN VIA N7 ATLANTIS, MALMUSBURY, PETIKBERG, CLANWILLIAM, KLAWER RIGHT INTO VANRYNSDORP TOWARDS R61 NIEWEWOODSVILLE, CALVINIA TOWARDS WILLISTON TO CARNARVON.
NB: NO PASSENGERS ARE PICKED UP AT ANY MUNICIPALITY RANK.
RETURN JOURNEY: FROM CARNARVON - CAPE TOWN
-----------------------------------------------------------------
FROM 451 BONTHUEVEL CARNARVON 30 KILOMETERS PICK UP RADIUS PREBOOKED PASSENGERS FROM CARNARVON PROCEED TO WILLISTON, LEFT TOWARDS CALVINIA, NIEWEWOODSVILLE, VANRYNNSPASS, VANRYNSDORP LEFT ONTO N7 VIA KLAWER, CLANWILLIAM, PIKETBERG, MALMUSBERY, ATLANTIS TOWARDS CAPE TOWN TO LOAD THE PASSENGERS DOOR TO DOOR SERVICE OR AT NEAREST TAXI, BUS OR RAIL AS PREBOOKED.
NB: NO MUNICIPALITY RANKS WILL BE USED. THE SERVICE IS ON A PREBOOKED DOOR TO DOOR SERVICE.

OP.8279590. (2) HADIYA LI AFRICAN TOURS ID NO 200900675307. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN, 8008 C/O S AKOOJEE 15 BEVAN ROAD, GREENHAVEN, ATHLONE, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
CHARTER SERVICE
---------------------
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 16 BAY ROAD MOULLIE POINT TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.
TOURIST SERVICE
---------------------
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 16 BAY ROAD MOULLIE POINT TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279591. (2) HADIYA LI AFRICAN TOURS ID NO 200900675307. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN, 8008 C/O S AKOOJEE 15 BEVAN ROAD, GREENHAVEN, ATHLONE, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
CHARTER SERVICE
---------------------
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 16 BAY ROAD MOULLIE POINT TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.
TOURIST SERVICE
--------------
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 16 BAY ROAD MOUILLE POINT TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279592. (2) HADIYA LI AFRICAN TOURS ID NO 200900675307. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN, 8008 C/O S AKOOJEE 15 BEVAN ROAD, GREENHAVEN, ATHLONE, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OWN EMPLOYEES. (7) AUTHORITY: TOURIST SERVICE
--------------
PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.
CHARTER SERVICE
--------------
PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279594. (2) HADIYA LI AFRICAN TOURS ID NO 200900675307. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN, 8008 C/O S AKOOJEE 15 BEVAN ROAD, GREENHAVEN, ATHLONE, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 9 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: TOURIST SERVICE
--------------
PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.
CHARTER SERVICE
--------------
PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279595. (2) HADIYA LI AFRICAN TOURS ID NO 200900675307. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN, 8008 C/O S AKOOJEE 15 BEVAN ROAD, GREENHAVEN, ATHLONE, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 9 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: TOURIST SERVICE
--------------
PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.
CHARTER SERVICE
--------------
PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279597. (2) HADIYA LI AFRICAN TOURS ID NO 200900675307. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN, 8008 C/O S AKOOJEE 15 BEVAN ROAD, GREENHAVEN, ATHLONE, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 8 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: TOURIST SERVICE
--------------

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwnline.co.za
PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

CHARTER SERVICE

-------------------

PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279598. (2) HADIYA LI AFRICAN TOURS ID NO 200900675307. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN, 8008 C/O S AKOOJEE 15 BEVAN ROAD, GREENHAVEN, ATHLONE, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: TOURIST SERVICE

-------------------

PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 6 BAY ROAD MOUILLE POINT TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND R.S.A AND RETURN.

CHARTER SERVICE

-------------------

PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 6 BAY ROAD MOUILLE POINT TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND R.S.A AND RETURN.

OP.8279599. (2) HADIYA LI AFRICAN TOURS ID NO 200900675307. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN, 8008 C/O S AKOOJEE 15 BEVAN ROAD, GREENHAVEN, ATHLONE, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: TOURIST SERVICE

-------------------

PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 6 BAY ROAD MOUILLE POINT TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND R.S.A AND RETURN.

CHARTER SERVICE

-------------------

PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 6 BAY ROAD MOUILLE POINT TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND R.S.A AND RETURN.

OP.8279600. (2) HADIYA LI AFRICAN TOURS ID NO 200900675307. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN, 8008 C/O S AKOOJEE 15 BEVAN ROAD, GREENHAVEN, ATHLONE, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: TOURIST SERVICE

-------------------

PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 6 BAY ROAD MOUILLE POINT TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND R.S.A AND RETURN.

CHARTER SERVICE

-------------------

PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 6 BAY ROAD MOUILLE POINT TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND R.S.A AND RETURN.

OP.8279601. (2) HADIYA LI AFRICAN TOURS ID NO 200900675307. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 6 BAY ROAD, MOUILLE POINT, CAPE TOWN, 8008 C/O S AKOOJEE 15 BEVAN ROAD, GREENHAVEN, ATHLONE, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
TOURIST SERVICE
-----------------
PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 6 BAY ROAD MOUILLE POINT TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND R.S.A AND RETURN.

CHARTER SERVICE
-----------------
PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 6 BAY ROAD MOUILLE POINT TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND R.S.A AND RETURN.

OP.8279604. (2) TSHABANG I I ID NO 7707155496089. (3) DISTRICT: PIKETBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 29 NYENA STREET, DANOON, MILNERTON, 8000. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 23 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETERS FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT NO 4 FANTASIA STREET, PIKETBERG TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279605. (2) TSHABANG I I ID NO 7707155496089. (3) DISTRICT: PIKETBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 29 NYENA STREET, DANOON, MILNERTON, 8000. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 23 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETERS FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT NO 4 FANTASIA STREET, PIKETBERG TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279627. (2) TYEMELE MLAMLI PRINCE MP ID NO 6501315662081. (3) DISTRICT: PAARL. POSTAL ADDRESS: C 178, MBEKWENI, PAARL, 7626. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1815904/1 FROM TYEMELE MLAMLI PRINCE MP (15 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: PAARL). (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: Permit No. 1815904/1

803.MBEKWENI - PAARL

FROM TAXI RANK AT MBEKWENI INTO MPHAKALASI STREET INTO PHOKENG STREET RIGHT AND AGAIN RIGHT INTO R303 INTO JAN VAN RIEBEECK ROAD TILL SPILO ROBOT RIGHT INTO OOSBOSCH STREET LEFT INTO BERGRIVIER BOULEVARD RIGHT INTO LADY GREY STREET LEFT INTO WATERKANT STREET TILL PICK-UP POINT AT SHOPRITE INTO NUWE STREET RIGHT INTO BREDA STREET LEFT INTO LADY GREY STREET RIGHT INTO MAIN STREET RIGHT INTO BRUG STREET LEFT INTO BERGRIVIER BOULEVARD LEFT INTO VAN DER LINGEN STREET RIGHT TO SHOPRITE PICK-UP POINT PAARL AND RETURN AS FOLLOW LEFT INTO VAN DER LINGEN STREET LEFT INTO BERGRIVIER BOULEVARD RIGHT WITH LADY GREY STREET LEFT INTO HUGENOT VERBY ROAD LEFT INTO KLEIN DRAKENSTEIN ROAD TILL HUGENOT RAILWAY STATION LEFT INTO KLEIN DRAKENSTEIN ROAD LEFT WITH HUGENOT VERBY ROAD LEFT WITH JAN VAN RIEBEECK ROAD TILL MAX GARAGE TO MBEKWENI.

B98.MBEKWENI - SHOPRITE PAARL

FROM TAXI RANK AT MBEKWENI, LEFT INTO MPHAKALASI STREET, LEFT INTO NTSHAMBA STREET, LEFT INTO DROMMEDARIS STREET, RIGHT INTO OOSBOSCH STREET, LEFT INTO BERGRIVIER BOULEVARD, RIGHT INTO LADY GREY STREET, LEFT INTO WATERKANT STREET TO PICK-UP POINT AT SHOPRITE PAARL AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
B99. MBEKWENI - SHOPRITE PAARL
-------------------------------------
FROM TAXI RANK AT MBEKWENI, LEFT INTO MOHAJANE STREET, LEFT INTO MADIKANE STREET, RIGHT INTO SAND STREET, RIGHT INTO JAN VAN RIEBEECK ROAD, RIGHT INTO OOSBOSCH STREET, LEFT INTO BERGRIVER BOULEVARD, RIGHT INTO LADY GREY STREET, LEFT INTO WATERKANT STREET TO PICK-UP POINT AT SHOPRITE PAARL AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY
---------------------
SCHOLAR
-------
TRANSPORTING SCHOLARS FROM THEIR PLACES OF RESIDENCE SITUATED AT NEW REST TOWNSHIP, WELLINGTON TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS MANELY MARY HELP OF CHRISTIANS PRIMARY AND CHARLESTON HILL PRIMARY AND RETURN.
TIME TABLE
----------
MORNING 06H30 - 07H45
AFTERNOON 13H00 - 15H00

OP.8279630. (2) SAIT MOEGAMAT GASANT MG ID NO 8207145162080. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 55 CUTTLEFISH CRESCENT, BAYVIEW, STRANDFONTEIN, 7785. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 4 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE
-------------------
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 55 CUTTLEFISH CRESCENT, BAYVIEW, STRANDFONTEIN TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP.8279640. (2) GOUWS NOMANGESI EUNICE NE ID NO 7001200480086. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 89 JANUARY STREET, KWANONQABA, MOSEL-BAY, 6500. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1818654/0 FROM GOUWS NOMANGESI EUNICE NE (21 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN). (5) 1 X 21 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: PERMIT No. 1818654/0 EXISTING AUTHORITY
----------------------
MINIBUS TAXI SERVICE
---------------------
N1 MOSSELBAY - STEKSPRUIT
--------------------------
FROM MOSSELBAY TAXI RANK MAYIXHALE STREET, KWANONQABA RANK, LEFT IN LOUIS FOURIE ROAD, LEFT IN LINK ROAD ON N2 OFF-RAMP, GEORGE AIRPORT (MR347), JOIN TR101 VIA BLANCO AND PROCEED WITH N9, UNIONDALE, WILLOWMORE, ABERDEEN, GRAAFF-REINETTE, MIDDELBURG, TURN LEFT JOIN R61, TO STEYNBURG, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT, BURGERSDORP, ALIWAL NORTH, TURN LEFT, LADY GREY, TURN LEFT TO STEKSPRUIT AND RETURN, SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PASSENGERS ARE TO BE PICKED UP AFTER LEAVING MOSSELBAY AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY THAT NO PASSENGERS ARE TO BE SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING MOSSELBAY.
N2 MOSSEL BAY - UMTATA
-------------------------
FROM MOSSELBAY TAXI RANK MAYIXHALE STREET, KWANONQABA RANK, LEFT IN LOUIS FOURIE ROAD, LEFT INTO LINK ROAD ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP, VIA GEORGE AIRPORT (MR347), JOIN TR101 VIA BLANCO AND PROCEED WITH N9, UNIONDALE, WILLOWMORE, ABERDEEN, GRAAFF-REINETTE, TURN RIGHT TO CRADOCK, TARKSTAD, QUEENSTOWN, COFITMBA, ENGCOBO, UMTATA AND RETURN SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PASSENGERS ARE TO BE PICKED UP AFTER LEAVING MOSSEL BAY
AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY THAT NO PASSENGERS TO BE SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING MOSEL BAY.

ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

--------------------------

SCHOLAR SERVICE
--------------------------

CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM KWANONQABA LOCATION IN MOSEL BAY TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS MILK WOOD PRIMARY AND POINT HIGH SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE
--------------------------

MORNINGS - 06H00 - 07H15
AFTERNOON - 13H50 - 14H50

CHARTER SERVICE
--------------------------

FROM PICK UP POINTS IN MOSEL BAY TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279641. (2) GOUWS NOMANGESI EUNICE NE ID NO 7001200480086. (3) DISTRICT: MOSELBAAI. POSTAL ADDRESS: 89 JANUARY STREET, KWANONQABA, MOSEL-BAY, 6500. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1806424/1 FROM GOUWS NOMANGESI EUNICE NE (15 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: MOSELBAAI). (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY:

Permit No. 1806424/1

EXISTING AUTHORITY

--------------------------

MINIBUS TAXI SERVICE
--------------------------

858 MOSEL BAY - MOSEL BAY
--------------------------

FROM THE TAXI RANK IN MOSEL BAY TO POINTS WITHIN THE MUNICIPAL AREA OF MOSEL BAY AND RETURN.

ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

--------------------------

N2 MOSEL BAY - UMTATA
--------------------------

FROM MOSEL BAY TAXI RANK MAYIXHALE STREET, KWANONQABA RANK, LEFT IN LOUIS FOURIE ROAD, LEFT INTO LINK ROAD ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP, VIA GEORGE AIRPORT (MR347), JOIN TR101 TO BLANCO AND PROCEED WITH N9, UNIONDALE, WILLOWMORE, ABERDEEN, GRAAFF-REINETTE, TURN RIGHT TO CRADOCK, TARKASTAD, QUEENSTOWN, CÔTIGNAC, ENGCOBO, UMTATA AND RETURN SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PASSENGERS ARE TO BE PICKED UP AFTER LEAVING MOSEL BAY AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY THAT NO PASSENGERS ARE TO BE SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING MOSEL BAY.

N1 MOSEL BAY - STERKSPRUIT
--------------------------

FROM MOSEL BAY TAXI RANK MAYIXHALE STREET, KWANONQABA RANK, LEFT IN LOUIS FOURIE ROAD, LEFT INTO LINK ROAD ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP, GEORGE AIRPORT (MR347), JOIN TR101 TO BLANCO AND PROCEED WITH N9, UNIONDALE, WILLOWMORE, ABERDEEN, GRAAFF-REINETTE, MIDDELBURG, TURN LEFT JOIN R61, TO STEYNBURG, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT, BURGERSDORP, ALIWAL NORTH, TURN LEFT, LADY GREY, TURN LEFT TO STERKSPRUIT AND RETURN, SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PASSENGERS ARE TO BE PICKED UP AFTER LEAVING MOSEL BAY AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY THAT NO PASSENGERS ARE TO BE SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING MOSEL BAY.

SCHOLAR SERVICE
--------------------------

CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM KWANONQABA LOCATION IN MOSEL BAY TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS MILK WOOD PRIMARY AND POINT HIGH SCHOOL AND RETURN.
TIME TABLE

MORNINGS - 06H00 - 07H15
AFTERNOON - 13H50 - 14H50
CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS IN MOSSEL BAY TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279642. (2) GOUWS NOMANGESI EUNICE NE ID NO 7001200480086. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 89 JANUARY STREET, KWANONQABA, MOSSEL-BAY, 6500. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 21 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: 858 MOSSEL BAY - MOSSEL BAY

FROM THE TAXI RANK IN MOSSEL BAY TO POINTS WITHIN THE MUNICIPAL AREA OF MOSSEL BAY AND RETURN.

CHARTER SERVICE

FROM POINTS IN MOSSEL BAY TO POINTS SITUATED WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279662. (2) DANIELS MOGAMAT SEKANDER MS ID NO 7003175178083. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 48 HUISRIVIER SIRKEL, SEARIDGE, MITCHELL'S PLAIN, 7785. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: MINIBUS TAXI SERVICE

234 MITCHELLS PLAIN - WYNBERG

FROM TAXI RANK AT CALYPSO SQUARE MITCHELLS PLAIN, RIGHT INTO KATDORING STREET, RIGHT INTO SPINE ROAD, RIGHT INTO CHURCH WAY, LEFT INTO DENNEGEUR DRIVE, LEFT INTO TRAFALGAR STREET, RIGHT INTO SPINE ROAD, RIGHT INTO WELGELEGEN ROAD, LEFT AT DENNEGEUR DRIVE, RIGHT AT SPINE ROAD, RIGHT AT STRANDFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO 5TH AVENUE, RIGHT INTO VICTORIA ROAD, RIGHT INTO PRINCE GEORGE DRIVE, LEFT INTO OTTERY ROAD, INTO BRISBANE ROAD TO TAXI RANK AT WYNBERG INTERCHANGE AND RETURN AS FOLLOWS: INTO OTTERY ROAD, PASS OTTERY HYPERMARKET, INTO STRANDFONTEIN ROAD, INTO SPINE ROAD, INTO DENNEGEUR DRIVE, INTO WELGELEGEN ROAD, INTO SPINE ROAD, INTO TRAFALGAR STREET, INTO CHURCH WAY, INTO SPINE ROAD, INTO KATDORING ROAD TO RANK AT CALYPSO SQUARE MITCHELLS PLAIN SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO LOADING OF PASSENGERS SHALL TAKE PLACE AT 5TH AVENUE, VICTORIA ROAD, PRINCE GEORGE DRIVE AND OTTERY ROAD.

F81 MITCHELLS PLAIN - WYNBERG

FROM TAXI RANK AT CALYPSO SQUARE MITCHELLS PLAIN, LEFT INTO KATDORING STREET, INTO WESPOORT AVENUE, RIGHT INTO WELTEVREDEN ROAD, LEFT INTO MORGENSTER, RIGHT INTO OLD WELTEVREDEN ROAD, LEFT INTO VARKENSVELI ROAD, INTO OTTERY ROAD, INTO OLD STRANDFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO OLD OTTERY ROAD, PASS HYPERMARKET, DROP OFF ONLY, LEFT INTO OTTERY ROAD, RIGHT INTO ROSMEAD AVENUE, LEFT INTO BROAD ROAD, LEFT INTO BRISBANE ROAD TO TAXI RANK AT WYNBERG INTERCHANGE AND RETURN AS FOLLOWS: INTO OTTERY ROAD, PASS OTTERY HYPERMARKET, NO RANKING, INTO OLD STRANDFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO OTTERY ROAD, RIGHT INTO VARKENSVELI ROAD, RIGHT INTO OLD WELTEVREDEN ROAD, LEFT INTO MORGENSTER ROAD, RIGHT INTO WELTEVREDEN ROAD, LEFT INTO SPINE ROAD, LEFT INTO KATDORING ROAD, LEFT INTO 3RD AVENUE, LEFT INTO TAXI RANK AT CALYPSO SQUARE IN MITCHELLS PLAIN. ROUTE TO BE STRICTLY ADHERED TO.
F82 MITCHELLS PLAIN - WYNBERG
---------------------------------
FROM TAXI RANK AT CALYPSO SQUARE, MITCHELLS PLAIN, RIGHT INTO KATDORING STREET, RIGHT INTO SPINE ROAD, RIGHT INTO CHURCH WAY, LEFT INTO DENNEGEUR DRIVE, LEFT INTO TRAFALGAR STREET, RIGHT INTO SPINE ROAD, RIGHT INTO WELGELEGEN ROAD, LEFT AT DENNEGEUR DRIVE, RIGHT AT SPINE ROAD, RIGHT INTO STRANDFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO OTTERY ROAD INTO OLD STRANDFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO OLD OTTERY ROAD, PASS HYPERMARKET, DROP OFF ONLY, THEN LEFT INTO OTTERY ROAD, OVER ROSMEAD AVENUE, RIGHT INTO OTTERY ROAD TO WYNBERG INTERCHANGE AND RETURN AS FOLLOWS: INTO OTTERY ROAD, RIGHT INTO OLD OTTERY, PASS HYPERMARKET, NO RANKING, RIGHT INTO OLD STRANDFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO OTTERY ROAD, RIGHT INTO STRANDFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO SPINE ROAD, LEFT INTO DENNEGEUR DRIVE, INTO WELGELEGEN ROAD, INTO SPINE ROAD, INTO TRAFALGAR STREET, INTO DENNEGEUR DRIVE, INTO CHURCH WAY, INTO SPINE ROAD, INTO KATDORING ROAD TO TAXI RANK AT CALYPSO SQUARE IN MITCHELLS PLAIN. ROUTE TO BE STRICTLY ADHERED TO.

OP.8279685. (2) MNQAYI MASITHINI M ID NO 7003046439086. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 7 DELWYN DRIVE, GOODWOOD, GOODWOOD, 7459. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 7 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE
--------------
THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN NYANGA AND GUGULETHU TO THEIR SCHOOLS WHICH IS RHODES HIGH SCHOOL IN MOWBRAY AND RETURN.
TIME TABLE
----------
06H00 - 08H00 MORNING
15H00 - 16H30 AFTERNOON

OP.8279686. (2) MNQAYI MASITHINI M ID NO 7003046439086. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 7 DELWYN DRIVE, GOODWOOD, GOODWOOD, 7459. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 9 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE
--------------
THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN NYANGA AND GUGULETHU TO THEIR SCHOOL WHICH IS RHODES HIGH SCHOOL IN MOWBRAY AND RETURN.
TIME TABLE
----------
06H00 - 08H00 MORNING
15H00 - 16H30 AFTERNOON

OP.8279692. (2) EXTRA MILE CABS PTY LTD ID NO 201112488107. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 169 PRETORIA ROAD, PRIMROSE, GERMISTON, 1401. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 4 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: TOURIST SERVICE
--------------
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 17 KLOOFRIDGE, BENNINGTON ROAD, TAMBOERSKLOOF, CAPE TOWN TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.
OP.8279697. (2) WERNER SMITH ID NO 8010295131081. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: PO BOX 463, MOSSEL BAY, MOSSEL BAY, 6500. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 4 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: METERED TAXI SERVICE

FROM MARSH STREET IN MOSSEL BAY WITH A PICK UP RADIUS OF 45KM WITHIN THE MUNICIPAL AREA OF MOSSEL BAY AND RETURN.

OP.8279699. (2) MOBALI OLIVIER ID NO 7401019524084. (3) DISTRICT: GANYESA. POSTAL ADDRESS: SUMMERSGREENS, MILNERTON, MILNERTON, 7441. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 9 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN SUMMERSGREENS TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL NAMELY TYGERHOF PRIMARY SCHOOL AND BOSKANSDAM PRIMARY AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

TIME TABLE

06:30 - 08:00 MORNING
13:00 - 15:30 AFTERNOON

OP.8279704. (2) DE KLERK JOAN GEORGEAN JG ID NO 4402040053088. (3) DISTRICT: BEAUFORT WEST. POSTAL ADDRESS: 28 MEYER STREET, BEAUFORT WEST, BEAUFORT WEST, 6970. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 500118/2 FROM DE KLERK JOAN GEORGEAN JG (49 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: BEAUFORT WEST). (5) 1 X 49 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: Permit No. 500118/2

EXISTING AUTHORITY

PEOPLE THAT ORGANISED THEMSELVES INTO A GROUP AND THEIR PERSONAL BELONGINGS - FROM BEAUFORT WEST TO POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 480 KM FROM THE HPK BEAUFORT WEST AND RETURN TO THE PLACE WHERE THE GROUP WAS PICKED UP IN THE FIRST INSTANCE.

PERSONS THAT ORGANISED THEMSELVES IN A GROUP AND THEIR PERSONAL BELONGINGS - FROM POINTS WITHIN THE MUNICIPAL AREA OF BEAUFORT WEST TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN TO THE PLACE WHERE THE GROUP WAS PICKED UP IN THE FIRST INSTANCE.

PASSENGERS AND THEIR PERSONAL BELONGINGS ALONG THE FOLLOWING ROUTES:

FROM MEYER STREET, BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT IN DE VRIES STREET, RIGHT IN DANIEL STREET, LEFT IN RUSTVILLE STREET, RIGHT IN VAN NIEKERK STREET, LEFT IN SKOOL STREET, RIGHT IN BUITEN STREET, LEFT ON UNMARKED ROAD, RIGHT IN SALLIDON AVENUE, RIGHT ON UNMARKED ROAD, RIGHT IN EBENEZER AVENUE, LEFT IN WATSONIA STREET, RIGHT IN MAGNOLIA STREET, THEN JAN HAIG AVENUE, RIGHT IN TRUMAN AVENUE, LEFT WITH JAMES SMITH AVENUE, LEFT WITH XEROSTE STREET, RIGHT WITH ZINASI, LEFT WITH WATSONIA AVENUE, LEFT WITH YSBLOM STREET, RIGHT WITH UNMARKED ROAD, LEFT IN STEENKAMP WAY, RIGHT WITH BOOYSEN AVENUE, LEFT WITH ALFONSO AVENUE, RIGHT WITH AANDBLOM STREET, TIGHT WITH SMITH AVENUE, LEFT WITH MATTHEW STREET, RIGHT WITH RENIER STREET, LEFT WITH DORMALLSTEEG, RIGHT WITH DANIEL STREET, LEFT WITH STANDARD STREET, RIGHT WITH MEYER STREET, LEFT WITH DE VRIES STREET, RIGHT WITH N1 - DONKIN STREET, LEFT WITH MEINTJIES STREET, LEFT WITH NUWW STREET, RIGHT WITH KERSNER STREET, TO THE TAXI RANK BEHIND THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT. FROM THE TAXI RANK BEHIND THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT IN NUWE STREET, LEFT IN VOOTREKKER WAY, RIGHT DONKIN STREET. RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.
TIME TABLE
-------------
FROM MEYER STREET
06H05  09H50
06H30  11H00
07H00  12H10
07H30  13H20
08H00  14H25
15H25
16H25
17H25
FROM PROPERTY BEHIND THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT
06H50  13H05
07H35  14H10
08H25  15H10
09H35  16H10
10H45  17H10
11H55  18H10 - ALL ROUTES ON THE TIME TABLE MUST BE ADHERED TO
TARIFFS: R1.50 PER SINGLE TRIP
PASSENGERS AND THEIR PERSONAL BELONGINGS
ROUTE 1
-------------
FROM MEYER STREET, BEAUFORT WEST RIGHT DE VRIES STREET, RIGHT DANIEL STREET, LEFT IN RUSTVILLE STREET, RIGHT IN VAN NIEKERK STREET, RIGHT IN BUITEKANT STREET, LEFT IN SALLIDON STREET, RIGHT IN EBENZER STREET, LEFT IN WATSINIA STREET, RIGHT IN MAGNOLIA STREET, IN JAN HAIG AVENUE, RIGHT IN TRUMAN STREET, RIGHT IN JAMES SMIT STREET, LEFT IN M. DE VILLIERS STREET, LEFT IN TRUMAN STREET, LEFT JAN HAIG AVENUE, IN MAGNOLIA STREET, RIGHT IN CHISVILLE STREET, LEFT IN STRELITZA STREET, RIGHT IN BUITEKANT STREET, LEFT IN KWA MANDLEKOSI ROAD, RIGHT IN PHALATSE STREET, LEFT JAVABU STREET, IN GABA STREET, RIGHT KWA MANDLEKOSI STREET, RIGHT IN N1, IN DONKIN STREET, LEFT MEINTJIES STREET, LEFT NUWE STREET, RIGHT IN KERSNER STREET TO THE TAXI RANK BEHIND THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT BEAUFORT WEST AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.
ROUTE 2
-------------
FROM MEYER STREET, BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT IN DE VRIES STREET, RIGHT IN DANIEL STREET, LEFT IN RUSTVILLE STREET, RIGHT IN VAN NIEKERK, LEFT IN SKOOL STREET, RIGHT IN BUITEKANT STREET, LEFT IN SALLIDON STREET, LEFT IN ZERO STREET, IN STEENKAMP STREET, LEFT IN BOOYSSEN STREET, RIGHT IN KOOPMAN STREET, RIGHT IN ABRAHAM STREET, LEFT IN GORDON STREET, RIGHT IN MATROOS STREET, LEFT IN ALFONSO STREET, RIGHT IN AANDBLOM STREET, RIGHT IN SMITH STREET, LEFT IN MATHEUS STREET, RIGHT IN ALFONSOs STREET, LEFT IN NUwe STREET, RIGHT IN KERSNER STREET TO THE TAXI RANK BEHIND THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT BEAUFORT WEST AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.
ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY
-------------
CHARTER SERVICE
-------------
FROM POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 45KM FROM HOLDERS PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 28 MEYER STREET, BEAUFORT WEST TO POINTS SITUATED WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.
SCHEDULED SERVICE
-------------
PASSENGERS: FROM MEYER STREET RIGHT INTO DE VRIES STREET, RIGHT INTO
DANIELS STREET, LEFT INTO RUSTVILLE STREET, RIGHT INTO VAN NIEKERK STREET, LEFT INTO SKOOL STREET, RIGHT INTO BUIEKEN STREET, RIGHT INTO ALFONSO AVENUE, RIGHT INTO FBRIEK STREET AT B.P, RIGHT INTO ARBIE STREET, LEFT INTO PRODUKSI AVENUE PAST THE DRIF TO HILLSIDE, RIGHT INTO 7TH AVENUE, LEFT INTO PASTORIE STREET, LEFT AT STOLSHEK ROAD TO HILLSIDE 2, RIGHT INTO 9TH AVENUE, RIGHT INTO BLANKEN ROAD TO HILLSIDE, LEFT INTO PASTORIE STREET, RIGHT INTO D.F. MALAN TO 2ND AVENUE WHERE YOU TURN LEFT, THEN LEFT INTO 1ST STREET., RIGHT INTO PLEIN STREET UNTIL REACHING CHURCH STREET, LEFT INTO DONKIN STREET AROUND THE PRISON UNTIL ONCE AGAIN REACHING CHURCH STREET WHERE YOU TURN LEFT, THEN RIGHT INTO VERSTER STREET, LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET UNTIL YOU REACH THE HOSPITAL RETURNING ON VOORTREKKER STREET RIGHT INTO DONKIN STREET, LEFT INTO MOLTENO STREET THEN LEFT INTO NUWE STREET TO THE BUS RANK AT THE REAR OF SHOPRITE, LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET (BUS RANK) THEN ON THE RETURN JOURNEY TURN RIGHT INTO DONKIN STREET LEFT INTO DE VRIES STREET AND THEN FOLLOW THE SAME ROUTE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.

TIME TABLE

DEPART MEYER STREET DEPART RANK IN VOORTREKKER STREET
06:30 - 11:30 07:05 - 13:05
07:30 - 12:30 08:05 - 14:05
08:30 - 13:30 09:05 - 15:05
09:30 - 14:30 10:05 - 16:05
11:00 - 17:05
12:05 - 18:05

SCHEDULED SERVICE

PASSENGERS: FROM MEYER STREET RIGHT INTO VRIES STREET RIGHT INTO DANIEL STREET, LEFT INTO RUSTVILLE STREET, LEFT INTO VAN NIEKERK STREET, RIGHT INTO LANG STREET, RIGHT INTO BUIEKEN STREET, LEFT INTO ZERO STREET, LEFT INTO YSBLOM STREET TO TRUMAN AVENUE, LEFT INTO FRIEZIA STREET, RIGHT INTO CHRISVILLE AVENUE, LEFT INTO KWMALENKOZI ROAD TO PLAZA ROAD WHERE YOU TURN RIGHT INTO JABAVU AVENUE TILL YOU REACH FALATZA ROAD, TURN LEFT TO CROSS THE RIVER AND REACH BLYTH STREET WHERE YOU TURN LEFT UNTIL THE BEAUFORT MALL THEN RIGHT INTO DANE THERON STREET, LEFT INTO BRUMMER STREET UNTIL YOU REACH HATTING STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET UNTIL YOU REACH THE HOSPITAL RETURNING WITH VOORTREKKER STREET TO DONKIN STREET TURNING RIGHT AROUND THE PRISON TO NUWE STREET THEN TO THE BUS RANK BEHIND SHOPRITE LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET (BUS RANK) RIGHT INTO BIRD STREET UNTIL YOU REACH THE BEAUFORT MALL THEN ALONG BLYTH STREET AND RETURNING ALONG THE SAME ROUTE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.

TIME TABLE

DEPART MEYER STREET DEPART RANK IN VOORTREKKER STREET
06:05 - 12:10 06:50 - 13:05
06:30 - 13:20 07:35 - 14:10
07:00 - 14:25 08:25 - 15:10
07:30 - 15:25 09:35 - 16:10
08:00 - 16:25 10:45 - 17:10
09:05 - 17:25 11:55 - 18:10
11:00

OP.8279705. (2) DE KLERK JOAN GEORGEAN JG ID NO 4402040053088. (3) DISTRICT: BEAUFORT WEST. POSTAL ADDRESS: 28 MEYER STREET, BEAUFORT WEST, BEAUFORT WEST, 6970. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 500009/3 FROM DE KLERK JOAN GEORGEAN JG (63 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: BEAUFORT WEST). (5) 1 X 63 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: Permit No. 500009/3
EXISTING AUTHORITY
-------------------
PEOPLE THAT ORGANISED THEMSELVES INTO A GROUP AND THEIR PERSONAL BELONGINGS - FROM BEAUFORT WEST TO POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 480 KM FROM THE HPK BEAUFORT WEST AND RETURN TO THE PLACE WHERE THE GROUP WAS PICKED UP IN THE FIRST INSTANCE.
PERSONS THAT ORGANISED THEMSELVES IN A GROUP AND THEIR PERSONAL BELONGINGS - FROM POINTS WITHIN THE MUNICIPAL AREA OF BEAUFORT WEST TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN TO THE PLACE WHERE THE GROUP WAS PICKED UP IN THE FIRST INSTANCE.
PASSENGERS AND THEIR PERSONAL BELONGINGS ALONG THE FOLLOWING ROUTES:

FROM MEYER STREET, BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT IN DE VRIES STREET, RIGHT IN DANIEL STREET, LEFT IN RUSTVILLE STREET, RIGHT IN VAN NIEKERK STREET, LEFT IN SKOOL STREET, RIGHT IN BUITEN STREET, LEFT ON UNMARKED ROAD, RIGHT IN SALLIDON AVENUE, RIGHT ON UNMARKED ROAD, RIGHT IN EBENIZER AVENUE, LEFT IN WATSONIA STREET, RIGHT IN MAGNOLIA STREET, THEN JAN HAIG AVENUE, RIGHT IN TRUMAN AVENUE, LEFT WITH JAMES SMITH AVENUE, LEFT WITH XEROSTE STREET, RIGHT WITH SINASI, LEFT WITH WATSONIA AVENUE, LEFT WITH YSBLOM STREET, RIGHT WITH UNMARKED ROAD, LEFT IN STEENKAMP WAY, RIGHT WITH BOOYSN AVENUE, LEFT WITH ALFONSO AVENUE, RIGHT WITH AANDBLOM STREET, RIGHT WITH SMITH AVENUE, LEFT WITH MATTHEW STREET, RIGHT WITH RENIER STREET, LEFT WITH DORMALLSTEEG, RIGHT WITH DANIEL STREET, LEFT WITH STANDARD STREET, RIGHT WITH MEYER STREET, LEFT WITH DE VRIES STREET, RIGHT WITH N1 - DONKIN STREET, LEFT WITH MEINTJIES STREET, LEFT WITH NUWW STREET, RIGHT WITH KERSNER STREET, TO THE TAXI RANK BEHIND THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT. FROM THE TAXI RANK BEHIND THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT IN NUWE STREET, LEFT IN VOOTREKKER WAY, RIGHT DONKIN STREET. RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.

TIME TABLE
--
FROM MEYER STREET
06H05  09H50
06H30  11H00
07H00  12H10
07H30  13H20
08H00  14H25
15H25
16H25
17H25
FROM PROPERTY BEHIND THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT
06H50  13H05
07H35  14H10
08H25  15H10
09H35  16H10
10H45  17H10
11H55  18H10 - ALL ROUTES ON THE TIME TABLE MUST BE ADHERED TO

TARIFFS: R1-50 PER SINGLE TRIP
PASSENGERS AND THEIR PERSONAL BELONGINGS
ROUTE 1
--
FROM MEYER STREET, BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT IN DE VRIES STREET, RIGHT IN DANIEL STREET, LEFT IN RUSTVILLE STREET, RIGHT IN VAN NIEKERK STREET, RIGHT IN BUITEN STREET, LEFT IN SALLIDON AVENUE, RIGHT IN EBENIZER STREET, LEFT IN WATSONIA STREET, RIGHT IN MAGNOLIA STREET, IN JAN HAIG AVENUE, RIGHT IN TRUMAN STREET, RIGHT IN JAMES SMITH STREET, LEFT IN M. DE VILLIERS STREET, LEFT IN TRUMAN STREET, LEFT JAN HAIG AVENUE, IN MAGNOLIA STREET, RIGHT IN CHRISVILLE STREET, LEFT IN STRELITZA STREET, RIGHT IN
BUITEKANT STREET, LEFT IN KWA MANDLEKOSI ROAD, RIGHT IN PHALATSE STREET, LEFT JAVABU STREET, IN GABA STREET, RIGHT KWA MANDLEKOSI STREET, RIGHT IN N1, IN DONKIN STREET, LEFT MEINTJIES STREET, LEFT NUWE STREET, RIGHT IN KERSNER STREET TO THE TAXI RANK BEHIND THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT BEAUFORT WEST AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.

ROUTE 2

FROM MEYER STREET, BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT IN DE VRIES STREET, RIGHT IN DANIEL STREET, LEFT IN RUSTVILLE STREET, RIGHT IN VAN NIEKERK, LEFT IN SKOOL STREET, RIGHT IN BUITEKANT STREET, LEFT IN SALLIDON STREET, LEFT IN ZERO STREET, IN STEENKAMP STREET, LEFT IN BOOYSEN STREET, RIGHT IN KOOPMAN STREET, RIGHT IN ABRAHAM STREET, LEFT IN GORDON STREET, RIGHT IN MATROOS STREET, LEFT IN ALFONSO STREET, RIGHT IN AANDBLOM STREET, RIGHT IN SMITH STREET, LEFT IN MATHEUS STREET, RIGHT IN ALFONSO STREET, LEFT IN RENIER STREET, LEFT IN NUWE STREET, RIGHT IN KERSNER STREET TO THE TAXI RANK BEHIND THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT BEAUFORT WEST AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.

ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

CHARTER SERVICE

FROM POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 45KM FROM HOLDERS PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 28 MEYER STREET, BEAUFORT WEST TO POINTS SITUATED WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHEDULED SERVICE

PASSENGERS: FROM MEYER STREET RIGHT INTO DE VRIES STREET, RIGHT INTO DANIEL STREET, LEFT INTO RUSTVILLE STREET, RIGHT INTO VAN NIEKERK STREET, LEFT INTO SKOOL STREET, RIGHT INTO BUITEKANT STREET, RIGHT INTO ALFONSO AVENUE, RIGHT INTO FBRIEK STREET AT B.P, RIGHT INTO ARBEID STREET, LEFT INTO PRODUKSIE AVENUE PAST THE DRIF TO HILLSIDE, RIGHT INTO 7TH AVENUE, LEFT INTO PASTORIE STREET, LEFT AT STOLSHOEK ROAD TO HILLSIDE 2, RIGHT INTO 9TH AVENUE, RIGHT INTO BLANKEN ROAD TO HILLSIDE, LEFT INTO PASTORIE STREET, RIGHT INTO D.F. MALAN TO 2ND AVENUE WHERE YOU TURN LEFT, THEN LEFT INTO 1ST STREET., RIGHT INTO PLEIN STREET UNTIL REACHING CHURCH STREET, LEFT INTO DONKIN STREET AROUND THE PRISON UNTIL ONCE AGAIN REACHING CHURCH STREET WHERE YOU TURN LEFT, THEN RIGHT INTO VERSTER STREET, LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET UNTIL YOU REACH THE HOSPITAL RETURNING ON VOORTREKKER STREET RIGHT INTO DONKIN STREET, LEFT INTO MOLTENO STREET THEN LEFT INTO NUWE STREET TO THE BUS RANK AT THE REAR OF SHOPRITE, LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET (BUS RANK) THEN ON THE RETURN JOURNEY TURN RIGHT INTO DONKIN STREET LEFT INTO DE VRIES STREET AND THEN FOLLOW THE SAME ROUTE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.

TIME TABLE

<p>| |
||</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEPART MEYER STREET</th>
<th>DEPART RANK IN VOORTREKKER STREET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06:30 - 11:30</td>
<td>07:05 - 13:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:30 - 12:30</td>
<td>08:05 - 14:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:30 - 13:30</td>
<td>09:05 - 15:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:30 - 14:30</td>
<td>10:05 - 16:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11:00 - 17:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12:05 - 18:05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTO LANG STREET, RIGHT INTO BUITEKANT STREET, LEFT INTO ZERO STREET, LEFT INTO YSBLOM STREET TO TRUMAN AVENUE, LEFT INTO FRIEZIA STREET, RIGHT INTO CHRISVILLE AVENUE, LEFT INTO BLYTH STREET WHERE YOU TURN RIGHT INTO JABAVU AVENUE TO TRUMAN AVENUE, LEFT INTO FRIEZIA STREET, RIGHT INTO CHRISVILLE AVENUE, LEFT INTO KWAMALENKOSI ROAD TO PLAZA ROAD WHERE YOU TURN RIGHT INTO JABAVU AVENUE TILL YOU REACH FALATZA ROAD, TURN LEFT TO CROSS THE RIVER AND REACH KLIPFONTEIN ROAD WHERE YOU TURN LEFT UNTIL THE BEAUFORT MALL THEN TURN RIGHT INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET UNTIL YOU REACH THE HOSPITAL RETURNING WITH VOORTREKKER STREET TO DONKIN STREET TURNING RIGHT AROUND THE PRISON TO NUWE STREET THEN TO THE BUS RANK BEHIND SHOPRITE LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET (BUS RANK) RIGHT INTO BIRD STREET UNTIL YOU REACH THE BEAUFORT MALL THEN ALONG BLYTH STREET AND RETURNING ALONG THE SAME ROUTE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.

TIME TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEPART MEYER STREET</th>
<th>DEPART RANK IN VOORTREKKER STREET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06:05 - 12:10</td>
<td>06:50 - 13:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06:30 - 13:20</td>
<td>07:35 - 14:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:00 - 14:25</td>
<td>08:25 - 15:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:30 - 15:25</td>
<td>09:35 - 16:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:00 - 16:25</td>
<td>10:45 - 17:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:05 - 17:25</td>
<td>11:55 - 18:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OP.8279713. (2) MAJIJA ASANDA A ID NO 7703105160081. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 4824 OSCAR MPETA STREET, BROWNS FARM, PHILLIPI, 7784. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED AT SAMORA MACHEL, NYANGA, CROSS ROADS CAPE TOWN TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL IN THEMELIHLE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL TOWN TWO KHAYELITSHA AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE

| 06H00 - 08H00 MORNING | 14H00 - 16H00 AFTERNOON |

OP.8279714. (2) MATEKE MAHLUBANDILE M ID NO 7109155908082. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 6255 BATHANDWA MDINGI STREET, SAMORA MACHEL, MITCHELLS PLAIN, 7785. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: 15 NYANGA - ATHLONE

FROM TAXI RANK AT NYANGA, RIGHT INTO EMMS DRIVE, LEFT INTO TERMINUS ROAD, RIGHT INTO NY78, LEFT INTO NY9, RIGHT INTO NY6, LEFT INTO NY108, INTO KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO OLD KLIPFONTEIN ROAD TO TAXI RANK AT ATHLONE RAILWAY STATION ATHLONE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

16 NYANGA - MOWBRAY

FROM TAXI RANK AT NYANGA, RIGHT INTO EMMS DRIVE, LEFT INTO TERMINUS ROAD, RIGHT INTO NY78, LEFT INTO NY5, RIGHT INTO NY6, LEFT INTO NY108, INTO KLIPFONTEIN ROAD WHICH BECOMES DURBAN ROAD TO TAXI RANK AT THE EASTERN SIDE OF MOWBRAY RAILWAY STATION MOWBRAY AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

17 NYANGA - CAPE TOWN

FROM TAXI RANK AT NYANGA, RIGHT INTO EMMS DRIVE, RIGHT INTO SITHANDATU STREET, LEFT INTO NTLANGANO STREET, INTO BORCHARDS QUARRY ROAD, LEFT ONTO N2, WHICH BECOMES SETTLERS WAY, EASTERN BOULEVARD, LEFT INTO OSWALD PIROW
ROAD, RIGHT INTO TOP DECK CAPE TOWN RAILWAY STATION AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

OP.8279717. (2) DAVIDS ABRAHAM JOHANNES AJ ID NO 5312195143080. (3) DISTRICT: MALMESBURY. POSTAL ADDRESS: 18 ALBERTO STRAAT, AVONDALE, ATLANTIS, 7349. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 23 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OWN EMPLOYEES. (7) AUTHORITY: STAFF SERVICE

---------

CONVEYANCE OF STAFF IN THE EMPLOYMENT OF ATLANTIS FOUNDARIES, SITUATED IN ATLANTIA INDUSTRIA. ATLANTIS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES, SITUATED IN ATLANTIS, WITSAND, PELLA AND MAMRE TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT, IN ATLANTIS INDUSTRIA AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE

* A SHIFT DAY 07:00 - 15:00
* B SHIFT AFTERNOON: 15:00 - 23:00
* C SHIFT NIGHT: 23:00 - 07:00
* D SHIFT 12 HOUR: 07:00 - 19:00
* E SHIFT DAY: 07:00 - 16:30
* F SHIFT FRIDAY: 07:00 - 13:00

OP.8279718. (2) DAVIDS ABRAHAM JOHANNES AJ ID NO 5312195143080. (3) DISTRICT: MALMESBURY. POSTAL ADDRESS: 18 ALBERTO STRAAT, AVONDALE, ATLANTIS, 7349. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 23 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OWN EMPLOYEES. (7) AUTHORITY: STAFF SERVICE

---------

CONVEYANCE OF STAFF IN THE EMPLOYMENT OF ATLANTIS FOUNDARIES, SITUATED IN ATLANTIA INDUSTRIA. ATLANTIS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES, SITUATED IN ATLANTIS, WITSAND, PELLA AND MAMRE TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT, IN ATLANTIS INDUSTRIA AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE

* A SHIFT DAY 07:00 - 15:00
* B SHIFT AFTERNOON: 15:00 - 23:00
* C SHIFT NIGHT: 23:00 - 07:00
* D SHIFT 12 HOUR: 07:00 - 19:00
* E SHIFT DAY: 07:00 - 16:30
* F SHIFT FRIDAY: 07:00 - 13:00

OP.8279719. (2) DAVIDS ABRAHAM JOHANNES AJ ID NO 5312195143080. (3) DISTRICT: MALMESBURY. POSTAL ADDRESS: 18 ALBERTO STRAAT, AVONDALE, ATLANTIS, 7349. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 23 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OWN EMPLOYEES. (7) AUTHORITY: STAFF SERVICE

---------

CONVEYANCE OF STAFF IN THE EMPLOYMENT OF ATLANTIS FOUNDARIES, SITUATED IN ATLANTIA INDUSTRIA. ATLANTIS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES, SITUATED IN ATLANTIS, WITSAND, PELLA AND MAMRE TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT, IN ATLANTIS INDUSTRIA AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE

* A SHIFT DAY 07:00 - 15:00
* B SHIFT AFTERNOON: 15:00 - 23:00
* C SHIFT NIGHT: 23:00 - 07:00
* D SHIFT 12 HOUR: 07:00 - 19:00
* E SHIFT DAY: 07:00 - 16:30
* F SHIFT FRIDAY:  07:00 - 13:00

OP.8279720. (2) VAN DER SCHYFF NAZLEYAH N ID NO 5406080198082. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 24 PARK ROAD, WYNBERG, 7800. (4) NEW APPLICATION (DORMANT). (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: 83 WYNBERG - HANOVER PARK

FROM TAXI TERMINUS WYNBERG, INTO SUSSEX ROAD, LEFT INTO BROAD ROAD, LEFT INTO ROSENHEID AVENUE, RIGHT INTO WETTON ROAD, ALONG WETTON ROAD TO WETTON CIRCLE, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO HANOVER PARK AVENUE, RIGHT INTO DOWNSBERG ROAD, LEFT INTO AVIL ROAD TO PARKING AREA BEHIND HANOVER POST OFFICE HANOVER PARK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

OP.8279721. (2) DAVIDS ABRAHAM JOHANNES AJ ID NO 5312195143080. (3) DISTRICT: MALMESBURY. POSTAL ADDRESS: 18 ALBERTO STRAAT, AVONDALE, ATLANTIS, 7349. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 23 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF SERVICE.

TIME TABLE

* A SHIFT DAY  07:00 - 15:00
* B SHIFT AFTERNOON:  15:00 - 23:00
* C SHIFT NIGHT:  23:00 - 07:00
* D SHIFT 12 HOUR:  07:00 - 19:00
* E SHIFT DAY:  07:00 - 16:30
* F SHIFT FRIDAY:  07:00 - 13:00

OP.8279722. (2) DAVIDS ABRAHAM JOHANNES AJ ID NO 5312195143080. (3) DISTRICT: MALMESBURY. POSTAL ADDRESS: 18 ALBERTO STRAAT, AVONDALE, ATLANTIS, 7349. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 23 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER.

THE CONVEYANCE OF EMPLOYEES FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN ATLANTIS, WITSAND, PELLA AND MAMRE TO THEIR WORKPLACE AT ATLANTIS FOUNDRIES AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE: A SHIFT DAY  07H00 - 15H00

B SHIFT AFTERNOON  15H00 - 23H00
C SHIFT NIGHT  23H00 - 07H00
D SHIFT 12 HOUR  07H00 - 19H00
E SHIFT DAY  07H00 - 16H30
F SHIFT FRIDAY  07H00 - 13H00

OP.8279723. (2) DAVIDS ABRAHAM JOHANNES AJ ID NO 5312195143080. (3) DISTRICT: MALMESBURY. POSTAL ADDRESS: 18 ALBERTO STRAAT, AVONDALE, ATLANTIS, 7349. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 23 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER.

THE CONVEYANCE OF EMPLOYEES FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN ATLANTIS, WITSAND, PELLA AND MAMRE TO THEIR WORKPLACE AT ATLANTIS FOUNDRIES AND RETURN.
### Timetable: A Shift Day
- **A Shift Day**: 07h00 - 15h00

### B Shift Afternoon
- **B Shift Afternoon**: 15h00 - 23h00

### C Shift Night
- **C Shift Night**: 23h00 - 07h00

### D Shift 12 Hour
- **D Shift 12 Hour**: 07h00 - 19h00

### E Shift Day
- **E Shift Day**: 07h00 - 16h30

### F Shift Friday
- **F Shift Friday**: 07h00 - 13h00

---

OP.8279724. (2) DAVIDS ABRAHAM JOHANNES AJ ID NO 5312195143080. (3)
**District**: Malmesbury. **Postal Address**: 18 Alberto Straat, Avondale, Atlantis, 7349. (4) **New Application**. (5) **1 x 23 Passengers**. (6) **The conveyance of other**. (7) **Authority**: STAFF SERVICE

---

### The conveyance of employees from their residences situated in Atlantis, Witsand, Pella and Mamre to their workplace at Atlantis Foundries and return.

### Timetable: A Shift Day
- **A Shift Day**: 07h00 - 15h00

### B Shift Afternoon
- **B Shift Afternoon**: 15h00 - 23h00

### C Shift Night
- **C Shift Night**: 23h00 - 07h00

### D Shift 12 Hour
- **D Shift 12 Hour**: 07h00 - 19h00

### E Shift Day
- **E Shift Day**: 07h00 - 16h30

### F Shift Friday
- **F Shift Friday**: 07h00 - 13h00

---

OP.8279725. (2) DAVIDS ABRAHAM JOHANNES AJ ID NO 5312195143080. (3)
**District**: Malmesbury. **Postal Address**: 18 Alberto Straat, Avondale, Atlantis, 7349. (4) **New Application**. (5) **1 x 23 Passengers**. (6) **The conveyance of other**. (7) **Authority**: STAFF SERVICE

---

### The conveyance of employees from their residences situated in Atlantis, Witsand, Pella and Mamre to their workplace at Atlantis Foundries and return.

### Timetable: A Shift Day
- **A Shift Day**: 07h00 - 15h00

### B Shift Afternoon
- **B Shift Afternoon**: 15h00 - 23h00

### C Shift Night
- **C Shift Night**: 23h00 - 07h00

### D Shift 12 Hour
- **D Shift 12 Hour**: 07h00 - 19h00

### E Shift Day
- **E Shift Day**: 07h00 - 16h30

### F Shift Friday
- **F Shift Friday**: 07h00 - 13h00

---

OP.8279726. (2) DAVIDS ABRAHAM JOHANNES AJ ID NO 5312195143080. (3)
**District**: Malmesbury. **Postal Address**: 18 Alberto Straat, Avondale, Atlantis, 7349. (4) **New Application**. (5) **1 x 23 Passengers**. (6) **The conveyance of other**. (7) **Authority**: STAFF SERVICE

---

### The conveyance of employees from their residences situated in Atlantis, Witsand, Pella and Mamre to their workplace at Atlantis Foundries and return.

### Timetable: A Shift Day
- **A Shift Day**: 07h00 - 15h00

### B Shift Afternoon
- **B Shift Afternoon**: 15h00 - 23h00

### C Shift Night
- **C Shift Night**: 23h00 - 07h00

### D Shift 12 Hour
- **D Shift 12 Hour**: 07h00 - 19h00

### E Shift Day
- **E Shift Day**: 07h00 - 16h30

### F Shift Friday
- **F Shift Friday**: 07h00 - 13h00
DISTRICT: MALMESBURY. POSTAL ADDRESS: 18 ALBERTO STRAAT, AVONDALE, ATLANTIS, 7349.

AUTHORITY: STAFF SERVICE

CONVEYANCE OF STAFF IN THE EMPLOYMENT OF ATLANTIS FOUNDARIES SITUATED IN ATLANTIS INDUSTRIA. ATLANTIS, FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN ATLANTIS, WITSAND, PELLA AND MAMRE TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT IN ATLANTIS AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE

* A SHIFT DAY: 07:00 - 15:00
* B SHIFT AFTERNOON: 15:00 - 23:00
* C SHIFT NIGHT: 23:00 - 07:00
* D SHIFT 12 HOUR: 07:00 - 19:00
* E SHIFT DAY: 07:00 - 16:30
* F SHIFT FRIDAY: 07:00 - 13:00
Op.8279730. (2) DAVIDS ABRAHAM JOHANNES AJ ID NO 5312195143080. (3) DISTRICT: MALMESBURY. POSTAL ADDRESS: 18 ALBERTO STRAAT, AVONDALE, ATLANTIS, 7349. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 23 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: STAFF SERVICE

---------------

CONVEYANCE OF STAFF IN THE EMPLOYMENT OF ATLANTIS FOUNDARIES SITUATED IN ATLANTIS INDUSTRIA. ATLANTIS, FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN ATLANTIS, WITSAND, PELLA AND MAMRE TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT IN ATLANTIS AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE

* A SHIFT DAY: 07:00 - 15:00
* B SHIFT AFTERNOON: 15:00 - 23:00
* C SHIFT NIGHT: 23:00 - 07:00
* D SHIFT 12 HOUR: 07:00 - 19:00
* E SHIFT DAY: 07:00 - 16:30
* F SHIFT FRIDAY: 07:00 - 13:00

Op.8279731. (2) DAVIDS ABRAHAM JOHANNES AJ ID NO 5312195143080. (3) DISTRICT: MALMESBURY. POSTAL ADDRESS: 18 ALBERTO STRAAT, AVONDALE, ATLANTIS, 7349. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 23 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: STAFF SERVICE

---------------

CONVEYANCE OF STAFF IN THE EMPLOYMENT OF ATLANTIS FOUNDARIES SITUATED IN ATLANTIS INDUSTRIA. ATLANTIS, FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN ATLANTIS, WITSAND, PELLA AND MAMRE TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT IN ATLANTIS AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE

* A SHIFT DAY: 07:00 - 15:00
* B SHIFT AFTERNOON: 15:00 - 23:00
* C SHIFT NIGHT: 23:00 - 07:00
* D SHIFT 12 HOUR: 07:00 - 19:00
* E SHIFT DAY: 07:00 - 16:30
* F SHIFT FRIDAY: 07:00 - 13:00

Op.8279732. (2) DAVIDS ABRAHAM JOHANNES AJ ID NO 5312195143080. (3) DISTRICT: MALMESBURY. POSTAL ADDRESS: 18 ALBERTO STRAAT, AVONDALE, ATLANTIS, 7349. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 23 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: STAFF SERVICE

---------------

CONVEYANCE OF STAFF IN THE EMPLOYMENT OF ATLANTIS FOUNDARIES SITUATED IN ATLANTIS INDUSTRIA. ATLANTIS, FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN ATLANTIS, WITSAND, PELLA AND MAMRE TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT IN ATLANTIS AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE

* A SHIFT DAY: 07:00 - 15:00
* B SHIFT AFTERNOON: 15:00 - 23:00
* C SHIFT NIGHT: 23:00 - 07:00
* D SHIFT 12 HOUR: 07:00 - 19:00
* E SHIFT DAY: 07:00 - 16:30
* F SHIFT FRIDAY: 07:00 - 13:00
OP.8279734. (2) OOSTERWYK VIVIAN ARCHIBALD ID NO 5211035099082. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 24 BRIARD WAY, STRANDFONTEIN, 7789. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 60 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE

CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED NEW WAY, HARARE, KHAYELITSHA TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS HYACINTH PRIMARY SCHOOL AND INJONGO PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE

MORNING 06H30 – 08H00
AFTERNOON 12H30 – 15H00

OP.8279742. (2) TRAVELSAFE TRANSPORT ID NO 201221479907. (3) DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER. POSTAL ADDRESS: 20 JENNIFER STREET, GAYLEE, BLACKHEATH, 7580. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 6 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 20 JENNIFER STREET, GAYLEE, BLACKHEATH TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP.8279760. (2) VINEYARD VENTURES ID NO 199000377823. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: A82 PUNTA DEL MAR, MILTON ROAD, SEA POINT, 8005. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 4 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TOURISTS. (7) AUTHORITY: TOURIST SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINT WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT SEA POINT TO POINT WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP.8279781. (2) DAVIDS ANNELEEN FRANCINA AF ID NO 6404130146085. (3) DISTRICT: WELLINGTON. POSTAL ADDRESS: 20 A SKOOLSTRAAT, WELLINGTON, 7655. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PLACE BUSINESS 20 SCHOOLS STREET, NEW TOWN, WELLINGTON WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KM IN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8279782. (2) ATHLONE TRANSPORT ID NO 200411031423. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 4 HUXLEY STREET, ATHLONE, CAPE TOWN, 7764 C/O S AKOOJEE 15 BEVAN ROAD, GREENHAVEN, ATHLONE, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 19 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE

CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY DEUTSCHE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, SPES BONA SECONDARY SCHOOL, RONDEBOSCH EAST PRIMARY AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE

PICK UP 05H50
DROP OFF 07H30
PICK UP 13H30
DROP OFF 17H45
CHARTER SERVICE
-------------
PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS TO POINTS WITHIN THE RSA AND RETURN.

TOURIST SERVICE
-------------
PICK UP WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS TO POINTS WITHIN THE RSA AND RETURN.

OP.8279789. (2) NKOMBI NZUVUKILE N ID NO 7902225829084. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 89 DUMANI STREET, DU NOON, 7441. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: STAFF SERVICE
-------------
THE CONVEYANCE OF EMPLOYEES OR STAFF FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN DU NOON USASA 20 STREET 17 TO SECURITY CITY END FROM 89 DUMANI STREET DU NOON TO SECURITY CITY AND RETURN
TIME TABLE
-------------
06:30 - 07:30 MORNING
04:00 - 05:30 AFTERNOON
JOHANNESBURG

Address to which representations must be submitted: The Secretary, Local Road Transportation Board, Private Bag X12, Johannesburg, 2000, and the respective applicant.

Adres waarheen vertoe gerig moet word: Die Sekretaris, Plaaslike Padvervoerraad, Privaat Sak X12, Johannesburg, 2000, en die betrokke applikant.

Full particulars in respect of each application are open to inspection at the Local Road Transportation Board’s office.

Volle besonderhede ten opsigte van elke aansoek lê ter insae by die Plaaslike Padvervoerraad se kantoor.
7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Metered taxi

7.1.1.1. Area of Operation - The conveyance: Metered taxi service.

National Route code: [Gazette Number: NMBJHB14 (10 Feb 2014)]

Board route code: [Not available]

Destination: To anywhere in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.)

Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from Oxford and Beker street (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng).

Description:

Time Tables: Not applicable

Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:

1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.

2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity., on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.

3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.

4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act. (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:

(a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;

(b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and

(c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.

5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:

6. They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.

7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.

8. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity’s approval.

9. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.

10. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

- BRCJHBMETEROXFORD&BEKER(GPBRCHJHMBETER0201013)

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
8. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity's approval.
9. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
10. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

---

1) AOGPGP0113983 2) ELITE CHAUFFEUR SERVICES PTY LTD 93 1ST STREET, PARKMORE, SANDTON, 2196
3) 1992/001516/07
4) not available 5) 1 x 5 (Seating)
6) New OL

Gazette Number: NMBJHB14 (10 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service

7.1.1.1. Crystal Park (Benoni) (Origin), Crystal Park (Benoni) (Destination) - The conveyance: Charter type service.
National Route code: Board route code:
Destination: To points with a common destination within the boundaries of the Republic of South Africa and back to points within the province of Gauteng.
Origin: From points situated within the Province of Gauteng.
Description: Trips must be between points situated within the Province of Gauteng to points with a common destination within the boundaries of the Republic of South Africa and transporting the same group back to the starting points within the Province of Gauteng.
Time Tables: Pre-arranged trips.
Service conditions imposed by the : 1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local within the applicant's area of operation.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the approval of the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.
4. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
5. This service is for the conveyance of groups of passengers on pre-arranged trips including special events with a chauffer driven vehicle.
6. A "special event" means a cultural, marriage, funerals, religious, sporting (supporters or participants), recreational event, or any entertainment, conference, exhibition or show, which is to occur or be held on a specific day or a number of specific consecutive days at a predetermined venue or venues.
7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
8. In the case of a long distance service the holder must keep in the vehicle a complete passenger list as prescribed, namely, name of passenger, contact person, contact number and address.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

---

1) AOGPGP0113996 2) STEPMORE TRADING CC 3) 11 MACKY AVENUE, RANDBURG, JOHANNESBURG, 2009/047615/23
4) not available 5) 1 x 4 (Seating)
6) New OL

Gazette Number: NMBJHB14 (10 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Metered taxi

7.1.1.1. Area of Operation - The conveyance: Metered taxi service.
National Route code: Board route code:
Destination: To any where in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.)
Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from Allieslane fifth street in Sandton (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng)
Description: Time Tables: Not applicable
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.

2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity, on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.

3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.

4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than 7 seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.

5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
   They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.

6. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.

7. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity's approval.

8. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.

9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.
conveyance: Shuttle service.
National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: TO OR TAMBO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ON PRE-ARRANGED TRIPS
Origin: FROM SANDTON HOTELS AND PRETORIA
Description: Shuttle service means a public passenger road transport service provide
Time Tables: This is a scheduled** service available at the following times
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity:
This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates
A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
4. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
5. A predetermined tariff of R490 per route which is advertised at as approved by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity will be charged.
6. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
7. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity approval.
8. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.
NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES

RATES:
YARIS COROLLA MERCEDES MICROBUS
R490 R680 R850 R890
R530 R740 R890 R940
R230 R280 R340 R360

1) AOGPGP0114002 2) ELITE CHAUFFEUR SERVICES PTY LTD 3) 93 1ST STREET, PARKMORE, SANDTON, 2196
6) 1992/001516/07
4) not available 5) 1 x 7 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: NMBJHB14 (10 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Unscheduled service
7.1.1.1. Sandton (Northcliff) (Origin), Sandton (Northcliff) (Destination) - BRCGPJHBSHUTTLE11(12061K12061K00200991)
1) AOGPGP0114002 2) STEPMORE TRADING CC
3) 11 MACKY AVENUE, RANDBURG, JOHANNESBURG, 9
4) not available New OL
5) 1 x 4 (Seating)
6) Gazete Number: NMBJHB14 (10 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Metered taxi

7.1.1.1. Area of Operation - The conveyance: Metered taxi service.
National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To any where in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.).
Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from Boulders in Midrand (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng)

Description:
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity, on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than 7 seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
(a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
(b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
(c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
6. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
7. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity’s approval.
8. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

- BRCJHBMETERBOULDERS(GPBRCJHBMETER0201011)
6. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
7. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity’s approval.
8. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Metered taxi

7.1.1.1.) Area of Operation - The conveyance: Metered taxi service.

National Route code: 106
Board route code: 106
Destination: To any where in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity).
Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from Allieslane fifth street in Sandton (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng) Description: Time Tables: Not applicable
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity., on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than 7 seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
   (a) They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
6. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
7. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity’s approval.
8. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

- BRCJHMETERALIESLANE(GPBRJHMETER0201010)

The conveyance: Metered taxi service.

National Route code: 106
Board route code: 106
Destination: To any where in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.).
Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from Allieslane fifth street in Sandton (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng) Description: Time Tables: Not applicable
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity., on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than 7 seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
   They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
6. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
7. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity's approval.
8. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.
NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

1) AOGPGP0114017 2) STEPMORE TRADING CC
3) 11 MACKY AVENUE, RANDBURG, JOHANNESBURG, 1684
4) not available 5) 1 x 4 (Seating)
6) New OL

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Metered taxi

7.1.1.1.) Area of Operation - The conveyance: Metered taxi service.
National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To any where in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.)
Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from Boulders in Midrand (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng)
Description:
Time Tables: Not applicable
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity, on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than 7 seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
   They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
6. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
7. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity's approval.
8. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.
NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

- BRCJHB14(10 Feb 2014)

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity, on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than 7 seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
   They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
6. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
7. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity's approval.
8. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

1) AOGPGP0114018 2) STEPMORE TRADING CC
0 0209/047615/23
4) not available New OL
6) Gazetted Number: NMBJHB14 (10 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Metered taxi
7.1.1.1.) Area of Operation - The conveyance: Metered taxi service.
National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To any where in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity,).
Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from Boulders in Midrand (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng)

Description:
Time Tables: Not applicable
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity, on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than 7 seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
   They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
6. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
7. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity's approval.
8. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.
The conveyance: Metered taxi service.

National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To any where in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.).
Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from Boulders in Midrand (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng).

Description:
Time Tables: Not applicable

Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity., on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than 7 seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
   They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
6. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
7. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity’s approval.
8. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

1) AOGPGP0114018 2) STEPMORE TRADING CC 3) 11 MACKY AVENUE, RANDBURG, JOHANNESBURG, 1684
4) not available 5) 1 x 4 (Seating)
6) New OL 7) Gazette Number: NMBJHB14 (10 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Metered taxi

7.1.1.1.) Area of Operation - The conveyance: Metered taxi service.
National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To any where in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.).
Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from Allies lane fifth street in Sandton (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng).

Description:
Time Tables: Not applicable

Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity., on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than 7 seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
   They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
6. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
7. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity's approval.
8. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

- BRCJHBMETERALIESLANE(GPBRCJHBMETER0201010)
The conveyance: Metered taxi service.
National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To anywhere in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.
Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from Allies Lane fifth street in Sandton (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng)
Description: Not applicable

Time Tables: Not applicable

Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity, on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than 7 seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
   They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
6. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
7. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity's approval.
8. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.

4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than 7 seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.

5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
   They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.

6. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.

7. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity's approval.

8. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.

9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.
Description:
Time Tables: Not applicable
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity, on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than 7 seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
   They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
6. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
7. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity’s approval.
8. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.
NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

1) AOGPGP0114136 2) WARRA TAXI SERVICES (PTY) LTD 4) not available 6) not available
3) NO 40 DEVILLE STREET, LANGLAAGTE, JOHANNESBURG, 2092
4) 2012/219325/07 5) 1 x 4 (Seating)
5) NMBJHB14 (10 Feb 2014)

New OL

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Metered taxi

7.1.1.1. Area of Operation - The conveyance: Metered taxi service.

National Route code:
Board route code:

Destination: To any where in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity).

Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from Oxford and Beker street (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng).

Description:

Time Tables: Not applicable

Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:

1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.

2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity, on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.

3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.

4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.

5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:

6. They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.

7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.

8. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity’s approval.

9. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.

10. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.
7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Charter service

7.1.1.1.) Crystal Park (Benoni) (Origin), Crystal Park (Benoni) (Destination) -
BRCGPJHBCHARTER30(1203EA1203EA00199924)The conveyance : Charter type service.
National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To points with a common destination within the boundaries of the Republic of South Africa and back to points within the province of Gauteng.
Origin: From points situated within the Province of Gauteng.
Description: Trips must be between points situated within the Province of Gauteng to points with a common destination within the boundaries of the Republic of South Africa and transporting the same group back to the starting points within the Province of Gauteng.
Time Tables: Pre-arranged trips.
Service conditions imposed by the:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local within the applicant’s area of operation.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the approval of the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.
4. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
5. This service is for the conveyance of groups of passengers on pre-arranged trips including special events with a chauffer driven vehicle.
6. A “special event” means a cultural, marriage, funerals, religious, sporting (supporters or participants), recreational event, or any entertainment, conference, exhibition or show, which is to occur or be held on a specific day or a number of specific consecutive days at a predetermined venue or venues.
7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
8. In the case of a long distance service the holder must keep in the vehicle a complete passenger list as prescribed, namely, name of passenger, contact person, contact number and address.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.
NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES
Regulatory Entity

4. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.

5. This service is for the conveyance of groups of passengers on pre-arranged trips including special events with a chauffer driven vehicle.

6. A “special event” means a cultural, marriage, funerals, religious, sporting (supporters or participants), recreational event, or any entertainment, conference, exhibition or show, which is to occur or be held on a specific day or a number of specific consecutive days at a predetermined venue or venues.

7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.

8. In the case of a long distance service the holder must keep in the vehicle a complete passenger list as prescribed, namely, name of passenger, contact person, contact number and address.

9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES

1) AOGPGP0113982 2) ELITE CHAUFFEUR SERVICES PTY LTD 93 1ST STREET, PARKMORE, SANDTON, 2196
9 1992/001516/07
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 8 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: NMBJHB15 (11 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Charter service

7.1.1.1.) Crystal Park (Benoni) (Origin), Crystal Park (Benoni) (Destination) - BRCGPHBCHARTER30(1203EA1203EA00199924) The conveyance: Charter type service.

National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To points with a common destination within the boundaries of the Republic of South Africa and back to points within the province of Gauteng.
Origin: From points situated within the Province of Gauteng.
Description: Trips must be between points situated within the Province of Gauteng to points with a common destination within the boundaries of the Republic of South Africa and transporting the same group back to the starting points within the Province of Gauteng.
Time Tables: Pre-arranged trips.

Service conditions imposed by the:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local within the applicant’s area of operation.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the approval of the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.
4. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
5. This service is for the conveyance of groups of passengers on pre-arranged trips including special events with a chauffer driven vehicle.
6. A “special event” means a cultural, marriage, funerals, religious, sporting (supporters or participants), recreational event, or any entertainment, conference, exhibition or show, which is to occur or be held on a specific day or a number of specific consecutive days at a predetermined venue or venues.
7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
8. In the case of a long distance service the holder must keep in the vehicle a complete passenger list as prescribed, namely, name of passenger, contact person, contact number and address.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES

1) AOGPGP0114030 2) N NOOBILE TRADING ENTERPRISE CC 64 SABIE ROAD, BRACKENDOWNS, EKURHULENI, 4 2008/004793/23
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 22 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: NMBJHB15 (11 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Charter service

7.1.1.1.) Crystal Park (Benoni) (Origin), Crystal Park (Benoni) (Destination) - BRCGPHBCHARTER30(1203EA1203EA00199924) The conveyance: Charter type service.

National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To points with a common destination within the boundaries of the Republic of South Africa and back to points within the province of Gauteng.
Origin: From points situated within the Province of Gauteng.
Description: Trips must be between points situated within the Province of Gauteng to points with a common destination within the boundaries of the Republic of South Africa and transporting the same group back to the starting points within the Province of Gauteng.
Time Tables: Pre-arranged trips.
Service conditions imposed by the:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local within the applicant's area of operation.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the approval of the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.
4. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
5. This service is for the conveyance of groups of passengers on pre-arranged trips including special events with a chauffer driven vehicle.
6. A "special event" means a cultural, marriage, funerals, religious, sporting (supporters or participants), recreational event, or any entertainment, conference, exhibition or show, which is to occur or be held on a specific day or a number of specific consecutive days at a predetermined venue or venues.
7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
8. In the case of a long distance service the holder must keep in the vehicle a complete passenger list as prescribed, namely, name of passenger, contact person, contact number and address.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES

1) AOGPGP0114057 2) HLATSHWAYO BL 7508015319085 3) 7248 MAKONYANE STREET, DOBSONVILLE, JOHANNESBURG, 1818
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 14 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: NMBJHB15 (11 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service
7.1.1.1. Crystal Park (Benoni) (Origin), Crystal Park (Benoni) (Destination) - BRCGPJHBCARTER301(1203EA1203EA00199924)The conveyance : Charter type service.
National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To points with a common destination within the boundaries of the Republic of South Africa and back to points within the province of Gauteng.
Origin: From points situated within the Province of Gauteng.
Description: Trips must be between points situated within the Province of Gauteng to points with a common destination within the boundaries of the Republic of South Africa and transporting the same group back to the starting points within the Province of Gauteng.
Time Tables: Pre-arranged trips.
Service conditions imposed by the:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local within the applicant's area of operation.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the approval of the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.
4. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
5. This service is for the conveyance of groups of passengers on pre-arranged trips including special events with a chauffer driven vehicle.
6. A "special event" means a cultural, marriage, funerals, religious, sporting (supporters or participants), recreational event, or any entertainment, conference, exhibition or show, which is to occur or be held on a specific day or a number of specific consecutive days at a predetermined venue or venues.
7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
8. In the case of a long distance service the holder must keep in the vehicle a complete passenger list as prescribed, namely, name of passenger, contact person, contact number and address.

This gazette is also available free online at www gpwonline co za
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) AOOGPGP0114093 2) DIC MULLER (PTY) LTD 2013/098452/03</th>
<th>953 LAKESIDE PROPER, EVATON, JOHANNESBURG, 1984</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4) not available</td>
<td>New OL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) 1 x 8 (Seating)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6)</td>
<td>Gazette Number: NMBJHB15 (11 Feb 2014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Metered taxi

7.1.1.1.) Area of Operation - The conveyance: Metered taxi service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Route code:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Board route code:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination: To any where in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from West street in Sandton (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Tables: Not applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:

1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.

2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity, on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.

3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.

4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than * seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:

(a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;

(b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and

(c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.

5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:

6. They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty

7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.

8. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity’s approval.

9. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.

10. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.
(c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
6. They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty
7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
8. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity's approval.
9. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
10. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.
NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Metered taxi

7.1.1.1. Area of Operation - The conveyance: Metered taxi service.
National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To any where in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity).
Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from Lesley and Maryman street Vereeniging (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng).
Description:
Time Tables: Not applicable
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity, on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than * seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
6. They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
8. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity's approval.
A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.
NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity, on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.

3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than * seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.

5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
6. They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
8. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity’s approval.

A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.
the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.

Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from corner Rivonia and Grayston street in Sandton (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng).

Description:
Time Tables: Not applicable

Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity, on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than * seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
6. They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
8. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the approval of the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.
9. This service is for the conveyance of groups of passengers on pre-arranged trips including special events with a chauffer driven vehicle.
10. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.
8. In the case of a long distance service the holder must keep in the vehicle a complete passenger list as prescribed, namely, name of passenger, contact person, contact number and address.

9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES
7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Tourist service

7.1.1.1.) Kempton Park (Kempton Park/Tembisa) (Origin), Kempton Park (Kempton Park/Tembisa) (Destination) - BRCGPJHBTOURUF(1205LY1205LY00200740)The conveyance: Tourist service.

National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To all tourist attractions within the Republic of South Africa.
Origin: From points within Gauteng.
Description: Tourists and their personal effects from points within Gauteng to tourist attractions within the Republic of South Africa and return.
Time Tables: On pre-arranged trips.
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. No daily scheduled services operating in accordance with a timetable will be undertaken by the holder of this operating license in terms of this authority from any point referred to in the said authority to any other point referred to herein.
5. The same tourist shall embark and disembark at the same point of embarking not withstanding that the point of embarking may differ from the point of disembarking.
6. Tourists travel as a group and the tourists. The comprising such a group shall embark and disembark as a group at the same point of embarking not withstanding that the point of embarking may differ from the point of disembarking.
7. When tourists are conveyed the driver of the vehicle to which this operating license relates or any other person accompanying the tourists, furnishes such tourists with information or comments with regard to any matter, such a driver or any other person must be registered as a tourist guide for the relevant geographical area in which the conveyance takes place or be registered as a specialist tour guide (section 21 of the Tourism Act) tour guide appropriate to that area or relevant matter.
8. In the case of a vehicle transporting less than nine passengers the driver can also act as the tour guide provided that he/she is qualified to do so.
9. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity approval.
10. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.

4. No daily scheduled services operating in accordance with a timetable will be undertaken by the holder of this operating license in terms of this authority from any point referred to in the said authority to any other point referred to herein.

5. The same tourist shall embark and disembark at the same point of embarking not withstanding that the point of embarking may differ from the point of disembarking.

6. Tourists travel as a group and the tourists. The comprising such a group shall embark and disembark as a group at the same point of embarking not withstanding that the point of embarking may differ from the point of disembarking.

7. When tourists are conveyed the driver of the vehicle to which this operating license relates or any other person accompanying the tourists, furnishes such tourists with information or comments with regard to any matter, such a driver or any other person must be registered as a tourist guide for the relevant geographical area in which the conveyance takes place or be registered as a specialist tour guide (section 21 of the Tourism Act) tour guide appropriate to that area or relevant matter.

8. In the case of a vehicle transporting less than nine passengers the driver can also act as the tour guide provided that he/she is qualified to do so.

9. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity approval.

10. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.
4) not available  
5) 1 x 4 (Seating)  

Gazette Number: NMBJHB16 (12 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Metered taxi

7.1.1.1.) Area of Operation - The conveyance: Metered taxi service.

National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To any where in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.).
Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from Commissioner and Simmonds street in JHB (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng).
Description:
Time Tables: Not applicable

Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity, on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than * seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
6. They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
8. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity's approval.
9. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
10. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

- BRCJHBMETERCOMMISSIONER&SIM(GPBRCJHBMETER0201019)The conveyance: Metered taxi service.

National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To any where in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.).
Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from Commissioner and Simmonds street in JHB (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng).
Description:
Time Tables: Not applicable

Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity, on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than * seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
6. They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
8. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity's approval.
9. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.

10. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Tourist service

7.1.1.1.) Bezuidenhout Valley (Central Region) (Origin), Bezuidenhout Valley (Central Region) (Destination) - The conveyance: Tourist service.

National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To all tourist attractions within the Republic of South Africa.
Origin: From points within Gauteng.
Description: Tourists and their personal effects from points within Gauteng to tourist attractions within the Republic of South Africa and return.
Time Tables: On pre-arranged trips.
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. No daily scheduled services operating in accordance with a timetable will be undertaken by the holder of this operating licence in terms of this authority from any point referred to in the said authority to any other point referred to herein.
5. The same tourist shall embark and disembark at the same point of embarking not withstanding that the point of embarking may differ from the point of disembarking.
6. When tourists are conveyed the driver of the vehicle to which this operating license relates or any other person accompanying the tourists, furnishes such tourists with information or comments with regard to any matter, such a driver or any other person must be registered as a tourist guide for the relevant geographical area in which the conveyance takes place or be registered as a specialist tour guide (section 21 of the Tourism Act) tour guide appropriate to that area or relevant matter.
7. In the case of a vehicle transporting less than nine passengers the driver can also act as the tour guide provided that he/she is qualified to do so.
8. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity approval.

9. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity approval.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Metered taxi

7.1.1.1.) Area of Operation - The conveyance: Metered taxi service.

National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To any where in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity.)
Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from Rivonia and Maude street in Sandton (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng).
Description: Time Tables: Not applicable
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity, on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than 4 seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
   6. They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
   7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
8. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity's approval.
9. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
10. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

- BRCJHMETERIVONIA&MAUDE(GPBRCJHMETER0201020)
The conveyance: Metered taxi service.
National Route code: 1) AOGPGP0114178 2) SALAMAT SHUTTLE SERVICE AND 3) PO BOX 30726, BRAAMFONTEIN, WE, 2017
Board route code: 4) not available New OL
Destination: To any where in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity).
Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from Rivonia and Maude street in Sandton (name of area of ranking facility in Gauteng).
Description: Time Tables: Not applicable
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity, on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than 4 seated persons, including the driver, where that vehicle:
   (a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
   (b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
   (c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
   6. They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if the taxi returns empty.
   7. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
8. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity's approval.
9. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed before the journey begins.
10. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

1) AOGPGP0114178 2) SALAMAT SHUTTLE SERVICE AND 3) PO BOX 30726, BRAAMFONTEIN, WE, 2017
4) not available New OL
5) 1 x 4 (Seating)
Gazette Number: NMBJHB16 (12 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Tourist service
7.1.1.1. Kempton Park (Kempton Park/Tembisa) (Origin), Kempton Park (Kempton Park/Tembisa) (Destination) -
BRCGPJHBTOURUF(1205LY1205LY00200740)The conveyance: Tourist service.
National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To all tourist attractions within the Republic of South Africa. 
Origin: From points within Gauteng.
Description: Tourists and their personal effects from points within Gauteng to tourist attractions within the Republic of South Africa and return.
Time Tables: On pre-arranged trips.
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. No daily scheduled services operating in accordance with a timetable will be undertaken by the holder of this operating license in terms of this authority from any point referred to in the said authority to any other point referred to herein.
5. The same tourist shall embark and disembark at the same point of embarking notwithstanding that the point of disembarking may differ from the point of disembarking.
6. Tourists travel as a group and the tourists comprising such a group shall embark and disembark as a group at the same point of embarking not withstanding that the point of disembarking may differ from the point of disembarking.
7. When tourists are conveyed the driver of the vehicle to which this operating license relates or any other person accompanying the tourists, furnishes such tourists with information or comments with regard to any matter, such a driver or any other person must be registered as a tourist guide for the relevant geographical area in which the conveyance takes place or be registered as a specialist tour guide (section 21 of the Tourism Act) tour guide appropriate to that area or relevant matter.
8. In the case of a vehicle transporting less than nine passengers the driver can also act as the tour guide provided that he/she is qualified to do so.
9. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity approval.
10. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.
NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.
7. When tourists are conveyed the driver of the vehicle to which this operating license relates or any other person accompanying the tourists, furnishes such tourists with information or comments with regard to any matter, such a driver or any other person must be registered as a tourist guide for the relevant geographical area in which the conveyance takes place or be registered as a specialist tour guide (section 21 of the Tourism Act) tour guide appropriate to that area or relevant matter.

8. In the case of a vehicle transporting less than nine passengers the driver can also act as the tour guide provided that he/she is qualified to do so.

9. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity approval

10. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.
National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To all tourist attractions within the Republic of South Africa.
Origin: From points within Gauteng.
Description: Tourists and their personal effects from points within Gauteng to tourist attractions within the Republic of South Africa and return.
Time Tables: On pre-arranged trips.
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. No daily scheduled services operating in accordance with a timetable will be undertaken by the holder of this operating license in terms of this authority from any point referred to in the said authority to any other point referred to herein.
5. The same tourist shall embark and disembark at the same point of embarking not withstanding that the point of embarking may differ from the point of disembarking.
6. Tourists travel as a group and the tourists. The comprising such a group shall embark and disembark as a group at the same point of embarking not withstanding that the point of embarking may differ from the point of disembarking.
7. When tourists are conveyed the driver of the vehicle to which this operating license relates or any other person accompanying the tourists, furnishes such tourists with information or comments with regard to any matter, such a driver or any other person must be registered as a tourist guide for the relevant geographical area in which the conveyance takes place or be registered as a specialist tour guide (section 21 of the Tourism Act) tour guide appropriate to that area or relevant matter.
8. In the case of a vehicle transporting less than nine passengers the driver can also act as the tour guide provided that he/she is qualified to do so.
9. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity approval.
10. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.
NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.

1) AOGPGP0114179 2) SALAMAT SHUTTLE SERVICE AND TOURS CC 2009/208188/23
4) not available 6) Gazette Number: NMBJHB16 (12 Feb 2014)
5) 1 x 4 (Seating)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Tourist service

7.1.1.1. Kempton Park (Kempton Park/Tembisa) (Origin), Kempton Park (Kempton Park/Tembisa) (Destination) - BRCGPJHBTOURUF(1205LY1205LY00200740) The conveyance: Tourist service.
National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To all tourist attractions within the Republic of South Africa.
Origin: From points within Gauteng.
Description: Tourists and their personal effects from points within Gauteng to tourist attractions within the Republic of South Africa and return.
Time Tables: On pre-arranged trips.
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity on an annual basis, that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner prescribed.
4. No daily scheduled services operating in accordance with a timetable will be undertaken by the holder of this operating license in terms of this authority from any point referred to in the said authority to any other point referred to herein.
5. The same tourist shall embark and disembark at the same point of embarking not withstanding that the point of embarking may differ from the point of disembarking.
6. Tourists travel as a group and the tourists. The comprising such a group shall embark and disembark as a group at the same point of embarking not withstanding that the point of embarking may differ from the point of disembarking.
7. When tourists are conveyed the driver of the vehicle to which this operating license relates or any other person accompanying the tourists, furnishes such tourists with information or comments with regard to any matter, such a driver
or any other person must be registered as a tourist guide for the relevant geographical area in which the conveyance takes place or be registered as a specialist tour guide (section 21 of the Tourism Act) tour guide appropriate to that area or relevant matter.

8. In the case of a vehicle transporting less than nine passengers the driver can also act as the tour guide provided that he/she is qualified to do so.

9. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity approval.

10. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.

NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.
7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1.) JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), Embalenhle taxi rank(Seconda) (Destination) - GPCOJ(JBBSSWTA)2803.A1(1001S08000XJ10120850)FROM JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO WANDERERS STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET, TURN LEFT INTO LOVEDAY STREET, TURN LEFT INTO PRESIDENT STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VON WELLIGHT STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO ROSSETENVILLE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO R77, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO LEANDRA ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ERMELO ROAD, ALONG THE ROUTE DROP OFF, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO KINGROSS DROP OFF ALONG THE ROUTE, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO EMBALENHEL BLUE TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD. RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE UNTIL ROSSETENVILLE ROAD OFF RAMP, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO VON WILIEGH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO RISSIK STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET, TURN LEFT INTO WANDERERS STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.2.) JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), Embalenhle taxi rank(Seconda) (Destination) - GPCOJ(JBBSSWTA)2803.A1(1001S08000XJ10120849)FROM JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO WANDERERS STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET, TURN LEFT INTO LOVEDAY STREET, TURN LEFT INTO PRESIDENT STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VON WELLIGHT STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO ROSSETENVILLE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO R77, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO STANDERTON ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO LESSLEY GOLD MINE ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO EMBALENHEL BLUE TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD. RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE UNTIL ROSSETENVILLE ROAD OFF RAMP, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO VON WILIEGH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO RISSIK STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET, TURN LEFT INTO WANDERERS STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.3.) JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), Witbank (Witbank) (Destination) - GPCOJ(JBBSSWTA)2804.A1(1001S08203FF10120481)FROM JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO WANDERERS STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO RISSIK STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO SARATOGA, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO CHARLTON TERRACE BEEA ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO HOME STEAD STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO OBSERVATORY STREET, TURN LEFT INTO N12, TURN LEFT INTO BALMORAL OFF RAMP, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO GORIES, ALONG THE ROUTE DROP OFF, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BLACK HILL, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO WITBANK, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO EIDIE STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ESCOME STREET, PROCEED STREET INTO WITBANK LONG DISTANCE TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD. RETURN ROUTE: FROM THE RANK TURN RIGHT INTO ESCOME STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO O. R. TAMBO ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO R22, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND PASS EASTGATE SHOPPING MALL, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BROADWAY, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BEZUIDENHOUT STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO COMMISSIONER STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VON WILIEGH STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO KLEIN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO PLEIN STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO RISSIK STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET, TURN LEFT INTO WANDERERS STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.4.) JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), Witbank (Witbank) (Destination) - GPCOJ(JBBSSWTA)2804.A1(1001S08203FF10120478)FROM JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO WANDERERS STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO RISSIK STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO SARATOGA, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO CHARLTON TERRACE BEEA ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO HOME STEAD STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO OBSERVATORY STREET, TURN LEFT INTO N12, TURN LEFT INTO KLIPFONTEIN OFF RAMP, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO O. R. TAMBO STREET, TURN LEFT INTO ESCOME STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO WITBANK LONG DISTANCE TAXI RANK.
7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1. JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), Witbank (Witbank) (Destination) -
GPC(JBBSSWTA)2804.A1(1001508203FF10120481)FROM JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK LOAD,TURNO RIGHT INTO WANDERERS STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO RISSIK STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO SARATOGA,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO CHARLTON TERRACE BEREA ROAD,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO HOME STEAD STREET,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO OBSERVATORY STREET,TURN LEFT INTO N12,TURN LEFT INTO BALMORAL OFF RAMP,PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO OGIES ALONG THE ROUTE DROP OFF,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BLACK HILL,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO WITBANK,PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO EIDIE STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO ESCOMBE STREET,PROCEED INTO WITBANK LONG DISTANCE TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD.

RETURN ROUTE:FROM THE RANK TURN RIGHT INTO ESCOMBE STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO O. R. TAMBO ROAD,TURN RIGHT INTO R22,PROCEED STRAIGHT AND PASS EASTGATE SHOPPING MALL,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BROADWAY PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BEZUIDENHOUT STREET,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO COMMISSIONER STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO VON WILLIEGH STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO KLEIN STREET,TURN LEFT INTO PLEIN STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO RISSIK STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET,TURN LEFT INTO WANDERERS STREET,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.2. JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), Witbank (Witbank) (Destination) -
GPC(JBBSSWTA)2804(1001508203FF10120478)FROM JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK LOAD,TURNO RIGHT INTO WANDERERS STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO RISSIK STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO SARATOGA,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO CHARLTON TERRACE BEREA ROAD,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO HOME STEAD STREET,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO OBSERVATORY STREET,TURN LEFT INTO N12,TURN LEFT INTO KLIPFONTEIN OF RAMP,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO O. R. TAMBO ROAD,TURN LEFT INTO ESCOMBE STREET,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO WITBANK LONG DISTANCE TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.3. JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), Embalenhle taxi rank(Secunda) (Destination) -
GPC(JBBSSWTA)2803.A1(1001508000XJ10120850)FROM JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK LOAD,TURNO RIGHT INTO WANDERERS STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET,TURN LEFT INTO LOVEDAY STREET,TURN LEFT INTO PRESIDENT STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO VON WIELLIGH STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO ROSSETENVILLE ROAD,TURN LEFT INTO R77,PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO LEANDRA ROAD,TURN RIGHT INTO ERMEOLO ROAD,ALONG THE ROUTE DROP OFF,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO KINGSROSS DROP OFF ALONG THE ROUTE,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO EMBALENHLWE BLUE TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD.

RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE UNTIL ROSSETENVILLE ROAD OFF RAMP,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO VON WIELLIGH STREET,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO KLEIN STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO RISSIK STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET,TURN LEFT INTO WANDERERS STREET,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO WITBANK LONG DISTANCE TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.4. JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), Embalenhle taxi rank(Secunda) (Destination) -
GPC(JBBSSWTA)2803(1001508000XJ10120849)FROM JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK LOAD,TURNO RIGHT INTO WANDERERS STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET,TURN LEFT INTO LOVEDAY STREET,TURN LEFT INTO PRESIDENT STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO VON WIELLIGH STREET,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO ROSSETENVILLE ROAD,TURN RIGHT INTO R77,PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO STANDERTON ROAD,PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO LESSLEY GOLDE MINE ROAD,PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO EMBALENHLWE TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD.

RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE UNTIL ROSSETENVILLE ROAD OFF RAMP,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO VON WIELLIGH STREET,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO KLEIN STREET,TURN LEFT INTO PLEIN STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO RISSIK STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET,TURN LEFT INTO WANDERERS STREET,PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO WITBANK LONG DISTANCE TAXI RANK.

1) AOGPGP0114496 2) M.M SELESHO 6506070387089
3) 14 WEVER STR, CRYSTAL PARK, BENONI, 1515
   JOHANNESBURG BENONI BRARPN SPRINGS
   SECUNDA WITBANK TAXI ASSOCIATION
4) LGGP0134110 Transfer of OL
5) LGPGP0134110 Transfer of OL
6) Gazette Number: GPG107 (03 Feb 2014)

7.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1. JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), Embalenhle taxi rank(Secunda) (Destination) -
GPC(JBBSSWTA)2803.A1(1001508000XJ10120850)FROM JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK LOAD,TURNO RIGHT INTO WANDERERS STREET,TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET,TURN LEFT INTO
LOVEDAY STREET, TURN LEFT INTO PRESIDENT STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VON WELLIGH STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO ROSSETENVILLE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO R77, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO LEANDRA ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ERMELO ROAD, ALONG THE ROUTE DROP OFF, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO KINGROSS DROP OFF ALONG THE ROUTE, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO EMBALENHEL BLUE TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD.

RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE UNTIL ROSSETENVILLE ROAD OFF RAMP, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO VON WIELLIGH STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO KLEIN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO PLEIN STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO RISSIK STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET, TURN LEFT INTO WANDERERS STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.2. JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), EMBALENHEL BLUE TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPG0JUBSSWTA)2802(10015080002KJ10120849) FROM JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO WANDERERS STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET, TURN LEFT INTO LOVEDAY STREET, TURN LEFT INTO PRESIDENT STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VON WELLIGH STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO ROSSETENVILLE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO R77, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO STANDERTON ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO LESSLEY GOLD MINE ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO EMBALENHEL BLUE TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD.

RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE UNTIL ROSSETENVILLE ROAD OFF RAMP, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO VON WIELLIGH STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO KLEIN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO PLEIN STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO RISSIK STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET, TURN LEFT INTO WANDERERS STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.3. JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), Wittbank (Destination) - GPG0JUBSSWTA)2804 A1(10015080203FF10120481) FROM JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO WANDERERS STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO SARATOGA, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO CHARLTON TERRACE BEREA ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO HOME STEAD STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO OBSERVATORY STREET, TURN LEFT INTO N12, TURN LEFT INTO BALMORAL OFF RAMP, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO OJIES, ALONG THE ROUTE DROP OFF, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BLACK HILL, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO WITBANK, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO EIDIE STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ESCOMBE STREET, PROCEED STREET INTO WITBANK LONG DISTANCE TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD.

RETURN ROUTE FROM THE RANK TURN RIGHT INTO ESCOMBE STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO O. R. TAMBO ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO R22, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND PASS EASTGATE SHOPPING MALL, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BROADWAY, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BEZUIDENHOUT STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO COMMISSIONER STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VON WELLIGH STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO KLEIN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO PLEIN STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO RISSIK STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET, TURN LEFT INTO WANDERERS STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.4. JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), Wittbank (Destination) - GPG0JUBSSWTA)2804(10015080203FF10120478) FROM JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO WANDERERS STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO DE VILLIERS STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO RISSIK STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO SARATOGA, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO CHARLTON TERRACE BEREA ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO HOME STEAD STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO OBSERVATORY STREET, TURN LEFT INTO N12, TURN LEFT INTO KLIPFONTEIN OF RAMP, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO O. R. TAMBO STREET, TURN LEFT INTO ESCOMBE STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO WITBANK LONG DISTANCE TAXI RANK.

1) AOGPGP0114508 2) A SALLIE 7707195115087
3) 1 TIEROOU STREET, ELDORADO PARK, JOHANNESBURG, 1812 JOHANNESBURG SOUTHERN SUBURBS TRANSPORT SERVICES
4) LGGP0121102 Transfer of OL
5) 1 x 15 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: GPG107 (03 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1.) SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER TAXI RANK (Origin), CORRONATIONVILLE TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPG0JJSSTA)4022(10022710022A0005678) EXIT SOUTHGATE ONTO RIFLE RANGE ROAD TURNING RIGHT, PROCEED TURNING LEFT ONTO NASREC ROAD, PROCEED PAST FNB STADIUM, PROCEED STRAIGHT UP TO MAIN REEF ROAD, TURN LEFT ON MAIN REEF ROAD, TURN RIGHT AT LINK ROAD, PROCEED TO NEWCLARE ROAD, PROCEEDING ON PRICE STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO FUEL ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO OUDSHORING STREET AT THE TAXI RANK.

RETURN TRIP THE SAME.
7.1.1.2. BUSHKOPPIES ELDORADO PARK (Origin), JOHANNESBURG BRAAMFONTEIN (Destination) - GPC0J(JSSTA)4023(10022B10022C00056782)FROM BUSHKOPPIES TAXI RANK ON THE CORNER OF STOCKWELL AND PALMERSTON STREET, PROCEED ON STEVE WEG, THROUGH BUSHKOPPIES ESTATES, TURNING LEFT INTO MALBOROUGH STREET, JOINING CONCORDE ROAD, TURNING RIGHT INTO CONCORDE ROAD, JOINING MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT, PROCEED UP TO GOLDEN HIGHWAY PROCEED AND JOIN N1 NORTH, PROCEED AND JOIN N12 EAST, PROCEED AND JOIN M1 NORTH, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT INTO BOOYSENS ROAD, PROCEED INTO SAUER STREET, PROCEED AND ENTER JOHANNESBURG METRO MALL TAXI RANK, DROP OFF AND LOAD.

7.1.1.3. NATURENA TAXI RANK/ SUNCITY (Origin), DOORNANGA INFORMAL TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPC0J(JSSTA)4024(10022D10022600056784)FROM NATURENA TAXI RANK, LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO JAN DE NECKER STREET, RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD, PROCEED ONTO RIFLE RANGE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO SHAKEPEARE ROAD, PROCEED ONTO NORTHERN PARKWAY ROAD PROCEED PASS GOLD REEF CITY, PROCEED ONTO ALEMEIN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO LANDSBROUGH ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO BOOYSENS ROAD, PROCEED INTO SAUER STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO BREE STREET UNTIL DOORNANGA TAXI RANK RETURN TRIP THE SAME

7.1.1.4. KLIPTOWN TAXI RANK / ELDORADO PARK (Origin), TO NASREC FNB SOCCER STADIUM/ ORMONDE VIEW / AEROTON (Destination) - GPC0J(JSSTA)4014(1002201002100056771)FROM KLIPTOWN/EILDORADO PARK TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED ON TO UNION ROAD. TURN LEFT INTO THE GOLDEN HIGHWAY AND PROCEED ON THE R553 JOINING ADCOCK INGHAM AND TURN RIGHT JOINING NASREC ROAD. PROCEED LEFT DOWN NASREC ROAD PASSING THE EXIBITION CENTRE AND TURN LEFT INTO NASREC.

RETURN ON SAME ROUTE

7.1.1.5. SLOVO PARK TAXI RANK / ELDORADO PARK (Origin), JOHANNESBURG METRO MALL TAXI RANK / BRAAMFONTEIN (Destination) - GPC0J(JSSTA)4013(10021Y10021Z00056770)FROM SLOVO PARK TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED INTO STOCKWELL AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO CONCORDE TURN RIGHT INTO HOOF ROAD, GOLDEN HIGHWAY, PROCEED AND JOIN M1 NORTH, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT INTO BOOYSENS ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO SAUER STREET, PROCEED AND ENTER JOHANNESBURG METRO MALL TAXI RANK, DROP OFF AND LOAD

RETURN ROUTE FROM JOHANNESBURG METRO MALL TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT INTO PIM STREET. TURN RIGHT INTO SIMMONDS STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ANDERSON STREET, TURN LEFT INTO SAUER STREET, PROCEED INTO BOOYSENS ROAD, PROCEED INTO KIMBERLEY ROAD, PROCEED INTO M1 NORTH, PROCEED INTO GOLDEN HIGHWAY, TURN RIGHT INTO HOOF ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO CONCORDE ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO STOCKWELL AVENUE, PROCEED AND ENTER SLOVO PARK TAXI RANK, DROP OFF AND LOAD.

7.1.1.6. KLIPTOWN POST OFFICE WALTER SISULU SQUARE TAXI RANK/ ELDORADO PARK (Origin), FREEDOM PARK KLIPTOWN TAXI RANK / NATURENA (Destination) - GPOC0J(JSSTA)4012(10021W10021X00056769)FROM KLIPTOWN POST OFFICE WALTER SISULU SQUARE TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED INTO JAN DE NECKER DRIVE, TURN RIGHT INTO SIMMONDS STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ANDERSON STREET, TURN LEFT INTO SAUER STREET, PROCEED INTO BOOYSENS ROAD, PROCEED INTO KIMBERLEY ROAD, PROCEED INTO M1 NORTH, PROCEED INTO GOLDEN HIGHWAY, TURN RIGHT INTO HOOF ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO CONCORDE ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO STOCKWELL AVENUE, PROCEED AND ENTER SLOVO PARK TAXI RANK, DROP OFF AND LOAD.

RETURN USING SAME ROUTE

7.1.1.7. FREEDOM PARK TAXI RANK (Origin), ORANGE FARM BLUE TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPOC0J(JSSTA)4011(10021V10021H00056768)FROM FREEDOM PARK SHOPRITE TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED INTO JAN DE NECKER DRIVE, PROCEED INTO HOOF ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO CONCORDE ROAD, PROCEED INTO CAVENDISH ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO GOLDEN HIGHWAY, TURN LEFT INTO UNKNOWN STREET, PROCEED AND ENTER ORANGE FARM BLUE TAXI RANK. DROP OFF AND LOAD

RETURN ROUTE FROM ORANGE FARM BLUE TAXI RANK, LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO UNKNOWN STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO GOLDEN HIGHWAY, TURN LEFT INTO UNKNOWN ROAD, PROCEED INTO CAVENDISH ROAD, PROCEED AND
TURN RIGHT INTO HOOF ROAD, PROCEED INTO JAN DE NECKER DRIVE, PROCEED AND ENTER FREEDOM PARK TAXI RANK, DROP OFF AND LOAD.

7.1.1.8. ZAKARIA PARK TAXI RANK (Origin), JOHANNESBURG METRO MALL TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPOC(J/JSSTA)4010(10021U1001RW00056767)FROM ZAKARIA PARK TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED INTO TUMERIC AVENUE, PROCEED INTO CHILE STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO GOLDEN HIGHWAY, TURN RIGHT INTO JAN DE NECKER DRIVE, PROCEED INTO OLD VEREENIGING ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO GOLDEN HIGHWAY, TURN RIGHT INTO COLUMBINE AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO M1 NORTH, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT INTO BOOYSENS ROAD, PROCEED INTO SAUER STREET, PROCEED AND ENTER JOHANNESBURG METRO MALL TAXI RANK, DROP OFF AND LOAD.
RETURN USING SAME ROUTE

7.1.1.9. SOUTHGATE MALL TAXI RANK (Origin), JOHANNESBURG DOORNFONTEIN TAXI RANK/ BRAAMFONTEIN/ COMMISSIONER STREET TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPOC(J/JSSTA)4009(1001YK10021T00056766)FROM SOUTHGATE MALL TAXI RANK, LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO RIFLE RANGE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO SHAKESPEARE AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO ALWEN WEST ROAD, PROCEED INTO DORADO AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO NORTHERN PARK WAY, PROCEED INTO ALAMEIN ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO LANDSBOROUGH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO BOOYSENS ROAD, PROCEED INTO SAUER STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO BREE STREET, TURN LEFT INTO END STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ROCKY STREET, PROCEED INTO ERROR STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO STIA STREET, PROCEED AND ENTER DOORNFONTEIN TAXI RANK, (CNR STAIB STREET AND ANGLE STREET), DROP OFF AND LOAD.
RETURN USING SAME ROUTE

7.1.1.1 FREEDOM PARK (SHOPRITE) TAXI RANK (Origin), LENASIA TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPOC(J/JSSTA)4008(10021P10021P00056765)FROM FREEDOM PARK SHOPRITE TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED INTO JAN DE NECKER DRIVE, PROCEED INTO HOOF ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO CONCORDE ROAD, PROCEED INTO CAVENISH ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO KIMBERLEY AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO EAST ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO MAIN ROAD, PROCEED INTO KIMBERLEY AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO ALWEN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO ELDORADO STREET, TURN LEFT INTO ANEMONE AVENUE, PROCEED AND ENTER LENASIA TAXI RANK. (CNR ANEMONE AVENUE AND GEMSBOK STREET)
RETURN USING SAME ROUTE

7.1.1.1 KLIPSPRUIT WEST SHOPPING CENTER TAXI RANK (Origin), JOHANNESBURG METRO MALL TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPOC(J/JSSTA)4007 A1(10021M1001RW00056764)FROM KLIPSPRUIT WEST SHOPPING CENTER TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED INTO ST. ETIENNE STREET, TURN LEFT INTO KLIPSPRUIT VALLEY ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO FUSCIA ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO BRIDGE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO UNION AVENUE, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT INTO GOLDEN HIGHWAY, PROCEED AND JOIN N1 NORTH, PROCEED AND JOIN N12 EAST, PROCEED AND JOIN M1 NORTH, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT INTO BOOYSENS ROAD, PROCEED INTO SAUER STREET, PROCEED AND ENTER JOHANNESBURG METRO MALL TAXI RANK, DROP OFF AND LOAD.
RETURN USING SAME ROUTE

7.1.1.1 KLIPSPRUIT WEST SHOPPING CENTER TAXI RANK (Origin), JOHANNESBURG/ NATURENA / DOORNFONTEIN/ SOUTHGATE (Destination) - GPOC(J/JSSTA)4007(10021M10021T00056763)FROM KLIPSPRUIT WEST SHOPPING CENTER TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED INTO ST. ETIENNE STREET, TURN LEFT INTO KLIPSPRUIT VALLEY ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO UNION AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO ALWEN AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO FLORA STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO RIFLE RANGE ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO SHAKESPEARE AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO NORTHERN PARKWAY ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ALAMEIN ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO LANDSBOROUGH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO BOOYSENS ROAD, PROCEED INTO SAUER STREET, PROCEED AND ENTER JOHANNESBURG METRO MALL TAXI RANK, DROP OFF AND LOAD.
RETURN USING SAME ROUTE

7.1.1.1 KLIPSTOWN STATION TAXI RANK (Origin), KLIPSTOWN INDUSTRY TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPOC(J/JSSTA)4006(10021K10021L00056762)FROM KLIPSTOWN STATION TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED INTO STOCKWELL AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO EAST ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO KIMBERLEY AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO
CAVENDISH ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO STOCKWELL AVENUE, DROP OFF AND LOAD,
RETURN BACK USING SAME ROUTE

7.1.1.1 SOUTHGATE MALL TAXI RANK (Origin), ENNERDALE 1ST AGAAT TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPOCJ(JSSTA)4005(1001YK10021J0056760)FROM SOUTHGATE MALL TAXI RANK, LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO RIFLE RANGE ROAD, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT INTO COLUMBINE AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO GOLDEN HIGHWAY, TURN RIGHT INTO R557, TURN RIGHT INTO JAMES STREET, TURN LEFT INTO CARINA ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO POSEIDON STREET, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT INTO PERCY STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO SEVENTH AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO UNKNOWN STREET, PROCEED INTO OLIVEN STREET, PROCEED INTO GEORGE STREET, TURN LEFT INTO MIMETIT STREET, PROCEED AND ENTER AGAAT ROAD ENNERDALE TAXI RANK, DROP OFF AND LOAD.
RETURN USING SAME ROUTE

7.1.1.1 SOUTHGATE MALL TAXI RANK (Origin), ELDORADO PARK EXTENSION 5 TAXI RANK / KLIPTOWN TAXI RANK / NATURENA (Destination) - GPOCJ(JSSTA)4004 A1(1001YK1002100056757)FROM SOUTHGATE MALL TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT INTO COLUMBINE AVENUE, PROCEED AND LEFT INTO GOLDEN HIGHWAY, TURN RIGHT INTO HOOF ROAD, PROCEED AND ENTER ELDORADO PARK EXT. 5 TAXI RANK, DROP OFF AND LOAD.
RETURN USING SAME ROUTE

7.1.1.1 SOUTHGATE MALL TAXI RANK (Origin), ELDORADO PARK EXTENSION 5 TAXI RANK / KLIPTOWN TAXI RANK / NATURENA (Destination) - GPCOJ(JSSTA)4004 A1(1001YK1002100056756)FROM SOUTHGATE MALL TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT INTO COLUMBINE AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO FLORA STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO JAN DE NECKER AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO MALTA ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HEFER STREET, TURN LEFT INTO NICOL AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO HEFER STREET, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT INTO ROAD FROM VEREENIGING, TURN LEFT INTO JAN DE NECKER AVENUE, PROCEED INTO HOOF ROAD, PROCEED AND ENTER ELDORADO PARK EXT. 5 TAXI RANK, DROP OFF AND LOAD.
RETURN USING SAME ROUTE

7.1.1.1 KLIPTOWN (WALTER SISULU SQUARE TAXI RANK) / ELDORADO PARK (Origin), LENASIA TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPOCJ(JSSTA)4003(10021G10021P00056754)FROM KLPTOWN WALTER SISULU SQUARE TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED INTO MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO BRIDGE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO FUSCHIA ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO KLIPSPRUIT VALLEY ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO NIRVANA DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO LENASIA DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO ROSE AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO ELAND STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ANEMONE AVENUE, PROCEED AND ENTER LENASIA TAXI RANK, (CNR ANEMONE AVENUE AND GEMSBOK STREET), DROP OFF AND LOAD.
RETURN USING SAME ROUTE

7.1.1.1 KLIPTOWN (WALTER SISULU SQUARE TAXI RANK) / ELDORADO PARK (Origin), ORANGE FARM BLUE TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPCOJ(JSSTA)4002(10021G10021H00056753)FROM KLPTOWN WALTER SISULU SQUARE TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED INTO MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO BRIDGE ROAD, PROCEED INTO R558, TURN RIGHT INTO R557, TURN RIGHT INTO GOLDEN HIGHWAY, TURN LEFT INTO UNKNOWN STREET, PROCEED AND ENTER ORANGE FARM BLUE TAXI RANK, DROP OFF AND LOAD.
RETURNING USING SAME ROUTE:

7.1.1.1 ELDORADO PARK EXT 9 TAXI RANK / KLIPTOWN TAXI RANK (Origin), JOHANNESBURG DOORNFONTEIN TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPOCJ(JSSTA)4001(10021E10021F00056752)FROM ELDORADO PARK EXTENSION 9 TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED INTO ST. VINCENT STREET, TURN LET INTO EAST ROAD, PROCEED INTO BOUNDARY ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO UNION AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO BUCKINGHAM AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO ANYESBURY AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO SYD MOLENA STREET, TURN LEFT INTO GEORGE ELLIOT AVENUE, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT INTO CAVENDISH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO UNION AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO UNION AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO MILNERTON STREET, TURN LEFT INTO MAPELABERG ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO WITTEBERG AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO UNION AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO GOLDEN HIGHWAY, TURN RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO COLUMBINE AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO M1 NORTH, PROCEED AND RETURN LEFT INTO CROWNWOOD ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO NORTHERN PARKWAY ROAD, PROCEED INTO ALEMEIN ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO LANDBROUGH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO BOOYSENS ROAD, PROCEED INTO SAUER STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO BREE STREET, TURN LEFT INTO END STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ROCKY STREET, PROCEED INTO ERROR STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO STAIB STREET, PROCEED AND ENTER DOORNFONTEIN
TAXI RANK, (CNR. STAIB AND ANGLE STREET)

RETURN ROUTE:
FROM DOORNFONTEIN TAXI RANK, LOAD PROCEED INTO ANGLE STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VAN BEEK STREET, TURN LEFT INTO ERROR STREET, TURN LEFT INTO HEIDELBERG STREET, PROCEED AND JOIN M2 WEST, PROCEED AND JOIN GOLDEN HIGHWAY, TURN RIGHT INTO UNION AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO WITTEBERG AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO MAPELBERG ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO MILNERTON STREET, TURN LEFT INTO UNION AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO BOUNDARY ROAD, PROCEED INTO EAST ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ST. VINCENT STREET, PROCEED AND ENTER ELDORADO PARK EXT 9 TAXI RANK, DROP OFF AND LOAD.

7.1.1.2 KLIPTOWN TAXI RANK / ELDORADO PARK (Origin), TO EDGARDALE TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPC0J(JSSTA)4015(10022010022200056772)PROCEED ON THE N1 NORTH TAKE ROODEPOORT TURN OFF LEFT AND JOINS IN TO MAIN REEF ROAD TURN INTO PRESS STREET JOIN UP WITH LOKOMOTIVE STREET TURN LEFT FROM LOKOMOTIVE STREET TURN LEFT INTO HOOP STREET LEADING UP TO EDGARDALE.

RETURN ON SAME ROUTE.

7.1.1.2 KLIPTOWN TAXI RANK / ELDORADO PARK (Origin), TO VLAKFONTEIN TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPC0J(JSSTA)4016(10022010022300056773)FROM KLIPTOWN TAXI RANK PROCEED TO UNION ROAD AT KLIPTOWN POST OFFICE. AT POST OFFICE TURN RIGHT INTO BOUNDRY ROAD PROCEED DOWN TO NANCEFIELD INDUSTRIAL AREA JOINING THE GOLDEN HIGHWAY. AT GOLDEN HIGHWAY TURN RIGHT AND PROCEED TO EIKENHOF FOURWAY STOP. AT FOURWAY STOP AT EIKENHOF PROCEED ON THE GOLDEN HIGHWAY UP TO ZACHARIA PARK. AT ZACHARIA PARK FILLING STATION (CALTEX) TURN LEFT OFF THE GOLDEN HIGHWAY ONTO TUMARIC DRIVE. DRIVE STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT ONTO CLOVE DRIVE PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT IN BORAGE STREET. DRIVES ALONG THE ROAD UNTIL BY THE T-JUNCTION TURN LEFT INTO VLAKFONTEIN. NEXT TO JUNCTION TURN LEFT INTO THE NEXT INTERSECTION AT THE TERMINAL.

RETURN TRIP THE SAME

7.1.1.2 KLIPSPRUIT WEST TAXI RANK (Origin), BRAAMFONTEIN INFORMAL TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPC0J(JSSTA)4017(10022410022500056774)FROM KLIPSPRUIT WEST SHOPPING CENTER TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED INTO ST.ETTIENNE STREET, TURN LEFT INTO KLIPSPRUIT VALLEY ROAD, PROCEED INTO MAIN ROAD, PROCEED INTO HOOF ROAD, PROCEED INTO JAN DE NECKER DRIVE, TURN RIGHT INTO ROAD FROM VEREENIGING, TURN RIGHT INTO UNKNOWN STREET, PROCEED INTO HEFER STREET, TURN LEFT INTO NICOL AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO HEFER STREET, TURN LEFT INTO MALT A STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO JAN DER NECKER AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO FLORA STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD, PROCEED INTO RIFLE RANGE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO SHAKSPEARE AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO ALWEN WEST STREET, PROCEED INTO DORADO ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO NORTHERN PARKWAY ROAD, PROCEED INTO ALEMEN STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO LANDSBROUGH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO BOOYSSENS ROAD, PROCEED INTO SAUER STREET RIGHT INTO BREE STREET– IN BREE STREET TURN RIGHT INTO BE RISSIK STREET, LEFT TO BRAAMFONTEIN AND LEFT INTO DE KORTE UNTIL STATION ROAD, TURNING LEFT AT STATION ROAD AND RIGHT INTO WOLMARANS AND RIGHT ONTO THE M1 SOUTH ON RAMP RETURN TRIP.

7.1.1.2 ELDORADO PARK/ KLIPTOWN TAXI RANK (Origin), JOHANNESBURG / DOORNFONTEIN / BRAAMFONTEIN (Destination) - GPC0J(JSSTA)4021(10022810022900056779)FROM EXTENSION 9 KLIPSPRUIT WEST, EXECTRA INTO MAIN ROAD, CROSSING GOLDEN HIGHWAY INTO FREEDOM PARK ALONG OLD VEREENIGING ROAD. RIGHT INTO NATURENA EXTENSION VIA FLORA STREET, STRAIGHT INTO SUNCITY DIEPKLOOF PRISON, INTO MAIN ROAD TO SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTRE, INTO RIFLE RANGE ROAD, LEFT INTO SHAKSPEARE VIA WITSPOS, GOLD REEF CITY INTO SOUTHDALE SHOPPING CENTRE, INTO LANDSBROUGH STREET, INTO BOOYSSENS ROAD, TO SELBY INTO SAUER STREET, RIGHT INTO BREE STREET, PROCEED TO DOORNFONTEIN.

ALTERNATIVELY FROM BREE STREET, TURN LEFT INTO RISSIK STREET, TURN LEFT INTO DE KORTE STREET, PROCEED TO BRAAMFONTEIN, DROP OFF AND LOAD.

7.1.1.2 KLIPSPRUIT WEST TAXI RANK (Origin), SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPC0J(JSSTA)4020(10022410022700056778)FROM KLIPSPRUIT WEST SHOPPING CENTRE VIA UNION ROAD, ST. ETTIENNE STREET VIA FUSCHIA ROAD, INTO BRIDGE STREET VIA KLIPTOWN POST OFFICE, UNION ROAD ONTO GOLDEN HIGHWAY TURN LEFT INTO GOLDEN HIGHWAY, PASS DEVELAND, DIEPKLOOF PRISON, PROCEED TO SOUTHGATE MALL, DROP OFF AND LOAD.

7.1.1.2 SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER TAXI RANK (Origin), ELDORADO PARK/ KLIPTOWN TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPC0J(JSSTA)4019(10022710022800056776)FROM SOUTHGATE VIA NATURENA ONTO MAIN ROAD TO 2 ALTERNATIVE TURNS. STRAIGHT WITH MAIN ROAD OR RIGHT INTO COLUMBINE, LEFT ONTO GOLDEN...
HIGHWAY, DOWN MAIN ROAD, LEFT AT FLORA STREET, INTO NATURENA, THROUGH TO OLD VEREENING ROAD, TO FREEDOM PARK ACROSS GOLDEN HIGHWAY, INTO EXTENSION AND KLIIPSPRUIT WEST, GOLDEN HIGHWAY, PAS DEVLAND, TURN RIGHT AT UNION ROAD TO ELDORADO EXTENSION 2, 6, 7, PROCEED TO KLIPTOWN AND KLIIPSPRUIT WEST, DROP OFF AND LOAD.

7.1.1.2 FREEDOM PARK TAXI RANK (Origin), DOORNFONTEIN INFORMAL TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPCOJ(JSTA)4018(10021Y1002280056775)FROM FREEDOM PARK OLD VEREENING ROAD INTO GOLDEN HIGHWAY PASS (SUN CITY) DIEPLOKOF PRISON VIA MEREDALE MAIN ROAD INTO SOUTHGATE VIA RIFLE RANGE, LEFT INTO SHAKESPEARE, INTO ALVEN WEST PASS WITPOS AND GOLD REEF CITY, SOUTHDALE SHOPPING CENTRE, BOOYSENS VIA SELBY INTO SAUER STREET, RIGHT INTO BREE STREET, PROCEED TO DOORNFONTEIN.

ALTERNATIVELY FROM BREE STREET, TURN LEFT INTO RISSLIK STREET, TURN LEFT INTO DE KORTE STREET, PROCEED TO BRAAMFONTEIN, DROP OFF AND LOAD.

7.1.1.2 VLAKFONTEIN TAXI RANK (Origin), SOUTHGATE MALL TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPCOJ(JSSTA)4025(10020R1001YK00058553)FROM VLAKFONTEIN, LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO GOLDEN HIGHWAY, PROCEED AND PASS ELDORADO PARK, DEVLAND, VIKING AND TURN RIGHT INTO COLUMBINE AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO SOUTHGATE MALL TAXI RANK, DROP OFF AND LOAD.

RETURN USING THE SAME ROUTE
FROM VLAKFONTEIN TURN RIGHT INTO GOLDEN HIGHWAY, PROCEED INTO JAN DE NECKER, TURN RIGHT INTO HEFER ROAD, PROCEED INTO NATURENA, TURN LEFT INTO MALTA ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO JAN DE NECKER ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO FLORA STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO COLUMBINE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO SOUTHGATE.

1) AOGPGP0114509 2) P NDLLOVU 6504125682083 3) 83 - 5TH AVENUE, EDENVALE, EDENVALE, 1609 ALEXANDRA TAXI ASSOCIATION 4) LGGP0116767 Transfer of OL 5) 1 x 11 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: GPG107 (03 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1. JOHANNESBURG PARK CENTRAL TAXI RANK/JACK MINCER (Origin), LIMBRO PARK BUSINESS CENTRE TEMPORARY ALLOCATED TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPCOJATA0313(1001KS1001KW00051462)FROM JOHANNESBURG PARK CENTRAL TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT INTO TWIST, CLAREDON PLACE, LOUIS BOTHA AVENUE, RIGHT INTO DUNNATOR, HATHORN, LEFT VIJLJOEN, JOSEPH AVENUE, ATHOL, JOHANNESBURG ROAD. LEFT INTO 2ND STREET, ORLET DRIVE, VAN DER LINDE, CANNING ROAD, MAIN ROAD, SHAKESPEARE ROAD, RIGHT VICTORIA ROAD, LEFT INTO SHERIDAN ROAD, RIGHT INTO LONDON ROAD, LEFT INTO 1ST ROAD, LEFT INTO 2ND AVENUE, RIGHT INTO 3RD ROAD, LEFT INTO MALBRO ROAD, RIGHT INTO LIMBRO PARK BUSINESS CENTRE TEMPORARY ALLOCATED TAXI RANK AND RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE IN REVERSE.

7.1.1.2. JOHANNESBURG PARK CENTRAL TAXI RANK/JACK MINCER (Origin), MODDERFONTEIN BUS AND TAXI TERMINUS (Destination) - GPCOJATA0322(1001KS1001L400051465)FROM JOHANNESBURG PARK CENTRAL TAXI RANK/JACK MINCER, TURN LEFT INTO TWIST STREET AND TURN RIGHT INTO CLARENDON PLACE JOINING LOUIS BOTHA AVENUE, PROCEEDING TO ORANGE GROVE AND RIGHT INTO DUNNATOR STREET, LEFT INTO HATHORN STREET STRAIGHT INTO GEORGE AVENUE AND RIGHT INTO CLUB STREET, RIGHT INTO 8TH AVENUE, RIGHT INTO 4TH STREET, TURN LEFT INTO VAN RIEBEECK IN EDENVALE AND PROCEED WITH VAN RIEBEECK STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO GREENSTONE SHOPPING CENTRE, BACK INTO EDENVALE ROAD THEN PROCEED LONGMEADOW BUSINESS PARK (OFF-LOAD AND LOAD PASSENGERS AT EAST CIRCLE), TURN LEFT INTO MODDERFONTEIN ROAD, (R25), CURVE LEFT INTO JOHANNESBURG ROAD, PROCEEDING INTO CANRENSARY STREET, LEFT HIGH STREET, LEFT AGAIN INTO BLOEMFONTEIN AVENUE, UP TO MODDERFONTEIN BUS AND TAXI TERMINUS.

RETURN JOURNEY: BACK INTO BLOEMFONTEIN AVENUE, INTO GEORGE STREET, RIGHT INTO MODDERFONTEIN ROAD (R25) CIRCLE, INTO FOUNDERS VIEW BUSINESS INDUSTRY, BACK INTO MODDERFONTEIN ROAD (R25) INTO THE SAME ROUTE DESCRIBED ABOVE TO JOHANNESBURG.

7.1.1.3. JOHANNESBURG PARK CENTRAL TAXI RANK/JACK MINCER (Origin), JABULA MAIN TAXI RANK IN EDENVALE (Destination) - GPCOJATA0334(1001KS1001LB10051468)FROM JOHANNESBURG PARK CENTRAL TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO TWIST STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO CLARENDON PLACE, PROCEED TO LOUIS BOTHA. TURN
RIGHT INTO 7TH STR, LEFT INTO 9TH, RIGHT INTO 8TH AVENUE, PROCEED TO CLUB STR PROCEED INTO LINKSFIELD ROAD VIA GLENDOUER, INTO 8TH AVENUE, RIGHT INTO 4TH STREET, RIGHT INTO VAN RIEBECK AVENUE (OFF-LOAD AT EDENMALL RANK) BACK INTO VAN RIEBECK STREET (OFF-LOADING AT EASTLEIGH), BACK INTO EDENVALE ROAD, RIGHT INTO GREENSTONE SHOPPING CENTRE, BACK INTO EDENVALE ROAD INTO LONG MEADOW CIRCLE, BACK INTO EDENVALE ROAD, INTO VAN RIEBECK STREET, RIGHT INTO 7TH STREET, PROCEED INTO JABULA TAXI RANK IN EDENVALE.

RETURN: FROM 7TH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO POTGIETER STREET, USING THE SAME ROUTE AS ABOVE IN REVERSE.

7.1.1.4. ALEXANDRA MAIN TAXI RANK @ 15TH AVENUE (Origin), ALEXANDRA LOCAL OPERATIONS (Destination) - GPCJATA0327(1001K1001L900051483)FROM ALEXANDRA MAIN TAXI RANK AT 15TH AVENUE ALEXANDRA VIA THE FOLLOWING ROUTES TO PAN AFRICA: SELBOURNE STREET, INTO JOE NHLANHLA STREET, VASCO DA GAM, MALBORO, ROOSEVELT, EASTBANK, TSUTSUMANI VILLAGE AND LONDON ROAD, AND BACK INTO THE RANK AT 15TH AVENUE RANK, IN REVERSE.

7.1.1.5. JOHANNESBURG PARK CENTRAL TAXI RANK/JACK MINCER (Origin), LIMBRO PARK BUSINESS CENTRE TEMPORARY ALLOCATED TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPCJATA0332(1001K51001KW00051456)FROM JCK MINCER PARK CENTRAL TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO TWIST, TURN RIGHT INTO CLARANDON PLACE, PROCEED INTO LOUI BOTHA AVE, TURN RIGHT INTO HATHON STREET, TURN LEFT INTO JOSEPH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ATHOL, TURN LEFT INTO JHB ROAD, TURN LEFT MODDERFONTEIN ROAD, TURN LEFT WORDSWORTH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO SHAKESPEAR STREET,

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.1.) Long distance service

7.1.1.1.1. JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), BALOBEDU (MOKWAKULAILA TAXI RANK)* (Destination) - GPGJMC(BLDTA)0402(1001S01001W7000516B)FROM JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY TAXI RANK, LOAD, PROCEED: TURN RIGHT INTO TWIST STREET PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT INTO CLARENDON PLACE, THEN TURN LEFT INTO HOUGHTON DRIVE. PROCEED ON THE N1 NORTH TRAVELLING ALONG N1 HIGHWAY ON THE NORHERNLY DIRECTION PAST PRETORIA, WARMBATHS, KRANSKOP TOLLGATE, NABOOMSPRUIT, POTGIETERSRUS NYLPLAZA TOLLGATE, PIETERSBURG VEHICLE WILL TURN LEFT ONTO ROUTE R526, AND R36 TO MOOKOTSU TURN LEFT TO R81 AND TURN LEFT TO LEMONDOKOP (D11) TO SEKOSESE DISTRICT, OFFLOAD VIA SPITSBAND 422, MOOIPLAAS 434, GAKGAPANE TOWNSHIP 398, OFFLOAD,TURN LEFT INTO GAKGAPANE ROAD, AND TURN LEFT INTO TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG GAKGAPANE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO RAPITSI ROAD, PROCEED TO MAMPHAKATHE ROAD, AND TURN LEFT INTO MODJADJDI ROAD AND PROCEED TO MOKWAKWAILA TAXI RANK.

ON RETURN TO JOHANNESBURG, LOAD AT SEGOSESE AND GAKGAPANE TOWNSHIP 398 AND PROCEED ON THE SAME ROUTE BACK TO PARK CITY

7.1.1.2. ALEXANDRA MAIN TAXI RANK @ 15TH AVENUE (Origin), BALOBEDU (MOKWAKULAILA TAXI RANK)* (Destination) - GPGJMC(BLDTA)0401(1001K1001W70005165)FROM ALEXANDRA LONG DISTANCE TAXI RANK (CORNER WATT & 3RD ROAD WYNBERG) LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO PRETORIA MAIN ROAD TURN LEFT INTO MARLBORO, TURN RIGHT INTO M1, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO N1 NORTH, INTO POLOKWANE, TURN LEFT INTO R526 AND TURN LEFT INTO R36 MOEKETS AND TURN LEFT TO SEGOSESE OFFLOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO MOOIPLAAS, TURN LEFT INTO KGAPANE TOWNSHIP, TURN LEFT INTO RAPITSI ROAD. PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO MAMPHAKATSI, TURN LEFT INTO MODJADJDI ROAD, PROCEED UNTIL MOKWAKWAILA TAXI RANK OFF LOAD AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE UNTIL HAMMANSKRAAL DROP OFF. BACK INTO N1 OFF RAMP AND TURN LEFT INTO STORMVOEL. TURN LEFT INTO BAVIAN ROAD AND TURN LEFT INTO EASTLYN TAXI RANK OFF LOAD AND RETURN BACK TO N1 SOUTH OFF RAMP INTO OLD PRETORIA ROAD, AND PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO MIDRAND TAXI RANK OFF LOAD AN RETURN TO OLD PRETORIA ROAD AND PROCEED STRAIGHT TO ALEXANDRA CORNER WATT AND 3RD ROAD

1) AOGPGP0114520 2) DD MAKHAZA 6310250279087 3) 406 GLEN ROAD EXT, BRAMLEY VIEW, GAUTENG, 2090 VULINDLELA BERGVILLE L D T A 4) LGPPO114875 Transfer of OL 5) 1 x 13 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: GPG107 (03 Feb 2014)
7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Long distance service

7.1.1.1.) JOHANNESBURG VON BRANDIS TEMPORARY ALLOCATED TAXI RANK (Origin), BERGVILLE TAXI RANK* (Destination) - GPC0J(VBLETDA)7901(1000LH1001WH00056162)FROM JOHANNESBURG VON BRANDIS STREET TEMPORARY ALLOCATED TAXI RANK, LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO PRITCHARDT STREET, TURN LEFT NUGGET STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO BREE STREET, PROCEED AND JOIN ROCKEY STREET, TURN RIGHT SIVEWRIGHT STREET, PROCEED AND JOIN M2 EAST, PROCEED STRAIGHT, PROCEED AND JOIN N3 SOUTH EAST, PROCEED TO HARRISMITH AND TURN RIGHT INTO N5 (BETHLEHEM ROAD), TURN LEFT INTO R712, TURN LEFT INTO R74, TURN RIGHT INTO LANGKLOOF, PROCEED TO OLIVIERSHOEK TOWNSHIP, DROP OFF ONLY, TURN LEFT INTO N5, PASS TO EMMAUS, DROP OFF ONLY, PROCEED TO WINTERTON, DROP OFF, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT R74, PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT INTO WEST STREET, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT INTO BERGVILLE TAXI RANK. DROP OFF AND LOAD.

RETURN USING THE SAME ROUTE OPPOSITE IN DIRECTION.

7.1.1.2.) JOHANNESBURG VON BRANDIS TEMPORARY ALLOCATED TAXI RANK (Origin), BERGVILLE TAXI RANK* (Destination) - GPC0J(VBLETDA)7902(1000LH1001WH00056164)FROM JOHANNESBURG VON BRANDIS STREET TEMPORARY ALLOCATED TAXI RANK, LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO PRITCHARDT STREET, TURN LEFT NUGGET STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO BREE STREET, PROCEED AND JOIN ROCKEY STREET, TURN RIGHT SIVEWRIGHT STREET, PROCEED AND JOIN M2 EAST, PROCEED STRAIGHT, PROCEED AND JOIN N3 SOUTH EAST, PROCEED TO HARRISMITH AND TURN RIGHT INTO N5 (BETHLEHEM ROAD), TURN LEFT INTO R712, TURN LEFT INTO R74, PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT INTO WEST STREET, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT INTO BERGVILLE TAXI RANK. DROP OFF AND LOAD.

RETURN USING THE SAME ROUTE OPPOSITE IN DIRECTION.

7.1.1.3.) Pim str Rank (Pim Str) (Origin), Estcourt Taxi Rank (Destination) - GPEMMTATA2402.A1(1001SD1001NM10054706)FROM JOHANNESBURG PIM STREET TEMPORARY ALLOCATED TAXI RANK, LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO SIMMONDS STREET, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT INTO M2 EAST, PROCEED TO N3- EAST, PROCEED AND PASS HEIDELBERG, VILLIERS, WARDEN, HARRISMITH, PROCE TO ESCOURT, TURN LEFT INTO LOSKOP ROAD, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT INTO ALEXANDRA ROAD, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT INTO ESCOURT MAIN TAXI RANK. DROP OFF AND LOAD.

RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE.

1) AOGPGP0114523 2) KK MAMETSA 7808080415085 3) 156 ENDAYENI SECTION, TEMBISA, EKURHULENI, 1008 Tembisa Alexandra Taxi Association 4) LGPGP0111473 Transfer of OL 5) 1 x 15 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: GPG107 (03 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1.1.) THITENG TAXI RANK (Origin), ALEXANDRA PAN AFRICA TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPEMMTATA2402.A1(1000SD1001NM10054706)FROM THITENG TAXI RANK LOAD TURN LEFT INTO ANDREW MAPHETHU STREET ALONG THIS ROUTE DROP OFF AND LOAD AT THE FOLLOWING POINTS: TEMBISA PLAZA, SASOL GARAGE, PHOMOLOLONG AND JOIN ZUURFONTEIN ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD AT K.O.P, CHINA’S GATE VILLAGE, TURN LEFT INTO [R25] BELOW MODERFONTEIN ROAD BRIDGE DROP OFF AND LOAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ON R25 DROP OFF AND LOAD AT EASTER PARK, FOUNTAIN VIEW, GREENSTONE HILL, CORNER JOHANNESBURG ROAD AND MODERFONTEIN ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD AT LONG MEADOW DROP OFF AND LOAD, EDENVALE HOSPITAL DROP OFF AND LOAD TURN RIGHT INTO WORDSWORTH ROAD AND JOIN CANNING STREET DROP OFF AND LOAD AND ALONG CANNING STREET DROP OFF AND LOAD AND TURN LEFT INTO 9TH ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO 2ND AVENUE ALONG THE ROUTE DROP OFF AND LOAD UNTIL ALEXANDRA PAN AFRICA TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD RETURN BACK THE SAME ROUTE TO THITENG TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1.2.) TEMBISA THITENG TAXI RANK (Origin), JEWISH HOME TEMPORARY ALLOCATED TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPEMMTATA2405(1001MK1001NQ10051855)FROM THITENG TAXI RANK LOAD TURN LEFT INTO ANDREW MAPHETHU STREET ALONG THIS ROUTE DROP OFF AND LOAD AT THE FOLLOWING POINTS: TEMBISA PLAZA, SASOL GARAGE, PHOMOLOLONG AND JOIN ZUURFONTEIN ROAD AT K.O.P, CHINA’S GATE VILLAGE, TURN LEFT INTO [R25] BELOW MODERFONTEIN ROAD BRIDGE DROP OFF AND LOAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ON R25 DROP OFF AND LOAD AT EASTER PARK, FOUNTAIN VIEW, GREENSTONE HILL, CORNER JOHANNESBURG ROAD AND
MODERFONTEIN ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD AT LONG MEADOW DROP OFF AND LOAD, EDENVALE HOSPITAL DROP OFF AND LOAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ON R25 DROP OFF AND LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN GEORGE ROAD, DROP OFF AND LOAD AT FIRST SPAR SHOPPING CENTRE AND U-TURN AT SECOND SPAR SHOPPING CENTRE IN FAIRMOND RETURN TO JEWISH HOME TEMPORARY ALLOCATED TAXI RANK, CORNER GEORGE AND LONG AVENUE DROP OFF AND LOAD RETURN BACK THE SAME ROUTE TO THITENG TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.3. TEMBISA THITENG TAXI RANK (Origin), RANDBURG TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPEMMTATA2409(1001MK1001LA10051842)FROM THITENG TAXI RANK LOAD TURN LEFT INTO ANDREW MAPHETHU STREET ALONG THIS ROUTE DROP OFF AND LOAD AT THE FOLLOWING POINTS: TEMBISA PLAZA, SASOL GARAGE, PHOMOLOGIN AND JOIN ZUURFONTEIN ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD TURN RIGHT INTO ALLANDALE ROAD (K101) TURN LEFT INTO BEN SCHOEMAN PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO ROODEPOORT CONGRATE FREEWAY OFF RAMP INTO WILLIAM NIKOL DRIVE DROP OFF AND LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ON HENDRICK VERWOED DRIVE DROP OFF AND LOAD TURN LEFT INTO JAN SMUTS AVENUE TURN RIGHT INTO RANDBURG TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD RETURN BACK THE SAME ROUTE TO THITENG TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.4. TEMBISA THITENG TAXI RANK (Origin), KYALAMI TEMPORARY ALLOCATED TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPEMMTATA2408(1001MK1000910051841)FROM THITENG TAXI RANK LOAD TURN LEFT INTO ANDREW MAPHETHU STREET ALONG THIS ROUTE DROP OFF AND LOAD AT THE FOLLOWING POINTS: TEMBISA PLAZA, SASOL Garage, PHOMOLOGIN AND JOIN ZUURFONTEIN ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD TURN RIGHT INTO ALLANDALE ROAD (K101) ALONG THE ROUTE DROP OFF AND LOAD UNTIL R55 AND AT THE ROBOTS TURN RIGHT INTO KYALAMI BUSINESS PARK TEMPORARY ALLOCATED TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD RETURN BACK THE SAME ROUTE TO THITENG TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.5. TEMBISA THITENG TAXI RANK (Origin), ALEXANDRA PAN AFRICA TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPEMMTATA2403(1001MK1001KU10051837)FROM THITENG TAXI RANK LOAD TURN LEFT INTO ANDREW MAPHETHU STREET ALONG THIS ROUTE DROP OFF AND LOAD AT THE FOLLOWING POINTS: TEMBISA PLAZA, SASOL GARAGE, PHOMOLOGIN AND JOIN ZUURFONTEIN ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD TURN RIGHT INTO ALLANDALE ROAD (K101) ALONG THE ROUTE DROP OFF AND LOAD AT THE FOLLOWING POINTS: KLIPFONTEIN VIEW, CARSTIN HOF CLINIC, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO OLD PRETORIA ROAD (R564) TURN LEFT INTO WATT STREET DROP OFF AND LOAD AT THE FOLLOWING POINTS: KLIPFONTEIN VIEW, CARSTIN HOF CLINIC, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO OLD PRETORIA ROAD (R564) TURN LEFT INTO WATT STREET DROP OFF AND LOAD RETURN BACK THE SAME ROUTE TO THITENG TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.6. THITENG TAXI RANK (Origin), ALEXANDRA PAN AFRICA TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPEMMTATA2402.2(1001SD1001NM10054707)FROM THITENG TAXI RANK LOAD TURN LEFT INTO ANDREW MAPHETHU STREET ALONG THIS ROUTE DROP OFF AND LOAD AT THE FOLLOWING POINTS: TEMBISA PLAZA, SASOL GARAGE, PHOMOLOGIN AND JOIN ZUURFONTEIN ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD AT K.O.P, CHINA’S GATE VILLAGE, TURN LEFT INTO (R25) BELOW MODERFONTEIN ROAD BRIDGE DROP OFF AND LOAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ON R25 DROP OFF AND LOAD AT EASTER PARK, FOUNTAIN VIEW, GREENSTONE HILL, CORNER JOHANNESBURG ROAD AND MODERFONTEIN ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD AT LONG MEADOW DROP OFF AND LOAD, EDENVALE HOSPITAL DROP OFF AND LOAD TURN RIGHT INTO WORDSWORTH ROAD AND JOIN CANNING STREET DROP OFF AND LOAD AND ALONG CANNING STREET DROP OFF AND LOAD TURN RIGHT INTO 13TH AVENUE DROP OFF AND LOAD RETURN BACK THE SAME ROUTE TO THITENG TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.7. THITENG TAXI RANK (Origin), ALEXANDRA PAN AFRICA TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPEMMTATA2402(1001MK1000HL10051836)FROM THITENG TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO ANDREW MAPHETHU STREET ALONG THIS ROUTE DROP OFF AND LOAD AT THE FOLLOWING POINTS: TEMBISA PLAZA, SASOL GARAGE, PHOMOLOGIN AND JOIN ZUURFONTEIN ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD AT K.O.P, CHINA’S GATE VILLAGE, TURN LEFT INTO (R25) BELOW MODERFONTEIN ROAD BRIDGE DROP OFF AND LOAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ON R25 DROP OFF AND LOAD AT EASTER PARK, FOUNTAIN VIEW, GREENSTONE HILL, CORNER JOHANNESBURG ROAD AND MODERFONTEIN ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD AT LONG MEADOW DROP OFF AND LOAD, EDENVALE HOSPITAL DROP OFF AND LOAD TURN RIGHT INTO WORDSWORTH ROAD AND JOIN CANNING STREET DROP OFF AND LOAD AND ALONG CANNING STREET DROP OFF AND LOAD TURN RIGHT INTO 13TH AVENUE DROP OFF AND LOAD RETURN BACK THE SAME ROUTE TO THITENG TAXI RANK.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
7.1.1. Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.1. Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1.1. Geluksdal (Geluksdal Rank) (Origin), Springs Station Main Taxi Rank (Destination) -

GPEMM(GBTA)0834(1000OE1001K900065648) FROM GELUKSDAL TEMPORARY ALLOCATED TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO GELUKSDAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO 12TH ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO KWATHEMA ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO SPRINGS WEST ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO 2ND STREET, TURN LEFT INTO 2ND AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO 1ST STREET, TURN LEFT INTO SPRINGS STATION TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO GELUKSDAL TEMPORARY ALLOCATED TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1.2. Tsakane Main Taxi Rank (Origin), Kempton Park Station Taxi Rank (Destination) -

GPEMM(GBTA)0833(1001ZZ1001K600065647) FROM TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO VLAKFONTEIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO 12TH ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ERGO ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO SPRINGS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M45, TURN RIGHT INTO R23, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO O. RELLY MERRY STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO GREAT NORTH STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO NORTH ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN PRETORIA ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO V.R SWART DROP OFF, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN ZUURFONTEIN ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO KEMPTON PARK STATION TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1.3. Brakpan Station Taxi Rank (Origin), Daveyton Central Taxi Rank (Destination) -

GPEMM(GBTA)0832(1001ZV1001JU00056546) FROM BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO STATION ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO HOSPITAL STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO MAINREEF ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO KINGSWAY STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO HERALD STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO ESSELEN TURN LEFT INTO DAVEYTON CIVIC TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1.4. Carnival City Taxi Rank (Origin), Alberton Padstow Taxi Rank (Destination) -

GPEMM(GBTA)0837(1001ZX1001P00056551) FROM CARNIVAL CITY CASINO TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1.5. Tsakane Main Taxi Rank (Origin), Alberton Padstow Taxi Rank (Destination) -

GPEMM(GBTA)0836(1001ZZ1001P00056550) FROM TSAKANE TOWNSHIP LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO ZULU STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN 12TH ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO GELUKSDAL ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HEILBURG ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ELBURG ROAD, R354, TURN LEFT INTO HEILBURG ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO PADSTON STREET, TURN LEFT INTO PADSTONE TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO TSAKANE TOWNSHIP.

7.1.1.1.6. Tsakane Main Taxi Rank (Origin), Brakpan Station Taxi Rank (Destination) -

GPEMM(GBTA)0835(1001ZV1001K200056545) FROM BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO STATION ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT PRINCE GEORGE, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN MAIN REEF ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO NEW MODDER ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO AMPHILL AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO KIMBLETON AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO KIMBLEDON AVENUE, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN LIVERPOOL ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO LUTON, INTO BENONI MARKET TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1.7. Brakpan Station Taxi Rank (Origin), Benoni Market Taxi Rank (Destination) -

GPEMM(GBTA)0831(1001ZY1001K00056554) FROM RAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO STATION ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT PRINCE GEORGE, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN MAIN REEF ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO GOODS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO LEMMIER ROAD, TURN RIGHT ERGO ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO 12TH ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO VLAKFONTEIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO SONNERSTRAAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO NDUDELA STREET DROP OFF, TURN LEFT INTO HALA STREET DROP OFF, TURN RIGHT INTO LEOKE STREET DROP OFF.
TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), DAVEYTON CENTRAL TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPEMM(GBTA)0829(1001ZZ1001UU00056542)FROM TSASKANE PHOLOSONG TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO NDABA STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO 12TH ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO GELUKSDAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO RHEUMANELLA CRESENT, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO UITTOG AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO GELUKSDAL ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HEIDELBERG ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO MAIN REEF ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO JACOBS STREET DROP OFF AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO TSASKANE PHOLOSONG TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1 TSASKANE MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), DAVEYTON MAIN TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPEMM(GBTA)0829(1001ZZ00056564)FROM TSASKANE MAIN TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO VLAKFONTEIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO 12TH ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO KWATHEMA ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO SPRINGS WEST ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO PRINCE GEORGE, TURN LEFT INTO PRINCE GEORGE AVENUE, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO M545, TURN RIGHT INTO HERALD STREET, TURN LEFT INTO DAVEYTON CIVIC TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO TSASKANE MAIN TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1 BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK (Origin), BENONI STATION TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPEMM(GBTA)0827(1001ZZ1000P100056539)FROM BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO STATION ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M56, TURN RIGHT INTO R23, TURN LEFT INTO LANCASTER ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO DAGENHAM STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO LIVERPOOL STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO LUTON ROAD, INTO BENONI TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1 CARNIVAL CITY TAXI RANK (Origin), BENONI STATION TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPEMM(GBTA)0826(1001ZX1000P100056538)FROM CARNIVAL CITY TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO R554, TURN LEFT INTO R23, (RANGE VIEW ROAD), TURN LEFT INTO LANCASTER STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO DAVENPORT ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO 2ND AVENUE, TURN INTO SPRINGS STATION TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO CARNIVAL CITY TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1 BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK (Origin), SPRINGS STATION MAIN TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPEMM(GBTA)0824(1001ZV1000K900056537)FROM BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO STATION ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO STOFFBERG AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO PRINCE GEORGE AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO MAIN REEF ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO 1ST STREET DROP OFF, TURN LEFT INTO SPRINGS STATION TAXI RANK DROP OFF AN DLOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1 TSASKANE MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), EDENVALE TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPEMM(GBTA)0823(1001ZZ1001NK00056536)FROM TSASKANE MAIN TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO VLAKFONTEIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO 12TH ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ERGO ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO SPRINGS ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO R23 HEIDELBERG, TURN LEFT INTO N12, OFF RAMP INTO EDENVALE, TURN RIGHT INTO VAN HENDRICK STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO 2ND AVENUE, TURN INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HENDRICK POTGIETER STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT TO EDENVALE WEST ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO EDENVALE MAIN TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO TSASKANE MAIN TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1 TSASKANE MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), GERMISTON STATION MAIN TAXI RANK (Destination) - GPEMM(GBTA)0822(1001ZZ1001N300056535)FROM TSASKANE MAIN TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO VLAKFONTEIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO 12TH ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO HEIDELBERG ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO AIRPORT ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN JUBILEE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO LEEWPOORT ROAD DROP OFF, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO M46 WEST, TURN RIGHT INTO RAILWAY STREET DROP OFF, TURN RIGHT INTO PLANTATION STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO GERMISTON STATION TAXI RANK AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO TSASKANE MAIN TAXI RANK.
DUNKIRK ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO RAILWAY STREET DROP OFF, TURN LEFT INTO PLANTATION ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO GERMISTON STATION TAXI RANK AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1 BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK (Origin), JOHANNESBURG WANDERES MAIN RANK (Destination) -
GPEMMGBT0821(10012V1001M410056533) FROM BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO STATION, TURN LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO VAN DER WALT STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO HENDRICK PORGIETER, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN ATHLONE ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO HEIDELBURG ROAD, ON RAMP INTO N17, TURN RIGHT INTO WEMMER PAN ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO ROSETTEN ROAD DROP OFF ALONG THE ROUTE, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN VON WEILLEIGH STREET DROP OFF, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO WANDERERS STREET TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD, AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1 TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), DUNSWART STATION TAXI RANK (Destination) -
GPEMMGBT0820(10012Z1001O00056532) FROM TAXI TSAKANE MAIN RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO VLAKFONTEIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO 12TH ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ERGO ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO N17, TURN RIGHT INTO HEIDELBURG ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO AIRPORT ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO BARRY MARAIS ROAD DROP OFF, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO COMMISSIONER STREET, TURN LEFT INTO MAIN REEF ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO DUNSWART TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1 TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), VOSLOOORS TRANSFER TAXI RANK (Destination) -
GPEMMGBT0819A1(10012Z1001O00056531) FROM TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO VLAKFONTEIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO 12TH ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ERGO ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO N17, TURN RIGHT INTO HEIDELBURG ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO AIRPORT ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO BARRY MARAIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO VOSLOOORS TRANSFER TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1 TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), VOSLOOORS TRANSFER TAXI RANK (Destination) -
GPEMMGBT0819(10012Z1001O00056530) FROM TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO VLAKFONTEIN ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO 12TH ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO GELUKSDAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO HEIDELBERG ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO R550, TURN RIGHT INTO DIANA ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO R103, TURN LEFT INTO BARRY MARAIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO VOSLOOORS TRANSFER TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1 MALANDELA TAXI RANK (Origin), DUNSWART STATION TAXI RANK (Destination) -
GPEMMGBT0817A1(1002061001O00056529) FROM MALANDELA TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO ZULU, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO 12TH ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO GELUKSDAL ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HEIDELBURG ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ELSBURG ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO CARNIVAL CITY DROP OFF, TURN RIGHT INTO VAN DYK ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO AIRPORT ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO BARRY MARAIS ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN COMMISSIONER DROP OFF AND LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO MAIN REEF ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO DUNSWART TAXI RANK DROP OFF AN DLOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO MALANDELA TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1 MALANDELA TAXI RANK (Origin), DUNSWART STATION TAXI RANK (Destination) -
GPEMMGBT0817(1002061001O00056528) FROM MALANDELA TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO ZULU, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO 12TH ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO GELUKSDAL ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HEIDELBURG ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO AIRPORT ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO BARRY MARAIS ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN COMMISSIONER DROP OFF AND LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO MAIN REEF ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO DUNSWART TAXI RANK DROP OFF AN DLOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO MALANDELA TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1 CARNIVAL CITY TAXI RANK (Origin), JOHANNESBURG CNR. WANDERES STREET & NOORD STREET TEMPORARY ALLOCATED TAXI RANK (Destination) -
GPEMMGBT0816(10012Z10020510056527) FROM CARNIVAL CASINO TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO R554, TURN LEFT INTO R23, TURN LEFT INTO N17, OFF RAMP, TURN LEFT INTO PRETORIA ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M2, TURN LEFT JOE SLOVO DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO ANDERSON STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO TROYE STREET DROP OFF, TURN LEFT INTO COMMISSIONER STREET DROP OFF, TURN LEFT INTO VON WEILLEIGH STREET DROP OFF, TURN LEFT INTO KLEIN STREET DROP OFF, TURN LEFT PLEIN DROP OFF, TURN RIGHT INTO WANDERERS STREET DROP OFF AND LOAD IN CORNER WANDERERS AND NOORD STREET AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO CARNIVAL CITY CASINO TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.1 BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK (Origin), GERMISTON MAIN TAXI RANK (Destination) -
GPEMMGBT0815(10012Z1001M00056526) FROM GREATER BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO STATION ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO VAN DER WALT STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO HENDRICK POTGIETER, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO ATHLONE SDTREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO AIRPORT ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO JUBILEE STREET, TURN LEFT INTO...
LEEUKOP ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO M46 WEST, TURN RIGHT INTO RAILWAY STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO GERMISTON STATION TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO GREATER BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.2 TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK (Destination) -
GPEMM(GBT/A)0812A1(10012Z1001ZV00056525) FROM TSAKANE TOWNSHIP PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BLACK ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO VLAKFONTEIN DROP OFF AND LOAD. TURN RIGHT INTO 12TH ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO KWA THEMBA ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN RIETVILLE, TURN LEFT INTO PRINCE GEORGE STREET DROP OFF AND LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO STOFFBERG STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO STATION ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO TSAKANE TOWNSHIP.

7.1.1.2 TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK (Destination) -
GPEMM(GBT/A)0812(10012Z1001ZV00056524) FROM TSAKANE TOWNSHIP PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BLACK ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO VLAKFONTEIN DROP OFF AND LOAD. TURN RIGHT INTO 12TH ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO ERGO ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO 12TH ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO GOODS ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO STATION ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO TSAKANE TOWNSHIP.

7.1.1.2 TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), MEYERTON TAXI RANK (MEYERTON) (Destination) -
GPEMM(GBT/A)0811(10012Z10002J10056523) FROM TSAKANE TOWNSHIP TURN RIGHT INTO BLACK ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO NDABA STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO 12TH ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO GELUKSDAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO HEIDELBURG ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO R550, TURN LEFT INTO M6, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO DALESIDE DROP OFF, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO MEYERTON TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.2 BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK (Origin), PRETORIA PUTLA TAXI RANK (Destination) -
GPEMM(GBT/A)0810A1(10012Z10020410056522) FROM BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT STATION ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO MAIN REEF ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO SNAKE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO PRETORIA ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO GREAT NORTH ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO BRAND WOOD PARK, TURN RIGHT INTO R23, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO PRETORIA ROAD, DROP OFF AT OAKMOOR EAST TAXI RANK, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO OLIFANTSFONTEIN ROAD, ON RAMP INTO R21, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN VAN DER WAL ST, TURN RIGHT INTO BOOM STREET, TURN LEFT INTO H.F. VERWOERD ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO PUTLA TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.2 BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK (Origin), PRETORIA PUTLA TAXI RANK (Destination) -
GPEMM(GBT/A)0810(10012Z10020410056521) FROM BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT STATION ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO MAIN REEF ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO SNAKE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO PRETORIA ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO GREAT NORTH ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO BRAND WOOD PARK, TURN LEFT INTO R21, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN VAN DER WAL STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO BOOM STREET, TURN LEFT INTO H.F. VERWOERD ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO PUTLA TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.3 BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK (Origin), BOSMAN STATION MAIN TAXI RANK (Destination) -
GPEMM(GBT/A)0809(10012Z1001RS10056520) FROM BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO STATION ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO MAIN REEF ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO SNAKE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO PRETORIA ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO GREAT NORTH ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO BRAND WOOD PARK, TURN LEFT INTO LOUW STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO JACOBS STREET, TURN LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO HEIDELBERG TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.3 TSAKANE MAIN TAXI RANK (Origin), HEIDELBERG TAXI RANK* (Destination) -
GPEMM(GBT/A)0808(10012Z1001ZV10056519) FROM TSAKANE TAXI RANK LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN GELUKSDAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO LOUW STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO JACOBS STREET, TURN LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO HEIDELBERG TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO TSAKANE TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.3 GELUKSDAL BLUE TAXI RANK (Origin), DUNSWART STATION TAXI RANK (Destination) -
GPEMM(GBT/A)0808(10012Z1001JS00056518) FROM GELUKSDAL BLUE TAXI RANK TAXI LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO GELUKSDAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO R21, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN VAN DER WAL STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VON DYK ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BARRY MARAIS DRIVE, TURN RIGHT COMMISSIONER STREET.
DROP OFF, TURN LEFT INTO MAIN REEF ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO DUNSWART STATION TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO GELUKSDAL BLUE TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.3 GELUKSDAL BLUE TAXI RANK (Origin), CARNIVAL CITY TAXI RANK (Destination) - 
GPEMM(GBTA)0805(1001ZW1001ZV00056517) FROM GELUKSDAL BLUE TAXI RANK TAXI LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO UITTGO AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO GELUKSDAL ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO HEIDELBERG ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO AIRPORT ROAD, DROP OFF, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO ELBURG ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CARNIVAL CITY TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO GELUKSDAL BLUE TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.3 GELUKSDAL BLUE TAXI RANK (Origin), BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK (Destination) - 
GPEMM(GBTA)0804A2(1001ZW1001ZW00056516) FROM GELUKSDAL BLUE TAXI RANK TAXI LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO UITTGO AVENUE, TURN RIGHT INTO RUTH FIRST STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO KENNETH WILLIAMS DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO RHEUMANELLA DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO GELUKSDAL ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HEIDELBERG ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO KOOT STREET DROP OFF AND LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN DENNER ROAD, DROP OFF AND LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN GOODS ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO STOFFBERG AVENUE DROP OFF AND LOAD ALONG THE ROUTE, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO CAVENDISH AVENUE, DROP OFF AND LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET DROP OFF AND LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO STATION ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO GELUKSDAL BLUE TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.3 GELUKSDAL BLUE TAXI RANK (Origin), BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK (Destination) - 
GPEMM(GBTA)0804A1(1001ZW1001ZW00056515) FROM GELUKSDAL BLUE TAXI RANK TAXI LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO UITTGO AVENUE, TURN LEFT INTO RHEUMANELLA DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO GELUKSDAL ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HEIDELBERG ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO KOOT STREET DROP OFF AND LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN DENNER ROAD, DROP OFF AND LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN GOODS ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO STOFFBERG AVENUE DROP OFF AND LOAD ALONG THE ROUTE, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO CAVENDISH AVENUE DROP OFF AND LOAD, TURN LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET DROP OFF AND LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO STATION ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO GELUKSDAL BLUE TAXI RANK.

7.1.1.3 GELUKSDAL BLUE TAXI RANK (Origin), BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK (Destination) - 
GPEMM(GBTA)0804(1001ZW1001ZW00056514) FROM GELUKSDAL BLUE TAXI RANK LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO UITTGO AVENUE, TURN RIGHT GELUKSDAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO 12TH ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD ALONG THE ROUTE, TURN LEFT INTO ERGO ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD ALONG THE ROUTE, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN LEMMER ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD ALONG THE ROUTE, TURN RIGHT INTO GOODS ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD ALONG THE ROUTE, TURN RIGHT INTO STOFFBERG AVENUE DROP OFF AND LOAD ALONG THE ROUTE, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT INTO CAVENDISH AVENUE DROP OFF AND LOAD ALONG THE ROUTE, TURN RIGHT INTO STATION ROAD DROP OFF AND LOAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BRAKPAN STATION TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND LOAD AND RETURN BACK SAME ROUTE TO GELUKSDAL BLUE TAXI RANK.
QUEENSTOWN

Address to which representations must be submitted: Department of Roads & Transport, Province of the Eastern Cape, Private Bag X7185, Queenstown, 5320, South Africa.
7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Bus-type-service

7.1.1.1.) Tsitsikama (Lukanji Rural) (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchdbus039(3204FT3100HT00200970)The conveyance of bus passengers and their personal effects from Tsitsikama (Whittlesea rural ), Romans tagte (Whittlesea rural), Didimana (Whittlesea rural), Mchewula (Whittlesea rural), Manzi krakra (whittlesea rural ) to Whittlesea town from Whittlesea town, along R67, join R61 to Queenstown rank off-loading and loading passengers and return the same route.

7.1.1.2.) Elliot (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd246(3100544209SS10048010)From Elliot Taxi rank to Engcobo, join R61 to Tsomo, Nggamakwe, join N2 to East London, King William's Town, Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth, Cape Town and return.

7.1.1.3.) Elliot (Origin), Pietermaritzburg (PMB/Msunduzi) (Destination) - ecbrcchd245(31005422068T10048012)From Elliot taxi rank to Ugie, Maclear, Tsolo, join N2 to Durban, Pietermaritzburg and return.

7.1.1.4.) Elliot (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd247(3100544209SS10048013)From Elliot to Queenstown, Tarkastad, Cradock, Graaff Reinet, Aberdeen, Beaufort West, Cape Town and return.

7.1.1.5.) Elliot (Origin), Barkly East (Destination) - ecbrcchd008(31005431000U10045986)From authorized Elliot Rank, along R56 to Barkly East Rank and return. (May be operated in reverse direction)

7.1.1.6.) Elliot (Origin), Rustenburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd249(3100546100IN10048009)From Elliot Taxi rank to Barkley East, Aliwal North, Bloemfontein, Welkom, Klerksdorp, Ventersdorp, Rustenburg and return.

7.1.1.7.) Elliot (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd009(3100544209SS10045987)From authorized Elliot Rank, along R56 via Molteno to Middelburg, along N9 to N10 turn-off to Hanover, then along N1 via Beaufort West and Laingsburg to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.8.) Elliot (Origin), Indwe (Destination) - ecbrcchd007(31005431000810045985)From authorized Elliot Rank, along R56 to Indwe Rank and return.

7.1.1.9.) Elliot (Origin), Engcobo (Destination) - ecbrcchd006(31005431005D10045984)From authorized Elliot Rank, unmarked road via Cala Pass to Engcobo and return.

7.1.1.1) Elliot (Origin), Ugie (Destination) - ecbrcchd005(3100543100L18110045983)From authorized Elliot Rank, along R56 to Ugie Rank and return.

7.1.1.1) Elliot (Origin), Cala (Destination) - ecbrcchd004(31005431002G00045982)From authorized Elliot Rank, along R396 to
Cala Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Elliot (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd010(31005412059J10045988)From authorized Elliot Rank, along R58 via Aliwal North then along N6 through Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 to Kroonstad, along N6 through Smithfield, join the N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

1) AOECCHLB93922 2) MXOLISI MATTHUWS MLANGA 6502145512082 3) 5 LUHABE STREET, LINGELIHLE, CRADOCK, 5880
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 14 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.1.1. Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar009(31003H31003H00135990)The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Cradock to points within RSA and return back. No passengers to be picked up on the route.

1) AOECCHLB93925 2) MXOLISI MATTHUWS MLANGA 6502145512082 3) 5 LUHABE STREET, LINGELIHLE, CRADOCK, 5880
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 16 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.1.1. Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar009(31003H31003H00135990)The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Cradock to points within RSA and return back. No passengers to be picked up on the route.

1) AOECCHLB93928 2) MXOLISI MATTHUWS MLANGA 6502145512082 3) 5 LUHABE STREET, LINGELIHLE, CRADOCK, 5880
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 50 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.1.1. Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar009(31003H31003H00135990)The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Cradock to points within RSA and return back. No passengers to be picked up on the route.

1) AOECCHLB93929 2) MXOLISI MATTHUWS MLANGA 6502145512082 3) 5 LUHABE STREET, LINGELIHLE, CRADOCK, 5880
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 14 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.1.1. Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar009(31003H31003H00135990)The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Cradock to points within RSA and return back. No passengers to be picked up on the route.

1) AOECCHLB93930 2) MXOLISI MATTHUWS MLANGA 6502145512082 3) 5 LUHABE STREET, LINGELIHLE, CRADOCK, 5880
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 21 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)
### Proposed List of Routes

#### Charter service

**Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar009(31003H31003H00135990)**

The conveyance of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Cradock to points within RSA and return back. No passengers to be picked up on the route.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Voucher Number</th>
<th>Name and Address</th>
<th>Seating</th>
<th>Gazette Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>AOECCHLB93948</td>
<td>2) MXOLISI MATTHUWS MLANGA 6502145512082</td>
<td>4) not available</td>
<td>5) 1 x 40 (Seating)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>5 LUHABE STREET, LINGELIHLE, CRADOCK, 5880</td>
<td>New OL</td>
<td>Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>3) 5 LUHABE STREET, LINGELIHLE, CRADOCK, 5880</td>
<td>1 x 40 (Seating)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>1 x 21 (Seating)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td>Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6)</td>
<td>3) 5 LUHABE STREET, LINGELIHLE, CRADOCK, 5880</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7)</td>
<td>1 x 21 (Seating)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8)</td>
<td>Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9)</td>
<td>3) 5 LUHABE STREET, LINGELIHLE, CRADOCK, 5880</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10)</td>
<td>1 x 13 (Seating)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11)</td>
<td>Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12)</td>
<td>3) 5 LUHABE STREET, LINGELIHLE, CRADOCK, 5880</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13)</td>
<td>1 x 21 (Seating)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14)</td>
<td>Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service
7.1.1.1. Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar009(31003H31003H00135990)
The conveyance of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Cradock to points within RSA and return back. No passengers to be picked up on the route

1) AOECHLB93968 2) MXOLISI MATTHUWS MLANGA 6502145512082 3) 5 LUHABE STREET, LINGELIHLE, CRADOCK, 5880
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 21 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service
7.1.1.1. Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar009(31003H31003H00135990)
The conveyance of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Cradock to points within RSA and return back. No passengers to be picked up on the route

1) AOECHLB93972 2) MXOLISI MATTHUWS MLANGA 6502145512082 3) 5 LUHABE STREET, LINGELIHLE, CRADOCK, 5880
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 21 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service
7.1.1.1. Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar009(31003H31003H00135990)
The conveyance of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Cradock to points within RSA and return back. No passengers to be picked up on the route

1) AOECHLB93982 2) SZ Khatshwa 6206295412081 3) Private Bag X 304, Whittlesea, Whittlesea, 5360
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 15 (Seating)
6) Ntabethemba Taxi Association Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1. Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd100(3200U31000HT10046109)
From Thornhill Rank, along R61 to authorized Queenstown Rank and return.

7.1.1.2. Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd099(3200U31000HT10046108)
From the 11-interlinked villages within Ntabathemba to Thornhill Rank, along R61 to authorized Queenstown Rank and return.

7.1.1.3. Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd101(3200U31000NP10046110)
From authorized Thornhill Rank, along R51 to R57, along R57 via Whittlesea and Fort Beaufort, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) -
7.1.1.5. Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - From authorized Thornhill Rank, along R61 to Queenstown, along N6 via Aliwal North to Rouxville, along R26 via Wepener, Bethlehem, Frankfort, Vanderbilpark and Vereeniging to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Origin), Germiston (Destination) - From authorized Thornhill Rank, along R61 to Queenstown, along N6 via Aliwal North, join N1 bypassing Bloemfontein via Kroonstad and Vanderbilpark to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Origin), Sterkspruit AA (Senqu Rural) (Destination) - From authorized Thornhill Rank, along R61 to Queenstown, along N6 via Aliwal North to Rouxville, along R26 via Wepener, Bethlehem, Frankfort, Vanderbilpark, Vereeniging and Alberton to authorized Germiston Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - From authorized Thornhill Rank, along R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl, join R300, join N2 to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Origin), Ceres (Destination) - From authorized Thornhill Rank, along R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Touwsriver, join R46 to authorized Ceres Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Origin), Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - From the 11-interlinked villages within Ntabathemba, along unmarked gravel roads to Thornhill Rank and return.
1) AOECCHLB93724 2) SINGILIZWE SYDNEY JONGQO 3) P.O. BOX 341, CALA, CALA, 5455 Xalanga Taxi Association
4) 1 x 14 (Seating) 5) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service
7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrchdchar002(3100BC3100BC00132877) The conveyance of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Lady Frere to points within RSA and return back

1) AOECCHLB93725 2) KOLISWA FAKU 3) BOX 341, CALA, CALA, 5455 Xalanga Taxi Association
4) not available 5) 1 x 14 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1. Cala (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrchd235(31002G4209SS10046264) From Cala Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6 via Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 via Port Elizabeth, Mosselbay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.
7.1.1.2. Cala (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrchd236(31002G4209SS10046265) From Cala Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6 via Stutterheim, join N1 bypassing Bloemfontein via Kroonstad and Vanderbijlpark to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.
7.1.1.3. Cala (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrchd237(31002G12059J10046266) From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Aliwal North, along N6 to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.
7.1.1.4. Cala (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrchd238(31002G12059J10046267) From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Aliwal North, along N6, join N1 bypassing Bloemfontein via Kroonstad and Vanderbijlpark to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.
7.1.1.5. Cala (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrchd239(31002G31004H10046262) From Cala Rank, along R396 to Dordrecht Rank and return.
7.1.1.6. Cala (Origin), Indwe (Destination) - ecbrchd240(31002G31008110046261) From Cala Rank, along R396, join secondary road to Indwe, along R56 to Dordrecht Rank and return.
7.1.1.7. Cala (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrchd231(31002G3100BC10046260) From Cala Rank, along R396, join secondary road to Indwe, along R56 to Dordrecht Rank and return.
7.1.1.8. Cala (Origin), Engcobo (Destination) - ecbrchd241(31002G31005010046259) From Cala Rank, along R396, join unmarked road via Cala Pass to Engcobo and return.
7.1.1.9. Cala (Origin), Tsomo (Destination) - ecbrchd242(31002G3100L210046252) From Cala Rank, along R396, join unmarked gravel road, along R56 to Tsomo and return.
7.1.1.10. Cala (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrchd243(31002G31003910046251) From Cala Rank, along R396, join unmarked gravel road, along R56 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.
7.1.1.1 Cala (Origin), Elliot (Destination) - ecbrcchd226(31002G31005400046249)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot Rank and return.

1) A OECCHLB93727 2) Vatiswa Victoria Sisusa 58071407700853) P.O BOX 219, CALA, CALA, 5455
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 15 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service
7.1.1.1. Cala (Origin), Elliot (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar006(31002G31002G00133781)The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Xalanga municipality to points within RSA and return back, no passengers to be picked up on the route

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Johannesburg) (Destination) - ecbrcch510(3100M01000Z710138491)From authorized Whittlesea rank along R67 join R61 towards Queenstown and join N6 towards James town, Alwal North, Rouxville, Smithfield, Reddersburg, bypass Bloemfontein join N1 towards Kroonstad to authorized rank in Johannesburg ONL off-loading WITHOUT loading enroute and return the same route backwards

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Queenstown Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcd511(30012K3100M000138503)From authorized Whittlesea rank joining R61 to authorized Queenstown rank off-loading and loading passengers on designated taxi stops enroute to the destination and return the same route backwards WITHOUT Loading enroute.

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Queenstown Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcd512(3001DU31009P10138505)From authorized Whittlesea rank, along R67 join R345 towards Carthcart turn right and join N6 towards Stutterheim turn right and join R346 to authorized King William's Town rank ONLY off-loading passengers on demarcated taxi stops WITHOUT loading enroute to the destination and return the same route backwards

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrcchd215(3100MO31000MO00046238)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 to Sada and Ekuphumleni and return.

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd216(3100MO31008CB10046239)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R61 to Queenstown, along R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd217(3100MO31002F10046240)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R345 to Cathcart, along R351, join R61 via Tsomo and Nqamakwe, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd218(3100MO31004U10046241)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R345 to Cathcart, along R61 via Tsonoro and Nqamakwe, join N2 to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Fort Beaufort (Destination) - ecbrcchd219(3100MO31005Q10046242)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 to authorized Fort Beaufort Rank and return.

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Grahamstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd220(3100MO31006E10046243)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 via Fort Beaufort, join N2 to authorized Grahamstown Rank and return.

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd222(3100MO41006410046244)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R81 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd221(3100MO41006410046245)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 via Fort Beaufort, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.
7.1.1.1 Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd223(3100MO4200SSS10046246)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 towards George, join N2 towards Mosselbay, Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank ONLY off-loading on demarcated taxi stops WITHOUT loading and return the same route backwards.

7.1.1.1 Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd224(3100MO3100LL10046247)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R345 to Cathcart, join R351, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd225(3100MO3100LL10046248)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R345 to Cathcart, along R351, join Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

1) AOECCHLB93732 2) LUBABALO DE VILLIERS BUNU 8406125982083 4) not available New OL 6) 1 x 6 (Seating)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.1. Charter service

7.1.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar003(3100HT3100HT00132880)The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Lukhanji municipality to points within RSA and return back

1) AOECCHLB93736 2) T Jam-Jam 6304035769082 4) not available New OL 6) 1 x 16 (Seating)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.1. Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1.1. Cala (Origin), Engcobo (Destination) - ecbrcchd230(310022G31005D10046259)From Cala Rank, along R396, join unmarked road via Cala Pass to Engcobo and return.

7.1.1.2. Cala (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd234(310022G4209SSS10046263)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6 via Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 via Port Elizabeth, Mosselbay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.3. Cala (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd235(310022G4209SSS10046264)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Cala (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd236(310022G12059J10046265)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Alwal North, along N6, join N1 bypassing Bloemfontein via Kroonstad and Vanderbijlpark to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.5. Cala (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd237(310022G12059J10046266)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Alwal North, along N6 to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theuniszen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Cala (Origin), Tsomo (Destination) - ecbrcchd229(310022G31002L10046252)From Cala Rank, along R396, join unmarked road, join R51 to Tsomo and return.

7.1.1.7. Cala (Origin), Elliot (Destination) - ecbrcchd226(310022G31002L10046249)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Cala (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd231(310022G31002L10046260)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Lady 3
Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Cala (Origin), Indwe (Destination) - ecbrcchd232(31002G31008I10046261)From Cala Rank, along R396, join secondary road to Indwe Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Cala (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd233(31002G31004H10046262)From Cala Rank, along R396, join secondary road to Indwe, along R56 to Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service
7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar002(3100BC3100BC00132877)The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Lady Frere to points within RSA and return back

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1. Molteno (Origin), Mdantsane (East London) (Destination) - ecbrcchd095(3100E53204I10046082)From Molteno Rank, along R56, join R397 via Sterkstroom, along N6 to Stutterheim, along R346 to King Williams Town Rank, along N2 to Fort Jackson turn-off, along Mdantsane Access Road to authorized Mdantsane Rank and return.

7.1.1.2. Molteno (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd094(3100E531009P10046081)From Molteno Rank, along R56, join R397 via Sterkstroom, along N6 to Stutterheim, along R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.3. Molteno (Origin), Durban Metro (Destination) - ecbrcchd093(3100E521004R10046080)From Molteno Rank, along R56 via Dordrecht, along R396 via Maclear and Tsolo, join N2 via Mount Frere, join R56 via Umzimkulu to Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Molteno (Origin), Matatiele (Destination) - ecbrcchd092(3100E52100D510046079)From Molteno Rank, along R56 via Dordrecht, along R396 via Maclear and Tsolo, join N2, along R56 via Kokstad to Matatiele Rank and return.

7.1.1.5. Molteno (Origin), Matatiele (Destination) - ecbrcchd091(3100E52100D610046078)From Molteno Rank, along R56 via Dordrecht and Elliot to Matatiele Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Molteno (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd090(3100E53100L110046077)From Molteno Rank, along R56, along R397 via Sterkstroom, join N6 via Queenstown, join R61 via Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Molteno (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd089(3100E512059J10046076)From Molteno Rank, along R397 to Burgersdorp, along R58 to Aliwal North, along N6 via Rouxville, join N1 bypassing Bloemfontein via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Molteno (Origin), Rustenburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd088(3100E56100IN10046075)From Molteno Rank, along R397 to Burgersdorp, along R58 to Aliwal North, along N6 via Rouxville to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Welkom and Klerksdorp
and Ventersdorp to authorized Rustenburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.9 Molteno (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrchd087(3100E571000MF10046074)From Molteno Rank, along R397 to Burgersdorp, along R58 to Aliwal North, along N6 via Rouxville to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Virginia to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Molteno (Origin), Kimberley (Destination) - ecbrchd086(3100E591009M10046073)From Molteno Rank, along R397 to Burgersdorp, along R58 to Aliwal North, along N6 via Rouxville to Bloemfontein, join R48 to authorized Kimberley Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Molteno (Origin), Bloemfontein (Destination) - ecbrchd085(3100E571001G10046072)From Molteno Rank, along R397 to Burgersdorp, along R58 to Aliwal North, along N6 via Rouxville to authorized Bloemfontein Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Molteno (Origin), Saldanha Bay Rural (Destination) - ecbrchd084(3100E541001T10046071)From Molteno Rank, along R56, R397 via Sterkstroom, along N6 to Queenstown, along R61 via Cradock, along N9, join R397 via Middelburg, join N1 via Beaufort West to Paarl, join R44 via Wellington, along R46 and R45 via Malmesbury, join R27 to Saldanha Bay Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Molteno (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrchd083(3100E54209SS10046070)From Molteno Rank, along R56, join N9 via Graaff Reinet to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, join N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Molteno (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrchd082(3100E54100EE10046069)From Molteno Rank, along R56 via Steynsburg, along N6 via Graaff Reinet, join N12 to George, along N2 to authorized Mossel Bay Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Molteno (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrchd081(3100E541006410046068)From Molteno Rank, along R56 via Steynsburg, along N6 via Graaff Reinet, join N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Molteno (Origin), Plettenberg Bay Rural (Destination) - ecbrchd080(3100E54100H71004606)From Molteno Rank, along R56, join R397 via Sterkstroom, along N6 to Queenstown, along R61, join R397 via Fort Beaufort, join N2 via Port Elizabeth, join R340 to authorized Plettenberg Bay Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Molteno (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrchd079(3100E531006E510046062)From Molteno Rank, along R56 via Steynsburg, join R390 via Hofmeyr to Cradock, along N16 via Paterson, along N2 to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Molteno (Origin), Grahamstown (Destination) - ecbrchd078(3100E53100K110046060)From Molteno Rank, along R56, join N6 to Aliwal North, along R58, join R392 to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Molteno (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrchd077(3100E53100E500046060)From Molteno Rank, along R56, join N6 to Aliwal North, along R58, join R392 to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Molteno (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrchd076(3100E53100MO10046059)From Molteno Rank, along R56, join R397 via Sterkstroom, along N6 to Queenstown, along R61, join R397 via Fort Beaufort, join N2 to authorized Grahamstown Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Molteno (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrchd075(3100E53100HT10046058)From Molteno Rank, along R56, join R397 via Sterkstroom, along N6 to authorized Queenstown Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Molteno (Origin), Molteno (Destination) - ecbrchd074(3100E53100EM00046056)From Molteno Rank to Nomonde (Mdantsane Section), Nkuleleko, Old Township, Chris Hanu, Phumulani, Khayamandla, Phelandaba, "J" Section, "E" Section, "B" Section, Dennekrun and Graham Street and return.

7.1.1.2 Molteno (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrchd073(3100E53100EO10046055)From Molteno Rank/Railway Station to any point within the magisterial district of Molteno and return.

7.1.1.2 Molteno (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrchd072(3100E53100EU10046054)From Molteno Rank, along R56, join R397 via Sterkstroom, along N6 via Queenstown and Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Molteno (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrchd071(3100E53100EO10046053)From Molteno Rank, along R56, join R397 via Sterkstroom, along N6 via Queenstown, along R61, join R397 to Fort Beaufort, along R63 to King Williams Town Rank, along N2 authorized East London Rank and return.
6) Proposed List of Routes

7.1. Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1. Cofimvaba (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcud122(S1000393100NP10047009) From Cofimvaba taxi rank join T61 and N6 to Cathcart, Seymour, Fort Beaufort, Grahamstown join N2 to Port Elizabeth and return on the same route with passengers.

7.1.2. Cofimvaba (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcud121(S10003931009P10047008) From Cofimvaba taxi rank join R61 and N6 to Cathcart, Stutterheim to King William’s town and return.

7.1.3. Cofimvaba (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcud120(S10003931002F10047009) From Cofimvaba taxi rank join R61 and T36 to Tsomo, NNdabakazi to Butterworth and return.

7.1.4. Cofimvaba (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcud119(S10003931004U10047008) From Cofimvaba taxi rank join R61 and T36 to Tsomo, Ngqamakwe, NNdabakazi, join N2 to Kei River to East London and return.

7.1.5. Cofimvaba (Origin), Pretoria (Destination) - ecbrcud118(S1000391100HM10047004) From Cofimvaba taxi rank join R61 and N6 to Queenstown, Jamestown AliwalNorth, Rouxville, Smithfield, Reedsburg, Bloemfontein, Welkom, Orkney, Klerksdorp, Rustenburg, join N1 to Johannesburg, Kroonstad, Parys, Vereeniging, Sasol, Pretoria and return.

7.1.6. Cofimvaba (Origin), Durban Metro (Destination) - ecbrcud117(S10003921004R10047003) From Cofimvaba taxi rank join R61 to Ngcobo, Umthatha, join N2 via Tsolo to Qumbu, Mt Frere, Mt‘Ayliff, Kokstad, Umsimkhulu join R56 to Durban.

7.1.7. Cofimvaba (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcud116(S1000394209SS10047003) Taxi passengers and their personal effects from Cofimvaba taxi rank join R61 and N6 to Queenstown, Tarkastad, Craddock, Graafreinet join N9 to Aberdeen, Beaufort West, Langeen, Laimburg, Tourism, Deperence, Worcester, Paarl, Khayelitsha, Langa, Gugulethu, Nyanga, Capetown and return the same route.

1) AOECCHLB93742 2) NODASEPHI CONSTANCE SANDLANA 3) 1512 ZONE 2, EZIBELENI, EZIBELENI, 5326 4809040680084
4) not available 5) 1 x 15 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1. Charter service

7.1.1. Cala (Origin), Cala (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar006(S10002G31002G00133781) The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Xalanga municipality to points within RSA and return back, no passengers to be picked up on the route.

1) AOECCHLB93756 2) LUYOLO WAXA 9302045394088 3) P.O BOX 1179, QUEENSTOWN, QUEENSTOWN, 5320
4) not available 5) 1 x 6 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1. Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1. Charter service

7.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar003(S1000HT310000HT000132880) The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Lukhanji municipality to points within RSA and return back.

1) AOECCHLB93757 2) ZIXOLISILE ZWELINJANI 7209015669088 3) QUEENSTOWN, QUEENSTOWN, 5320
4) not available 5) 1 x 14 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1. Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1. Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd131(S1000HT4209SS10046143) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Craddock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.
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7.1.1.2. Queenstown (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrcchd111(3100HT3100MO00046122)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R67 to authorized Whittlesea Rank and return.

7.1.1.3. Queenstown (Origin), Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd110(3100HT3200U10046121)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Thornhill Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Queenstown (Origin), Ilinge (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized Queenstown rank, along N6 to Lessyton, Ezibeleni and Ilinge and return.

7.1.1.5. Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd108(3100HT3100HT00046119)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along Victoria Road to Mlungisi and return.

7.1.1.6. Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Queenstown (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd113(3100HT31002F10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Ngamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Queenstown (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrcchd114(3100HT3100KJ10046125)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Tarkastad and return.

7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchd115(3100HT31003H10046126)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 via Tarkastad to Cradock and return.

7.1.1.10. Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd116(3100HT3100PH10046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Queenstown (Origin), Mdantsane (East London) (Destination) - ecbrcchd117(3100HT3204W10046128)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 to authorized Mdantsane Rank and return.

7.1.1.12. Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT3100U10046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.13. Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.14. Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd120(3100HT3100H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.15. Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K210046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.16. Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.17. Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(3100HT31002C10046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.18. Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.19. Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd125(3100HT41006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.20. Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd126(3100HT41006410046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.21. Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd127(3100HT4100EE10046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.22. Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd128(3100HT4100EE10046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.
7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd129(3100HT4209SS10046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to George, along N2 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to George, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Starkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd132(3100HT3100K110046144)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Jamestown to Aliwal North, along R58, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Starkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(3100HT7100MF10046145)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Alivai North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT12059J10046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Alivai North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd135(3100HT12059J10046148)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Alivai North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd136(3100HT3100L110046149)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Alivai North to Bloemfontein, along R61 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd138(3100HT2206LS10046161)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Coffinvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umzimkulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Cala (Origin), Cala (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar006(31002G31002G00133781)The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Xalanga municipality to points within RSA and return back, no passengers to be picked up on the route

7.1.1.1. Minibus taxi-type service

1) AOECCHLB93785 2) SIBULELO SIBHOZO 7203236204080 3) 78 STRELIA STREET, QUEESSVIEW, QUEENSTOWN, 5329 WHITTLESEA UNCEDO SERVICE TAXI ASSOCIATION

4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 21 (Seating)

Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

1) AOECCHLB93785 2) SIBULELO SIBHOZO 7203236204080 3) 78 STRELIA STREET, QUEESSVIEW, QUEENSTOWN, 5329 WHITTLESEA UNCEDO SERVICE TAXI ASSOCIATION

4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 21 (Seating)

Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)
7.1.1.2. Whittlesea (Uncedo) (Origin), Queenstown Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcchd511(30012K3100MO00138503)From authorized Whittlesea rank joining R61 to authorized Queenstown rank off-loading and loading passengers on designated taxi stops enroute to the destination and return the same route backwards WITHOUT Loading enroute.

7.1.1.3. Whittlesea (Uncedo) (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd512(3001DU31009P10138505)From authorized Whittlesea rank, along R67 join R345 towards Cathcart turn right and join N6 towards Stutterheim turn right and join R346 to authorized King William's Town rank ONLY off-loading passengers on demarcated taxi stops WITHOUT loading enroute to the destination and return the same route backwards.

7.1.1.4. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrcchd215(3100MO3100MO00046238)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 to Sada and Ekuphumleni and return.

7.1.1.5. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd216(3100MO3100BC10046239)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R345 to Cathcart, along R351, join R61 via Tsomo and Nqamakwe, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd217(3100MO31004U10046240)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R345 to Cathcart, along N6, join Northeast Expressway to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Fort Beaufort (Destination) - ecbrcchd219(3100MO31005Q10046242)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 to Fort Beaufort Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Grahamstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd220(3100MO31006E10046243)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 via Fort Beaufort, join N2 to authorized Grahamstown Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd221(3100MO41006410046244)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 via Fort Beaufort, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.10. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd222(3100MO41006410046245)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 via Fort Beaufort, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd223(3100MO31003H10046246)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 towards George, join N2 towards Mosselbay, Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank ONLY off-loading on demarcated taxi stops WITHOUT loading and return the same route backwards.

7.1.1.12. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd224(3100MO31004U10046247)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R345 to Cathcart, join R351, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, along N2, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.13. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd225(3100MO3100L110046248)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R345 to Cathcart, along R351, join R61 via Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

1) AOECHL93786 2) MK Marks 5411165713086 3) 36 Gala Street, Lingelihle, Cradock, 5881 Cradock
4) not available New OL
5) 1 x 15 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1. Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1. Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcwd063(31003H31003H00045367)From Sikulu and Eluxolweni junction into Sikulu Str, into Mnetyanya Str into Ernest Tali Str into Eluxolweni Str into Bantom Str, Michausdal; turn into Main Str onto R61 road; turn into Hospital Str into Voortrekker rd into Adderley Str into Victoria Str into Beeren Str taxi rank and return via the same route.

7.1.1.2. Cradock (Origin), East London Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcwd066(31003H30012M110045423)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni str onto N10 then onto R63 via Bedford, Adelaide, Fort Beaufort, Alice, Middledrift proceed to
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Dimbaza Shopping Centre (pick Up & drop off) proceed to Uncedo taxi rank in Buffalo Str, King William's Town (pick up & drop off) and proceed to Uncedo taxi rank in Buffalo Str, East London (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.3. Cradock (Origin), Siwalala Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcwd067(31003H30014110045424)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank, into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 then onto R61 via Tarkastad, Queenstown, Cofimvaba, Tsomo, Ngqamakwe onto N2 via Idutywa to Madeira taxi rank, Umtata (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.4. Cradock (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcwd068(31003H3100NP10045425)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank, into Eluxolweni Str onto N10, pass Cookhouse, Middleton, Paterson then join N2 pass Motherwell to Njoli Square taxi rank, Kwazakhele, Port Elizabeth (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

Or From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank, into Eluxolweni Str onto N10, pass Cookhouse, Middleton, Paterson then join N2 onto M4 into Strand St to Norwich taxi rank, Port Elizabeth (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.5. Cradock (Origin), Graaff-Reinet (Destination) - ecbrcwd069(31003H31006B10045426)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank, into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 to Cookhouse taxi rank (pick up & drop off) proceed to R32 to Goodhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.6. Cradock (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcwd070(31003H3100K310045427)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank join the R390 to Hofmeyr, opposite the Post Office, Main Str (pick up & drop off) proceed to Niel Str taxi rank, Steynsburg (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.7. Cradock (Origin), Somerset East (Destination) - ecbrcwd071(31003H3100J10045428)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank onto N10 to Cookhouse taxi rank (pick up & drop off) onto R63 to Charles Str taxi rank, Somerset East (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.8. Cradock (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcwd072(31003H41006410045429)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 join R61 to Goodhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off), join N9 pass Aberdeen, Willowmore, Uniondale to Uncedo taxi rank at Cradock Str, George (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.9. Cradock (Origin), Khayelitsha (Khayelitsha) (Destination) - ecbrcwd073(31003H42000910045430)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 join R61 to Goodhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off), join N9 pass Aberdeen, proceed via Beaufort West, join the N1 via Langsberg, Worcester, to Trek taxi rank, Khayelitsha, Cape Town (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.10. Cradock (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcwd085(31003H3100HT10045430)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 join R61 to Goodhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off), join N9 pass Aberdeen, proceed via Beaufort West, join the N1 via Langsberg, Worcester, to Trek taxi rank, Khayelitsha, Cape Town (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

1) AOECCHLB93787 2) MK Marks 5411165713086 3) 36 Gala Street, Lingelihle, Cradock, 5861 Cradock
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 15 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1. Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcwd063(31003H31003H00045367)From Sikulu Str into Ntlenyana Str into Ernest Talli Str into Eluxolweni Str into Bantom Str, Michausdal; turn into Main Str onto R61 road; turn into Hospital Str into Voortrekker rd into Adderley Str into Victoria Str into Beeren Str taxi rank and return via the same route.

7.1.1.2. Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcwd064(31003H31003H00045368)From Beeren Str taxi rank into Church Str into Stockenroom Str into Hospital Str (N1, Port Elizabeth Rd) onto R61 (Queenstown Rd) into Main Str, Michausdal into Kudu Str into Steenbok Str into Sharon Str into Bantom Str over to Eluxolweni Str into Ernest Talli Rd and U-turn straight up Ernest Tall Str into Ntlenyana Str into Sikulu Str, U-turn at the junction of Sikulu Str straight back to Sikulu Str into Ntlenyana Str into Kwezi Str into Siyabusela Str into Sikulu Str into Stockenroom Str into Market Str into Adderley Str into Victoria Str up to Beeren Str taxi rank.
7.1.1.3. Cradock (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcwd065(31003H3100HT10045369)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni str onto N1 turn onto R61 via Main Str,Tarka Garage, Tarkastad (pick up & drop off) proceed to Komani Str taxi rank, Queenstown (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.4. Cradock (Origin), East London Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcwd066(31003H30012M10045423)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni str onto N10 then onto R63 via Bedford, Adelaide, Port Beaufort, Alice, Middledrift proceed to Dimbaza Shopping Centre (pick Up & drop off) proceed to Uncedo taxi rank in Buffalo Str, King William’s Town (pick up & drop off) and proceed to Uncedo taxi rank in Buffalo Str, East London (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.5. Cradock (Origin), Siwalala Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcwd067(31003H30014110045424)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank, into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 then onto R61 via Tarka, Queenstown, Cofimvaba, Tsomo, Ngqamakwe onto N2 via Idutywa to Madeira taxi rank, Umtata (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.6. Cradock (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcwd068(31003H3100NP10045425)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank, into Eluxolweni Str onto N10, pass Cookhouse, Middleton, Paterson then join N9 pass Motherwell to Njoli Square taxi rank, Kwazakhele, Port Elizabeth (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.7. Cradock (Origin), Graaff-Reinet (Destination) - ecbrcwd069(31003H31006B10045426)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank, into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 and join R32 pass Baroda and Fish River to Middelburg, opposite Post Office (pick up & drop off) U-turn and onto the R32 to Goedhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.8. Cradock (Origin), Somerset East (Destination) - ecbrcwd070(31003H3100J110045428)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank onto N10 to Cookhouse taxi rank (pick up & drop off) onto R63 to Charles Str taxi rank, Somerset East (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.9. Cradock (Origin), Khayelitsha (Destination) - ecbrcwd071(31003H3100K310045427)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 join R61 to Goedhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off), join N9 pass Aberdeen, Willowmore, Uniondale to Uncedo taxi rank at Cradock Str, George (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.10. Cradock (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcwd072(31003H41006410045429)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 join R61 to Goedhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off), join N9 pass Aberdeen, Willaden, Uniondale to Uncedo taxi rank at Cradock Str, George (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

1) AOECCHLB93789 2) 36 Gala Street, Lingelihle, Cradock, 5881 Cradock 3) 36 Gala Street, Lingelihle, Cradock, 5881 Cradock
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 15 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

1.) Proposed List of Routes

1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

1.1.1. Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcwd083(31003H31003H00045367)From Sikulu and Eluxolweni junction into Sikulu Str, into Ntunayana Str into Ernest Tall Str into Eluxolweni Str into Bantom Str, Michaudsal; turn into Main Str onto R61 road; turn into Hospital Str into Voortrekker rd into Adderley Str into Victoria Str into Beeren Str taxi rank and return via the same route.

1.1.2. Cradock (Origin), Church Str into Stockenstrom Str into Hospital Str (N1, Port Elizabeth Rd) onto R61 (Queenstown Rd) into Main Str, Michaudsal into Kudu Str into Steenbok Str into Sharon Str into Bantom Str over to Eluxolweni Str into Ernest Tall Rd and U-turn straight up Ernest Tall Str into Ntunayana Str into Sikulu Str, U-turn at the junction of Sikulu Str straight back to Sikulu Str into Ntunayana Str into Kwezi Str into Siyabulela Str into Sikula Str into Stockenstrom Str into Market Str into Adderley Str into Victoria St up to Beeren Str taxi rank.

1.1.3. Cradock (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcwd065(31003H3100HT10045369)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Victoria Str up to Beeren Str taxi rank.
7.1.1.4. Cradock (Origin), East London Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcw066(31003H320012M10045423)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 then onto R63 via Bedford, Adelaide, Fort Beaufort, Alice. Middledrift proceed to Dimbaza Shopping Centre (pick up & drop off) proceed to Uncedo taxi rank in Buffalo Str, King William's Town (pick up & drop off) and proceed to Uncedo taxi rank in Buffalo Str, East London (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.5. Cradock (Origin), Siwalala Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcw067(31003H300014110045424)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank, into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 then onto R61 via Tarkastad, Queenstown, Cofimvaba, Tsomo, Ngqamakwe onto N2 via Iduywa to Madeira taxi rank, Umtata (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.6. Cradock (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcw068(31003H3100NP10045425)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank, into Eluxolweni Str onto N10, pass Cookhouse, Middleton, Paterson then join N2 onto M4 into Strand Str to Norwich taxi rank, Port Elizabeth (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.7. Cradock (Origin), Graaff-Reinet (Destination) - ecbrcw070(31003H31006B10045426)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 and join R32 pass Baroda and Fish River to Middelburg, opposite Post Office (pick up & drop off) U-turn and onto the R32 to Goedhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.8. Cradock (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcw072(31003H41006410045427)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank join the R390 to Hofmeyr, opposite the Post Office, Main Str (pick up & drop off) proceed to Niel Str taxi rank, Steynsburg (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.9. Cradock (Origin), Khayelitsha (Khayelitsha) (Destination) - ecbrcw073(31003H4200P910045430)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 join R61 to Goedhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off), join N9 pass Aberdeen, Willowmore, Uniondale to Uncedo taxi rank at Cradock Str, George (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service
7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar007(3100HT3100HT00133837)The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Queenstown to points within RSA and return with the same
7.1.1.2. Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchdbus036(3100HT31003910166925)The conveyence of bus passengers and their personal effects from Queenstown via N6 and R61 to Cofimvaba and return along the same route in the opposite direction.

7.1.2.) Bus-type-service
7.1.2.1. Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchdbus036(3100HT31003910166925)The conveyence of bus passengers and their personal effects from Queenstown via N6 and R61 to Cofimvaba and return along the same route in the opposite direction.

1) AOECCHLB93798 2) Elegant Line Trading 257 cc. Null 3) 28 GREY STREET, QUEENSTOWN, QUEENSOWN, Z050379110012 4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 21 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

1) AOECCHLB93806 2) Enoch Mxolisi Mbontsi 5501295713087 3) 56 ELUXOLWENI TOWNSHIP, HOFMEYER, HOFMEYER, 5930 4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 32 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)
7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service
7.1.1.1. Hofmeyer (Origin), Hofmeyer (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar014(31007Z31007Z00135999) The conveyance of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from from Hofmeyer to points within RSA and return back.

1) AOECCHLB93807 2) Enoch Mxolisi Mbontsi 5501295713087 3) 58 ELUXOLWENI TOWNSHIP, HOFMEYER, HOFMEYER, 5930 4) not available 5) 1 x 21 (Seating) 6) New OL Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service
7.1.1.1. Hofmeyer (Origin), Hofmeyer (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar014(31007Z31007Z00135999) The conveyance of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from from Hofmeyer to points within RSA and return back.

1) AOECCHLB93809 2) Enoch Mxolisi Mbontsi 5501295713087 3) 58 ELUXOLWENI TOWNSHIP, HOFMEYER, HOFMEYER, 5930 4) not available 5) 1 x 37 (Seating) 6) New OL Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service
7.1.1.1. Hofmeyer (Origin), Hofmeyer (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar014(31007Z31007Z00135999) The conveyance of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from from Hofmeyer to points within RSA and return back.

1) AOECCHLB93811 2) Enoch Mxolisi Mbontsi 5501295713087 3) 58 ELUXOLWENI TOWNSHIP, HOFMEYER, HOFMEYER, 5930 4) not available 5) 1 x 14 (Seating) 6) New OL Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service
7.1.1.1. Hofmeyer (Origin), Hofmeyer (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar014(31007Z31007Z00135999) The conveyance of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from from Hofmeyer to points within RSA and return back.

1) AOECCHLB93812 2) Enoch Mxolisi Mbontsi 5501295713087 3) 58 ELUXOLWENI TOWNSHIP, HOFMEYER, HOFMEYER, 5930 4) not available 5) 1 x 16 (Seating) 6) New OL Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service
7.1.1.1. Hofmeyer (Origin), Hofmeyer (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar014(31007Z31007Z00135999) The conveyance of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from from Hofmeyer to points within RSA and return back.

1) AOECCHLB93814 2) Enoch Mxolisi Mbontsi 5501295713087 3) 58 ELUXOLWENI TOWNSHIP, HOFMEYER, HOFMEYER, 5930 4) not available 5) 1 x 32 (Seating) 6) New OL Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service
7.1.1.1. Hofmeyer (Origin), Hofmeyer (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar014(31007Z31007Z00135999) The conveyance of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from from Hofmeyer to points within RSA and return back.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
7.1. Proposed List of Routes

7.1. Charter service

7.1.1. Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar009(31003H31003H00135990)The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Cradock to points within RSA and return back. No passengers to be picked up on the route.

7.1.1.1. Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1.1. Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcw063(31003H31003H00045367)From Sikulu and Eluxolweni junction into Sikulu Str, into Nitneteyna Str into Ernest Tall Str into Eluxolweni Str into Bantom Str, Michausdal; turn into Main Str onto R61 road; turn into Hospital Str into Voortrekker rd into Adderley Str into Victoria Str into Beeren Str taxi rank and return via the same route.

7.1.1.1.2. Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcw064(31003H31003H00045368)From Beeren Str taxi rank into Church Str into Stockenstroom Str into Hospital Str (N1, Port Elizabeth Rd) onto R61 (Queenstown Rd) into Main Str, Michausdal into Kudu Str into Steenbok Str into Sharon Str into Bantom Str over to Eluxolweni Str into Ernest Tall Rd and U-turn straight up Ernest Tall Str into Nitneteyna Str into Sikulu Str, U-turn at the junction of Sikulu Str straight back to Sikulu Str into Nitneteyna Str into Kwezi Str into Siyabulela Str into Sikulu Str into Stockenstroom Str into Market Str into Adderley Str into Victoria Str up to Beeren Str taxi rank.

7.1.1.1.3. Cradock (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcw065(31003H3100HT10045369)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N1 turn onto R61 via Main Str; Tarka Garage, Tarkastad (pick up & drop off) proceed to Komani Str taxi rank, Queenstown (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.1.4. Cradock (Origin), East London Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcw066(31003H31003H00045366)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Church Str into Stockenstroom Str into Hospital Str (N1, Port Elizabeth Rd) onto R61 (Queenstown Rd) into Main Str, Michausdal into Kudu Str into Steenbok Str into Sharon Str into Bantom Str over to Eluxolweni Str into Ernest Tall Rd and U-turn straight up Ernest Tall Str into Nitneteyna Str into Sikulu Str, U-turn at the junction of Sikulu Str straight back to Sikulu Str into Nitneteyna Str into Kwezi Str into Siyabulela Str into Sikulu Str into Stockenstroom Str into Market Str into Adderley Str into Victoria Str up to Beeren Str taxi rank.

7.1.1.1.5. Cradock (Origin), Siwalala Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcw067(31003H3100HT10045369)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 then onto R61 via Tarkastad, Queenstown, Cofimvaba, Tsomo, Ngqamakwe onto N2 via Idutywa to Madeira taxi rank, Umlata (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.1.6. Cradock (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcw068(31003H31003H00045429)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10, pass Cookhouse, Middleton, Paterson then join N2 pass Motherwell to Njoli Square taxi rank, Kwazuluhule, Port Elizabeth (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.1.7. Cradock (Origin), Graaff-Reinet (Destination) - ecbrcw069(31003H310061B10045426)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 and join R32 pass Baroda and Fish River to Middelburg, opposite Post Office (pick up & drop off) U-turn and onto the R32 to Goedhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.1.8. Cradock (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcw070(31003H31003H00045427)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank join the R390 to Hofmeyr, opposite the Post Office, Main Str (pick up & drop off) proceed to Niel St taxi rank, Steynsburg (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.1.9. Cradock (Origin), Somerset East (Destination) - ecbrcw071(31003H31003H00045428)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank onto N10 to Cookhouse taxi rank (pick up & drop off) onto R63 to Charles Str taxi rank, Somerset East (pick up & drop off)
and return via the same route.

7.1.1.1 Cradock (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcw072(31003H41006410045429)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10, join R61 to Goedhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off), join N9 pass Aberdeen, Willowmore, Uniondale to Uncedo taxi rank at Cradock Str, George (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.1 Cradock (Origin), Khayelitsha (Khayelitsha) (Destination) - ecbrcw073(31003H4200P910045430)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10, join R61 to Goedhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off), join N9 pass Aberdeen, proceed via Beaufort West, join the N1 via Laingsburg, Worcester, to Trek taxi rank, Khayelitsha, Cape Town (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

1) AOECCHLB93818 2) Khanyiso Welcome Bobelo 7702085342081
4) not available
6)
Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service
7.1.1.1. Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchw009(31003H31003H00135990)The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Cradock to points within RSA and return. No passengers to be picked up on the route.

1) AOECCHLB93819 2) Bulelani S Hantibi 7011165977083
4) not available
6)
Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1. Illegae Taxi Rank (Origin), Queenstown Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcchw030(3001BS30012K00148392)From Queenstown Illegae Taxi rank to local areas
7.1.1.2. Illegae Taxi Rank (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchw032(3001BS3100NP10148393)From Queenstown Illegae Taxi Rank turn left towards Whittlesea, Seymour, Fort Beaufort turn left towards Grahamstown join N2 to Port Elizabeth and return the same route. (off-loading without loading enroute)
7.1.1.3. Illegae (Queenstown) (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchw035(320AGM12059J10046013)From authorized Illegae Rank, along unmarked road, join N6 via Aliwal North, join N1 bypassing Bloemfontein via Kroonstad to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.
7.1.1.4. Illegae (Queenstown) (Origin), Bloemfontein (Destination) - ecbrcchw034(320AGM71001G10046012)From authorized Illegae Rank, along unmarked road, join N6 via Queenstown and Aliwal North to authorized Bloemfontein Rank and return.
7.1.1.5. Illegae (Queenstown) (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchw033(320AGM4209SS10046010)From authorized Illegae Rank, along unmarked road, join R396 to Queenstown, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.
7.1.1.6. Illegae (Queenstown) (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchw032(320AGM4209SS10046011)From authorized Illegae Rank, along unmarked road, join R396 to Queenstown, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.
7.1.1.7. Illegae (Queenstown) (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchw031(320AGM3100NP10046009)From authorized Illegae Rank, along unmarked road, join R61, along N6 to Stutterheim, along R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 via Port Elizabeth and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.
7.1.1.8. Illegae (Queenstown) (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchw030(320AGM31002F10046008)From Illegae Rank, along R81 via Tsomo and Nqamakwe, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.
7.1.1.9. Illegae (Queenstown) (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchw022(320AGM31009P10046000)From authorized Illegae Rank, along R61, join N6 to Stutterheim, along R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
7.1.1.1 Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Macibini AA (Lukanji Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd021(320AGM3202LV00045999)From Hinge Rank, along unmarked gravel road to Machibini Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd020(320AGM3100HT00045998)From Hinge Rank, along unmarked gravel road, join N6 to authorized Queenstown Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd036(320AGM3100L110046014)From authorized Hinge Rank, join R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Engcobo (Destination) - ecbrcchd029(320AGM31005D10046007)From Hinge Rank, along R61 to Engcobo Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Qamata AA (Intsika Yethu Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd028(320AGM32048X10046006)From Hinge Rank, along R61 to Qamata Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Bolotwa (Destination) - ecbrcchd027(320AGM3100NY00046005)From Hinge Rank, along R61 to Bolotwa Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Swartwater (Emalahleni Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd026(320AGM320AG010046004)From Hinge Rank, along unmarked gravel road, join N6 to Queenstown, along R396, join R392 to Swartwater and return.

7.1.1.1 Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Gqebenye (Emalahleni Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd025(320AGM320AG010046003)From Hinge Rank, along R61 to Bolotwa, along unmarked gravel road, join R396 to Gqebenye and return.

7.1.1.1 Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd024(320AGM3100BC10046002)From Hinge Rank, along R61 to Bolotwa, along unmarked gravel road, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd023(320AGM3100U10046001)From authorized Hinge Rank, along R61, join N6 via Stutterheim, join North East Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Durban Metro (Destination) - ecbrcchd037(320AGM21004R10046015)From authorized Hinge Rank, join R61 via Engcobo to Umtata, along N2 via Port Shepstone to authorized Durban Rank and return.
7.1. Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.1. Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrchd115(3100HT31003H10046126)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 via Tarkastad to Cradock and return.

7.1.1.1.2. Queenstown (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrchd114(3100HT3100KJ10046125)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.3. Queenstown (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrchd113(3100HT31002F10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.4. Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.5. Queenstown (Origin), Ililng (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Lessyton, Ezibeleni and Ililng and return.

7.1.1.1.6. Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrchd108(3100HT3100HT00046119)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along Victoria Road to Mlungisi and return.

7.1.1.1.7. Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrchd123(3100HT31002C10046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.8. Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrchd112(3100HT31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), Hinge (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrchd109(3100HT320AGM00046121)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Lessyton, Ezibeleni and Hinge and return.

7.1.1.1.10. Queenstown (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrchd111(3100HT3100MO00046122)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R67 to authorized Whittlesea Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.11. Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrchd122(3100HT31009P10046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.12. Queenstown (Origin), Sterkstroom (Destination) - ecbrchd121(3100HT3100K210046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Sterkstroom Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.13. Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrchd120(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.14. Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R39 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.15. Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrchd118(3100HT31004J10046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.16. Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrchd116(3100HT31009P10046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.17. Queenstown (Origin), Mdantsane (East London) (Destination) - ecbrchd117(3100HT32041I10046128)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.18. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrchd131(3100HT4209SS10046143)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.19. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to
7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd129(3100HT4209SS10046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61, join R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Mossel bay (Destination) - ecbrcchd128(3100HT4100EE10046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Craddock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to George, along N2 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Mossel bay (Destination) - ecbrcchd127(3100HT4100EE10046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd125(3100HT41006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd138(3100HT2206LS10046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umzimkulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT12059J10046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the Ni and bypass Bloemfontein, along Ni via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd135(3100HT12059J10046148)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd136(3100HT3100L110046149)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Umtata Rank and return.
7.1.1.3. Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(3100HT7100MF100461143)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd135(3100HT12059J10046148)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.5. Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd137(3100HT3100LI10046150)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd132(3100HT3100K110046143)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Jamestown to Aliwal North, along R58, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd126(3100HT41006410046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd138(3100HT2206LS10046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umtata to Durban, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd125(3100HT41006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.10. Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd127(3100HT41006EE10046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd128(3100HT41006EE10046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to George, along N12 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.12. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd129(3100HT4209SS10046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.13. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to George, along N12 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.14. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd131(3100HT4209SS10046143)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Lamberts Bay and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.15. Queenstown (Origin), Mdantsane (East London) (Destination) - ecbrcchd117(3100HT32041W10046128)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N8 to authorized Mdantsane Rank and return.

7.1.1.16. Queenstown (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchd115(3100HT31003H10046126)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 via Tarkastad to Cradock and return.

7.1.1.17. Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd116(3100HT31009P10046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.18. Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT31004U10046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.19. Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.20. Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd120(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.21. Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K210046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.
7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrcchd111(3100HT3100MO00046122)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R67 to authorized Whittlesea Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd110(3100HT3200J10046121)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Thornhill Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(3100HT31002C10046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Ilinge (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized Queenstown rank, along N6 to Lessyton, Ezibeleni and Ilinge and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd108(3100HT3100HT00046119)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along Victoria Road to Mlungisi and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd108(3100HT3100HT00046119)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along Victoria Road to Mlungisi and return.

1) AOECCLB92306 2) ZWELENKOSI XIPU 7206056039080 3) P.O. BOX 1680, QUEENSTOWN, QUEENSTOWN, 5320 QUEENSTOWN UNCEDO TAXI ASSOCIATION
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 15 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

1) Proposed List of Routes
2) Minibus taxi-type service

1.1. Minibus taxi-type service

1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(3100HT31002C10046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Ilinge (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized Queenstown rank, along N6 to Lessyton, Ezibeleni and Ilinge and return.

1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd110(3100HT3200J10046121)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Thornhill Rank and return.

1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.
7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkstroom (Destination) - ecbrchd121(3100HT3100K210046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Sterkstroom Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrchd122(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Mollento to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrchd119(3100HT31004H10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrchd120(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrchd131(3100HT4209SS10046143)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrchd127(3100HT4100EE10046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Jamestown to Aliwal North, along R58, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrchd134(3100HT12059J10046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield,
7.1.1.2. Queensown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(31000HT7100MF10046145)From authorized Queensown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.3. Queensown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd135(3100HT12039J10046146)From authorized Queensown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Queensown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd136(3100HT3100L110046149)From authorized Queensown Rank, along N6, join R81, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

1) AOECLLB92612 2) Z M Mbobo 6208270923082
3) P. O. Box 1124, Lady Frere, Lady Frere, 5410 Lady Frere Taxi Association
4) not available
5) 1 x 13 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), Musina Rural (Destination) - ecbrcchd0650(3100BC5100EP10199027)From Lady Frere Taxi Rank join R396 via Queenstown, join N6 via Jamestown, Aliwal North, Rouxville, Smithfield, Reddersburg, Bloemfontein, or join N8 via Kimberley, join N1 via Venterburg, Kroonstad, or join R26 via Zastron, Wepener, join R702 via Dewetsdorp, or join R26 via Hobhouse, Twespruit, join R707 via Senekal, Petruske, Helbron, Vereening, Meyerfont, Alberton, Germiston, Britsburg, Benoni, Brakpan, Springs, Kempton Park, Tembisa, Sandton, Randburg, Krugersdorp, Randfontein, Johannesburg, Soweto, Westonaria, Carletonville, Rustenburg, or join R30 via Virginia, Welkom, Odendaelius, Bothaville, Orkney, Stillfontein, Kleiskop, Potchefstroom, Sasolburg, Sebokeng, Vaalpark, Lichtenburg, Swartruggens, Pretoria, or join R26 via Hobhouse, Lady Brand, Ficksburg, Fordsburg, Bethlehaim, Harrismith, Vrede, Standerton, Ermelo, join N17 via Bethal, Secunda, Middelburg, Johannesburg, join N4 via Komatsop, or join R392 via Dordrecht, Indwe, Cala, join R55 via Elliot, Ugie, Maclear, Mount Fletcher, Matatiele, Kokstad, or join R61 via Cofimvaba, Engcobo, or join R409 via Tsomo, join N2 via Butterworth, Idutywa, Umtata, Tsoio, Qumbu, Kokstad, join R65 via Umzimkulu, Harding, Port Shepstone, Richmond, Durban, Richmond, Riviera, Howick, Escourt, Ladysmith, or via Mdamba, Britz, Garankuwa, Mabopane, Themba, Warmbath, Madimolle, Polokwane, Mokopane to Musina and return either way.

7.1.1.2. Lady Frere Taxi Rank (Origin), Cape Town Taxi Rank (Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd0651(30014K4000WB10199034)From Lady Frere Taxi Rank join R396 via Queenstown, join N6 via Jamestown, Aliwal North, Rouxville, Smithfield, Reddersburg, Bloemfontein, or join N8 via Kimberley, join N1 via Venterburg, Kroonstad, or join R26 via Zastron, Wepener, join R702 via Dewetsdorp, or join R26 via Hobhouse, Twespruit, join R707 via Senekal, Petruske, Helbron, Vereening, Meyerfont, Alberton, Germiston, Britsburg, Benoni, Brakpan, Springs, Kempton Park, Tembisa, Sandton, Randburg, Krugersdorp, Randfontein, Johannesburg, Soweto, Westonaria, Carletonville, Rustenburg, or join R30 via Virginia, Welkom, Odendaelius, Bothaville, Orkney, Stillfontein, Kleiskop, Potchefstroom, Sasolburg, Sebokeng, Vaalpark, Lichtenburg, Swartruggens, Pretoria, or join R26 via Hobhouse, Lady Brand, Ficksburg, Fordsburg, Bethlehaim, Harrismith, Vrede, Standerton, Ermelo, join N17 via Bethal, Secunda, Middelburg, Johannesburg, join N4 via Komatsop, or join R392 via Dordrecht, Indwe, Cala, join R55 via Elliot, Ugie, Maclear, Mount Fletcher, Matatiele, Kokstad, or join R61 via Cofimvaba, Engcobo, or join R409 via Tsomo, join N2 via Butterworth, Idutywa, Umtata, Tsoio, Qumbu, Kokstad, join R65 via Umzimkulu, Harding, Port Shepstone, Richmond, Durban, Richmond, Riviera, Howick, Escourt, Ladysmith, or via Mdamba, Britz, Garankuwa, Mabopane, Themba, Warmbath, Madimolle, Polokwane, Mokopane to Musina and return either way.

7.1.1.3. Lady Frere AA (Lady Frere) (Origin), Lady Frere Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcchd0652(32011030014K00199035)From Percy, Trust, Hala No. 1 Hala No. 2 or join Secondary Road towards Indwe or unmarked gravel road via Maqashu, Ezingzoweni, Lower Ndonga, Shep, Lubisi, Askaton, or from Ngqona, Ngqona, Bengu, Lanti, Mfinzana, Luplopi, Rwantsana, Tshatshu, Nikolanga, Sikhwanenqi, Nqininanga, Bolutwa, Mpotulo, Xonwa, Koundlo, Qebemba, Matayanya, Macibini, Mckaysnek, Dubeni, Mtsheko, or from Cacadu, Mount Arthur, Makapusi, Jojweni, Vaalbank, Zingquthu, Swartwater, Qoqodala, Tsembeyi, Buffeldorrens, Mgqukhwebe, Bankies, Mhlanga, Macubeni, Guba, Maqubela, Greyspan, Cumakala, Ngqanda to Lady Frere and return either way.

7.1.1.4. Lady Frere (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd062(3100BC7100MF10046040)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Alwiar North, along N6 to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.5. Lady Frere (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd063(3100BC12093MF10046041)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Alwiar North, along N6, join N1 bypassing Bloemfontein via Kroonstad and Vanderbijlpark to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Lady Frere (Origin), Durban Metro (Destination) - ecbrcchd064(3000BC21004R10046043)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along unmarked gravel road, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Port Shepstone to authorized
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7.1.1.7. Lady Frere (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) -
ecbrchd064(3100BC12059J10046042)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Aliwal North, along N6 to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Lady Frere (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd061(3100BC4209S10046039)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Lady Frere (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd060(3100BC4209S10046038)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6 via Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 via Port Elizabeth, Mosselbay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), Paarl (Destination) - ecbrcchd059(3100BC4100GH10046037)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg to authorized Paarl Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd058(3100BC4100EE10046036)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6 via Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd057(3100BC41006410046035)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6 via Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 via Grahamstown to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd055(3100BC3100K110046033)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East, join R392 to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd054(3100BC3100L110046032)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396, join unmarked gravel road to R61 via Cofimvaba to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), Cala (Destination) - ecbrcchd053(3100BC31002G10046031)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Cala Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd056(3100BC3100NP10046034)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6 via Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd052(3100BC3100U10046030)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6, join Northeast Expressway to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd051(3100BC31009P10046029)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6 to Stutterheim, along R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd050(3100BC3100HT10046028)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to authorized Queenstown Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd049(3100BC31003910046027)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396, join unmarked gravel road, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), Indwe (Destination) - ecbrcchd048(3100BC3100810046026)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396, join secondary road to Indwe Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), Botlota (Destination) - ecbrcchd047(3100BC3100NY10046025)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396, join unmarked gravel road to Botlota and return.

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), Askeaton (Emalahleni Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd046(3100BC320AGP00046024)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Mkapusi, Driver’s Drift and Askeaton and return.

1) AOECHLB92613 2) SM Pamba 7102145450083 3) 51 Mqhayi Street, Hillside, Cradock, 5880 Cradock
Uncedo Service Taxi Association
4) not available 5) 1 x 15 (Seating)
5) Gazette Number: QT27 (19 Feb 2014)

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1.) Cradock (Origin), Khayelitsha (Destination) - ecbrcwd073(31003H4200P910045430)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 join R61 to Goodhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off), join N9 pass Aberdeen, proceed via Beaufort West, join the N1 via Laingsburg, Worcester, to Trek taxi rank, Khayelitsha, Cape Town (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.2.) Cradock (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcwd072(31003H41006410045429)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 join R61 to Goodhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off), join N9 pass Aberdeen, Willowmore, Uniondale to Undeco taxi rank at Cradock Str, George (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.3.) Cradock (Origin), Somerset East (Destination) - ecbrcwd071(31003H3100J110045428)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank onto N10 to Cookhouse taxi rank (pick up & drop off) onto R63 to Charles Str taxi rank, Somerset East (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.4.) Cradock (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcwd070(31003H3100K310045427)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank join the R390 to Hofmeyr, opposite the Post Office, Main Str (pick up & drop off) proceed to Niel Str taxi rank, Steynsburg (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.5.) Cradock (Origin), Graaff-Reinet (Destination) - ecbrcwd069(31003H3100B10045426)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank, into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 and join R32 pass Baroda and Fish River to Middelburg, opposite Post Office (pick up & drop off) U-turn and onto the R32 to Goodhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.6.) Cradock (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcwd068(31003H3100NP10045425)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank, into Eluxolweni Str onto N10, pass Cookhouse, Middleton, Paterson then join N2 pass Motherwell to Njoli Square taxi rank, Kwazakhele, Port Elizabeth (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.7.) Cradock (Origin), Siwalala Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcwd067(31003H30014110045424)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank, into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 then onto R61 via Tarkastad, Queenstown, Colmivaba, Tsomo, Ngqamakwe onto N2 via Idutywa to Madeira taxi rank, Umtata (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.8.) Cradock (Origin), East London Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcwd066(31003H30012M10045423)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 then onto R63 via Bedford, Adelaide, Port Beaufort, Alice, Middledrift proceed to Dimbaza Shopping Centre (pick Up & drop off) proceed to Undeco taxi rank in Buffalo Str, East London (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.9.) Cradock (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcwd065(31003H3100HT10045369)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N1 turn onto R61 via Tarkastad, Queenstown, Komani Str (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.10.) Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcwd064(31003H3100010045368)From Beeren Str taxi rank into Church Str into Stockenstrom Str into Hospital Str (N1, Port Elizabeth Rd) onto R61 (Queenstown Rd) into Main Str, Michaudsl into Kudu Str into Steenbok Str into Sharon Str into Bantom Str over to Eluxolweni Str into Ernest Tall Rd and U-turn straight up Ernest Tall Str into Ntenetyana Str into Sikulu Str, U-turn at the junction of Sikulu Str straight back to Sikulu Str into Ntenetyana Str into Kwezi Str into Nsizabulela Str into Sikulu Str into Stockenstrom Str into Market Str into Adderley Str into Victoria Str up to Beeren Str taxi rank.

7.1.1.11.) Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcwd063(31003H31000045367)From Sikulu and Eluxolweni junction into Sikulu Str, into Ntenetyana Str into Ernest Tall Str into Eluxolweni Str into Bantom Str, Michaudsl; turn into Main Str onto R61 road; turn into Hospital Str into Voortrekker rd into Adderley Str into Victoria Str into Beeren Str taxi rank and return via the same route.

---

1) AOECCHLB92614 2) J. KETANI 7505075608084 3) P.O. BOX 4, ENGCBOBO, ENGCBOBO, 5050 United
Engcobo Taxi Association
4) not available New OL
5) 1 x 13 (Seating)
6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

---

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
7.1.1.1. Engcobo (Origin), Welkom (Via Point 1), Rustenburg (Via Point 2), Klerksdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd244(31005D61009S10047016)From Ngcobo taxi rank join R30 to Welkom, Rustenburg, Klerksdorp and return on the same route.

7.1.1.2. Engcobo (Origin), Durban Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcchd244(31005D4000W610200558)From Ngcobo taxi rank via Tsolo to Durban and return either way.

7.1.1.3. Engcobo (Origin), Cape Town Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcchd244(31005D4209SS10047012)From Ngcobo taxi rank via Elliot, Barkly East, Lady Grey, Sterkspruit, Zastron, Wepener, Hobhouse, Tweespruit, Verkeerdevlei, join N1 via Lady Brand, Clocolan, Wellington, Senekal, Heilbron, Sasolburg, Vereening, Natalspuit, Germiston, Vosloorus, Daveyton, Witbank or via Indwe, Dordrecht, Jamestown, Aliwal North, Rouxville, Smithfield, Redersburg, Bloemfontein, join N1 via Wynburg, Ventersburg, Kroonstad, Pretoria, Polokwane, or via Brandfort, Theunissen, Welkom, Virginia, Orkney, Klerksdorp, Ventersdorp, Rustenburg, Northern, Thabazimbi, Limpopo, or via Parys, Fochville Carltonville to Johannesburg and return either way.

7.1.1.4. Engcobo (Origin), JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Destination) - ecbrcchd244(31005D4100GH10047011)From Ngcobo taxi rank join R61 to Umthatha via Mqanduli, join N2 to Idutywa, Butterworth, East London, King Williams' town, Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth, Cape Town and return.

7.1.1.5. Engcobo (Origin), Bizana (Destination) - ecbrcchd244(31005D31001F10047013)From Ngcobo taxi rank via Elliot, Barkly East, Lady Grey, Sterkspruit, Zastron, Wepener, Hobhouse, Tweespruit, Verkeerdevlei, join N6 via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Engcobo (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrcchd244(31005D31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R62 to Cofimvaba and return.

7.1.1.7. Engcobo (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchd244(31005D31002F10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Engcobo (Origin), Kokstad (Destination) - ecbrcchd244(31005D31009Z10047010)From Ngcobo taxi rank via Tsolo, Gqamakwe, Queenstown, Tarkastad, Cradock, Graaff Reinet, Arbedeen, Beaufort West, Lumsden, Toiseriver, Worcester, Paarl and return.

7.1.1.9. Engcobo (Origin), Paarl (Destination) - ecbrcchd244(31005D31002F10046125)From Ngcobo taxi rank via Elliot, Barkly East, Lady Grey, Sterkspruit, Zastron, Wepener, Hobhouse, Tweespruit, Verkeerdevlei, join N1 via Lady Brand, Clocolan, Wellington, Senekal, Heilbron, Sasolburg, Vereening, Natalspuit, Germiston, Vosloorus, Daveyton, Witbank or via Indwe, Dordrecht, Jamestown, Aliwal North, Rouxville, Smithfield, Redersburg, Bloemfontein, join N1 via Wynburg, Ventersburg, Kroonstad, Pretoria, Polokwane, or via Brandfort, Theunissen, Welkom, Virginia, Orkney, Klerksdorp, Ventersdorp, Rustenburg, Northern, Thabazimbi, Limpopo, or via Parys, Fochville Carltonville to Johannesburg and return either way.

7.1.1.10. Engcobo (Origin), Pietermaritzburg (PMB/Msunduzi) (Destination) - ecbrcchd244(31005D31003910046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R62 to Cofimvaba and return.

7.1.1.11. Engcobo (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd244(31005D4100GH10047011)From Ngcobo taxi rank via Elliot, Barkly East, Lady Grey, Sterkspruit, Zastron, Wepener, Hobhouse, Tweespruit, Verkeerdevlei, join N1 via Lady Brand, Clocolan, Wellington, Senekal, Heilbron, Sasolburg, Vereening, Natalspuit, Germiston, Vosloorus, Daveyton, Witbank or via Indwe, Dordrecht, Jamestown, Aliwal North, Rouxville, Smithfield, Redersburg, Bloemfontein, join N1 via Wynburg, Ventersburg, Kroonstad, Pretoria, Polokwane, or via Brandfort, Theunissen, Welkom, Virginia, Orkney, Klerksdorp, Ventersdorp, Rustenburg, Northern, Thabazimbi, Limpopo, or via Parys, Fochville Carltonville to Johannesburg and return either way.


7.1.1.5. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to George, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Queenstown (Origin), Sterkstroom (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Sterkstroom Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.10. Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.12. Queenstown (Origin), Mdantsane (East London) (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 to authorized Mdantsane Rank and return.

7.1.1.13. Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.14. Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.15. Queenstown (Origin), Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.16. Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.2. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 to Theunissen and Orkney to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.
7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd138(3100HT2206LS10046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Uzimikulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd126(3100HT41006410046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd127(3100HT410064EE10046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd128(3100HT410064EE10046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to George, along N2 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd129(3100HT4209SS10046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61, join R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd125(3100HT41006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

1) AOECCHLB92640 2) AVIWE GELA 8506230471086 3) P.O. BOX 1680, QUEENSTOWN, QUEENSTOWN, 5320 QUEENSTOWN UNCEDO TAXI ASSOCIATION
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 15 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.1) Minibus taxi-type service
7.1.1.1.1) Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd127(3100HT4100EE10046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.2) Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd128(3100HT4100EE10046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to George, along N2 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.3) Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd129(3100HT4209SS10046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61, join R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.4) Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd125(3100HT41006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.5) Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd138(3100HT2206LS10046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Uzimikulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.6) Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd125(3100HT41006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.7) Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd137(3100HT3100L10046150)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.8) Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd132(3100HT3100K110046144)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.
7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd135(3100HT12059J10046148)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Clerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(3100HT7100MF10046145)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT12059J10046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd136(3100HT3100L110046149)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndbakazi junction, join N2, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndbakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Hinge (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized Queenstown rank, along N6 to Lessyton, Ezibeleni and Hinge and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd108(3100HT3100HT00046119)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along Victoria Road to Mlungisi and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(3100HT31002C10046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd110(3100HT32001J10046121)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Thornhill Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrcchd111(3100HT3100MO00046122)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R67 to authorized Whittlesea Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkstroom (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K210046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Sterkstroom Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd120(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchd115(3100HT31003H10046126)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 via Tarkastad to Cradock and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd131(3100HT4209SS10046143)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to George, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT31004U10046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.
7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd116(3100HT31009P10046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Mdantsane (East London) (Destination) - ecbrcchd117(3100HT32041W10046128)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 to authorized Mdantsane Rank and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrcchd114(3100HT3100KJ10046125)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Tarkastad and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd113(3100HT31002F10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

---

1) AOECHLB92642 2) Z.H. TOKWE 5812135878083 3) P.O. BOX 1680, QUEENSTOWN, QUEENSTOWN, 5320 QUEENSTOWN UNCEDO TAXI ASSOCIATION 4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 18 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

---

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd113(3100HT31002F10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.2. Queenstown (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrcchd114(3100HT3100KJ10046125)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Tarkastad and return.

7.1.1.3. Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Queenstown (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchd115(3100HT31003H10046126)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 via Tarkastad to Cradock and return.

7.1.1.5. Queenstown (Origin), Mdantsane (East London) (Destination) - ecbrcchd117(3100HT32041W10046128)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 to authorized Mdantsane Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd131(3100HT4209SS10046143)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 via Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to George, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd120(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd116(3100HT31009P10046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT31004U10046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkstroom (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K210046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Sterkstroom Rank and return.
7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrcchd111(3100HT3100MO00046122)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R67 to authorized Whittlesea Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd110(3100HT3200U10046121)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Thornhill Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT310039100046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(3100HT31002C100046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Ilinge (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized Queenstown rank, along N6 to Lessyton, Ezibeleni and Ilinge and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT12059J100046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(3100HT7100MF100046145)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd135(3100HT12059J100046148)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd136(3100HT3100L110046150)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd132(3100HT3100K110046144)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Jamestown to Aliwal North, along R56, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd126(3100HT410064100046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd138(3100HT2206LS100046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N9 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umtata to Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd129(3100HT4209SS100046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61, join R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd128(3100HT41000EE100046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd127(3100HT41000EE100046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd125(3100HT410064100046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.
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7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd125(3100HT41006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.2. Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd127(3100HT4100EE10046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.3. Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd138(3100HT2206LS10046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Gumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umzimkulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd128(3100HT4100EE10046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to George, along N2 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.5. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd129(3100HT4209SS10046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd132(3100HT3100K110046144)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Jamestown to Aliwal North, along R56, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd137(3100HT3100L110046150)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd135(3100HT12059J10046146)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(3100HT7100MF00046145)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.10. Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT12059J10046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Queenstown (Origin), Ilinge (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized Queenstown rank, along N6 to Lessuyton, Ezibeleni and Ilinge and return.

7.1.1.12. Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd108(3100HT3100HT00046119)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along Victoria Road to Mlungisi and return.

7.1.1.13. Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(3100HT31002C10046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.14. Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.15. Queenstown (Origin), Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd110(3100HT3200U10046121)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Thornhill Rank and return.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrcchd111(3100HT3100MO00046122)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R67 to authorized Whittlesea Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkstroom (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K210046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Sterkstroom Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd116(3100HT31009P10046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT31004U10046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd120(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to George, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd131(3100HT4209SS10046143)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Mdantsane (East London) (Destination) - ecbrcchd117(3100HT32041W10046128)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 to authorized Mdantsane Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchd115(3100HT31003H10046126)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 via Tarkastad to Cradock and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrcchd114(3100HT3100KJ10046125)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Tarkastad and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd113(3100HT31002F10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndarakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.
7.1.1.4. Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT31004U10046129)From authorized Queenstown
Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and
return.

7.1.1.5. Queenstown (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchd115(3100HT31003H10046126)From authorized Queenstown
Rank, along N61 via Tarkastad to Cradock and return.

7.1.1.6. Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd116(3100HT31009P10046127)From authorized
Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd131(3100HT4209SS10046143)From
authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along
N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142)From
authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to
George, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd120(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown
Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.10. Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown
Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown
Rank, along N6, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.12. Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown
Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.13. Queenstown (Origin), Sterkstroom (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K210046132)From authorized Queenstown
Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Sterkstroom Rank and return.

7.1.1.14. Queenstown (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrcchd111(3100HT3100MO000046122)From authorized
Queenstown Rank, along N6, joing R396 to authorized Whittlesea Rank and return.

7.1.1.15. Queenstown (Origin), Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd110(3100HT3200U10046121)From authorized
Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Thornhill Rank and return.

7.1.1.16. Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(3100HT31002C10046134)From authorized Queenstown
Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.17. Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized
Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to
authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.18. Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd108(3100HT3100HT00046119)From authorized Queenstown
Rank, along Victoria Road to Mlungisi and return.

7.1.1.19. Queenstown (Origin), Ilinge (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized
Queenstown rank, along N8 to Lessyton, Ezibeleni and Ilinge and return.

7.1.1.20. Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd136(3100HT3100LL10046149)From authorized Queenstown Rank,
along N6, along R61, join Tzomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndagakazi junction, join N2, join Tzomo Road via Nqamakwe to
Ndagakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.21. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT12059J10046147)From
authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via
Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.22. Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(3100HT7100MF10046145)From authorized Queenstown Rank,
along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.23. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd135(3100HT12059J10046148)From
authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp,
along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.
7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrchd137(3100HT3100L10046150)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrchd132(3100HT3100K10046144)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Jamestown to Aliwal North, along R56, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrchd138(3100HT2206L510046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umzimkulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrchd126(3100HT41006410046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrchd125(3100HT41006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrchd129(3100HT4209SS10046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61, join R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrchd128(3100HT4100EE10046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to George, along N2 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrchd127(3100HT4100EE10046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.
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7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1) Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrchd128(3100HT4100EE10046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to George, along N2 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.2) Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrchd127(3100HT4100EE10046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to George, along N2 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.3) Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrchd126(3100HT41006410046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.4) Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrchd125(3100HT41006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.5) Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrchd138(3100HT2206L510046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umzimkulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.6) Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrchd132(3100HT3100K10046144)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Jamestown to Aliwal North, along R58, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.7) Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrchd137(3100HT3100L10046150)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.8) Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) -
7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(3100HT7100MF10046145)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT12059J10046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized Queenstown rank, along N6 to Lessyton, Ezibeleni and ilinge and return.

7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd108(3100HT3100HT00046119)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along Victoria Road to Mlungisi and return.

7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(3100HT31002C10046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K210046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT31009P10046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd120(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to George, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT31004U10046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Mdantsane (East London) (Destination) - ecbrcchd117(3100HT3204fV10046128)From authorized
Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 to authorized Mdantsane Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrcchd114(3100HT3100KJ10046125)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Tarkastad and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd113(3100HT31002F10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Nqambakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.4 Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT31004U10046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, via Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.5 Queenstown (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchd115(3100HT31003H10046126)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 via Tarkastad to Cradock and return.

7.1.1.6 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd131(3100HT4209SS10046143)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.7 Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd116(3100HT31009P10046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.8 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to George, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.9 Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd120(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrcchd117(3100HT31004U10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R67 to authorized Whittlesea Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R67 to authorized Cofimvaba Rank and return.
7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - ecbrchd110(3100HT3200U10046121)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Thornhill Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrchd123(3100HT31002CC10046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrchd108(3100HT3100HT00046119)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along Victoria Road to Mlungisi and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Ilinge (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized Queenstown rank, along N6 to Lessyton, Ezibeleni and Ilinge and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrchd136(3100HT3100001L10046149)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrchd134(3100HT12059J10046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrchd133(3100HT7100MF10046145)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesbur Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrchd135(3100HT12059J10046148)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrchd137(3100HT3100L10046150)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrchd132(3100HT3100K110046144)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Jamestown to Aliwal North, along R58, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrchd139(3100HT2206LS10046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umtata, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrchd125(3100HT4100641L0046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Boesmansriviermond (Destination) - ecbrchd126(3100HT4100641E0046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba, along N6 via Plett and Knysna, along N12 via George to authorized Boesmansriviermond Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Graaff Reinet (Destination) - ecbrchd127(3100HT4100EE10046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrchd128(3100HT4100EE10046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrchd129(3100HT4209SS10046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61, join R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.
7.1. Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1. Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd113(3100HT31002F10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.2. Queenstown (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrcchd114(3100HT3100KJ10046125)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Tarkastad and return.

7.1.1.3. Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.5. Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd136(3100HT3100L110046149)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd135(3100HT3100L110046148)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT3100L110046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(3100HT7100MF10046145)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.10. Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd132(3100HT3100K110046144)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Jamestown to Aliwal North, along R56, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd137(3100HT3100L110046150)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.12. Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd138(3100HT2206LS10046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Rouxville, along R26 via Wepener, Bethlehem, Frankfort, Vanderbijlpark and Vereeniging to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.13. Queenstown (Origin), Ezibeleni AA (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd211(3100HT32041500046233)From authorized Queenstown rank, along N6 to Lessyton and Ezibeleni and return.

7.1.1.14. Queenstown (Origin), Molteno (Destination) - ecbrcchd213(3100HT3100E510046235)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno and return.

7.1.1.15. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd212(3100HT32041500046235)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Vaalbank and return (May operate in reverse direction).

7.1.1.16. Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd126(3100HT410066410046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.
7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrchd1125(3100HT41000410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrchd128(3100HT4100004110046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to George, along N2 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrchd127(3100HT4100004110046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrchd129(3100HT42099510046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrchd130(3100HT42099510046142)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to George, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrchd131(3100HT42099510046143)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Lainsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrchd116(3100HT31000910046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrchd118(3100HT310000410046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrchd119(3100HT310000010046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R398 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkstrom (Destination) - ecbrchd121(3100HT310000020046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Sterkstrom Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrchd123(3100HT310000020046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Lady Frere Taxi Rank (Origin), Cape Town Taxi Rank(Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrchd2120(30014K4000WB10200442)From Vaalbank Taxi Rank via Lady Frere join R398 via Queenstown, take R61 via Tarkastad, Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet, Aberdeen, or join N6 via Cathcart, Stutterheim, King William’s Town, East London, Port Alfred, Alexandria, or join R67 via Whittlesea, Fort Beaufort, Grahamstown, join N2 via Port Elizabeth, Humansdorp, Plettenberg Bay, Knysna, Wilderness, George, Mosselbay, Riversdale, Heidelberg, Swellendam, via Montagu, or join R72 via Durbanville, Belville, Milnerton, Kraaifontein, Kuilsriver, Stellenbosch, or join R318 via Ashston, Villersdorp, join N2 via Caledon, Cansbaai, Grabouw, Somerset West, Strand or join R387 via Molteno, Burgersdorp, Bethulii, join R56 via Steynsburg, Middleburg, De Aar, Britstown, Uptoning, Springbok, Malmesberry, Houtbay, Simonstown or join N9 via Arbedeen, Willmore, Uniondale, join N12 via Oudtshoorn, join R62 via Ladysmith, or via Ceres, Wellington, Boland Areas, Khayelitsha, Nyanga, Phillipi, Langa to Cape Town and return either way.

7.1.1.1 Lady Frere Taxi Rank (Origin), MESSINA TAXI RANK (Destination) - ecbrchd2213(30014K5001CW10200436)From Vaalbank Taxi Rank via Lady Frere join R398 via Queenstown, take R61 via Tarkastad, Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet, Aberdeen, or join N6 via Cathcart, Stutterheim, King William’s Town, East London, Port Alfred, Alexandria, or join R67 via Whittlesea, Fort Beaufort, Grahamstown, join N2 via Port Elizabeth, Humansdorp, Plettenberg Bay, Knysna, Wilderness, George, Mosselbay, Riversdale, Heidelberg, Swellendam, via Montagu, or join R72 via Durbanville, Belville, Milnerton, Milnerton, Kraaifontein, Kuilsriver, Stellenbosch, or join R318 via Ashston, Villersdorp, join N2 via Caledon, Cansbaai, Grabouw, Somerset West, Strand or via Ceres, Wellington, Boland Areas, Khayelitsha, Nyanga, Phillipi, Langa to Cape Town and return either way.

7.1.1.1 Lady Frere Taxi Rank (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrchd2212(32011030014K00200439)From Jojwenni, Zigquthu, Zwartzwater, Gqodola, Tsembeyi, Buffelstofren, Mgqukwhebe, Bankies, Mfihanga, Macubeni, Guba, Mqubeta, Greyspan, Cumakala, Ngqanda, Zingaceni, Manyosi, Bhoxo, Ngonyama, Dubeni, Matyahanyi, Maqhusi, Percy, Trust, Hala No. 1, Hala No. 2, or join second road towards Indwe, or unmarked gravel road via Maqashu,
Ezingqolweni, Lower Ndonga, Soplan, Lubisi, Askenton, or via Ngucuka, Ngqoko, Bengu, Lanti, Mbinzana, Luqololo, Rwantsana, Tshatshu, Nkolonga, Sikhwanengi, Nqiningana, Botolwa, Mpotulo, Xonxa, Kundulu, Qqebenya, Cacadu, Mount Authur to Vaalbank Taxi Rank and return either way.

1. Proposed List of Routes

1.1. Minibus taxi-type service

1.1.1. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrcchd215(3100MO330000046238)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 to Sada and Ekuphumleni and return.

1.1.2. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd216(3100MO330000046239)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R61 to Queenstown, along R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

1.1.3. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd217(3100MO330000046240)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R345 to Cathcart, along R351, join R61 via Tsomo and Nqamakwe, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

1.1.4. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd218(3100MO330000046241)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R345 to Cathcart, along N6, join Northeast Expressway to authorized East London Rank and return.

1.1.5. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Fort Beaufort (Destination) - ecbrcchd219(3100MO330000046242)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 to authorized Fort Beaufort Rank and return.

1.1.6. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Grahamstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd220(3100MO330000046243)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 via Fort Beaufort, join N2 to authorized Grahamstown Rank and return.

1.1.7. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd222(3100MO41000064100046244)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R61 via Cradock, join N6, along N6 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

1.1.8. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd221(3100MO41000064100046245)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 via Fort Beaufort, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

1.1.9. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd223(3100MO420000100046246)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 towards George, join N2 towards Mosselbay, Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank ONLY off-loading on demarcated taxi stops WITHOUT loading and return the same route backwards.

1.1.10. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd224(3100MO330000046247)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R345 via Cathcart, join R351, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndbakazi junction, join N2, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndbakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

1.1.11. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd225(3100MO330000046248)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R345 to Cathcart, along R351, join R61 via Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

1.1.12. Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Johannesburg) (Destination) - ecbrcchd510(3100MO10000010046249)From authorized whittlesea rank along R67 join R61 towards Queenstown and join N6 towards James town, Alwal North, Rouxville, Smithfield, Reddersburg, bypass Bloemfontein join N1 towards Kroonstad to authorized rank in Johannesburg ONLY off-loading WITHOUT loading enroute and return the same route backwards.

1.1.13. Whittlesea (Undeco) (Origin), Queenstown Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcd511(30012K310000135031)From authorized Whittlesea rank joining R61 to authorized Queenstown rank off-loading and loading passengers on designated taxi stops enroute to the destination and return the same route backwards WITHOUT Loading enroute.

1.1.14. Whittlesea (Undeco) (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcd512(30012K310000135050)From authorized Whittlesea rank, along R67 join R345 towards Cathcart turn right and join N6 towards Stutterheim turn right and join
R346 to authorized King William's Town rank ONLY off-loading passengers on demarcated taxi stops WITHOUT loading enroute to the destination and return the same route backwards

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1.) Cala (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd235(31002G4209SS10046264)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 via Langingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2.) Cala (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd236(31002G12059J10046265)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Aliwal North, along N6, join N1 bypassing Bloemfontein via Kroonstad and Vanderbijlpark to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.3.) Cala (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd231(31002G3100BC10046260)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.4.) Cala (Origin), Engcobo (Destination) - ecbrcchd230(31002G31005100046259)From Cala Rank, along R396, join unmarked road via Cala Pass to Engcobo and return.

7.1.1.5.) Cala (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd233(31002G31004H10046262)From Cala Rank, along R396, join secondary road to Indwe, along R66 to Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.6.) Cala (Origin), Indwe (Destination) - ecbrcchd232(31002G31008110046261)From Cala Rank, along R396, join secondary road to Indwe Rank and return.

7.1.1.7.) Cala (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd234(31002G4209SS10046263)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6 via Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 via Port Elizabeth, Mosselbay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.8.) Cala (Origin), Elliot (Destination) - ecbrcchd226(31002G31005400046249)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot Rank and return.

7.1.1.9.) Cala (Origin), Cala (Destination) - ecbrcchd227(31002G31005200046250)From Cala Rank to Askeaton, Indwana, Sephana, Zuphaphasi, Manzimahle, Langanci, Mitshingwevu, Taleri, Nbenge, Nyalasa, Sifondile, Mceula, Zikhonwane, Lafuta, Tsengiwe, Ncoca, Mbewula, Manzimdaka, Mnxe, Mgwalana, Rabers and Endwana.

7.1.1.1) Cala (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd228(31002G31003910046251)From Cala Rank, along R396, join unmarked gravel road, along R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.1) Cala (Origin), Tsomo (Destination) - ecbrcchd229(31002G31001L210046252)From Cala Rank, along unmarked road, join R61 to Tsomo and return.

7.1.1.1) Cala (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd237(31002G12059J10046266)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Aliwal North, along N6 to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Polchetsfroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1.) Queenstown (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchd115(3100HT31003H10046126)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 via Tarkastad to Cradock and return.

7.1.1.2.) Queenstown (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrcchd114(3100HT3100KJ10046125)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Tarkastad and return.
7.1.1.3. Queenstown (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd113(3100HT31002F10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndbakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.5. Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd108(3100HT3100HT00046119)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along Victoria Road to Miungisi and return.

7.1.1.6. Queenstown (Origin), Ilinge (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized Queenstown rank, along N6 to Lessyton, Ezibeleni and Ilinge and return.

7.1.1.7. Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(3100HT31002C10046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrcchd111(3100HT3100MOO00046122)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R67 to authorized Whittlesea Rank and return.

7.1.1.10. Queenstown (Origin), Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd110(3100HT32001J10046121)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Thornhill Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K110046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.12. Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.13. Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd129(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.14. Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.15. Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT31004U10046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.16. Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd116(3100HT31009P10046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.17. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd131(3100HT4209SS10046143)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.18. Queenstown (Origin), Mdantsane (East London) (Destination) - ecbrcchd117(3100HT32041W10046128)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 to authorized Mdantsane Rank and return.

7.1.1.19. Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd136(3100HT3100LI10046149)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndbakazi junction, join N2, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndbakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.20. Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd132(3100HT3100K110046144)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Jamestown to Aliwal North, along R58, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.21. Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(3100HT7100MF10046145)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.22. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) -
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ecbrcchd135(3100HT12059J10046148)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT12059J10046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd129(3100HT4209SS10046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61, join R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd128(3100HT4100EE10046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umzimkulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd137(3100HT41006410046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd125(3100HT41006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd126(3100HT41006410046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd138(3100HT2206LS10046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umzimkulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd127(3100HT41006410046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd125(3100HT41006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd137(3100HT3100L110046150)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd126(3100HT41006410046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd138(3100HT2206LS10046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umzimkulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.
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7.1.1.7. Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd128(3100HT4100EE10046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to George, along N2 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd129(3100HT4209SS10046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61, join R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(3100HT7100MF10046145)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT12059J10046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd135(3100HT12059J10046148)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd136(3100HT31009P10046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT31004U10046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT31008C10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd120(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkstroom (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT31004K10046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Sterkstroom Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd110(3100HT3200J10046121)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R51 to Thornhill Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrcchd111(3100HT3100MO00046122)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R67 to authorized Whittlesea Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(3100HT31002C10046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized...
Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd108(3100HT3100HT00046119)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along Victoria Road to Mlungisi and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Ilinge (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized Queenstown rank, along N6 to Lessyton, Ezibeleni and Ilinge and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd113(3100HT31002F10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchd115(3100HT31003H10046126)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 via Tarkastad to Cradock and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd113(3100HT31002F10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd108(3100HT3100HT00046119)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along Victoria Road to Mlungisi and return.

7.1.1.5. Queenstown (Origin), Ilinge (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Lessyton, Ezibeleni and Ilinge and return.

7.1.1.6. Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(3100HT31002C10046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Queenstown (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrcchd111(3100HT31000M00046122)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R67 to authorized Whittlesea Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd110(3100HT3200U10046121)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Thornhill Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkstroom (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K210046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Sterkstroom Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd120(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.
7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT31004U10046129) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd116(3100HT31009P10046127) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Mdantsane (East London) (Destination) - ecbrcchd117(3100HT3204W10046128) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 to authorized Mdantsane Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd131(3100HT4209SS10046143) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to George, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd136(3100HT3100L110046149) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd135(3100HT12059J10046148) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT12059J10046147) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(3100HT7100MF10046145) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd129(3100HT4209SS10046141) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61, join R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd128(3100HT4100EE10046140) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to George, along N2 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd138(3100HT2206LS10046151) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Colmivaba to Umtata, along N2 via Gumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umzimkulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd125(3100HT41006410046136) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd127(3100HT4100EE10046139) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd126(3100HT41006410046137) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd132(3100HT3100K10046144) From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Jamestown to Aliwal North, along R58, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd137(3100HT3100UL10046150) From authorized Queenstown Rank,
along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.
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7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrchd133(3100HT7100MF10046145)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.2. Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrchd132(3100HT3100K110046144)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Jamestown to Aliwal North, along R58, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.3. Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrchd126(3100HT41006410046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrchd127(3100HT41006410046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Grahamstown.

7.1.1.5. Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrchd138(3100HT2206LS10046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umzimkulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrchd125(3100HT41006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrchd128(3100HT41006410046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to George, along N2 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrchd129(3100HT4209SS10046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N2 via Grahamstown and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.10. Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrchd136(3100HT3100L110046149)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrchd137(3100HT3100L110046150)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.12. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrchd135(3100HT12059J10046148)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.13. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrchd134(3100HT12059J10046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.14. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to George, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.15. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrchd131(3100HT4209SS10046143)From
authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd116(3100HT31009P10046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Mdantsane (East London) (Destination) - ecbrcchd117(3100HT3204W10046128)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 to authorized Mdantsane Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT31004U10046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd120(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkstroom (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K210046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molen to authorized Sterkstroom Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT31002C10046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molen, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd110(3100HT3200U10046121)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Thornhill Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd113(3100HT31002F10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrcchd114(3100HT3100KJ10046125)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 via Tarkastad to Cradock and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchd115(3100HT31003H10046126)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 via Tarkastad to Cradock and return.

1) AOECCHLB93308 2) SIPHIWO VICTOR NJOVA 3) P.O. BOX 1680, QUEENSTOWN, QUEENSTOWN, 6320 QUEENSTOWN UNCEDO TAXI ASSOCIATION
4) not available 5) 1 x 13 (Seating)
6) New OL 5) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)
Rank and return.

7.1.1.3. Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R87, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Queenstown (Origin), Illovo (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Lessyton, Ezibeleni and Illovo and return.

7.1.1.5. Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd108(3100HT3100HT00046119)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along Victoria Road to Mlungisi and return.

7.1.1.6. Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(3100HT31002C10046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT31003K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), Sterkstroom (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K210046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Sterkstroom Rank and return.

7.1.1.10. Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd120(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R396 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.12. Queenstown (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchd115(3100HT31003H10046126)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 via Tarkastad to Cradock and return.

7.1.1.2. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd135(3100HT12059J10046148)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.13. Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(3100HT12059J10046145)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.14. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT12059J10046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.
7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd136(3100HT3100L10046149)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd129(3100HT4209SS10046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61, join R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd128(3100HT4100EE10046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd127(3100HT4100EE10046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd125(3100HT4006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT4006410046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd126(3100HT4006410046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd127(3100HT4100EE10046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd128(3100HT4100EE10046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd129(3100HT4006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd130(3100HT41006310046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd132(3100HT3100K10046144)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Jamestown to Aliwal North, along R58, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd137(3100HT3100L10046150)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.
T61 and N6 to Cathcart, Seymour, Fort Beafort, Grahamstown join N2 to Port Elizabeth and return on the same route with passengers.

1) AOECHLB93319 2) Mzoxolo Alfred Nyikanyika 6404056605081 3) 7 Landela Street, Lingelihle, Cradock, 5881 Cradock Uncedo Service Taxi Association 4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 13 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1.) Cradock (Origin), Khayelitsha (Khayelitsha) (Destination) - ecbrcw073(31003H4200P910045430)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 join R61 to Goedhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off), join N9 pass Aberdeen, proceed via Beaufort West, join the N1 via Laingsburg, Worcester, to Trek taxi rank, Khayelitsha, Cape Town (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.2.) Cradock (Origin), East London Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcw066(31003H30012M10045423)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 then onto R63 via Bedford, Adelaide, Fort Beaufort, Alice, Middledrift proceed to Dimbaza Shopping Centre (pick Up & drop off) proceed to Uncedo taxi rank in Buffalo Str, King William's Town (pick up & drop off) and proceed to Uncedo taxi rank in Buffalo Str , East London (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.3.) Cradock (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcw068(31003H3100NP10045425)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank, into Eluxolweni Str onto N10, pass Cookhouse, Middleton, Paterson then join N2 pass Motherwell to Njoli Square taxi rank, Kwazakhele, Port Elizabeth (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.4.) Cradock (Origin), Siwalala Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcw067(31003H30014110045424)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank, into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 then onto R61 via Tarkastad, Queenstown, Coffeebaba, Tsomo, Ngqamakwe onto N2 via Idutywa to Madeira taxi rank, Umtata (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.5.) Cradock (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcw065(31003H3100HT10045369)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N1 turn onto R61 via Main Str, Tarka Garage, Tarkastad (pick up & drop off) proceed to Komani Str taxi rank, Queenstown (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.6.) Cradock (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcw064(31003H31003H00045368)From Beeren Str taxi rank into Church Str into Stockenstroom Str into Hospital Str (N1, Port Elizabeth Rd) onto R61 (Queenstown Rd) into Main Str, Michausdal into Kudu Str into Steenbok Str into Sharon Str into Bantom Str over to Eluxolweni Str into Ernest Tali Rd and U-turn straight up Ernest Tali Str into Ntenetyana Str into Sikulu Str, U-turn at the junction of Sikulu Str straight back to Sikulu Str into Ntenetyana Str into Kwezi Str into Siyabulela Str into Sikulu Str into Stockenstroom Str into Market Str into Adderley Str into Victoria Str up to Beeren Str taxi rank.

7.1.1.7.) Cradock (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcw070(31003H3100K310045427)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank join the R390 to Hofmeyr, opposite the Post Office, Main Str, Tarka Garage, Tarkastad (pick up & drop off) proceed to Niel Str taxi rank, Steynsburg (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.8.) Cradock (Origin), Somerset East (Destination) - ecbrcw070(31003H3100K310045427)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank join the R390 to Hofmeyr, opposite the Post Office, Main Str, Tarka Garage, Tarkastad (pick up & drop off) proceed to Niel Str taxi rank, Steynsburg (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.9.) Cradock (Origin), Graaff-Reinet (Destination) - ecbrcw069(31003H31006810045426)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank, into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 and join R32 pass Baroda and Fish River to Middelburg, opposite Post Office (pick up & drop off), U-turn and onto the R32 to Goedhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.10.) Cradock (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcw072(31003H41006410045429)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank into Eluxolweni Str onto N10 join R61 to Goedhals Square taxi rank, Graaff-Reinet (pick up & drop off), join N9 pass Aberdeen, Willowmore, Uniondale to Uncedo taxi rank at Cradock Str, George (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.

7.1.1.11.) Cradock (Origin), Somerset East (Destination) - ecbrcw071(31003H3100GJ10045428)From Eluxolweni Str taxi rank onto N10 to Cookhouse taxi rank (pick up & drop off) onto R63 to Charles Str taxi rank, Somerset East (pick up & drop off) and return via the same route.
7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1.) Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd135(3100HT12059J10046148)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Allwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerkendorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2.) Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd132(3100HT3100K110046144)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Jamestown to Allwal North, along R58, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.3.) Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd137(3100HT3100LI10046150)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.4.) Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT12059J10046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Allwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.5.) Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd136(3100HT3100LI10046149)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Raad via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2, join Tsomo Raad via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.6.) Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(3100HT7100MF10046145)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Allwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.7.) Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd127(3100HT4100EE10046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.8.) Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd126(3100HT41006410046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.9.) Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd138(3100HT2206LS10046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umzimkulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.) Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.) Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd125(3100HT41006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.) Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd129(3100HT4206SS10046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61, join R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.) Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd128(3100HT4100EE10046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to George, along N2 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.) Queenstown (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd113(3100HT31002F10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Raad via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.1.) Queenstown (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchd115(3100HT31003H10046126)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 via Tarkstad to Cradock and return.
7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrcchd114(3100HT3100KJ10046125)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Tarkastad and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to George, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd131(3100HT4209SS10046143)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd116(3100HT31009P10046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Mdantsane (East London) (Destination) - ecbrcchd117(3100HT32041W10046128)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 to authorized Mdantsane Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT31004U10046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd120(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd108(3100HT3100HT00046119)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Lesserton, Ezibeleni and ingle and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Illinge (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized Queenstown rank, along N6 to Lesserton, Ezibeleni and ingle and return.

1) AOECCHLB93325 2) M GOLOGOLO 4809175608082 3) PO BOX 347, QUEENSTOWN, QUEENSTOWN, 5320 Vaalbank Taxi Association 4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 15 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)
7.1.1.3. Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(3100HT3100C10046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.5. Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Queenstown (Origin), Sterkstroom (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K210046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Sterkstroom Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT12059J10046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd135(3100HT12059J10046148)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd136(3100HT3100L110046149)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.10. Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(3100HT3100E510046148)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Queenstown (Origin), Vaalbank (Destination) - ecbrcchd212(3100HT3204GR00047758)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Vaalbank and return (May operate in reverse direction).

7.1.1.12. Queenstown (Origin), Molteno (Destination) - ecbrcchd213(3100HT3100E510046235)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno and return.

7.1.1.13. Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.14. Queenstown (Origin), Ezibeleni AA (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd211(3100HT32041500046233)From authorized Queenstown rank, along N6 to Lessyton and Ezibeleni and return.

7.1.1.15. Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.16. Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd137(3100HT3100L10046150)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Engcobo and Cofimvaba to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.17. Lady Frere Taxi Rank (Origin), MESSINA TAXI RANK (Destination) - ecbrcchd2121(30014K5001CQ10200436)From Vaalbank Taxi Rank via Lady Frere join R396 via Queenstown via Jamestown, Aliwal North, Rouxville, Smithfield, Redderburg, Bloemfontein, or join N8 via Kimberley, join N1 via Ventersburg, Kroonstad, or join R26 via Zastron, Wepener, join R702 via Dewetsdorp or join R26 via Hobhouse, Tweespruit, join R707 via Senekal, Petrustein, Heibrow, Vereeniging, Meyerton, Alberton, Germiston, Boksburg, Benoni, Brakpan, Springs, Kemptonpark, Tembisa, Sandton, Randburg, Krugersdorp, Randfontein, Johannesburh, Soweto, Westonaria, Carletonville, Rustenburg, or join R30 via Virginia, Welkom, Odendaalsrus, Bothaville, Orkney, Stilfontein, Klerksdorp, Potchefstroom, Sasolburg, Sebokeng, Vanderbijlpark, Lichtenburg, Swartruggens, Pretoria, or join R26 via Hobhouse, Lady Brand, Ficksburg, Foutenburg, Bethlehem, Harrismith, Vrede, Standerton, Ermelo, join N17 via Bethal, Secunda, Middleburg, join N4 via Komatiport, or join R392 via Dordrecht, Indwe, Cala, join R56 via Elliot, Ugie, Mcaleer, Mount Fletcher, Mafatiele, Kostad, or join R61 via Cofimvaba, Engcobo, or join R409 via Tsomo, join N2 via Butterworth, Idutywa, Umtata, Tsolo, Qumbu, or join R56 towards Umzimkulu, Harding, Portshepston, Richmond, Durban, Richardsbay, Howick, Escourt, Ladysmith, or via Marikana, Britz, Garankuwa, Mabopane, Themba, Wambath, Modimolle, Polokwane to Musina and return either way.

7.1.1.18. Queenstown (Origin), Ezibeleni AA (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd211(3100HT32041500046233)From authorized Queenstown rank, along N6 to Lessyton and Ezibeleni and return.

7.1.1.19. Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.20. Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.
7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd116(3100HT31009P10046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT31004U10046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to George, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd131(3100HT4209SS10046143)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to George, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd125(3100HT12059J10046236)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Alivai North to Rouxville, along R26 via Wepener, Bethlehjem, Frankfort, Vanderbijlpark and Vereeniging to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd138(3100HT2206LS10046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umzimkulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Lady Frere AA (Lady Frere) (Origin), Lady Frere Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcchd212(32011030014K00200439)From Jojweni, Zigquthu, Zwartwater, Qoqodala, Tsembeyi, Buffeldorrens, Mgqukhwebe, Bankies, Mhlanga, Macubeni, Guba, Maqubela, Greyspan, Cumakala, Ngqanda, Zingcacenca, MANYOSI, Bhoqo, Ngonzama, Dubeni, Matyhantya, Makhapusi, Percy, Trust, Hala No. 1, Hala No. 2, or join second road towards Indwe, or unmarked gravel road via Maqashu, Ezingqolweni, Lower Ndonga, Soglan, Lubisi, Askenton, or via Ngculu, Ngqoko, Bengu, Lanti, Mbizana, Luqololo, Rwantsana, Tshatsu, Nkolonga, Sibhaweni, Njinjigana, Bolotwa, Mpoluto, Xonza, Kundulu, Gqebeny, Cauladu, Mount Authur to Vaalbank Taxi Rank and return either way.

7.1.1.2 Lady Frere Taxi Rank (Origin), Cape Town Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcchd2120(30014K4000WB10200424)From Vaalbank Taxi Rank via Lady Frere join R396 via Queenstown, take R61 via Tarkastad, Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet, Aberdeen, or join N6 via Cathcart, Stutterheim, King William's Town, East London, Port Alfred, Alexandria, or join R67 via Whittlesea, Fort Beaufort, Grahamstown, join N2 via Port Elizabeth, Humansdorp, Plettenberg Bay, Knysna, Wilderness, George, Mosselbay, Riversdale, Heidelberg, Swellendam, via Montagu, or join R72 via Durbanville, Bellville, Milnerton, Kraaifontein, Kuilsriver, Stellenbosch, or join R318 via Ashton, Villiersdorp, join N2 via Caledon, Cansbaai, Grabouw, Somerset West, Strand or join R397 via Molteno, Burgersdorp, Bethul, join R66 via Steynsburg, Middleburg, De Aar, Britstown, Upington, Springbok, Malmesbury, Houtbay, Simonstown or join N9 via Arbedeen, Willmore, Uniondale, join N12 via Oudtshoorn, join R62 via Ladysmith, or via Ceres, Wellington, Boland Areas, Khayelitsha, Nyanga, Phillipi, Langa to Cape Town and return either way.
7.1.1.2. Hinge Taxi Rank (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd532(3001BS3100NP10148393)From Queenstown Hinge Taxi Rank turn left towards Whittlesea, Seymour, Fort Beaufort turn left towards Grahamstown join N2 to Port Elizabeth and return the same route. (off-loading without loading enroute)

7.1.1.3. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Durban Metro (Destination) - ecbrcchd037(320AGM21004R10046015)From authorized Hinge Rank, join R61 via Engcobo to Umtata, along N2 via Port Shepstone to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd036(320AGM3100L10046014)From authorized Hinge Rank, join R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.5. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd035(320AGM12059J10046013)From authorized Hinge Rank, along unmarked road, join N6 via Aliwal North, join N1 bypassing Bloemfontein via Kroonstad to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Bloemfontein (Destination) - ecbrcchd034(320AGM71001G10046011)From authorized Hinge Rank, along unmarked road, join N6 via Queenstown and Aliwal North to authorized Bloemfontein Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd033(320AGM3100NP10046010)From authorized Hinge Rank, along unmarked road, join N6 to Stutterheim, along R346 to King Williams Town, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd032(320AGM4209SS10046010)From authorized Hinge Rank, along unmarked road, join R61, along N6 to Stutterheim, along R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 via Port Elizabeth and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd031(320AGM3100NP10046009)From authorized Hinge Rank, along unmarked road, join R61, along N6 to Stutterheim, along R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.10. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd030(320AGM31002F10046008)From Hinge Rank, along R61 via Tsomo and Nqannakwe, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Engcobo (Destination) - ecbrcchd029(320AGM31005D10046007)From Hinge Rank, along R61 to Engcobo Rank and return.

7.1.1.12. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd028(320AGM32048X10046006)From Hinge Rank, along R61 to Queenstown Rank and return.

7.1.1.13. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Bolotwa (Destination) - ecbrcchd027(320AGM320AG01004600)From Hinge Rank, along unmarked gravel road, join N6 to Queenstown, along R396, join R392 to Swartwater and return.

7.1.1.14. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Qamata AA (Intsika Yethu Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd026(320AGM320AGN10046003)From Hinge Rank, along unmarked gravel road, join R396 to Qamata Rank and return.

7.1.1.15. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Gqebenye (Emalahleni Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd025(320AGM320AGN10046002)From Hinge Rank, along R396 to Gqebenye and return.

7.1.1.16. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd024(320AGM3100BC10046002)From Hinge Rank, along R61 to Bolotwa, along unmarked gravel road, join R396 toauthorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.17. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd023(320AGM31004U10046001)From authorized Hinge Rank, along R61, join N6 via Stutterheim, join North East Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.18. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd022(320AGM31009P10046000)From authorized Hinge Rank, along R61, join N6 to Stutterheim, along R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.19. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Macibini AA (Lukanji Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd021(320AGM3202LV00045999)From Hinge Rank, along unmarked gravel road to Machibini Rank and return.

7.1.1.20. Hinge (Queenstown) (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd020(320AGM3100HT00045998)From Hinge Rank, along unmarked gravel road, join N6 to authorized Queenstown Rank and return.
7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Minibus-taxi-type service

7.1.1.1.) Engcobo (Origin), Kokstad (Destination) - ecbrcchd239(31005D4100GH10047011)From Ngcobo taxi rank join R61 to Umthatha join N2 to Tsolo, Gumbu, Mt’Frere, Mt’ Ayliff, Kokstad, Mgababa and return

7.1.1.2.) Engcobo (Origin), Paarl (Destination) - ecbrcchd240(31005D4209SS10047012)From Ngcobo taxi rank join R61 to Tsomo, Cofimvaba, Queenstown, Tarkastad, Cradock, Graaff-Reinet, Arbedeen, Beaufort West, Lynsburg, Toiseriver, Worcester, Paarl and return

7.1.1.3.) Engcobo (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd240(31005D4209SS10047012)From Ngcobo taxi rank join R61 to Umthatha via Mqanduli, join N2 to Idutywa, Butterworth, East London, King Williams’town, Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth, Cape Town and return.

7.1.1.4.) Engcobo (Origin), Pietermaritzburg (PMB/Msunduzi) (Destination) - ecbrcchd241(31005D31001F10047013)From Ngcobo taxi rank join R61 to Umthatha Lebode, Ngqeleni, Port St Johns, Flagstaff, Bizana, Pietermaritzburg and return.

7.1.1.5.) Engcobo (Origin), Welkom (Via Point 1), Rustenburg (Via Point 2), Klerksdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd241(31005D31001F10047013)From Ngcobo taxi rank join R30 to Welkom, Rustenburg, Klerksdorp and return on the same route.

7.1.1.6.) Engcobo (Origin), Bizana (Destination) - ecbrcchd242(31005D1100HM10047014)From Ngcobo taxi rank join R61 to Umthatha Lebode, Ngqeleni, Port St Johns, Flagstaff, Bizana and return.

7.1.1.7.) Engcobo (Origin), Pretoria (Destination) - ecbrcchd242(31005D1100HM10047014)From Ngcobo taxi rank join N1 to Bloemfontein, Germiston, Johannesburg, Pretoria and return.

7.1.1.8.) Engcobo (Origin), Cape Town Taxi Rank (Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd244(31005D4000WB10200558)From Engcobo Taxi Rank via Tsomo, Cofimvaba, Queenstown, take R61 via Tarkastad, Cradock join Graaff-Reinet, Graaff-Reinet, Leeu-Gamka, Laingsburg, Toiseriver, Worcester, Paarl take N6 via Cathcart, Stutterheim, King William’s Town, East London, Port Alfred, Alexandria, or join R67 via Whittlesea, Fort Beaufort, Grahamstown, join N2 via Port Elizabeth, Humansdorp, Plettenberg bay, Knysna, Wilderness, George, Mosselbay, Riversdale, Heideberg, Swellendam via Montagu or join R72 via Durbanville, Bellville, Milnerton, Kraaifontein, Kuilsriver, Stellenbosch join N2 via Caledon, Campsbay, Grabouw, Somerset west, Strand or join R397 via Molteno, Burgersdorp, Bethuli, Steynsrivier, Middleburg or join N9 via Willowmore, Uniondale join N12 via Oudtshoorn, join R62 via Ladysmith, via Ceres, Wellington, Boland area, Khayelitsha, Nyanga, Phillipi, Langa to Cape Town and return either way.

7.1.1.9.) Engcobo (Origin), JOHANNESBURG PARK CITY MAIN TAXI RANK (Destination) - ecbrcchd244(31005D4000WB10200558)From Engcobo via Elliot, Barkly East, Lady Grey, Sterkspruit, Zafron, Wepener, Hobobhe, Tweespruit, Verkeerdewei, join N1 via Lady Brand, Clocolan, Wellington, Senekal, Heilbron, Sasolburg, Vereeniging, Natalspruit, Germiston, Voslous, Daveyton, Wtfbank or via Indwe, Dordrecht, Jamestown, Aliwal North, Rouxville, Smithfield, Redersburg, Bloemfontein, join N1 via Wynburg, Ventersburg, Kroonstad, Pretoria, Polokwane, or via Brandfort, Theunissen, Welkom, Virginia, Orkney, Klerksdorp, Venterdorp, Rustenburg, Northern, Thabazimbi, Liphalele, or via Parys, Fochville Carletonville to Johannesburg and return either way.

7.1.1.1.) Engcobo (Origin), Durban Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcchd244(31005D200218410200557)From Engcobo Taxi Rang towards Mqanduli via Idutywa, Port St Johns, Lusikisiki, Flagstaff, Bizana, Port Edward or via Bulwa, Underberg, Bethlehem, Villiers, Standerton or towards Umtata via Tsolo Qumbu, Mount Frere, Mount Ayliff, Kokstad, Umzimkulu, Ixopo, Pietermaritzburg or via Portshepton to Durban and return either way.
7.1.1.2. Cala (Origin), Elliot (Destination) - ecbrcchd226(31002G31005400046249)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot Rank and return.

7.1.1.3. Cala (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd226(31002G31003910046251)From Cala Rank, along R396, join unmarked gravel road, along R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Cala (Origin), Cala (Destination) - ecbrcchd227(31002G31002G00046249)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6 via Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 via Port Elizabeth, Mosselbay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.5. Cala (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd234(31002G4209SS10046263)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6 via Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 via Port Elizabeth, Mosselbay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Cala (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd236(31002G12059J10046265)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Alwal North, along N6, join N1 bypassing Bloemfontein via Kroonstad and Vanderbijlpark to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Cala (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd235(31002G4209SS10046264)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Cala (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd233(31002G31004H10046262)From Cala Rank, along R396, join secondary road to Indwe, along R56 to Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Cala (Origin), Engcobo (Destination) - ecbrcchd230(31002G31005D10046259)From Cala Rank, along R396, join unmarked road via Cala Pass to Engcobo and return.

7.1.1.10. Cala (Origin), Indwe (Destination) - ecbrcchd232(31002G31008110046261)From Cala Rank, along R396, join secondary road to Indwe Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Cala (Origin), Lady Freire (Destination) - ecbrcchd231(31002G3100BC10046260)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.12. Cala (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd237(31002G12059J10046266)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Alwal North, along N6 to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

1) AOECCHLB93353 2) LUNGA NDABULA 8909295863082 3) P.O. BOX 1123, CALA, CALA, 5455 Xalanga Taxi Association 4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 15 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)
7.1.1.7. Cala (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd236(31002G12059J10046265)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Aliwal North, along N6, join N1 bypassing Bloemfontein via Kroonstad and Vanderbijlpark to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Cala (Origin), Cala (Destination) - ecbrcchd227(31002G31002G00046250)From Cala Rank to Askeaton, Indwana, Sepalana, Zuphaphasi, Manzimahle, Langanci, Mthingwevu, Taleni, Nbenge, Nyalasa, Sifondle, Morula, Zikhownane, Lafuta, Tseingiwe, Ncora, Mbewula, Manzimadaka, Mnxe, Mgwalana, Rabers and Endwana.

7.1.1.9. Cala (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd228(31002G31003910046251)From Cala Rank, along R396, join unmarked gravel road, along R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.10. Cala (Origin), Elliot (Destination) - ecbrcchd226(31002G31005400046249)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Cala (Origin), Tsomo (Destination) - ecbrcchd229(31002G3100L210046252)From Cala Rank, along unmarked road, join R61 to Tsomo and return.

7.1.1.12. Cala (Origin), Engcobo (Destination) - ecbrcchd230(31002G31005D10046259)From Cala Rank, along R396, join unmarked road via Cala Pass to Engcobo and return.

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.7. Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.13. Whittlesea (Uncedo) (Origin), Whittlesea (Destination) - ecbrcchd215(3100MO3100M00046238)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 to Sada and Ekuphumleni and return.


7.1.1.15. Whittlesea (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd216(3100MO3100BC10046239)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R61 to Queenstown, along R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.16. Whittlesea (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd217(3100MO31002F10046240)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R345 to Cathcart, along R351, join R61 via Tsomo and Nqamakwe, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.17. Whittlesea (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd224(3100MO3100L10046247)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R345 to Cathcart, join R351, along R61, join Tsomo Raod via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2, join Tsomo Raod via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.18. Whittlesea (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd225(3100MO3100L10046248)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R345 to Cathcart, along R351, join R61 via Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.19. Whittlesea (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd221(3100MO41006410046245)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 via Fort Beaufort, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.20. Whittlesea (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) -

1) AOECCBL93365 2) J M MAKAWULA 7302205318085 3) P.O. BOX 38, LADYFRERE, LADYFRERE, 5410 WHITTLESEA UNCEDO SERVICE TAXI ASSOCIATION 4) not available 5) 1 x 15 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)
From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 towards George, join N2 towards Mosselbay, Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank ONLY off-loading on demarcated taxi stops WITHOUT loading and return the same route backwards.

7.1.1.1 Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Grahamstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd220(3100MO31006E10046243)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 via Fort Beaufort, join N2 to authorized Grahamstown Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd222(3100MO41006410046244)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R61 via Cradock, join N9, along R67 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd218(3100MO31004U10046241)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67, join R345 to Cathcart, join N6, join Northeast Expressway to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Fort Beaufort (Destination) - ecbrcchd219(3100MO31005Q10046242)From authorized Whittlesea Rank, along R67 to authorized Fort Beaufort Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Whittlesea/Sada (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd136(3100HT3100L110046149)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.2. Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(3100HT7100MF10046145)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.3. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT120559J10046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd129(3100HT4209SS10046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Whittlesea, along R67 via Grahamstown and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.5. Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd128(3100HT4100EE10046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to George, along N2 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd138(3100HT2206LS10046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Colmivaba to Umtata, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umzimkulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd125(3100HT41006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd127(3100HT4100EE10046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd126(3100HT41006410046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd132(3100HT3100K110046144)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Jamestown to Aliwal North, along R58, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.
7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd137(3100HT3100Li10046150)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrcchd114(3100HT3100KJ10046125)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Tarkastad and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd113(3100HT31002F10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT3100L110046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd108(3100HT3100HT00046119)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along Victoria Road to Mlungisi and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Ilinge (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized Queenstown rank, along N6 to Lessyton, Ezibeleni and Ilinge and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(3100HT31002C10046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd110(3100HT32001J10046121)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Thornhill Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrcchd111(3100HT3100MO00046122)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R67 to authorized Whittlesea Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT3100k310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkstroom (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K210046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Sterkstroom Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd120(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT31004U10046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd116(3100HT31009P10046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to George, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.3 Queenstown (Origin), Mdantsane (East London) (Destination) - ecbrcchd117(3100HT32041W10046128)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 to authorized Mdantsane Rank
7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1.) Queenstown (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrcchd114(3100HT3100KJ10046125)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Tarkastad and return.

7.1.1.2.) Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.3.) Queenstown (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd113(3100HT31002F10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Raod via Nqamakwe to Ndabakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.4.) Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd136(3100HT12059J10046149)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.5.) Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT12059J10046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.6.) Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd134(3100HT12059J10046147)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R61 via Theunissen and Orkney to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.7.) Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd133(3100HT7100MF10046145)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R61 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.8.) Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd132(3100HT3100K110046144)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Jamestown to Aliwal North, along R58, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.9.) Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd137(3100HT3100L110046150)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.10.) Queenstown (Origin), Ezibeleni AA (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd211(3100HT32041500046233)From authorized Queenstown rank, along N6 to Lessyton and Ezibeleni and return.

7.1.1.11.) Queenstown (Origin), Molteno (Destination) - ecbrcchd213(3100HT3100E510046235)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno and return.

7.1.1.12.) Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd214(3100HT12056J10046236)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Rouxville, along R26 via Wepener, Bethlehem, Frankfort, Vanderbijlpark and Vereeniging to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.13.) Queenstown (Origin), Vaalbank (Destination) - ecbrcchd212(3100HT3204AGR00047758)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Vaalbank and return (May operate in reverse direction).

7.1.1.14.) Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd126(3100HT41006410046137)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.15.) Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - ecbrcchd138(3100HT2206LS10046151)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Uzumkulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.16.) Queenstown (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd124(3100HT3100NP10046135)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown to
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authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - ecbrcchd125(3100HT41006410046136)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenston (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd127(3100HT41006EE10046139)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth and George to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd128(3100HT41006EE10046140)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to George, along N2 to authorized Mosselbay Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd129(3100HT4209SS10046141)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61, join R67 via Whittlesea, join N2 via Grahamstown and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - ecbrcchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to Geoghe, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd131(3100HT4209SS10046143)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Lansigburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd116(3100HT3009P10046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT3004U10046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frene (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frene Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkstroom (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K20046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to authorized Sterkstroom Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT3100K30046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(3100HT31002C10046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Lady Frene Taxi Rank (Origin), Cape Town Taxi Rank(Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd120(30014K4000WB10046224)From Vaalbank Taxi Rank via Lady Frene join R396 via Queenstown, take R61 via Tarkastad, Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet, Aberdeen, or join N6 via Cathcart, Stutterheim, King William's Town, East London, Port Alfred, Alexandria, or join R67 via Whittlesea, Fort Beaufort, Grahamstown, join N2 via Port Elizabeth, Humansdorp, Plettenberg Bay, Knysna, Wilderness, George, Mosselbay, Riversdale, Heidelberg, Swellendam, via Montagu, or join R72 via Durbanville, Bellville, Milnerton, Kraaifontein, Kilsriver, Stellenbosch, or join R318 via Ashton, Villersdorp, join N2 to Caledon, Cansbaai, Grabouw, Somerset West, Strand or join R397 via Molteno, Burgersdorp, Bethul, join R56 via Steynsburg, Middleburg, De Aar, Britstown, Upton, Springbok, Malmsbury, Houtbay, Simonstown or join N9 via Arbedeen, Willmore, Uniondale, join N12 via Outshoorn, join R62 via Ladysmith, or via Ceres, Wellington, Boland Areas, Khayelitsha, Nyanga, Phillipi, Langa to Cape Town and return either way.

7.1.1.2 Lady Frene Taxi Rank (Origin), Cape Town Taxi Rank(Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(30014K4000WB10046225)From Vaalbank Taxi Rank via Lady Frene join R396 via Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, Fort Beaufort, Grahamstown, join N2 via Port Elizabeth, Humansdorp, Plettenberg Bay, Knysna, Wilderness, George, Mosselbay, Riversdale, Heidelberg, Swellendam, via Montagu, or join R72 via Durbanville, Bellville, Milnerton, Kraaifontein, Kilsriver, Stellenbosch, or join R318 via Ashton, Villersdorp, join N2 to Caledon, Cansbaai, Grabouw, Somerset West, Strand or join R397 via Molteno, Burgersdorp, Bethul, join R56 via Steynsburg, Middleburg, De Aar, Britstown, Upton, Springbok, Malmsbury, Houtbay, Simonstown or join N9 via Arbedeen, Willmore, Uniondale, join N12 via Outshoorn, join R62 via Ladysmith, or via Ceres, Wellington, Boland Areas, Khayelitsha, Nyanga, Phillipi, Langa to Cape Town and return either way.

7.1.1.2 Lady Frene Taxi Rank (Origin), Cape Town Taxi Rank(Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(30014K4000WB10046226)From Vaalbank Taxi Rank via Lady Frene join R396 via Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, Fort Beaufort, Grahamstown, join N2 via Port Elizabeth, Humansdorp, Plettenberg Bay, Knysna, Wilderness, George, Mosselbay, Riversdale, Heidelberg, Swellendam, via Montagu, or join R72 via Durbanville, Bellville, Milnerton, Kraaifontein, Kilsriver, Stellenbosch, or join R318 via Ashton, Villersdorp, join N2 to Caledon, Cansbaai, Grabouw, Somerset West, Strand or join R397 via Molteno, Burgersdorp, Bethul, join R56 via Steynsburg, Middleburg, De Aar, Britstown, Upton, Springbok, Malmsbury, Houtbay, Simonstown or join N9 via Arbedeen, Willmore, Uniondale, join N12 via Outshoorn, join R62 via Ladysmith, or via Ceres, Wellington, Boland Areas, Khayelitsha, Nyanga, Phillipi, Langa to Cape Town and return either way.

7.1.1.2 Lady Frene Taxi Rank (Origin), Cape Town Taxi Rank(Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(30014K4000WB10046227)From Vaalbank Taxi Rank via Lady Frene join R396 via Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 to R67, along R67 via Whittlesea, Fort Beaufort, Grahamstown, join N2 via Port Elizabeth, Humansdorp, Plettenberg Bay, Knysna, Wilderness, George, Mosselbay, Riversdale, Heidelberg, Swellendam, via Montagu, or join R72 via Durbanville, Bellville, Milnerton, Kraaifontein, Kilsriver, Stellenbosch, or join R318 via Ashton, Villersdorp, join N2 to Caledon, Cansbaai, Grabouw, Somerset West, Strand or join R397 via Molteno, Burgersdorp, Bethul, join R56 via Steynsburg, Middleburg, De Aar, Britstown, Upton, Springbok, Malmsbury, Houtbay, Simonstown or join N9 via Arbedeen, Willmore, Uniondale, join N12 via Outshoorn, join R62 via Ladysmith, or via Ceres, Wellington, Boland Areas, Khayelitsha, Nyanga, Phillipi, Langa to Cape Town and return either way.
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7.1.1.3 Lady Frere AA (Lady Frere) (Origin), Lady Frere Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcchd2122(3201030014K00200439)From Jojweni, Zigguthu, Zwartwater, Qqodala, Tsembe, Buffeldorrens, Mgqunukwaba, Bankies, Mhlanga, Macubeni, Guba, Masubela, Gresyspan, Cumakalala, Ngqanda, Zipungceni, Manyosi, Bhoqo, Ngqonyama, Dubeni, Mthathya, Mahlapusi, Percy, Trust, Hala No. 1, Hala No. 2, or join second road towards Indwe, or unmarked gravel road via Maqashu, Ezingsolweni, Lower Ndonga, Soglan, Lubisi, Aspentown, or via Ngcuka, Ngqoko, Bengu, Lantl, Mhlanzana, Luqololo, Rwantsana, Tsatshe, Nikolonga, Sikhwanqeni, Nqiningana, Bolotwa, Mpotulo, Xonxa, Kundulu, Gqebe, Casadu, Mount Authur to Vaalbank Taxi Rank and return either way.

1) ADECCHLB93417 2) MB Mbilini 6703195431088 3) 1A TAYLOR STR, TARKASTAD, Eastern Cape, 5370 Tarkastad Taxi Association
4) not available New OL 5) 1 x 21 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1. Tarkastad (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrcchd176(31000KJ3100KJ00046190)From informal stops along R61 to Bottle Gate Farm, Suurfontein Farm, Carcelon, Wayvalley, Hassfontein, Phakamisa Village and Zola Township and return.

7.1.1.2. Tarkastad (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrcchd177(31000KJ31000310046191)From informal stops along R344 to Blanco, Qvaraskerk and Groenfontein and return.

7.1.1.3. Tarkastad (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrcchd178(31000KJ31000310046192)From informal stops along R61, join R67 to authorized Whittlesea Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Tarkastad (Origin), Adelaide (Destination) - ecbrcchd179(31000KJ31000310046193)From informal stops along R61, join R67 to Fort Beaufort, along R63 to Adelaide and return.

7.1.1.5. Tarkastad (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd180(31000KJ31000P10046194)From informal stops, along R61 to Queenstown, along N6 to Stutterheim, along R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Tarkastad (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd181(31000KJ31000P10046195)From Tarkastad, along R344 to Adelaide, along R63 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Tarkastad (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd182(31000KJ3100HT10046196)From informal stops along R61 to authorized Queenstown Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Tarkastad (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd190(31000KJ310002C10046204)From informal stops along R61, join R344 to Sterkstroom, along R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Tarkastad (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ecbrcchd191(31000KJ3100NP10046205)From informal stops along R61 towards Queenstown, along R67 to Fort Beaufort, along R63 to Adelaide, along R344, join N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.

7.1.1.10. Tarkastad (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd192(31000KJ4209SS10046207)From informal stops along R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg to Paarl, along R300, join N2 via Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Tarkastad (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - ecbrcchd193(31000KJ3100KJ00046208)From informal stops along R61 to Queenstown, along N6 to Aliwal North, along R68, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.12. Tarkastad (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd194(31000KJ7100MF10046209)From informal stops along R61 to Queenstown, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.13. Tarkastad (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd195(31000KJ12059J10046210)From informal stops along R61 to Queenstown, along N6 via Aliwal North, join N1 bypassing Bloemfontein via Kroonsd and Vanderbijlpark to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.14. Tarkastad (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd196(31000KJ12059J10046211)From informal stops along R61 to Queenstown, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.15. Tarkastad (Origin), Durban Metro (Destination) - ecbrcchd197(31000KJ21004R10046212)From informal stops along R61 to Queenstown, continue along R61 via Cofimvaba and Engcobo to Umtata, along N2 via Port Shepstone to authorized
7.1.1 Tarkastad (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd198(3100KJ31004U10046214)From informal stops along R61 to Queenstown, along N6 via Stutterheim, join North East Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1 Tarkastad (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd199(3100KJ31004U10046215)From informal stops along R61 to Queenstown, along N6 to Stutterheim, along R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 to Fort Jackson turn-off, along Mdantsane Access Road to Mdantsane, join N2 to Amalinda turn-off, along Amalinda Main Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1 Tarkastad (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd189(3100KJ3100K310046203)From informal stops along R61, join R401 to Hofmeyr, along R390 to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1 Tarkastad (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd188(3100KJ31004H10046202)From informal stops along R61 via Queenstown, join R392 to Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1 Tarkastad (Origin), Molteno (Destination) - ecbrcchd187(3100KJ3100E510046201)From informal stops along R61, join R401 to Hofmeyr, along R390 to Steynsburg, along R56 to Molteno Rank and return.

7.1.1 Tarkastad (Origin), Hofmeyer (Destination) - ecbrcchd185(3100KJ31007Z00046199)From informal stops along R61, join R401 to Hofmeyer and return.

7.1.1 Tarkastad (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchd184(3100KJ31003H10046198)From informal stops along R61 to Lingelihle Township and to Cradock and return.

7.1.1 Tarkastad (Origin), Ntabethemba NU (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd183(3100KJ3204FS00046197)From informal stops along R61 to Ntabathemba and return.

1) AOECCHLB93418 2) MB Mbilini 6703195431088 3) IA TAYLOR STR, TARKASTAD, Eastern Cape, 5370 4) not available 5) 1 x 27 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Charter service

7.1.1.1. Tarkastad (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar028(3100KJ3100KJ00158522)The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Tarkastad to points within RSA and return with the same persons, subject to specified conditions.

1) AOECCHLB93419 2) Vukile Mrwetyana 7002156167081 3) P o Box 32, CALA, Chris Hani, 5455 Xalanga Taxi Association 4) not available 5) 1 x 13 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes
7.1.1.) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1.1. Cala (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd236(31002G12059J10046265)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Alwal North, along N6, join N1 bypassing Bloemfontein via Kroonstad and Vanderbijlpark to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.1. Cala (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd237(31002G12059J10046266)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Alwal North, along N6 to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.3. Cala (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd233(31002G4209SS10046263)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6 via Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 via Port Elizabeth, Mosselbay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Cala (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd235(31002G4209SS10046264)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6, along R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwwonline.co.za
7.1.1.5. Cala (Origin), Indwe (Destination) - ecbrcchd232(31002G31008B100462621)From Cala Rank, along R396, join secondary road to Indwe Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Cala (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd233(31002G31004H10046262)From Cala Rank, along R396, join secondary road to Indwe, along R56 to Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Cala (Origin), Engcobo (Destination) - ecbrcchd230(31002G31005D10046259)From Cala Rank, along R396, join unmarked road via Cala Pass to Engcobo and return.

7.1.1.8. Cala (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd231(31002G31006C10046260)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Cala (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd228(31002G31003910046251)From Cala Rank, along R396, join unmarked gravel road, along R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.10. Cala (Origin), Tsomo (Destination) - ecbrcchd229(31002G3100L210046252)From Cala Rank, along unmarked road, join R61 to Tsomo and return.

7.1.1.11. Cala (Origin), Elliot (Destination) - ecbrcchd226(31002G31005400046249)From Cala Rank, along R396 to Elliot Rank and return.

7.1.1.12. Cala (Origin), Cala (Destination) - ecbrcchd227(31002G31002G00046250)From Cala Rank, along unmarked road, join R396 to Cala Rank and return.

1) AOECCHLB93420 2) WATU JOSEPH DIAS 4004055490088 3) 1103 ILINGE TOWNSHIP, ILINGE TOWNSHIP, QUEENSTOWN, 5320
4) not available 5) 1 x 13 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Charter service

7.1.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar003(3100HT3100HT00132880)The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Lukhanji municipality to points within RSA and return back

1) AOECCHLB93421 2) SINGILIZWE SYDNEY JONGQO 5205205771082
3) P.O BOX 9361, QUEENSTOWN, QUEENSTOWN, 5320
4) not available 5) 1 x 54 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Charter service

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar002(3100BC3100BC00132877)The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Lady Frere to points within RSA and return back

1) AOECCHLB93422 2) SINGILIZWE SYDNEY JONGQO 5205205771082
3) P.O BOX 9361, QUEENSTOWN, QUEENSTOWN, 5320
4) not available 5) 1 x 71 (Seating) 6) Gazette Number: QTN27 (19 Feb 2014)

7.1.) Proposed List of Routes

7.1.1.) Charter service

7.1.1.1. Lady Frere (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchdchar002(3100BC3100BC00132877)The conveyence of persons and their personal effects on pre-arranged trips from Lady Frere to points within RSA and return back

1) AOECCHLB93432 2) BM Jan 6102025285089
3) 1058 Zone 3, Ezibeleni, Queenstown, 5320 QUEENSTOWN UNCEDO TAXI ASSOCIATION
4) not available 5) 1 x 14(Seating)

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
6) Proposed List of Routes

7.1. Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1. Queenstown (Origin), Tarkastad (Destination) - ecbrcchd114(3100HT3100KJ10046125)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 to Tarkastad and return.

7.1.1.2. Queenstown (Origin), Cradock (Destination) - ecbrcchd115(3100HT31003H10046126)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R61 via Tarkastad to Cradock and return.

7.1.1.3. Queenstown (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ecbrcchd112(3100HT31003910046123)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.4. Queenstown (Origin), Butterworth (Destination) - ecbrcchd113(3100HT31002F10046124)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndbakazi junction, join N2 to authorized Butterworth Rank and return.

7.1.1.5. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd130(3100HT4209SS10046142)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet and Uniondale, join N12 to Geoge, along N2 via Mossel Bay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Queenstown (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd131(3100HT4209SS10046143)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Laingsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Queenstown (Origin), Lady Frere (Destination) - ecbrcchd119(3100HT3100BC10046130)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R396 to authorized Lady Frere Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Queenstown (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd118(3100HT31004U10046129)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Stutterheim, join Northeast Expressway, along Fitzpatrick Road to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Queenstown (Origin), Mdantsane (East London) (Destination) - ecbrcchd117(3100HT32041W10046128)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 to authorized Mdantsane Rank and return.

7.1.1.10. Queenstown (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ecbrcchd116(3100HT31009P10046127)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Stutterheim, join R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Queenstown (Origin), Dordrecht (Destination) - ecbrcchd120(3100HT31004H10046131)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R392 to authorized Dordrecht Rank and return.

7.1.1.12. Queenstown (Origin), Sterkstroom (Destination) - ecbrcchd121(3100HT3100K210046132)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Sterkstroom Rank and return.

7.1.1.13. Queenstown (Origin), Steynsburg (Destination) - ecbrcchd122(3100HT3100K310046133)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 via Molteno to authorized Steynsburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.14. Queenstown (Origin), Burgersdorp (Destination) - ecbrcchd123(3100HT31002C10046134)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R56 to Molteno, along R397 to authorized Burgersdorp Rank and return.

7.1.1.15. Queenstown (Origin), Thornhill (Tsolwana Rural) (Destination) - ecbrcchd110(3100HT3200UJ10046121)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along R81 to Thornhill Rank and return.

7.1.1.16. Queenstown (Origin), Whittlesea/Sada (Destination) - ecbrcchd111(3100HT3100MO000146122)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, join R67 to authorized Whittlesea Rank and return.

7.1.1.17. Queenstown (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ecbrcchd108(3100HT3100HT00046119)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Victoria Road to Mlungisi and return.

7.1.1.18. Queenstown (Origin), Illovo (Queenstown) (Destination) - ecbrcchd109(3100HT320AGM00046120)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to Lessyton, Ezibeleni and Illovo and return.

7.1.1.19. Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd136(3100HT3100UI10046149)From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, along R61, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndbakazi junction, join N2, join Tsomo Road via Nqamakwe to Ndbakazi junction, join N2 via Butterworth to authorized Umtata Rank and return.

7.1.1.2. Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) -
7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, via Aliwal North and Smithfield, join the N1 and bypass Bloemfontein, along N1 via Kroonstad and the Kroonval Toll Gate to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Orkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Aliwal North to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Sterkspruit (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 via Jamestown to Aliwal North, along R58, along R392 via Herschel to authorized Sterkspruit Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), George (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, via Cradock, join N9, along N9 via Graaff Reinet and Uniondale, join N12, along N12 to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Mosselbay (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6 to R61, along R61 via Cofimvaba to Umtata, along N2 via Qumbu and Mount Frere, bypassing Kokstad, along R56 via Umzimkulu and Pietermaritzburg, along N3 to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Queenstown (Origin), Durban CBD (Durban Metro) (Destination) - From authorized Queenstown Rank, along N6, via Jamestown, join N707 via Sienekal, Petrusstein, Hebron, Vereeniging, Meyerton, Alberton, Germiston, Boksburg, Benoni, Brakpan, Springs, Kempton Park, Tembisa, Sandton, Randburg, Krugersdorp, Randfontein, Johannesburg, Soweto, Westrandia, Carletonville, Rustenburg, or join R30 via Virginia, Welkom, Odendaalrus, Bothaville, Orkney, Stofffontein, Klerksdorp, Potchefstroom, Sasolburg, Sebokeng, Vandelipark, Lichtenburg, Swartkops, Pretoria, or join R26 via Hobhouse, Lady Brand, Ficksburg, Ficksburg, Bethlehem, Harrismith, Vrede, Standerton, Ermelo, join N17 via Bethal, Secunda, Middelburg, join N4 via Komatiport, or join R392 via Dordrecht, Indwe, Cato, join R56 via Elliot, Ugie, Maclear, Mountain Fletcher, Mataliele, Kokstad, or join R56 via Cofimvaba, Engcobo, or join R409 via Tsomo, join N2 via Butterworth, Idutywa, Umtata, Tsolo, Qumbu, Kokstad, join R56 via Umzimkulu, Harding, Port Shepstone, Richmond, Durban, Richards Bay, Howick, Escourt, Ladysmith, or via Marikana, Britz, Garankuwa, Mabopane, Themba, Warmbad, Madimolle, Polokwane, Mokopane to Musina and return either way.
7.1.1.2. Lady Frere Taxi Rank (Origin), Cape Town Taxi Rank (Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd0651(30014K0004W101790434)From Lady Frere Taxi Rank join R396 via Queenstown, join R61 via Tarkastad, Cradock, join N9 via Graaff-Reinet, Aberdeen, or join N6 via Crefcath, Stutterheim, King William's Town, Bisho, East London, join R72 via Port Alfred, Alexandria, or join R61 via Beaufort West, join N1 via Lainsburg, Worcester, Wellington, Paarl, Durbanville, Bevillle, Milnerton, Kraaifontein, Kuilsriver, Stellenbosh, or join R67 via Whittlesea, Fort Beaufort, Grahamstown, join N2 via Port Elizabeth, Humansdorp, Plettenberg Bay, Knysna, Wilderness, George, Mosselbay, Riversdale, Heidelberg, Swellendam, join R60 via Montagu, or join R318 via Ashton, Villiersdorp, join N2 via Caledon, Cansbaai, Hermanus, Grabouw, Somerset West, Strand, or join R397 via Molteno, Burgersdorp, Bethlehem, join R56 via Stynsburg, Middelburg, Hanover, De Aar, Britstown, Upington, Springbok, Malmersbury, Houtbay, Simonstown, or join N9 via Arbedeen, Willowmore, Uniondale, join N12 via Oudshoorn, join R62 via Ladysmith or via Ceres, Wellington, Boland Areas, Khayelitsha, Nyanga, Phillipi, Langa to Cape Town and return either way.

7.1.1.3. Lady Frere AA (Lady Frere) (Origin), Lady Frere Taxi Rank (Destination) - ecbrcchd0652(32011030014K00199035)From Percy, Trust, Hala No. 1, Hala No. 2 or join Secondary Road towards Indwe or unmarked gravel road via Masathu, Ezingsopolweni, Lower Ndonga, Seplan, Lubisi, Askateman, or from Ngakuza, Ngoko, Bengu, Lantl, Mbizana, Luqolo, Rwantsansa, Tshatschu, Nikolonga, Sikwanganzi, Nqwinganiza, Bolotwa, Mpotulo, Xonza, Kundulu, Gqebenyani, Matyanya, Macbini, Mckaysnake, Dubeiri, Mtshkweni, or from Cacadu, Mount Arthur, Makapusi, Jojweni, Vaalbank, Zingguthu, Swartwater, Qqodala, Tsembeyi, Buifefordrensi, Mgqukhwebe, Bankies, Mhianga, Macubeni, Guba, Maqubele, Greyspan, Cumakala, Ngqanda to Lady Frere and return either way.

7.1.1.4. Lady Frere (Origin), Durban Metro (Destination) - ecbrcchd0653(3001BC21004R10046043)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along unmarked gravel road, along R61 via Coffmva to Umtata, along N2 via Port Shepstone to authorized Durban Rank and return.

7.1.1.5. Lady Frere (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd0654(3100BC12059J10046049)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Aliwal North, along N6 to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen and Korkney to Klerksdorp, along N12 via Potchefstroom to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.6. Lady Frere (Origin), Welkom (Destination) - ecbrcchd0655(3100BC12059J10046040)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Aliwal North, along N6 to Bloemfontein, along R30 via Theunissen to authorized Welkom Rank and return.

7.1.1.7. Lady Frere (Origin), Johannesburg Other (Johannesburg South) (Destination) - ecbrcchd0656(3100BC12059J10046041)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Elliot, along R58 via Barkley East to Aliwal North, along N6 to Bloemfontein via Kroonstad and Vanderbijlpark to authorized Johannesburg Rank and return.

7.1.1.8. Lady Frere (Origin), Cala (Destination) - ecbrcchd0657(3001BC31002G10046031)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Cala Rank and return.

7.1.1.9. Lady Frere (Origin), East London (Destination) - ecbrcchd059(3001BC31004U10046030)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6, join Northeast Expressway to authorized East London Rank and return.

7.1.1.11. Lady Frere (Origin), Umtata (Destination) - ecbrcchd0659(3001BC31004U10046032)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along N2 via Port Elizabeth and Knysna to authorized George Rank and return.

7.1.1.12. Lady Frere (Origin), Paarl (Destination) - ecbrcchd0591(3001BC41000GH10046037)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 via Queenstown, along N6 via Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 via Grahamstown, Paarl and return.

7.1.1.13. Lady Frere (Origin), Cape Town CBD (City of Cape Town) (Destination) - ecbrcchd0601(3100BC4209SS10046039)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6 via Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along R61 via Cradock, join N9 to Aberdeen, along R61 to Beaufort West, along N1 via Langsburg and Paarl to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

This gazette is also available free online at [www.gpwonline.co.za](http://www.gpwonline.co.za)
along N2 via Port Elizabeth, Mosselbay and Somerset West to authorized Cape Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.1 Lady Frere (Origin), Bolotwa (Destination) - ebcrchd047(3100BC3100NY10046025)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396, join unmarked gravel road to Bolotwa and return.

7.1.1.1 Lady Frere (Origin), Askeaton (Emalahleni Rural) (Destination) - ebcrchd046(3100BC320AGP00046024)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Mkapusi, Driver's Drift and Askeaton and return.

7.1.1.1 Lady Frere (Origin), Cofimvaba (Destination) - ebcrchd049(3100BC31003910046027)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396, join unmarked gravel road, join R61 to Cofimvaba Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Lady Frere (Origin), Indwe (Destination) - ebcrchd048(3100BC31008100046026)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396, join secondary road to Indwe Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Lady Frere (Origin), King Williams Town (Destination) - ebcrchd051(3100BC31009P10046029)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6 to Stutterheim, along R346 to authorized King Williams Town Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Lady Frere (Origin), Queenstown (Destination) - ebcrchd050(3100BC3100HT10046028)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to authorized Queenstown Rank and return.

7.1.1.2 Lady Frere (Origin), Port Elizabeth (Destination) - ebcrchd056(3100BC3100NP10046034)From authorized Lady Frere Rank, along R396 to Queenstown, along N6 via Stutterheim, join R346 to King Williams Town, along N2 via Grahamstown to authorized Port Elizabeth Rank and return.